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讀完本章後，你將能夠

 ■ 了解高品質網格的重要性。

 ■ 了解如何在計算區域運用適當邊界條

件。

 ■ 了解如何在基本工程問題應用 CFD，

並判斷結果是否合乎物理意義。

 ■ 了解需要深入研究及大量練習才能成

功運用 CFD。

15計算流體力學簡介

本 章概略介紹計算流體力學 (CFD)。雖然任何熟悉電腦的人都可以使用 CFD  

軟體，但是所得到的結果在物理上卻不一定是正確的。事實上，如果網格

建立不恰當，或邊界條件、流動參數設定不對，其結果可能完全是錯的。因此，

本章的目標是提供建立網格、設定邊界條件與判斷計算結果的方針。本章重點為 

CFD 在工程問題上的應用，而不是網格建立技術、離散化的方法、CFD 運算法或

數值穩定性。

其中所用的例題是由市售軟體 ANSYS-FLUENT 所得來的，使用其它 CFD 軟

體會得到類似但不會是完全相同的結果。例題包含可壓縮與不可壓縮流、層流與紊

流，包含對流熱傳，以及具有自由表面的流動。最好的學習方式就是動手練習。

因此，我們提供一些使用商用 CFD 軟體的習題供學生練習，也在本書專屬的網站 

www.mheducation.asia/olc/cengel 提供許多額外的 CFD 問題供學生參考與練習。
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
T O  C O M P U TAT I O N A L
F L U I D  D Y N A M I C S

Abrief introduction to computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is pre-
sented in this chapter. While any intelligent, computer-literate
person can run a CFD code, the results he or she obtains may not 

be physically correct. In fact, if the grid is not properly generated, or if the 
boundary conditions or flow parameters are improperly applied, the results 
may even be completely erroneous. Therefore, the goal of this chapter is to 
present guidelines about how to generate a grid, how to specify boundary 
conditions, and how to determine if the computer output is meaningful. We 
stress the application of CFD to engineering problems, rather than details 
about grid generation techniques, discretization schemes, CFD algorithms, 
or numerical stability.

The examples presented here have been obtained with the commercial 
computational fluid dynamics code ANSYS-FLUENT. Other CFD codes 
would yield similar, but not identical results. Sample CFD solutions are 
shown for incompressible and compressible laminar and turbulent flows, 
flows with heat transfer, and flows with free surfaces. As always, one learns 
best by hands-on practice. For this reason, 
we provide several homework problems 
that utilize many additional CFD prob-
lems are provided or the books website at 
www.mheducation.asia/olc/cengel.
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Objectives

When you finish reading this chapter, you 
should be able to

■ Understand the importance of 
a high-quality, good resolution 
mesh

■ Apply appropriate boundary 
conditions to computational 
domains

■ Understand how to apply CFD to 
basic engineering problems and 
how to determine whether the 
output is physically meaningful

■ Realize that you need much 
further study and practice to use 
CFD successfully

Flow over a male swimmer simulated using 
the ANSYS-FLUENT CFD code. The 

image shows simulated oil flow lines along 
the surface of the body. Flow separation 

in the region of the neck is visible.
Photo used with the permission of the owner, 

Speedo International Limited.
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水流過一個男性游泳者，利用 ANSYS-FLUENT 
CFD 軟體模擬，該圖像顯示出沿著所述主體的表
面模擬的油流線，在頸部的區域的流動分離是可

見的。
Photo used with the permission of the owner, Speedo 
International Limited.

學習目標
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15-1　簡介與基本原理

動機

關於有流體流動的工程系統，其設計及分析有兩種基本方

法：實驗與計算。前者一般包含模型的建構與在風洞或其它

設備內的測試 (第 7 章)，而後者則包含微分方程組的求解，不

論是解析 (第 9 與 10 章) 或數值方法。本章對於計算流體力學 

(computational fluid dynamics, CFD) 作簡略的介紹。現代工程師

們同時運用實驗與 CFD，這兩者是互補的。例如，工程師可能

實驗得到全域的性質，如升力、阻力、壓力降、功率之類。但

是使用 CFD 可得到流場的細節，如剪應力、速度及壓力曲線 

(圖 15-1)，以及流線。此外，實驗數據通常被用來驗證 CFD 的解答。CFD 則被用

來縮短設計時間，減少反覆調整參數所需的循環次數，並減少實驗的測試量。

現階段 CFD 可以掌握層流的問題，但是工程上實際的紊流問題必須先有紊流

模型才能處理。然而，沒有任何紊流模型可適用所有的情形，所以紊流 CFD 結果

的適用性最多只能跟其所根據的紊流模型一樣。雖然如此，標準的紊流模型在許多

實際工程問題上都有合理的結果。

本章並不包含許多相關的主題－如格點的建立方法、數值解的運算法、有限

差分與有限容積的方法、穩定性、紊流模型等。在本章裡，我們只勾勒出這個領域

的外觀。我們的目標是從使用者的角度，提供 CFD 的基本觀念，如何建立網格、

設定邊界條件，及判斷計算結果是否符合物理意義。

我們從要求解的微分方程組開始，列出解題過程的大綱。下一節的內容，將集

中在用 CFD 解層流、紊流、熱流、可壓縮流及明渠流的例題。

運動方程式

對於黏性、不可壓縮牛頓流體的穩定層流，在沒有自由表面的效應下，運動方

程式為連續方程式
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15–1 ■  INTRODUCTION AND FUNDAMENTALS

Motivation
There are two fundamental approaches to design and analysis of engineering 
systems that involve fluid flow: experimentation and calculation. The former 
typically involves construction of models that are tested in wind tunnels or 
other facilities (Chap. 7), while the latter involves solution of differential equa-
tions, either analytically (Chaps. 9 and 10) or computationally. In the present 
chapter, we provide a brief introduction to computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD), the field of study devoted to solution of the equations of fluid flow 
through use of a computer (or, more recently, several computers working in 
parallel). Modern engineers apply both experimental and CFD analyses, and 
the two complement each other. For example, engineers may obtain global 
properties, such as lift, drag, pressure drop, or power, experimentally, but use 
CFD to obtain details about the flow field, such as shear stresses, velocity and 
pressure profiles (Fig. 15–1), and flow streamlines. In addition, experimental 
data are often used to validate CFD solutions by matching the computation-
ally and experimentally determined global quantities. CFD is then employed 
to shorten the design cycle through carefully controlled parametric studies, 
thereby reducing the required amount of experimental testing.
 The current state of computational fluid dynamics is that CFD can handle 
laminar flows with ease, but turbulent flows of practical engineering interest 
are impossible to solve without invoking turbulence models. Unfortunately, 
no turbulence model is universal, and a turbulent CFD solution is only as 
good as the appropriateness of the turbulence model. In spite of this limi-
tation, the standard turbulence models yield reasonable results for many 
practical engineering problems.
 There are several aspects of CFD that are not covered in this chapter—
grid generation techniques, numerical algorithms, finite difference and finite 
volume schemes, stability issues, turbulence modeling, etc. You need to 
study these topics in order to fully understand both the capabilities and limi-
tations of computational fluid dynamics. In this chapter, we merely scratch 
the surface of this exciting field. Our goal is to present the fundamentals of 
CFD from a user’s point of view, providing guidelines about how to gener-
ate a grid, how to specify boundary conditions, and how to determine if the 
computer output is physically meaningful.
 We begin this section by presenting the differential equations of fluid flow 
that are to be solved, and then we outline a solution procedure. Subsequent 
sections of this chapter are devoted to example CFD solutions for laminar 
flow, turbulent flow, flows with heat transfer, compressible flow, and open-
channel flow.

Equations of Motion
For steady laminar flow of a viscous, incompressible, Newtonian fluid with-
out free-surface effects, the equations of motion are the continuity equation
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FIGURE 15–1
CFD calculations of the ascent of the 
space shuttle launch vehicle (SSLV). 
The grid consists of more than 
16 million points, and filled pressure 
contours are shown. Free-stream 
conditions are Ma � 1.25, and the 
angle of attack is �3.3�.
NASA/Photo by Ray J. Gomez. Used by permission.
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與納維–斯托克斯 (Navier-Stokes) 方程式
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 (15-2)

圖 15-1　太空梭發射載具上升時的 
CFD 計算。網格需要 16,000,000 個
格點，圖中顯示壓力等高線。自由

流的條件為 Ma =1.25，其攻角為
−3.3°。
NASA/Photo by Ray J. Gomez. Used 
by permission.
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第 15 章　計算流體力學簡介 3

嚴格來說，式 (15-1) 是守恆方程式，而式 (15-2) 是傳輸方程

式，表示在計算區域內的動量傳輸。前者是純量式，而後者是

向量式，表示共有四個方程式。在式 (15-1) 與 (15-2) 裡，
Õ
V 是

流場的速度，r 是其密度，n 是其運動黏度 (n =m/r)。在沒有自

由表面效應下，我們可以用修正壓力 P'，因此刪去重力項。假

設 r 與 n 為常數，式 (15-1) 與 (15-2) 只應用在不可壓縮流動。

因此，對於卡氏座標的三維流動，有四個聯立微分方程式解四

個未知數 u、v、w 及 P' (圖 15-2)。如果流動是可壓縮的，這兩

式必須適當修正，如 15-5 節所描述的。液體流動幾乎都可以當

作不可壓縮處理，而氣體流動在馬赫數夠低時，也幾乎是不可

壓縮的狀態。

解題過程

要以數值方法求解式 (15-1) 及 (15-2)，需要進行以下步

驟。注意某些步驟之間的順序是不可互換的 (特別是步驟 2 與步

驟 5)。

1. 選定一個計算區域以建立網格 (grid 或 mesh)；這範圍被分

割成許多小塊，稱為元素。對於二維 (2-D) 的區域，這些

元素是平面，對於三維 (3-D) 的區域，這些元素是體積 (圖 15-3)。你可以把元

素想像成小的控制容積，其中守恆方程式的離散式有待求解。我們把討論侷限

在以元素為中心的 CFD 軟體。CFD 解答的品質與網格的品質有密切關係。因

此，在進行下一步之前要先確認網格具有好的品質 (圖 15-4)。

2. 計算區域內的每一條邊 (2-D 流動) 或每一個面 (3-D 流動) 都設定好邊界條件。

圖 15-2　在穩定、不可壓縮的牛頓
流體，性質固定且無自由表面的情

形，CFD 要求解的運動方程式。這
裡所用的是卡氏座標系統。共有 4 
個方程式與 4 個未知數：u、v、w 及 
P'。
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Strictly speaking, Eq. 15–1 is a conservation equation, while Eq. 15–2 is a 
transport equation that represents transport of linear momentum through-
out the computational domain. In Eqs. 15–1 and 15–2, V

!
 is the velocity of 

the fluid, � is its density, and � is its kinematic viscosity (� � �/�). The lack 
of free-surface effects enables us to use the modified pressure P�, thereby 
eliminating the gravity term from Eq. 15–2 (see Chap. 10). Note that Eq. 
15–1 is a scalar equation, while Eq. 15–2 is a vector equation. Equations 
15–1 and 15–2 apply only to incompressible flows in which we also assume 
that both � and � are constants. Thus, for three-dimensional flow in Car-
tesian coordinates, there are four coupled differential equations for four 
unknowns, u, v, w, and P� (Fig. 15–2). If the flow were compressible, 
Eqs. 15–1 and 15–2 would need to be modified appropriately, as discussed 
in Section 15–5. Liquid flows can almost always be treated as incompressible, 
and for many gas flows, the gas is at a low enough Mach number that it 
behaves as a nearly incompressible fluid.

Solution Procedure
To solve Eqs. 15–1 and 15–2 numerically, the following steps are performed. 
Note that the order of some of the steps (particularly steps 2 through 5) is 
interchangeable.

 1. A computational domain is chosen, and a grid (also called a mesh) is 
generated; the domain is divided into many small elements called cells. 
For two-dimensional (2-D) domains, the cells are areas, while for three-
dimensional (3-D) domains the cells are volumes (Fig. 15–3). You can 
think of each cell as a tiny control volume in which discretized versions 
of the conservation equations are solved. Note that we limit our discussion 
here to cell-centered finite volume CFD codes. The quality of a CFD 
solution is highly dependent on the quality of the grid. Therefore, you 
are advised to make sure that your grid is of high quality before 
proceeding to the next step (Fig. 15–4).

 2. Boundary conditions are specified on each edge of the computational 
domain (2-D flows) or on each face of the domain (3-D flows).

 3. The type of fluid (water, air, gasoline, etc.) is specified, along with 
fluid properties (temperature, density, viscosity, etc.). Many CFD codes 

FIGURE 15–2
The equations of motion to be solved 

by CFD for the case of steady, 
incompressible, laminar flow of a 

Newtonian fluid with constant 
properties and without free-surface 

effects. A Cartesian coordinate system 
is used. There are four equations and 

four unknowns: u, v, w, and P�.

FIGURE 15–3
A computational domain is the region 

in space in which the equations of 
motion are solved by CFD. A cell is 
a small subset of the computational 

domain. Shown are (a) a two-
dimensional domain and quadrilateral 

cell, and (b) a three-dimensional 
domain and hexahedral cell. The 

boundaries of a 2-D domain are called 
edges, while those of a 3-D domain 

are called faces.(a) (b)
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連續：

z- 動量：

y- 動量：

x- 動量：

圖 15-3　一個計算區域是空間的一
區域，其內的運動方程式以 CFD 
求解。一個元素是這個區域內的微

小次區域。圖中所示為 (a) 二維區
域及四邊形元素，與 (b) 三維區域
及六面體元素。二維區域的邊界稱

為邊，而三維的邊界則稱為面。
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3.  設定流體的型態 (水、空氣、汽油等) 以及其性質 (溫度、密

度、黏性等)。許多軟體已經有內建的資料庫，可以輕易設

定。

4.  設定數值參數及解題的運算法。這些視 CFD 的軟體而定，在

此不予討論。大部分 CFD 軟體的內定值，對於簡單的問題都
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是對或錯的，但對起動計算是必須的，才能讓疊代過程進行 

(第 6 步)。對於非穩定流動，則起始條件必須正確。

6.  從猜測的起始值開始，將式 (15-1) 與 (15-2) 的離散式以疊代

方式求解。如將式 (15-2) 的所有項移到一側，其總和稱為殘
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和不會是零，而是隨疊代次數增加而逐漸下降。殘值可以被

視為衡量解答偏離正確解的程度，可以藉由方程式的平均殘

值判斷其解是否已經收斂。有時候需要數百或數千次疊代才

會達到收斂，而殘值會比原來的減少幾個數量級。

7.  一旦解答收斂，諸如速度與壓力等流場變數就可以用圖

形分析。使用者也可以定義額外的函數，由流場變數的代

數組合而成。大部分市售  CFD 軟體具有內建的後處理器 

(postprocessors)，可以快速作流場的圖形分析。因為大部分

圖形輸出是彩色的，CFD 又名彩色流體力學 (colorful fluid 

dynamics)。

8. 從解答可以計算如壓力之類的流場的通用性質，以及作用於物體的力量與動量

之類的積分性質 (圖 15-5)。在大多數的情況下，要注意疊代過程中，這些值與

殘值的關係：當解答收斂時，這些性質應該趨向固定值。

對於不穩定流場，需要設定物理時間步長與適當的起始條件。利用疊代迴路求

解傳輸方程式來模擬一個時間步長內流場變數的改變。因為一個時間步長內的變化

很小，每個時間步長所需要的疊代的次數很少 (十的數量級)。當“內部迴路”收斂

時，軟體再移到下一個時間步長繼續解題。如果流動有穩態解，通常利用時間移動

的方式得到穩態解會比較簡單－只要時間足夠時，流暢變數會趨向穩態的解答。

大部分 CFD 軟體利用這個優點，在內部設定一個虛擬的時間來逼近穩態解。在這

些情形下，各元素使用的虛擬時間步長甚至可以調為不同，以減少收斂所需的時

間。
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have built-in property databases for common fluids, making this step 
relatively painless.

4. Numerical parameters and solution algorithms are selected. These are
specific to each CFD code and are not discussed here. The default 
settings of most modern CFD codes are appropriate for the simple 
problems discussed in this chapter.

5. Starting values for all flow field variables are specified for each cell.
These are initial conditions, which may or may not be correct, but are 
necessary as a starting point, so that the iteration process may proceed 
(step 6). We note that for proper unsteady-flow calculations, the initial 
conditions must be correct.

6. Beginning with the initial guesses, discretized forms of Eqs. 15–1 and
15–2 are solved iteratively, usually at the center of each cell. If one were 
to put all the terms of Eq. 15–2 on one side of the equation, the solution 
would be “exact” when the sum of these terms, defined as the residual, 
is zero for every cell in the domain. In a CFD solution, however, the 
sum is never identically zero, but (hopefully) decreases with progressive 
iterations. A residual can be thought of as a measure of how much the 
solution to a given transport equation deviates from exact, and you 
monitor the average residual associated with each transport equation to 
help determine when the solution has converged. Sometimes hundreds 
or even thousands of iterations are required to converge on a final 
solution, and the residuals may decrease by several orders of magnitude.

7. Once the solution has converged, flow field variables such as velocity
and pressure are plotted and analyzed graphically. You can also define 
and analyze additional custom functions that are formed by algebraic 
combinations of flow field variables. Most commercial CFD codes have 
built in postprocessors, designed for quick graphical analysis of the 
flow field. There are also stand-alone postprocessor software packages 
available for this purpose. Since the graphics output is often displayed 
in vivid colors, CFD has earned the nickname colorful fluid dynamics.

8. Global properties of the flow field, such as pressure drop, and integral
properties, such as forces (lift and drag) and moments acting on a body, 
are calculated from the converged solution (Fig. 15–5). With most CFD 
codes, this can also be done “on the fly” as the iterations proceed. In many 
cases, in fact, it is wise to monitor these quantities along with the residuals 
during the iteration process; when a solution has converged, the global and 
integral properties should settle down to constant values as well.

 For unsteady flow, a physical time step is specified, appropriate initial 
conditions are assigned, and an iteration loop is carried out to solve the 
transport equations to simulate changes in the flow field over this small 
span of time. Since the changes between time steps are small, a relatively 
small number of iterations (on the order of tens) is usually required between 
each time step. Upon convergence of this “inner loop,” the code marches 
to the next time step. If a flow has a steady-state solution, that solution is 
sometimes easier to find by marching in time—after enough time has past, 
the flow field variables settle down to their steady-state values. Most CFD 
codes take advantage of this fact by internally specifying a pseudo-time step 
(artificial time) and marching toward a steady-state solution. In such cases, 
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FIGURE 15–5
Global and integral properties of 
a flow, such as forces and moments on 
an object, are calculated after a CFD 
solution has converged. They can also 
be calculated during the iteration 
process to monitor convergence.

FIGURE 15–4
A quality grid is essential to a quality 
CFD simulation.
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圖 15-5　流動的一般性質，如物體
上的力和動量，可以在 CFD 求解收
斂後計算。它們也可以在疊代中同

時計算，以監視收斂情形。
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built in postprocessors, designed for quick graphical analysis of the 
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available for this purpose. Since the graphics output is often displayed 
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are calculated from the converged solution (Fig. 15–5). With most CFD 
codes, this can also be done “on the fly” as the iterations proceed. In many 
cases, in fact, it is wise to monitor these quantities along with the residuals 
during the iteration process; when a solution has converged, the global and 
integral properties should settle down to constant values as well.

 For unsteady flow, a physical time step is specified, appropriate initial 
conditions are assigned, and an iteration loop is carried out to solve the 
transport equations to simulate changes in the flow field over this small 
span of time. Since the changes between time steps are small, a relatively 
small number of iterations (on the order of tens) is usually required between 
each time step. Upon convergence of this “inner loop,” the code marches 
to the next time step. If a flow has a steady-state solution, that solution is 
sometimes easier to find by marching in time—after enough time has past, 
the flow field variables settle down to their steady-state values. Most CFD 
codes take advantage of this fact by internally specifying a pseudo-time step 
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圖 15-4　好的網格是好的 CFD 模擬
的基礎。

注意
直到你已經建立
高品質的網格
之前，
不要

進行 CFD 計算
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其它的技巧，如多重網格，也常用來節省電腦運算時間。

計算時先求粗網格的變數值，再以此值求更細網格的解答 (圖 

15-6)。在某些軟體裡，疊代過程中可能藏有許多層多重網

格，不需要使用者輸入。你還可以從相關的書，如 Tannehill、

Anderson、Pletcher 的著作 (2012)，學到更多計算演算法與數值

技巧，改善收斂的過程。

額外的運動方程式

如果問題的能量轉換及熱傳遞極為重要，必須求解另一個

傳輸方程式，就是能量方程式。如果溫度變化造成密度的顯著

變化，則會利用狀態方程式 (如理想氣體方程式)。如果浮力很

重要，溫度對密度的影響會反映在重力項上 [必須從式 (15-2) 的

修正壓力分離出來]。

對於一組已知的邊界條件，層流的 CFD 解答接近於“正

確”解，其正確度受限於離散方式、收斂程度，以及網格的細

密程度。另一方面，如果網格夠細密，足以解析所有不穩定且

三維的紊流旋渦，則紊流的模擬也可以得到一樣好的解答。然

而，由於電腦的限制，這種紊流的直接模擬對於實際的工程問

題通常是不可能的，反而需要額外的紊流模型才能求解。紊流

模型產生額外的傳輸方程式來模擬紊流對混合與擴散的增加效

果。這些方程式跟質量及動量方程式需要一起求解。紊流模型

在 15-3 節將會詳細討論。

現代的 CFD 軟體包含許多選項，可以計算質點的軌跡、

特定物質的傳輸、熱傳遞及紊流。這些軟體很容易使用，不需

要知道方程式也能求解。但這有潛在的風險：不懂流體力學的

人，很容易產生錯誤的解答 (圖 15-7)。使用者必須有一些流體

力學的基本知識，才能分辨答案合乎物理意義與否。

網格建立與網格獨立

在 CFD 求解的第一步是產生全計算區域的網格，這些網格定義了網格點，作

為流場變數 (速度、壓力等) 之計算點。現代的商用 CFD 軟體會附有網格產生器，

也可能會接受其它的網格產生程式。本章所用的網格是由 ANSYS-FLUENT 的網格

產生器產生的。

許多 CFD 軟體能以結構化或非結構化網格運算。結構化網格 (structured grid) 

圖 15-6　使用多重網格時，運動方
程式先以粗網格求解，再以更細的

網格求解。這樣會使收斂加快。
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the pseudo-time step can even be different for different cells in the computa-
tional domain and can be tuned appropriately to decrease convergence time.
 Other “tricks” are often used to reduce computation time, such as multi-
gridding, in which the flow field variables are updated first on a coarse grid 
so that gross features of the flow are quickly established. That solution is 
then interpolated to finer and finer grids, the final grid being the one speci-
fied by the user (Fig. 15–6). In some commercial CFD codes, several layers 
of multigridding may occur “behind the scenes” during the iteration pro-
cess, without user input (or awareness). You can learn more about computa-
tional algorithms and other numerical techniques that improve convergence 
by reading books devoted to computational methods, such as Tannehill, 
Anderson, and Pletcher (2012).

Additional Equations of Motion
If energy conversion or heat transfer is important in the problem, another 
transport equation, the energy equation, must also be solved. If tempera-
ture differences lead to significant changes in density, an equation of state 
(such as the ideal-gas law) is used. If buoyancy is important, the effect of 
temperature on density is reflected in the gravity term (which must then be 
separated from the modified pressure term in Eq. 15–2).
 For a given set of boundary conditions, a laminar flow CFD solution 
approaches an “exact” solution, limited only by the accuracy of the discret-
ization scheme used for the equations of motion, the level of convergence, 
and the degree to which the grid is resolved. The same would be true of a 
turbulent flow simulation if the grid could be fine enough to resolve all the 
unsteady, three-dimensional turbulent eddies. Unfortunately, this kind of direct 
simulation of turbulent flow is usually not possible for practical engineering 
applications due to computer limitations. Instead, additional approximations 
are made in the form of turbulence models so that turbulent flow solutions 
are possible. The turbulence models generate additional transport equations 
that model the enhanced mixing and diffusion of turbulence; these additional 
transport equations must be solved along with those of mass and momentum. 
Turbulence modeling is discussed in more detail in Section 15–3.
 Modern CFD codes include options for calculation of particle trajecto-
ries, species transport, heat transfer, and turbulence. The codes are easy to 
use, and solutions can be obtained without knowledge about the equations 
or their limitations. Herein lies the danger of CFD: When in the hands of 
someone without knowledge of fluid mechanics, erroneous results are likely 
to occur (Fig. 15–7). It is critical that users of CFD possess some funda-
mental knowledge of fluid mechanics so that they can discern whether a 
CFD solution makes physical sense or not.

Grid Generation and Grid Independence
The first step (and arguably the most important step) in a CFD solution is 
generation of a grid that defines the cells on which flow variables (velocity, 
pressure, etc.) are calculated throughout the computational domain. Modern 
commercial CFD codes come with their own grid generators, and third-party 
grid generation programs are also available. The grids used in this chapter 
are generated with ANSYS-FLUENT’s grid generation package.

FIGURE 15–7
CFD solutions are easy to obtain, and 

the graphical outputs can be beautiful; 
but correct answers depend on correct 

inputs and knowledge about the 
flow field.

FIGURE 15–6
With multigridding, solutions of the 

equations of motion are obtained 
on a coarse grid first, followed by 

successively finer grids. This speeds 
up convergence.
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圖 15-7　CFD 很容易得到解答，圖
形也很漂亮；但是正確答案取決於

正確的輸入與對流場的了解。
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so that gross features of the flow are quickly established. That solution is 
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fied by the user (Fig. 15–6). In some commercial CFD codes, several layers 
of multigridding may occur “behind the scenes” during the iteration pro-
cess, without user input (or awareness). You can learn more about computa-
tional algorithms and other numerical techniques that improve convergence 
by reading books devoted to computational methods, such as Tannehill, 
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transport equation, the energy equation, must also be solved. If tempera-
ture differences lead to significant changes in density, an equation of state 
(such as the ideal-gas law) is used. If buoyancy is important, the effect of 
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separated from the modified pressure term in Eq. 15–2).
 For a given set of boundary conditions, a laminar flow CFD solution 
approaches an “exact” solution, limited only by the accuracy of the discret-
ization scheme used for the equations of motion, the level of convergence, 
and the degree to which the grid is resolved. The same would be true of a 
turbulent flow simulation if the grid could be fine enough to resolve all the 
unsteady, three-dimensional turbulent eddies. Unfortunately, this kind of direct 
simulation of turbulent flow is usually not possible for practical engineering 
applications due to computer limitations. Instead, additional approximations 
are made in the form of turbulence models so that turbulent flow solutions 
are possible. The turbulence models generate additional transport equations 
that model the enhanced mixing and diffusion of turbulence; these additional 
transport equations must be solved along with those of mass and momentum. 
Turbulence modeling is discussed in more detail in Section 15–3.
 Modern CFD codes include options for calculation of particle trajecto-
ries, species transport, heat transfer, and turbulence. The codes are easy to 
use, and solutions can be obtained without knowledge about the equations 
or their limitations. Herein lies the danger of CFD: When in the hands of 
someone without knowledge of fluid mechanics, erroneous results are likely 
to occur (Fig. 15–7). It is critical that users of CFD possess some funda-
mental knowledge of fluid mechanics so that they can discern whether a 
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注意！

CFD 解答

不保證在物理上

是有意義的
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包含四邊形 (2-D) 的平面元素或六面體 (3-D) 的立體元素。雖然

這些元素可能扭曲偏離矩形，每個元素仍然可以按 (i, j, k) 標示

其順序，即使其方向不一定與 x、y 與 z 一致。圖 15-8 所示是一

個 2-D 結構化網格的解說。在建構上，頂面與底面各有 9 個格

點 (nodes)。這些格點對應 8 個分格 (intervals)。同樣地，左面與

右面各有 5 個格點，對應 4 個分格。這些分格則以 i =1 至 8，

j =1 至 4 標示。每個元素的指標可以用其在網格內是第幾列與

第幾行定義。例如，在圖 15-8 內有陰影的元素是 (i=4, j=3)。

要注意的是，有些軟體內標示格點而非網格。

非結構化網格 (unstructured grid) 包含各種形狀的元素，

通常為三角形與四邊形 (2-D)，以及四面體與六面體 (3-D)。圖 

15-9 所示是與圖 15-8 相同的一塊區域，其四邊也使用與圖 15-8 相同的分格。但對

其內部則產生兩組非結構化網格。跟結構化網格不同，非結構化網格的定位不能以 

i 和 j 表示，而是在 CFD 內部以別的方式標示。

對於複雜的幾何形狀，非結構化網格比較容易建立。但是，結構化網格具有某

些優點。例如，有些 CFD (通常較為舊式) 是為結構化網格所寫的，收斂較快，也

更準確。但是，對於現代泛用 CFD 軟體，結構化網格與非結構化網格都能處理，

這已經不是問題了。更重要的是，通常結構化網格比非結構化網格所需的元素數更

少。以圖 15-8 的圖形為例，在相同的四邊節點下，結構化網格只需 32 個元素，而

圖 15-9 的非結構化網格則分別需要 38 與 76 個元素。

在邊界層裡垂直於壁面的流動變化快速，在相同的元素數量之下，結構化網格

比非結構化網格能得到更精細的解析度。這可以比較圖 15-8 與圖 15-9 最右邊的網

格看出。結構化網格的元素較薄而緊密，而非結構化網格則不是。

我們必須強調不論你選擇何種網格 (結構化或非結構化、四邊或三角)，網格的

品質才是 CFD 解答可靠性的關鍵。特別要注意，不要使元素極度扭曲，因為這會

造成收斂的困難與數值解的不準確。圖 15-9a 的陰影元素是中度扭曲的例子，所謂

圖 15-8　二維結構化網格的舉例，
頂邊及底邊各有九個格點與八個分

格，左右各有五個格點與四個分

格。圖示的 i、j 為指標，陰影的元
素指標為 (i=4 , j=3)。
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 Many CFD codes can run with either structured or unstructured grids. 
A structured grid consists of planar cells with four edges (2-D) or volu-
metric cells with six faces (3-D). Although the cells may be distorted from 
rectangular, each cell is numbered according to indices (i, j, k) that do not 
necessarily correspond to coordinates x, y, and z. An illustration of a 2-D 
structured grid is shown in Fig. 15–8. To construct this grid, nine nodes 
are specified on the top and bottom edges; these nodes correspond to eight 
intervals along these edges. Similarly, five nodes are specified on the left 
and right edges, corresponding to four intervals along these edges. The 
intervals correspond to i � 1 through 8 and j � 1 through 4, and are num-
bered and marked in Fig. 15–8. An internal grid is then generated by con-
necting nodes one-for-one across the domain such that rows ( j � constant) 
and columns (i � constant) are clearly defined, even though the cells them-
selves may be distorted (not necessarily rectangular). In a 2-D structured 
grid, each cell is uniquely specified by an index pair (i, j). For example, the 
shaded cell in Fig. 15–8 is at (i � 4, j � 3). You should be aware that some 
CFD codes number nodes rather than intervals.
 An unstructured grid consists of cells of various shapes, but typically 
triangles or quadrilaterals (2-D) and tetrahedrons or hexahedrons (3-D) are 
used. Two unstructured grids for the same domain as that of Fig. 15–8 are 
generated, using the same interval distribution on the edges; these grids are 
shown in Fig. 15–9. Unlike the structured grid, one cannot uniquely identify 
cells in the unstructured grid by indices i and j; instead, cells are numbered 
in some other fashion internally in the CFD code.
 For complex geometries, an unstructured grid is usually much easier for the 
user of the grid generation code to create. However, there are some advan-
tages to structured grids. For example, some (usually older) CFD codes are 
written specifically for structured grids; these codes converge more rapidly, 
and often more accurately, by utilizing the index feature of structured grids. 
For modern general-purpose CFD codes that can handle both structured 
and unstructured grids, however, this is no longer an issue. More impor-
tantly, fewer cells are usually generated with a structured grid than with an 
unstructured grid. In Fig. 15–8, for example, the structured grid has 8 � 4 �
32 cells, while the unstructured triangular grid of Fig. 15–9a has 76 cells, 
and the unstructured quadrilateral grid has 38 cells, even though the identi-
cal node distribution is applied at the edges in all three cases. In boundary 
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FIGURE 15–8
Sample structured 2-D grid with nine 
nodes and eight intervals on the top 
and bottom edges, and five nodes and 
four intervals on the left and right 
edges. Indices i and j are shown. 
The red cell is at (i � 4, j � 3).
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FIGURE 15–9
Sample 2-D unstructured grids with 
nine nodes and eight intervals on the 
top and bottom edges, and five nodes 
and four intervals on the left and right 
edges. These grids use the same node 
distribution as that of Fig. 15–8: 
(a) unstructured triangular grid, and 
(b) unstructured quadrilateral grid. 
The red cell in the upper right corner 
of (a) is moderately skewed.
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 Many CFD codes can run with either structured or unstructured grids. 
A structured grid consists of planar cells with four edges (2-D) or volu-
metric cells with six faces (3-D). Although the cells may be distorted from 
rectangular, each cell is numbered according to indices (i, j, k) that do not 
necessarily correspond to coordinates x, y, and z. An illustration of a 2-D 
structured grid is shown in Fig. 15–8. To construct this grid, nine nodes 
are specified on the top and bottom edges; these nodes correspond to eight 
intervals along these edges. Similarly, five nodes are specified on the left 
and right edges, corresponding to four intervals along these edges. The 
intervals correspond to i � 1 through 8 and j � 1 through 4, and are num-
bered and marked in Fig. 15–8. An internal grid is then generated by con-
necting nodes one-for-one across the domain such that rows ( j � constant) 
and columns (i � constant) are clearly defined, even though the cells them-
selves may be distorted (not necessarily rectangular). In a 2-D structured 
grid, each cell is uniquely specified by an index pair (i, j). For example, the 
shaded cell in Fig. 15–8 is at (i � 4, j � 3). You should be aware that some 
CFD codes number nodes rather than intervals.
 An unstructured grid consists of cells of various shapes, but typically 
triangles or quadrilaterals (2-D) and tetrahedrons or hexahedrons (3-D) are 
used. Two unstructured grids for the same domain as that of Fig. 15–8 are 
generated, using the same interval distribution on the edges; these grids are 
shown in Fig. 15–9. Unlike the structured grid, one cannot uniquely identify 
cells in the unstructured grid by indices i and j; instead, cells are numbered 
in some other fashion internally in the CFD code.
 For complex geometries, an unstructured grid is usually much easier for the 
user of the grid generation code to create. However, there are some advan-
tages to structured grids. For example, some (usually older) CFD codes are 
written specifically for structured grids; these codes converge more rapidly, 
and often more accurately, by utilizing the index feature of structured grids. 
For modern general-purpose CFD codes that can handle both structured 
and unstructured grids, however, this is no longer an issue. More impor-
tantly, fewer cells are usually generated with a structured grid than with an 
unstructured grid. In Fig. 15–8, for example, the structured grid has 8 � 4 �
32 cells, while the unstructured triangular grid of Fig. 15–9a has 76 cells, 
and the unstructured quadrilateral grid has 38 cells, even though the identi-
cal node distribution is applied at the edges in all three cases. In boundary 
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Sample 2-D unstructured grids with 
nine nodes and eight intervals on the 
top and bottom edges, and five nodes 
and four intervals on the left and right 
edges. These grids use the same node 
distribution as that of Fig. 15–8: 
(a) unstructured triangular grid, and 
(b) unstructured quadrilateral grid. 
The red cell in the upper right corner 
of (a) is moderately skewed.
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圖  15-9　二維非結構化網格的例
子，頂邊及底邊各有九個格點與八

個分格，左右各有五個格點與四個

分格。這些網格用與圖 15-8 相同的
格點分佈：(a) 非結構化三角形網
格，與 (b) 非結構化四邊形網格。在 
(a) 裡陰影的元素有一點扭曲。

非結構化三角形網格 非結構化四邊形網格
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扭曲 (skewness) 是指偏離對稱的程度。對於二維與三維元素都有各種扭曲的方式，

三維的扭曲不在本書範圍內，而對於二維的扭曲，最適當的度量值是等角度扭曲度 

(equiangle skewness)，定義為

等角度扭曲度： 
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layers, where flow variables change rapidly normal to the wall and highly 
resolved grids are required close to the wall, structured grids enable much 
finer resolution than do unstructured grids for the same number of cells. This 
can be seen by comparing the grids of Figs. 15–8 and 15–9 near the far right 
edge. The cells of the structured grid are thin and tightly packed near the 
right edge, while those of the unstructured grids are not.
 We must emphasize that regardless of the type of grid you choose (struc-
tured or unstructured, quadrilateral or triangular, etc.), it is the quality of the 
grid that is most critical for reliable CFD solutions. In particular, you must 
always be careful that individual cells are not highly skewed, as this can 
lead to convergence difficulties and inaccuracies in the numerical solution. 
The shaded cell in Fig. 15–9a is an example of a cell with moderately high 
skewness, defined as the departure from symmetry. There are various kinds 
of skewness, for both two- and three-dimensional cells. Three-dimensional 
cell skewness is beyond the scope of the present textbook—the type of 
skewness most appropriate for two-dimensional cells is equiangle skewness, 
defined as

Equiangle skewness: QEAS 5 MAX a
umax 2 uequal

1808 2 uequal

, 
uequal 2 umin

uequal

b  (15–3)

where �min and �max are the minimum and maximum angles (in degrees) 
between any two edges of the cell, and �equal is the angle between any two 
edges of an ideal equilateral cell with the same number of edges. For trian-
gular cells �equal � 60� and for quadrilateral cells �equal � 90�. You can show 
by Eq. 15–3 that 0 � QEAS � 1 for any 2-D cell. By definition, an equilat-
eral triangle has zero skewness. In the same way, a square or rectangle has 
zero skewness. A grossly distorted triangular or quadrilateral element may 
have unacceptably high skewness (Fig. 15–10). Some grid generation codes 
use numerical schemes to smooth the grid so as to minimize skewness.
 Other factors affect the quality of the grid as well. For example, abrupt 
changes in cell size can lead to numerical or convergence difficulties in the 
CFD code. Also, cells with a very large aspect ratio can sometimes cause 
problems. While you can often minimize the cell count by using a struc-
tured grid instead of an unstructured grid, a structured grid is not always 
the best choice, depending on the shape of the computational domain. You 
must always be cognizant of grid quality. Keep in mind that a high-quality 
unstructured grid is better than a poor-quality structured grid. An example 
is shown in Fig. 15–11 for the case of a computational domain with a small 

FIGURE 15–10
Skewness is shown in two dimensions: 

(a) an equilateral triangle has zero 
skewness, but a highly distorted 

triangle has high skewness. 
(b) Similarly, a rectangle has zero 

skewness, but a highly distorted 
quadrilateral cell has high skewness.

(a () b)

(c () d)

FIGURE 15–11
Comparison of four 2-D grids for 
a highly distorted computational 

domain: (a) structured 8 � 8 grid 
with 64 cells and (QEAS)max � 0.83, 
(b) unstructured triangular grid with 

70 cells and (QEAS)max � 0.76, 
(c) unstructured quadrilateral grid 

with 67 cells and (QEAS)max � 0.87, 
and (d) hybrid grid with 62 cells and 

(QEAS)max � 0.76.
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其中 umin 與 umax 為元素裡任何兩邊之間的最小與最大夾角，

uequal 是理想等角元素的任一夾角。對於三角形 uequal =60°，

對於四邊形 uequal =90°。你可以從式 (15-3) 證明對於 2-D 的元

素，0 <QEAS <1。根據定義，正三角形沒有扭曲度。正方形或

矩形也沒有扭曲度。圖 15-10 所示的是令人無法接受的高扭曲

度元素。有些網格產生器會使用數值方法使網格平順以減少扭

曲程度。

其它因素也會影響網格的品質。例如，元素的尺寸劇烈改

變會造成收斂的困難。過度細長的元素有時也會造成困難。雖

然使用的元素數量較少，結構化網格並不永遠是最佳的選擇，

要視計算區域的形狀而定。維持網格品質才是最重要的。高品

質的非結構化網格好過低品質的結構化網格。圖 15-11 所示是

一個例子，其右上角是尖銳的夾角。對於這例子，我們調整

分格使各種網格的元素數在 60 與 70 之間，以便比較。結構化網格 (圖 15-11a) 有 

8×8 =64 個元素；但是最大等角度扭曲度是 0.83－右上邊的元素嚴重扭曲。非

結構化三角形網格 (圖 15-11b) 有 70 個元素，最大扭曲度降為 0.76。更重要的是整

體的扭曲度較低。非結構化四邊形網格 (圖 15-11c) 有 67 個元素。雖然整體的扭曲

度較結構化來得低，但是最大扭曲度卻是 0.87 ─ 比它更高。圖 15-11d 的混合網格

稍後會討論。

有些情況使結構性網點成為優先選項，如 CFD 軟體要求、邊界層須有高解析

或電腦運算能力已達極限。邊緣為直線的幾何形狀可以直接用結構化網格。只需

圖 15-10　用二維表示扭曲度：(a) 
等邊三角形的扭曲度為零，但是傾

斜嚴重的三角形扭曲度高；(b) 同樣
地，矩形的扭曲度為零，但是傾斜

嚴重的四邊形扭曲度高。
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layers, where flow variables change rapidly normal to the wall and highly 
resolved grids are required close to the wall, structured grids enable much 
finer resolution than do unstructured grids for the same number of cells. This 
can be seen by comparing the grids of Figs. 15–8 and 15–9 near the far right 
edge. The cells of the structured grid are thin and tightly packed near the 
right edge, while those of the unstructured grids are not.
 We must emphasize that regardless of the type of grid you choose (struc-
tured or unstructured, quadrilateral or triangular, etc.), it is the quality of the 
grid that is most critical for reliable CFD solutions. In particular, you must 
always be careful that individual cells are not highly skewed, as this can 
lead to convergence difficulties and inaccuracies in the numerical solution. 
The shaded cell in Fig. 15–9a is an example of a cell with moderately high 
skewness, defined as the departure from symmetry. There are various kinds 
of skewness, for both two- and three-dimensional cells. Three-dimensional 
cell skewness is beyond the scope of the present textbook—the type of 
skewness most appropriate for two-dimensional cells is equiangle skewness, 
defined as

Equiangle skewness: QEAS 5 MAX a
umax 2 uequal

1808 2 uequal

, 
uequal 2 umin

uequal

b  (15–3)

where �min and �max are the minimum and maximum angles (in degrees) 
between any two edges of the cell, and �equal is the angle between any two 
edges of an ideal equilateral cell with the same number of edges. For trian-
gular cells �equal � 60� and for quadrilateral cells �equal � 90�. You can show 
by Eq. 15–3 that 0 � QEAS � 1 for any 2-D cell. By definition, an equilat-
eral triangle has zero skewness. In the same way, a square or rectangle has 
zero skewness. A grossly distorted triangular or quadrilateral element may 
have unacceptably high skewness (Fig. 15–10). Some grid generation codes 
use numerical schemes to smooth the grid so as to minimize skewness.
 Other factors affect the quality of the grid as well. For example, abrupt 
changes in cell size can lead to numerical or convergence difficulties in the 
CFD code. Also, cells with a very large aspect ratio can sometimes cause 
problems. While you can often minimize the cell count by using a struc-
tured grid instead of an unstructured grid, a structured grid is not always 
the best choice, depending on the shape of the computational domain. You 
must always be cognizant of grid quality. Keep in mind that a high-quality 
unstructured grid is better than a poor-quality structured grid. An example 
is shown in Fig. 15–11 for the case of a computational domain with a small 
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and (d) hybrid grid with 62 cells and 

(QEAS)max � 0.76.
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layers, where flow variables change rapidly normal to the wall and highly 
resolved grids are required close to the wall, structured grids enable much 
finer resolution than do unstructured grids for the same number of cells. This 
can be seen by comparing the grids of Figs. 15–8 and 15–9 near the far right 
edge. The cells of the structured grid are thin and tightly packed near the 
right edge, while those of the unstructured grids are not.
 We must emphasize that regardless of the type of grid you choose (struc-
tured or unstructured, quadrilateral or triangular, etc.), it is the quality of the 
grid that is most critical for reliable CFD solutions. In particular, you must 
always be careful that individual cells are not highly skewed, as this can 
lead to convergence difficulties and inaccuracies in the numerical solution. 
The shaded cell in Fig. 15–9a is an example of a cell with moderately high 
skewness, defined as the departure from symmetry. There are various kinds 
of skewness, for both two- and three-dimensional cells. Three-dimensional 
cell skewness is beyond the scope of the present textbook—the type of 
skewness most appropriate for two-dimensional cells is equiangle skewness, 
defined as

Equiangle skewness: QEAS 5 MAX a
umax 2 uequal

1808 2 uequal

, 
uequal 2 umin

uequal

b  (15–3)

where �min and �max are the minimum and maximum angles (in degrees) 
between any two edges of the cell, and �equal is the angle between any two 
edges of an ideal equilateral cell with the same number of edges. For trian-
gular cells �equal � 60� and for quadrilateral cells �equal � 90�. You can show 
by Eq. 15–3 that 0 � QEAS � 1 for any 2-D cell. By definition, an equilat-
eral triangle has zero skewness. In the same way, a square or rectangle has 
zero skewness. A grossly distorted triangular or quadrilateral element may 
have unacceptably high skewness (Fig. 15–10). Some grid generation codes 
use numerical schemes to smooth the grid so as to minimize skewness.
 Other factors affect the quality of the grid as well. For example, abrupt 
changes in cell size can lead to numerical or convergence difficulties in the 
CFD code. Also, cells with a very large aspect ratio can sometimes cause 
problems. While you can often minimize the cell count by using a struc-
tured grid instead of an unstructured grid, a structured grid is not always 
the best choice, depending on the shape of the computational domain. You 
must always be cognizant of grid quality. Keep in mind that a high-quality 
unstructured grid is better than a poor-quality structured grid. An example 
is shown in Fig. 15–11 for the case of a computational domain with a small 
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(QEAS)max � 0.76.
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圖  1 5 - 11　在一個嚴重扭曲的計
算區域，四種二維網格的比較：

(a) 結構化的 8×8 的網格，64 個
元素，(QEAS)max =0.83；(b) 非結
構化三角形網格， 7 0  個元素， 
(QEAS)max =0.76；(c) 非結構化四邊形
網格，67 個元素，(QEAS)max =0.87；
以及  (d) 混合網格，62 個元素，
(QEAS)max =0.76 。
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要將待計算的區域分割成四邊 (2-D) 或六面 (3-D) 的區塊 (blocks 

或 zones)。在每個區塊內建立結構化網格 (圖 15-12a)。這樣的

分析稱為多區塊 (multiblock) 分析。對於具有曲線外表的複雜幾

何形狀，我們需要判斷如何將計算區域分割成區塊。這些區塊

可能具有平直的邊緣 (2-D) 或表面 (3-D)，也可能沒有。圖 15-

12b 所示為具有圓弧的二維例子。大部分 CFD 軟體要求區塊與

區塊之間，其共用邊緣或表面的節點相符。

許多商用軟體允許你將區塊的邊緣或表面分割，各自設不

同邊界條件。例如在圖 15-12a 左邊的區塊 2，其上三分之一

是與區塊 1 相接的內部邊緣，下三分之二則是壁面邊界。在區

塊 2 右邊與區塊 3 的頂面也有類似的情形。有些 CFD 軟體只

接受基本區塊，也就是區塊的邊緣或表面不能分割。例如，圖  

15-12a 需要切成如圖 15-13 的七個基本區塊。但是其總元素數

目是一樣的。對於允許將區塊邊緣或表面分割的 CFD 軟體，也

可以將兩個以上的區塊合併成一個。我們可以練習將圖 15-12b 

的結構化網格簡化成三個非基本區塊。

當處理圖 15-12b 這樣的複雜造型時，目標是建立沒有嚴重

扭曲的網格。此外，元素的尺寸不能急遽變化，固體壁面的元

素應較細密以提高邊界層內的解析度。多重區塊網格在複雜幾

何的結構化網格是必要的，但在非結構化網格就不必要。

最後，混合網格是合併結構化與非結構化區域或區塊的網

格。例如，你可以在壁面附近設置結構化網格，再在邊界層外

側設置非結構化網格。混合網格常用來局部提高壁面附近的解

析度 (圖 15-14)。不論建立何種網格 (結構化、非結構化或混

合)，你一定要小心避免嚴重扭曲的元素，如圖 15-14 中沒有任

何元素有明顯的扭曲，另一個例子則是圖 15-11d 所示的混合

網格。我們將計算區域分割成兩個區塊。左邊的四邊形區塊是

結構化網格，右邊的三角形區塊是非結構化網格。最大的扭曲

度是 0.76，與圖 15-11b 的相同，但是元素的數目從 70 降到 62 

個。

計算區域有如圖 15-11 尖角時，其尖端很難建立網格。一個避免嚴重扭曲的方

法是將尾端削去一點。對於幾何形狀的改變很小，流場的影響很輕微，但是可大為

減少扭曲度而改善 CFD 的性能。例如將圖 15-11 的尾端剪去而得到圖 15-15，利用

混合網格得到 62 個元素，最大扭曲度只剩 0.53。

圖 15-12　多重區塊 CFD 分析的結
構化網格例子：(a) 矩形區塊組成的
二維計算域；及 (b) 具有曲線的較複
雜二維計算域，但仍然是由四邊形

元素及四邊形區塊所構成，括弧內

是每個區塊的 i 與 j 分格。當然有合
適的替代方法來將這些計算區域分

割成區塊。
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acute angle at the upper-right corner. For this example we have adjusted the 
node distribution so that the grid in any case contains between 60 and 70 cells 
for direct comparison. The structured grid (Fig. 15–11a) has 8 � 8 � 64 cells; 
but even after smoothing, the maximum equiangle skewness is 0.83—cells 
near the upper right corner are highly skewed. The unstructured triangular 
grid (Fig. 15–11b) has 70 cells, but the maximum skewness is reduced to 
0.76. More importantly, the overall skewness is lower throughout the entire 
computational domain. The unstructured quad grid (Fig. 15–11c) has 67 
cells. Although the overall skewness is better than that of the structured 
mesh, the maximum skewness is 0.87—higher than that of the structured 
mesh. The hybrid grid shown in Fig. 15–11d is discussed shortly.
 Situations arise in which a structured grid is preferred (e.g., the CFD 
code requires structured grids, boundary layer zones need high resolu-
tion, or the simulation is pushing the limits of available computer mem-
ory). Generation of a structured grid is straightforward for geometries with 
straight edges. All we need to do is divide the computational domain into 
four-sided (2-D) or six-sided (3-D) blocks or zones. Inside each block, we 
generate a structured grid (Fig. 15–12a). Such an analysis is called multi-
block analysis. For more complicated geometries with curved surfaces, we 
need to determine how the computational domain can be divided into indi-
vidual blocks that may or may not have flat edges (2-D) or faces (3-D). A 
two-dimensional example involving circular arcs is shown in Fig. 15–12b. 
Most CFD codes require that the nodes match on the common edges and 
faces between blocks.
 Many commercial CFD codes allow you to split the edges or faces of 
a block and assign different boundary conditions to each segment of the 
edge or face. In Fig. 15–12a for example, the left edge of block 2 is split 
about two-thirds of the way up to accommodate the junction with block 1. 
The lower segment of this edge is a wall, and the upper segment of this 
edge is an interior edge. (These and other boundary conditions are discussed 
shortly.) A similar situation occurs on the right edge of block 2 and on the 
top edge of block 3. Some CFD codes accept only elementary blocks, 
namely, blocks whose edges or faces cannot be split. For example, the 
four-block grid of Fig. 15–12a requires seven elementary blocks under this 
limitation (Fig. 15–13). The total number of cells is the same, which you 
can verify. Finally, for CFD codes that allow blocks with split edges or 
faces, we can sometimes combine two or more blocks into one. For exam-
ple, it is left as an exercise to show how the structured grid of Fig. 5-11b 
can be simplified to just three nonelementary blocks.
 When developing the block topology with complicated geometries as in 
Fig. 15–12b, the goal is to create blocks in such a way that no cells in the 
grid are highly skewed. In addition, cell size should not change abruptly 
in any direction, and the blocking topology should lend itself to clustering 
cells near solid walls so that boundary layers can be resolved. With practice 
you can master the art of creating sophisticated multiblock structured grids. 
Multiblock grids are necessary for structured grids of complex geometry. 
They may also be used with unstructured grids, but are not necessary since 
the cells can accommodate complex geometries.
 Finally, a hybrid grid is one that combines regions or blocks of struc-
tured and unstructured grids. For example, you can mate a structured grid 

FIGURE 15–12
Examples of structured grids 
generated for multiblock CFD 
analysis: (a) a simple 2-D 
computational domain composed of 
rectangular four-sided blocks, and 
(b) a more complicated 2-D domain 
with curved surfaces, but again 
composed of four-sided blocks and 
quadrilateral cells. The number 
of i- and j-intervals is shown in 
parentheses for each block. There 
are, of course, acceptable alternative 
ways to divide these computational 
domains into blocks.

(a)

(12  8)

(10  21)

(9  5)

(3  5)

(5  16)

(b)

(8  16) (5  8)
(12  8)

(5  16)

(5  8)
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的 CFD 軟體可以計算。
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block close to a wall with an unstructured grid block outside of the region 
of influence of the boundary layer. A hybrid grid is often used to enable 
high resolution near a wall without requiring high resolution away from the 
wall (Fig. 15–14). When generating any type of grid (structured, unstruc-
tured, or hybrid), you must always be careful that individual cells are not 
highly skewed. For example, none of the cells in Fig. 15–14 has any signifi-
cant skewness. Another example of a hybrid grid is shown in Fig. 15–11d. 
Here we have split the computational domain into two blocks. The four-
sided block on the left is meshed with a structured grid, while the three-
sided block on the right is meshed with an unstructured triangular grid. 
The maximum skewness is 0.76, the same as that of the unstructured tri-
angular grid of Fig. 15–11b, but the total number of cells is reduced from 
70 to 62.
 Computational domains with very small angles like the one shown in 
Fig. 15–11 are difficult to mesh at the sharp corner, regardless of the type of 
cells used. One way to avoid large values of skewness at a sharp corner is to 
simply chop off or round off the sharp corner. This can be done very close to 
the corner so that the geometric modification is imperceptible from an overall 
view and has little if any effect on the flow, yet greatly improves the perfor-
mance of the CFD code by reducing the skewness. For example, the trouble-
some sharp corner of the computational domain of Fig. 15–11 is chopped off 
and replotted in Fig. 15–15. Through use of multiblocking and hybrid grids, 
the grid shown in Fig. 15–15 has 62 cells and a maximum skewness of only 
0.53—a vast improvement over any of the grids in Fig. 15–11.
 The examples shown here are for two dimensions. In three dimensions, 
you can still choose between structured, unstructured, and hybrid grids. If 
a four-sided 2-D face with structured cells is swept in the third dimension, 
a fully structured 3-D mesh is produced, consisting of hexahedral cells 
(n � 6 faces per cell). When a 2-D face with unstructured triangular cells is 
swept in the third direction, the 3-D mesh can consist of prism cells (n � 5 
faces per cell) or tetrahedral cells (n � 4 faces per cell—like a pyramid). 
These are illustrated in Fig. 15–16. When a hexahedral mesh is impracti-
cal to apply (e.g., complex geometry), a tetrahedral mesh (also called a tet 
mesh) is a common alternative approach. Automatic grid generation codes 
often generate a tet mesh by default. However, just as in the 2-D case, a 3-D 
unstructured tet mesh results in greater overall cell count than a structured 
hexahedral mesh with the same resolution along boundaries.
 The most recent enhancement in grid generation is the use of polyhedral 
meshes. As the name implies, such a mesh consists of cells of many faces, 
called polyhedral cells. Some modern grid generators can create unstruc-
tured three-dimensional meshes with a mixture of n-sided cells, where n 

(3  5)

(10  8)

(12  8)

(10  8)

(10 � 5) (6 � 5) (3 � 5)

FIGURE 15–13
The multiblock grid of Fig. 15–12a 

modified for a CFD code that can 
handle only elementary blocks.

FIGURE 15–14
Sample two-dimensional hybrid grid 
near a curved surface; two structured 
regions and one unstructured region 

are labeled.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 15–15
Hybrid grid for the computational 

domain of Fig. 15–11 with the sharp 
corner chopped off: (a) overall 

view—the grid contains 62 cells with 
(QEAS)max � 0.53, (b) magnified view 

of the chopped off corner.
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這裡所示的例子是對二維的。在三維空間中，你仍然可以

在結構化、非結構化和混合網格之間進行選擇。如果一個四面

的 2-D 的結構單元被延伸到第三個維度，一個完全結構化的

三維網格產生，即六面體單元 (每組每單元 6 面)。當 2-D 的非

結構化三角形網格被延伸到第三個方向，產生的三維網格可以

是稜鏡網格 (n =每個網格有 5 面) 或四面體網格 (n =每個網格

像金字塔有 4 面)，如圖 15-16。當六面體網格是不易實現的應

用時 (例如複雜的幾何形狀)，四面體網格是一種常見的替代方

法。網格自動生成的軟體往往產生四面體網格。然而，正如在

二維情況下，當邊界有相同的分割時，三維非結構化四面體網

格，通常比結構化的六面體網格有更大的網格數。

最新增強的網格生成是採用多面體網格。正如其名稱所隱

喻的，這樣的網格由許多面 (所謂的多面體網格) 組成。一些

現代的網格生成器可創建非結構化三維網格由 n 邊細胞混合建

立，其中 n 可以是任何大於 3 的整數。一個多面體網格的例子

如圖 15-17。在一些程式，所述多面體網格透過合併四面體單

元，減少了總網格點計數，這節省了顯著的計算機內存量和加

快 CFD 計算。總網格數的減少 (以及相應的 CPU 時間的節省)，

可多達 5 倍，且有報告指出不會妥協解析的正確度。多面體網

格的另一個優點是，細胞扭曲可以減小。改善整體的網格質

量，也加快收斂。最後，大的 n 的多面體網格有更多鄰近的網

格，相較於簡單的四面體或稜形細胞而言。這是有利的，如須

計算流動的梯度 (導函數)，其詳細說明已超出本書的範圍。

建立好的網格常是繁瑣而耗時的。工程師們都同意網格的

建立通常比求解本身更花時間。但這是值得的 (圖 15-18)，因為

圖 15-14　靠近曲面的二維混合網
格的例子，圖中標示兩個結構化區

域，一個非結構化區域。
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block close to a wall with an unstructured grid block outside of the region 
of influence of the boundary layer. A hybrid grid is often used to enable 
high resolution near a wall without requiring high resolution away from the 
wall (Fig. 15–14). When generating any type of grid (structured, unstruc-
tured, or hybrid), you must always be careful that individual cells are not 
highly skewed. For example, none of the cells in Fig. 15–14 has any signifi-
cant skewness. Another example of a hybrid grid is shown in Fig. 15–11d. 
Here we have split the computational domain into two blocks. The four-
sided block on the left is meshed with a structured grid, while the three-
sided block on the right is meshed with an unstructured triangular grid. 
The maximum skewness is 0.76, the same as that of the unstructured tri-
angular grid of Fig. 15–11b, but the total number of cells is reduced from 
70 to 62.
 Computational domains with very small angles like the one shown in 
Fig. 15–11 are difficult to mesh at the sharp corner, regardless of the type of 
cells used. One way to avoid large values of skewness at a sharp corner is to 
simply chop off or round off the sharp corner. This can be done very close to 
the corner so that the geometric modification is imperceptible from an overall 
view and has little if any effect on the flow, yet greatly improves the perfor-
mance of the CFD code by reducing the skewness. For example, the trouble-
some sharp corner of the computational domain of Fig. 15–11 is chopped off 
and replotted in Fig. 15–15. Through use of multiblocking and hybrid grids, 
the grid shown in Fig. 15–15 has 62 cells and a maximum skewness of only 
0.53—a vast improvement over any of the grids in Fig. 15–11.
 The examples shown here are for two dimensions. In three dimensions, 
you can still choose between structured, unstructured, and hybrid grids. If 
a four-sided 2-D face with structured cells is swept in the third dimension, 
a fully structured 3-D mesh is produced, consisting of hexahedral cells 
(n � 6 faces per cell). When a 2-D face with unstructured triangular cells is 
swept in the third direction, the 3-D mesh can consist of prism cells (n � 5 
faces per cell) or tetrahedral cells (n � 4 faces per cell—like a pyramid). 
These are illustrated in Fig. 15–16. When a hexahedral mesh is impracti-
cal to apply (e.g., complex geometry), a tetrahedral mesh (also called a tet 
mesh) is a common alternative approach. Automatic grid generation codes 
often generate a tet mesh by default. However, just as in the 2-D case, a 3-D 
unstructured tet mesh results in greater overall cell count than a structured 
hexahedral mesh with the same resolution along boundaries.
 The most recent enhancement in grid generation is the use of polyhedral 
meshes. As the name implies, such a mesh consists of cells of many faces, 
called polyhedral cells. Some modern grid generators can create unstruc-
tured three-dimensional meshes with a mixture of n-sided cells, where n 

(3  5)

(10  8)

(12  8)

(10  8)

(10 � 5) (6 � 5) (3 � 5)

FIGURE 15–13
The multiblock grid of Fig. 15–12a 

modified for a CFD code that can 
handle only elementary blocks.

FIGURE 15–14
Sample two-dimensional hybrid grid 
near a curved surface; two structured 
regions and one unstructured region 

are labeled.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 15–15
Hybrid grid for the computational 

domain of Fig. 15–11 with the sharp 
corner chopped off: (a) overall 

view—the grid contains 62 cells with 
(QEAS)max � 0.53, (b) magnified view 

of the chopped off corner.
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block close to a wall with an unstructured grid block outside of the region 
of influence of the boundary layer. A hybrid grid is often used to enable 
high resolution near a wall without requiring high resolution away from the 
wall (Fig. 15–14). When generating any type of grid (structured, unstruc-
tured, or hybrid), you must always be careful that individual cells are not 
highly skewed. For example, none of the cells in Fig. 15–14 has any signifi-
cant skewness. Another example of a hybrid grid is shown in Fig. 15–11d. 
Here we have split the computational domain into two blocks. The four-
sided block on the left is meshed with a structured grid, while the three-
sided block on the right is meshed with an unstructured triangular grid. 
The maximum skewness is 0.76, the same as that of the unstructured tri-
angular grid of Fig. 15–11b, but the total number of cells is reduced from 
70 to 62.
 Computational domains with very small angles like the one shown in 
Fig. 15–11 are difficult to mesh at the sharp corner, regardless of the type of 
cells used. One way to avoid large values of skewness at a sharp corner is to 
simply chop off or round off the sharp corner. This can be done very close to 
the corner so that the geometric modification is imperceptible from an overall 
view and has little if any effect on the flow, yet greatly improves the perfor-
mance of the CFD code by reducing the skewness. For example, the trouble-
some sharp corner of the computational domain of Fig. 15–11 is chopped off 
and replotted in Fig. 15–15. Through use of multiblocking and hybrid grids, 
the grid shown in Fig. 15–15 has 62 cells and a maximum skewness of only 
0.53—a vast improvement over any of the grids in Fig. 15–11.
 The examples shown here are for two dimensions. In three dimensions, 
you can still choose between structured, unstructured, and hybrid grids. If 
a four-sided 2-D face with structured cells is swept in the third dimension, 
a fully structured 3-D mesh is produced, consisting of hexahedral cells 
(n � 6 faces per cell). When a 2-D face with unstructured triangular cells is 
swept in the third direction, the 3-D mesh can consist of prism cells (n � 5 
faces per cell) or tetrahedral cells (n � 4 faces per cell—like a pyramid). 
These are illustrated in Fig. 15–16. When a hexahedral mesh is impracti-
cal to apply (e.g., complex geometry), a tetrahedral mesh (also called a tet 
mesh) is a common alternative approach. Automatic grid generation codes 
often generate a tet mesh by default. However, just as in the 2-D case, a 3-D 
unstructured tet mesh results in greater overall cell count than a structured 
hexahedral mesh with the same resolution along boundaries.
 The most recent enhancement in grid generation is the use of polyhedral 
meshes. As the name implies, such a mesh consists of cells of many faces, 
called polyhedral cells. Some modern grid generators can create unstruc-
tured three-dimensional meshes with a mixture of n-sided cells, where n 
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FIGURE 15–13
The multiblock grid of Fig. 15–12a 

modified for a CFD code that can 
handle only elementary blocks.

FIGURE 15–14
Sample two-dimensional hybrid grid 
near a curved surface; two structured 
regions and one unstructured region 

are labeled.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 15–15
Hybrid grid for the computational 

domain of Fig. 15–11 with the sharp 
corner chopped off: (a) overall 

view—the grid contains 62 cells with 
(QEAS)max � 0.53, (b) magnified view 

of the chopped off corner.
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can be any integer greater than 3. An example polyhedral mesh is shown in 
Fig. 15–17. In some codes, the polyhedral cells are formed by merg-
ing tetrahedral cells, reducing total cell count. This saves a significant 
amount of computer memory and speeds up the CFD calculations. Overall 
cell-count reductions (and corresponding CPU time savings) by a factor 
of as much as 5 have been reported without compromising solution accu-
racy. Another advantage of polyhedral meshes is that cell skewness can be 
reduced, improving the overall mesh quality and also speeding up conver-
gence. Finally, polyhedral cells with large n have many more neighbor cells 
than do simple tetrahedral or prism cells. This is advantageous for tasks 
such as calculating gradients (derivatives) of flow parameters—details are 
beyond the level of the present text.
 Generation of a good grid is often tedious and time consuming; engineers 
who use CFD on a regular basis will agree that grid generation usually takes 
more of their time than does the CFD solution itself (engineer’s time, not 
CPU time). However, time spent generating a good grid is time well spent, 
since the CFD results will be more reliable and may converge more rapidly 
(Fig. 15–18). A high-quality grid is critical to an accurate CFD solution; 
a poorly resolved or low-quality grid may even lead to an incorrect solu-
tion. It is important, therefore, for users of CFD to test if their solution is 
grid independent. The standard method to test for grid independence is to 
increase the resolution (by a factor of 2 in all directions if feasible) and 
repeat the simulation. If the results do not change appreciably, the original 
grid is probably adequate. If, on the other hand, there are significant differ-
ences between the two solutions, the original grid is likely of inadequate 
resolution. In such a case, an even finer grid should be tried until the grid 
is adequately resolved. This method of testing for grid independence is time 
consuming, and unfortunately, not always feasible, especially for large engi-
neering problems in which the solution pushes computer resources to their 
limits. In a 2-D simulation, if one doubles the number of intervals on each 
edge, the number of cells increases by a factor of 22 � 4; the required com-
putation time for the CFD solution also increases by approximately a factor 
of 4. For three-dimensional flows, doubling the number of intervals in each 
direction increases the cell count by a factor of 23 � 8. You can see how 
grid independence studies can easily get beyond the range of a computer’s 
memory capacity and/or CPU availability. If you cannot double the number 
of intervals because of computer limitations, a good rule of thumb is that 
you should increase the number of intervals by at least 20 percent in all 
directions to test for grid independence.
 On a final note about grid generation, the trend in CFD today is auto-
mated grid generation, coupled with automated grid refinement based on 
error estimates. Yet even in the face of these emerging trends, it is critical 
that you understand how the grid impacts the CFD solution.

Boundary Conditions
While the equations of motion, the computational domain, and even the grid 
may be the same for two CFD calculations, the type of flow that is modeled 
is determined by the imposed boundary conditions. Appropriate boundary 
conditions are required in order to obtain an accurate CFD solution 

FIGURE 15–16
Examples of three-dimensional cells: 
(a) hexahedral, (b) prism, and (c) 
tetrahedral, along with the number of 
faces n for each case.

(a) n = 6

(b) n = 5

(c) n = 4

FIGURE 15–17
This Formula 1 car is modeled using a 
polyhedral mesh to reduce cell count 
and simulation time and is simulated 
using the ANSYS-FLUENT CFD 
code. The image depicts shaded 
pressure contours on the car body 
(red color indicating higher 
pressure) and pathlines over the body 
(shaded by time). Because of the 
symmetry between the right and left 
sides of the car, the analysis is 
performed on only half of the car; the 
results depict a mirror image (about the 
center plane) of the solution domain.
Photo courtesy of ANSYS.
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圖 15-17　一級方程式賽車使用的是
多面體網格以減少細胞計數模型與

模擬時間和利用 ANSYS-FLUENT 
CFD 軟體模擬，圖像描繪在車身上
的陰影壓力等值線 (深色表示較高
的壓力) 和跡線 (按時間加深陰影)。
因為汽車的右側和左側之間的對稱

性，只對車的一半進行分析；最後

在區域內描繪鏡像 (對於該中心平
面)。

圖 15-16　三維細胞的例子：(a) 六
面體，(b) 稜鏡，和 (c) 四面體，每
個情況都附上表面數的 n 值。
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can be any integer greater than 3. An example polyhedral mesh is shown in 
Fig. 15–17. In some codes, the polyhedral cells are formed by merg-
ing tetrahedral cells, reducing total cell count. This saves a significant 
amount of computer memory and speeds up the CFD calculations. Overall 
cell-count reductions (and corresponding CPU time savings) by a factor 
of as much as 5 have been reported without compromising solution accu-
racy. Another advantage of polyhedral meshes is that cell skewness can be 
reduced, improving the overall mesh quality and also speeding up conver-
gence. Finally, polyhedral cells with large n have many more neighbor cells 
than do simple tetrahedral or prism cells. This is advantageous for tasks 
such as calculating gradients (derivatives) of flow parameters—details are 
beyond the level of the present text.
 Generation of a good grid is often tedious and time consuming; engineers 
who use CFD on a regular basis will agree that grid generation usually takes 
more of their time than does the CFD solution itself (engineer’s time, not 
CPU time). However, time spent generating a good grid is time well spent, 
since the CFD results will be more reliable and may converge more rapidly 
(Fig. 15–18). A high-quality grid is critical to an accurate CFD solution; 
a poorly resolved or low-quality grid may even lead to an incorrect solu-
tion. It is important, therefore, for users of CFD to test if their solution is 
grid independent. The standard method to test for grid independence is to 
increase the resolution (by a factor of 2 in all directions if feasible) and 
repeat the simulation. If the results do not change appreciably, the original 
grid is probably adequate. If, on the other hand, there are significant differ-
ences between the two solutions, the original grid is likely of inadequate 
resolution. In such a case, an even finer grid should be tried until the grid 
is adequately resolved. This method of testing for grid independence is time 
consuming, and unfortunately, not always feasible, especially for large engi-
neering problems in which the solution pushes computer resources to their 
limits. In a 2-D simulation, if one doubles the number of intervals on each 
edge, the number of cells increases by a factor of 22 � 4; the required com-
putation time for the CFD solution also increases by approximately a factor 
of 4. For three-dimensional flows, doubling the number of intervals in each 
direction increases the cell count by a factor of 23 � 8. You can see how 
grid independence studies can easily get beyond the range of a computer’s 
memory capacity and/or CPU availability. If you cannot double the number 
of intervals because of computer limitations, a good rule of thumb is that 
you should increase the number of intervals by at least 20 percent in all 
directions to test for grid independence.
 On a final note about grid generation, the trend in CFD today is auto-
mated grid generation, coupled with automated grid refinement based on 
error estimates. Yet even in the face of these emerging trends, it is critical 
that you understand how the grid impacts the CFD solution.

Boundary Conditions
While the equations of motion, the computational domain, and even the grid 
may be the same for two CFD calculations, the type of flow that is modeled 
is determined by the imposed boundary conditions. Appropriate boundary 
conditions are required in order to obtain an accurate CFD solution 

FIGURE 15–16
Examples of three-dimensional cells: 
(a) hexahedral, (b) prism, and (c) 
tetrahedral, along with the number of 
faces n for each case.

(a) n = 6

(b) n = 5

(c) n = 4

FIGURE 15–17
This Formula 1 car is modeled using a 
polyhedral mesh to reduce cell count 
and simulation time and is simulated 
using the ANSYS-FLUENT CFD 
code. The image depicts shaded 
pressure contours on the car body 
(red color indicating higher 
pressure) and pathlines over the body 
(shaded by time). Because of the 
symmetry between the right and left 
sides of the car, the analysis is 
performed on only half of the car; the 
results depict a mirror image (about the 
center plane) of the solution domain.
Photo courtesy of ANSYS.
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所得的結果會更可靠，也收斂得更快；解析度不好的網格甚至

會導致錯誤的答案。所以，對於 CFD 的使用者，測試解答中網

格是否獨立是很重要的。測試網格獨立的標準方法是增加解析

度 (每個方向加倍) 再重新解題一次。如果答案沒有明顯改變，

原先的網格也許就夠了。如果答案明顯改變，就必須持續增加

解析度。這個過程很耗時間，且不能預期。在 2-D 的模擬，

如果每邊的分格加倍，元素的總數增加為 22 =4 倍，所需的計

算時間也約增加為 4 倍。對於三維的模擬，則元素總數增加為 

23 =8 倍。你可以了解網格獨立的測試很容易超越電腦的記憶體

容量與 CPU 的極限。如果不能將分格加倍，至少將其增加百分

之二十。

討論網格生成的最後一點，目前在 CFD 的發展趨勢是採用

自動產生網格，加上以基於誤差估算，來進行網格自動細化。然而，即使在這些新

興趨勢之下，重點還是在於了解網格對 CFD 解答的影響。

邊界條件

當兩個 CFD 的運動方程式，計算區域 (甚至於網格) 可能都相同時，其流動的

類型是由設定的邊界條件所決定。要得到精確的 CFD 解答需要有適當的邊界條件 

(圖 15-19)。邊界條件有很多種，以下所描述的是最常用的。這裡所用的名稱是以 

ANSYS-FLUENT 的為準，其它軟體可能有別的名稱，細節也可能有點不同。在三

維流場使用表面 (face) 或平面 (plane)，二維流場則使用邊 (edge) 或線 (line)。

壁面邊界條件

壁面 (wall) 為最簡單的邊界條件，流體不能穿越壁面，因

此在邊界垂直方向的速度為零。此外，根據邊界無滑動 (no-slip) 

條件，在靜止的壁面設定其切線方向的速度也為零。在圖 15-19 

裡，上下邊緣被設為無滑動的壁面。如果要求解能量方程式，

還要設定壁面溫度或壁面熱通量 (但非兩者都設，見 15-4 節)。

如果使用紊流模式，需要解紊流傳輸方程式，壁面的粗糙度或也要設定。此外，使

用者必須從各種紊流的壁面處理方式 [壁面函數 (wall functions) 等] 中選取適當者。

這些不在本書範圍 (參考 Wilcox, 2006)。幸運的是，許多現代的 CFD 軟體內定的選

項對許多牽涉到紊流的應用已經足夠應用。

許多軟體還可以模擬移動壁面及壁面具特定剪應力的情形。有時我們希望讓流

體沿壁面滑動，稱為非黏性壁面 (inviscid wall functions)。例如，我們可以設定游泳

圖 15-18　花時間在建立好網格上是
值得的。
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FIGURE 15–18
Time spent generating a good grid is 

time well spent.

FIGURE 15–19
Boundary conditions must be carefully 

applied at all boundaries of the 
computational domain. Appropriate 
boundary conditions are required in 

order to obtain an accurate CFD 
solution.

(Fig. 15–19). There are several types of boundary conditions available; the 
most relevant ones are listed and briefly described in the following. The names 
are those used by ANSYS-FLUENT; other CFD codes may use somewhat 
different terminology, and the details of their boundary conditions may differ. 
In the descriptions given, the words face or plane are used, implying three-
dimensional flow. For a two-dimensional flow, the word edge or line should 
be substituted for face or plane.

Wall Boundary Conditions
The simplest boundary condition is that of a wall. Since fluid cannot pass 
through a wall, the normal component of velocity is set to zero relative to 
the wall along a face on which the wall boundary condition is prescribed. 
In addition, because of the no-slip condition, we usually set the tangential 
component of velocity at a stationary wall to zero as well. In Fig. 15–19, 
for example, the upper and lower edges of this simple domain are spec-
ified as wall boundary conditions with no slip. If the energy equation is 
being solved, either wall temperature or wall heat flux must also be speci-
fied (but not both; see Section 15–4). If a turbulence model is being used, 
turbulence transport equations are solved, and wall roughness may need to 
be specified, since turbulent boundary layers are influenced greatly by the 
roughness of the wall. In addition, you must choose among various kinds of 
turbulence wall treatments (wall functions, etc.). These turbulence options 
are beyond the scope of the present text (see Wilcox, 2006); fortunately the 
default options of most modern CFD codes are sufficient for many applica-
tions involving turbulent flow.
 Moving walls and walls with specified shear stresses can also be simulated 
in many CFD codes. There are situations where we desire to let the fluid 
slip along the wall (we call this an “inviscid wall”). For example, we can 
specify a zero-shear-stress wall boundary condition along the free surface of 
a swimming pool or hot tub when simulating such a flow (Fig. 15–20). Note 
that with this simplification, the fluid is allowed to “slip” along the surface, 
since the viscous shear stress caused by the air above it is negligibly small 
(Chap. 9). When making this approximation, however, surface waves and 
their associated pressure fluctuations cannot be taken into account.

Inflow/Outflow Boundary Conditions
There are several options at the boundaries through which fluid enters the 
computational domain (inflow) or leaves the domain (outflow). They are 
generally categorized as either velocity-specified conditions or pressure-
specified conditions. At a velocity inlet, we specify the velocity of the 
incoming flow along the inlet face. If energy and/or turbulence equations are 
being solved, the temperature and/or turbulence properties of the incoming 
flow need to be specified as well.
 At a pressure inlet, we specify the total pressure along the inlet face (for 
example, flow coming into the computational domain from a pressurized 
tank of known pressure or from the far field where the ambient pressure is 
known). At a pressure outlet, fluid flows out of the computational domain. 
We specify the static pressure along the outlet face; in many cases this is 
atmospheric pressure (zero gage pressure). For example, the pressure is 
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圖 15-19　計算區域的所有邊界條件
都要小心設定。要得到精確的 CFD 
解答，需要合理的邊界條件。
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turbulence transport equations are solved, and wall roughness may need to 
be specified, since turbulent boundary layers are influenced greatly by the 
roughness of the wall. In addition, you must choose among various kinds of 
turbulence wall treatments (wall functions, etc.). These turbulence options 
are beyond the scope of the present text (see Wilcox, 2006); fortunately the 
default options of most modern CFD codes are sufficient for many applica-
tions involving turbulent flow.
 Moving walls and walls with specified shear stresses can also be simulated 
in many CFD codes. There are situations where we desire to let the fluid 
slip along the wall (we call this an “inviscid wall”). For example, we can 
specify a zero-shear-stress wall boundary condition along the free surface of 
a swimming pool or hot tub when simulating such a flow (Fig. 15–20). Note 
that with this simplification, the fluid is allowed to “slip” along the surface, 
since the viscous shear stress caused by the air above it is negligibly small 
(Chap. 9). When making this approximation, however, surface waves and 
their associated pressure fluctuations cannot be taken into account.

Inflow/Outflow Boundary Conditions
There are several options at the boundaries through which fluid enters the 
computational domain (inflow) or leaves the domain (outflow). They are 
generally categorized as either velocity-specified conditions or pressure-
specified conditions. At a velocity inlet, we specify the velocity of the 
incoming flow along the inlet face. If energy and/or turbulence equations are 
being solved, the temperature and/or turbulence properties of the incoming 
flow need to be specified as well.
 At a pressure inlet, we specify the total pressure along the inlet face (for 
example, flow coming into the computational domain from a pressurized 
tank of known pressure or from the far field where the ambient pressure is 
known). At a pressure outlet, fluid flows out of the computational domain. 
We specify the static pressure along the outlet face; in many cases this is 
atmospheric pressure (zero gage pressure). For example, the pressure is 
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池或浴盆的自由表面為無剪應力壁面 (圖 15-20)。因為空氣所造

成的黏剪應力極小可忽略 (第 9 章)。但是在設定這些近似時，

並不考慮表面波及其所造成的壓力起伏。

流入／流出邊界條件

流體進入或離開計算區域的邊界有很多種選項，通常可

分類為指定速度條件或指定壓力條件。在速度入口 (velocity 

inlet)，我們設定入口面的流體速度。如果需要解能量與紊流方

程式，則還需要設流入處的溫度與紊流性質。

在壓力入口 (pressure inlet)，我們設定入口面的總壓力 (例

如從已知壓力的加壓槽流入計算區域)。在壓力出口 (pressure 

outlet)，我們設定出口面的靜壓力；通常是大氣壓力 (錶壓力

為零)。例如，次音速噴管對環境的開口處壓力為大氣壓 (圖  

15-21)。流動性質，如溫度與紊流性質之類，也可以設定。除非

解答有反向流動 (reverse flow)，否則在出口處通常不設定這些

性質。壓力出口有反向流動通常表示計算區域不夠大，如果在

疊代過程持續出現，就應該將計算區域擴大。

速度入口處不設定壓力，否則在數學上會造成過度設定，

因為壓力與速度在運動方程式裡是耦合的。在速度入口，壓力

會自動調整以符合流場內的關係。同樣地，在壓力入口或出口

不設定速度，速度會自動調整以符合流場內的關係 (圖 15-22)。

在計算區域的出口另有一個選項是流出 (outflow) 邊界條件。在流出邊界，不

設定任何流動性質，而是設定其垂直於出口面的梯度為零 (圖 15-23)。例如，如果

導管夠長，出口的流動為完全發展，就適合用流出邊界條件。如果流動在展開中，

但是出口的壓力為已知，則用壓力出口邊界條件較為合適。因為旋轉運動造成其壓

力梯度呈放射狀，不易由壓力出口條件來掌握，所以在旋轉流動使用流出邊界條件

比起使用壓力出口條件較為合適。

一般簡單的 CFD 應用常設定一個或多個速度入口與一個或多個壓力出口或流

圖 15-21　模擬不可壓縮流場時，管
的出口若曝露於大氣中，適用壓力

出口的邊界條件，且 Pout =Patm。這

裡所示的是汽車的排氣管。
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atmospheric at the outlet of a subsonic exhaust pipe open to ambient air 
(Fig. 15–21). Flow properties, such as temperature, and turbulence proper-
ties are also specified at pressure inlets and pressure outlets. For outlets, 
however, these properties are not used unless the solution demands reverse 
flow across the outlet. Reverse flow at a pressure outlet is usually an indi-
cation that the computational domain is not large enough. If reverse flow 
warnings persist as the CFD solution iterates, the computational domain 
should be extended.
 Pressure is not specified at a velocity inlet, as this would lead to math-
ematical overspecification, since pressure and velocity are coupled in the 
equations of motion. Rather, pressure at a velocity inlet adjusts itself to 
match the rest of the flow field. In similar fashion, velocity is not specified 
at a pressure inlet or outlet, as this would also lead to mathematical over-
specification. Rather, velocity at a pressure-specified boundary condition 
adjusts itself to match the rest of the flow field (Fig. 15–22).
 Another option at an outlet of the computational domain is the outflow 
boundary condition. At an outflow boundary, no flow properties are speci-
fied; instead, flow properties such as velocity, turbulence quantities, and 
temperature are forced to have zero gradients normal to the outflow face 
(Fig. 15–23). For example, if a duct is sufficiently long so that the flow 
is fully developed at the outlet, the outflow boundary condition would be 
appropriate, since velocity does not change in the direction normal to the 
outlet face. Note that the flow direction is not constrained to be perpendic-
ular to the outflow boundary, as also illustrated in Fig. 15–23. If the flow 
is still developing, but the pressure at the outlet is known, a pressure outlet 
boundary condition would be more appropriate than an outflow boundary 
condition. The outflow boundary condition is often preferred over the pres-
sure outlet in rotating flows since the swirling motion leads to radial pressure 
gradients that are not easily handled by a pressure outlet.
 A common situation in a simple CFD application is to specify one or 
more velocity inlets along portions of the boundary of the computational 
domain, and one or more pressure outlets or outflows at other portions of 

Pin Pout

FIGURE 15–22
At a pressure inlet or a pressure outlet, we specify the pressure on the face, but 
we cannot specify the velocity through the face. As the CFD solution converges, 
the velocity adjusts itself such that the prescribed pressure boundary conditions 
are satisfied.

Vin

Pout

FIGURE 15–20
The standard wall boundary condition 
is imposed on stationary solid 
boundaries, where we also impose 
either a wall temperature or a wall heat 
flux. The shear stress along the wall 
can be set to zero to simulate the free 
surface of a liquid, as shown here for 
the case of a swimming pool. There 
is slip along this “wall” that simulates 
the free surface (in contact with air).

Pout = Patm

FIGURE 15–21
When modeling an incompressible 
flow field, with the outlet of a pipe or 
duct exposed to ambient air, the proper 
boundary condition is a pressure outlet 
with Pout � Patm. Shown here is the 
tail pipe of an automobile. 
Photo by Po-Ya Abel Chuang. Used by permission.
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壓力出口

圖 15-22　壓力入口或壓力出口，我
們設定面上的壓力，但是無法設定

經過面上的速度。當 CFD 求解收斂
時，速度自我調整，以滿足所描述

的壓力邊界層。
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atmospheric at the outlet of a subsonic exhaust pipe open to ambient air 
(Fig. 15–21). Flow properties, such as temperature, and turbulence proper-
ties are also specified at pressure inlets and pressure outlets. For outlets, 
however, these properties are not used unless the solution demands reverse 
flow across the outlet. Reverse flow at a pressure outlet is usually an indi-
cation that the computational domain is not large enough. If reverse flow 
warnings persist as the CFD solution iterates, the computational domain 
should be extended.
 Pressure is not specified at a velocity inlet, as this would lead to math-
ematical overspecification, since pressure and velocity are coupled in the 
equations of motion. Rather, pressure at a velocity inlet adjusts itself to 
match the rest of the flow field. In similar fashion, velocity is not specified 
at a pressure inlet or outlet, as this would also lead to mathematical over-
specification. Rather, velocity at a pressure-specified boundary condition 
adjusts itself to match the rest of the flow field (Fig. 15–22).
 Another option at an outlet of the computational domain is the outflow 
boundary condition. At an outflow boundary, no flow properties are speci-
fied; instead, flow properties such as velocity, turbulence quantities, and 
temperature are forced to have zero gradients normal to the outflow face 
(Fig. 15–23). For example, if a duct is sufficiently long so that the flow 
is fully developed at the outlet, the outflow boundary condition would be 
appropriate, since velocity does not change in the direction normal to the 
outlet face. Note that the flow direction is not constrained to be perpendic-
ular to the outflow boundary, as also illustrated in Fig. 15–23. If the flow 
is still developing, but the pressure at the outlet is known, a pressure outlet 
boundary condition would be more appropriate than an outflow boundary 
condition. The outflow boundary condition is often preferred over the pres-
sure outlet in rotating flows since the swirling motion leads to radial pressure 
gradients that are not easily handled by a pressure outlet.
 A common situation in a simple CFD application is to specify one or 
more velocity inlets along portions of the boundary of the computational 
domain, and one or more pressure outlets or outflows at other portions of 
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非指定

出口速度由
計算獲得，
非指定

計算區域

壓力入口；指定 Pin 壓力出口，指定 Pout

圖 15-20　標準的壁面邊界條件是設
在靜定的固體表面，其中我們還設

定壁面溫度或壁面熱通量。沿壁面

的剪應力可以設為零，以模擬液體

的自由表面，如這裡所顯示的游泳

池。沿此“壁面”有滑動，以模擬

自由表面 (接觸空氣)。
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(Fig. 15–21). Flow properties, such as temperature, and turbulence proper-
ties are also specified at pressure inlets and pressure outlets. For outlets, 
however, these properties are not used unless the solution demands reverse 
flow across the outlet. Reverse flow at a pressure outlet is usually an indi-
cation that the computational domain is not large enough. If reverse flow 
warnings persist as the CFD solution iterates, the computational domain 
should be extended.
 Pressure is not specified at a velocity inlet, as this would lead to math-
ematical overspecification, since pressure and velocity are coupled in the 
equations of motion. Rather, pressure at a velocity inlet adjusts itself to 
match the rest of the flow field. In similar fashion, velocity is not specified 
at a pressure inlet or outlet, as this would also lead to mathematical over-
specification. Rather, velocity at a pressure-specified boundary condition 
adjusts itself to match the rest of the flow field (Fig. 15–22).
 Another option at an outlet of the computational domain is the outflow 
boundary condition. At an outflow boundary, no flow properties are speci-
fied; instead, flow properties such as velocity, turbulence quantities, and 
temperature are forced to have zero gradients normal to the outflow face 
(Fig. 15–23). For example, if a duct is sufficiently long so that the flow 
is fully developed at the outlet, the outflow boundary condition would be 
appropriate, since velocity does not change in the direction normal to the 
outlet face. Note that the flow direction is not constrained to be perpendic-
ular to the outflow boundary, as also illustrated in Fig. 15–23. If the flow 
is still developing, but the pressure at the outlet is known, a pressure outlet 
boundary condition would be more appropriate than an outflow boundary 
condition. The outflow boundary condition is often preferred over the pres-
sure outlet in rotating flows since the swirling motion leads to radial pressure 
gradients that are not easily handled by a pressure outlet.
 A common situation in a simple CFD application is to specify one or 
more velocity inlets along portions of the boundary of the computational 
domain, and one or more pressure outlets or outflows at other portions of 
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出邊界。其餘的邊界則設定為壁面。例如，在圖 15-20 的游泳

池，我們設定計算區域的最左面是速度入口，最右面為壓力出

口。其餘的邊界是壁面，而自由表面設為剪應力為零的壁面。

最後，對於可壓縮流動的模擬，其入口與出口的邊界條件

很複雜，其討論不在本書的範圍內。許多 CFD 軟體對於可壓縮

流有遠端壓力 (pressure far field) 邊界條件。這種邊界條件是用

來設定入口的馬赫數、壓力與溫度。出口處的流動變數可以由

內部的值外插得到，當然條件是不能有反向流動。

其它邊界條件

有些邊界條件既不是壁面，也不是入口或出口，而是某種

強制的對稱或週期性。例如，在幾何形狀有重複時，週期邊界 

(periodic) 就很有用，沿重複邊界的流場變數與另一個相同形狀

面的相同。因此，離開第一個面的流動，其性質 (速度、壓力、

溫度等) 與進入第二個面的相同。週期邊界條件通常成對出現，

如葉輪的扇葉之間，或流過熱交換管陣列 (圖 15-24) 之類的流

場很有用。週期邊界條件使我們可以在比全流場小得多的區域

內計算，以節省電腦資源。在圖 15-24 裡，你可以假想在計算

區域 (陰影區域) 的上下各有無數個重複的區域 (虛線部分)。週

期邊界條件需設定為平移 (translational) (用在如圖 15-24 的平行

面) 或旋轉 (rotational) (用在兩徑向面之間)。風扇兩葉片之間的

流動區域是旋轉式週期邊界的例子 (見圖 15-58)。

對稱邊界條件 (symmetry) 強制其兩側流場變數為鏡射關

係。數學上，大部分流場變數在對稱面上的垂直梯度為零。對

於具有一個或多個對稱面的流動，這種邊界條件使我們只需模

擬一部分的流動區域，以節省電腦資源。對稱與週期邊界的差

別在於不需要成對出現。此外，流體可平行流於對稱邊界，但

不能穿越對稱邊界，而週期邊界則允許流體穿越。例如流過一

陣列熱交換管的流動 (圖 15-24)，如果我們假設沒有流體流過週

期邊界，則週期邊界可以改成對稱邊界，甚至可以將計算區域

減半成圖 15-25。

對於軸對稱流場，其軸 (axis) 邊界條件設在代表對稱軸的直線上 (圖 15-26a)。

流體可以平行於軸流動，但是不能穿越。這種邊界使我們可以用二維場求解流動問

題，如圖 15-26b。對於旋轉軸對稱流動，流體可以繞軸旋轉前進，通常又稱旋轉

軸對稱 (rotationally symmetric)。

圖 15-23　在一流出邊界條件，垂直
於流出面的速度梯度為零，如圖中

所示，沿水平線上 u 為 x 的函數。
在流出邊界既不設定壓力，也不設

定速度。
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the boundary, with walls defining the geometry of the rest of the computa-
tional domain. For example, in our swimming pool (Fig. 15–20), we set 
the left-most face of the computational domain as a velocity inlet and the 
bottom-most face as a pressure outlet. The rest of the faces are walls, with 
the free surface modeled as a wall with zero shear stress.
 Finally, for compressible flow simulations, the inlet and outlet boundary 
conditions are further complicated by introduction of Riemann invariants and 
characteristic variables related to incoming and outgoing waves, discussion 
of which is beyond the scope of the present text. Fortunately, many CFD 
codes have a pressure far field boundary condition for compressible flows. 
This boundary condition is used to specify the Mach number, pressure, and 
temperature at an inlet. The same boundary condition can be applied at an 
outlet; when flow exits the computational domain, flow variables at the out-
let are extrapolated from the interior of the domain. Again, you must ensure 
that there is no reverse flow at an outlet.

Miscellaneous Boundary Conditions
Some boundaries of a computational domain are neither walls nor inlets or 
outlets, but rather enforce some kind of symmetry or periodicity. For exam-
ple, the periodic boundary condition is useful when the geometry involves 
repetition. Flow field variables along one face of a periodic boundary are 
numerically linked to a second face of identical shape (and in most CFD 
codes, also identical face mesh). Thus, flow leaving (crossing) the first 
periodic boundary can be imagined as entering (crossing) the second peri-
odic boundary with identical properties (velocity, pressure, temperature, 
etc.). Periodic boundary conditions always occur in pairs and are useful 
for flows with repetitive geometries, such as flow between the blades of 
a turbomachine or through an array of heat exchanger tubes (Fig. 15–24). 
The periodic boundary condition enables us to work with a computational 
domain that is much smaller than the full flow field, thereby conserving 
computer resources. In Fig. 15–24, you can imagine an infinite number of 
repeated domains (dashed lines) above and below the actual computational 
domain (the light blue shaded region). Periodic boundary conditions must 
be specified as either translational (periodicity applied to two parallel 
faces, as in Fig. 15–24) or rotational (periodicity applied to two radially 
oriented faces). The region of flow between two neighboring blades of a 
fan (a flow passage) is an example of a rotationally periodic domain (see 
Fig. 15–58).
 The symmetry boundary condition forces flow field variables to be mir-
ror-imaged across a symmetry plane. Mathematically, gradients of most 
flow field variables in the direction normal to the symmetry plane are set 
to zero across the plane of symmetry, although some variables are specified 
as even functions and some as odd functions across a symmetry bound-
ary condition. For physical flows with one or more symmetry planes, this 
boundary condition enables us to model a portion of the physical flow 
domain, thereby conserving computer resources. The symmetry bound-
ary differs from the periodic boundary in that no “partner” boundary is 
required for the symmetry case. In addition, fluid can flow parallel to a 
symmetry boundary, but not through a symmetry boundary, whereas flow 

u

x

FIGURE 15–23
At an outflow boundary condition, the 
gradient or slope of velocity normal to 
the outflow face is zero, as illustrated 

here for u as a function of x along a 
horizontal line. Note that neither 

pressure nor velocity are specified at 
an outflow boundary.

FIGURE 15–24
The periodic boundary condition is 

imposed on two identical faces. 
Whatever happens at one of the 

faces must also happen at its 
periodic partner face, as illustrated 

by the velocity vectors crossing 
the periodic faces.
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圖 15-24　週期邊界條件設定於兩
相同的面上。任何在其中一面發生

的，也會在其週期面發生，圖中顯

示跨週期面的速度向量顯示。
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the boundary, with walls defining the geometry of the rest of the computa-
tional domain. For example, in our swimming pool (Fig. 15–20), we set 
the left-most face of the computational domain as a velocity inlet and the 
bottom-most face as a pressure outlet. The rest of the faces are walls, with 
the free surface modeled as a wall with zero shear stress.
 Finally, for compressible flow simulations, the inlet and outlet boundary 
conditions are further complicated by introduction of Riemann invariants and 
characteristic variables related to incoming and outgoing waves, discussion 
of which is beyond the scope of the present text. Fortunately, many CFD 
codes have a pressure far field boundary condition for compressible flows. 
This boundary condition is used to specify the Mach number, pressure, and 
temperature at an inlet. The same boundary condition can be applied at an 
outlet; when flow exits the computational domain, flow variables at the out-
let are extrapolated from the interior of the domain. Again, you must ensure 
that there is no reverse flow at an outlet.

Miscellaneous Boundary Conditions
Some boundaries of a computational domain are neither walls nor inlets or 
outlets, but rather enforce some kind of symmetry or periodicity. For exam-
ple, the periodic boundary condition is useful when the geometry involves 
repetition. Flow field variables along one face of a periodic boundary are 
numerically linked to a second face of identical shape (and in most CFD 
codes, also identical face mesh). Thus, flow leaving (crossing) the first 
periodic boundary can be imagined as entering (crossing) the second peri-
odic boundary with identical properties (velocity, pressure, temperature, 
etc.). Periodic boundary conditions always occur in pairs and are useful 
for flows with repetitive geometries, such as flow between the blades of 
a turbomachine or through an array of heat exchanger tubes (Fig. 15–24). 
The periodic boundary condition enables us to work with a computational 
domain that is much smaller than the full flow field, thereby conserving 
computer resources. In Fig. 15–24, you can imagine an infinite number of 
repeated domains (dashed lines) above and below the actual computational 
domain (the light blue shaded region). Periodic boundary conditions must 
be specified as either translational (periodicity applied to two parallel 
faces, as in Fig. 15–24) or rotational (periodicity applied to two radially 
oriented faces). The region of flow between two neighboring blades of a 
fan (a flow passage) is an example of a rotationally periodic domain (see 
Fig. 15–58).
 The symmetry boundary condition forces flow field variables to be mir-
ror-imaged across a symmetry plane. Mathematically, gradients of most 
flow field variables in the direction normal to the symmetry plane are set 
to zero across the plane of symmetry, although some variables are specified 
as even functions and some as odd functions across a symmetry bound-
ary condition. For physical flows with one or more symmetry planes, this 
boundary condition enables us to model a portion of the physical flow 
domain, thereby conserving computer resources. The symmetry bound-
ary differs from the periodic boundary in that no “partner” boundary is 
required for the symmetry case. In addition, fluid can flow parallel to a 
symmetry boundary, but not through a symmetry boundary, whereas flow 
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the outflow face is zero, as illustrated 

here for u as a function of x along a 
horizontal line. Note that neither 

pressure nor velocity are specified at 
an outflow boundary.
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圖 15-25　設定為對稱邊界條件的
面，其兩側的流動是鏡射的關係。

圖中顯示計算區域 (陰影區域)，及
其上下的假想區域 (虛線)，其內的
速度向量是計算域內的鏡射。以這

個熱交換器為例，區域的左面是速

度入口，右面是壓力出口，圓柱形

是壁面，而上下的面都是對稱面。
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can cross a periodic boundary. Consider, for example, flow across an 
array of heat exchanger tubes (Fig. 15–24). If we assume that no flow 
crosses the periodic boundaries of that computational domain, we can use 
symmetry boundary conditions instead. Alert readers will notice that we 
can even cut the size of the computational domain in half by wise choice of 
symmetry planes (Fig. 15–25).
 For axisymmetric flows, the axis boundary condition is applied to a 
straight edge that represents the axis of symmetry (Fig. 15–26a). Fluid can 
flow parallel to the axis, but cannot flow through the axis. The axisymmet-
ric option enables us to solve the flow in only two dimensions, as sketched 
in Fig. 15–26b. The computational domain is simply a rectangle in the 
xy-plane; you can imagine rotating this plane about the x-axis to generate 
the axisymmetry. In the case of swirling axisymmetric flows, fluid may also 
flow tangentially in a circular path around the axis of symmetry. Swirling 
axisymmetric flows are sometimes called rotationally symmetric.

Internal Boundary Conditions
The final classification of boundary conditions is imposed on faces or edges 
that do not define a boundary of the computational domain, but rather exist 
inside the domain. When an interior boundary condition is specified on a 
face, flow crosses through the face without any user-forced changes, just as 
it would cross from one interior cell to another (Fig. 15–27). This boundary 
condition is necessary for situations in which the computational domain is 
divided into separate blocks or zones, and enables communication between 
blocks. We have found this boundary condition to be useful for postprocess-
ing as well, since a predefined face is present in the flow field, on whose 
surface we can plot velocity vectors, pressure contours, etc. In more sophis-
ticated CFD applications in which there is a sliding or rotating mesh, the 
interface between the two blocks is called upon to smoothly transfer infor-
mation from one block to another.

FIGURE 15–25
The symmetry boundary condition is 
imposed on a face so that the flow 
across that face is a mirror image of 
the calculated flow. We sketch 
imaginary domains (dashed lines) 
above and below the computational 
domain (the light blue shaded region) 
in which the velocity vectors are 
mirror images of those in the 
computational domain. In this heat 
exchanger example, the left face of 
the domain is a velocity inlet, the right 
face is a pressure outlet or outflow 
outlet, the cylinders are walls, and 
both the top and bottom faces are 
symmetry planes.

FIGURE 15–26
The axis boundary condition is applied 
to the axis of symmetry (here the 
x-axis) in an axisymmetric flow, 
since there is rotational symmetry 
about that axis. (a) A slice defining 
the xy- or r�-plane is shown, and 
the velocity components can be 
either (u, v) or (ur, u�). (b) The 
computational domain (light blue 
shaded region) for this problem is 
reduced to a plane in two dimensions 
(x and y). In many CFD codes, x and y 
are used as axisymmetric coordinates, 
with y being understood as the 
distance from the x-axis. (a)
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內部邊界條件

最後一種邊界條件是在計算區域內部而不在表面或邊緣上

的。當一個面被設定為內部的 (interior) 邊界條件時，經過這面

的流動不受任何強制改變 (圖 15-27)。當計算區域被分成不同

區塊時，需要這種邊界連接。這種邊界條件在後處理時也很有

用。在較需要技巧的問題裡，網格是滑動或旋轉時，兩區塊間

的界面被用來平順傳遞資料。

風扇 (fan) 邊界條件設定在突然增壓 (或減壓) 之處。這種邊

界條件類似內部邊界條件，但是壓力突然上升。CFD 軟體並不

求解每片扇葉的不穩定流場細節，而是模擬極薄的風扇，作用為改變兩側的壓力。

風扇邊界可用於如風扇置於風管內的簡單模型 (圖15-27)、房間內的吊扇或提供飛

機推力的螺旋槳或噴射引擎。如果其兩側的壓力差為零，就等於是內部邊界條件。

熟能生巧

學習 CFD 最好的辦法是透過例題及練習。我們鼓勵你用各種網格、邊界條

件、數值參數等去熟悉 CFD。在處理複雜難題之前，最好先解較簡單的問題，特

別是那些已經有解析解或經驗公式的 (作為比較與驗證之用)。

在以下的幾節中，我們要解幾個一般工程上常見的問題。先解層流問題，再解

紊流問題。最後要舉熱流及可壓縮，以及具自由表面的流動為例。原書的網站上有

彩色的圖形及動畫模擬。
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can cross a periodic boundary. Consider, for example, flow across an 
array of heat exchanger tubes (Fig. 15–24). If we assume that no flow 
crosses the periodic boundaries of that computational domain, we can use 
symmetry boundary conditions instead. Alert readers will notice that we 
can even cut the size of the computational domain in half by wise choice of 
symmetry planes (Fig. 15–25).
 For axisymmetric flows, the axis boundary condition is applied to a 
straight edge that represents the axis of symmetry (Fig. 15–26a). Fluid can 
flow parallel to the axis, but cannot flow through the axis. The axisymmet-
ric option enables us to solve the flow in only two dimensions, as sketched 
in Fig. 15–26b. The computational domain is simply a rectangle in the 
xy-plane; you can imagine rotating this plane about the x-axis to generate 
the axisymmetry. In the case of swirling axisymmetric flows, fluid may also 
flow tangentially in a circular path around the axis of symmetry. Swirling 
axisymmetric flows are sometimes called rotationally symmetric.

Internal Boundary Conditions
The final classification of boundary conditions is imposed on faces or edges 
that do not define a boundary of the computational domain, but rather exist 
inside the domain. When an interior boundary condition is specified on a 
face, flow crosses through the face without any user-forced changes, just as 
it would cross from one interior cell to another (Fig. 15–27). This boundary 
condition is necessary for situations in which the computational domain is 
divided into separate blocks or zones, and enables communication between 
blocks. We have found this boundary condition to be useful for postprocess-
ing as well, since a predefined face is present in the flow field, on whose 
surface we can plot velocity vectors, pressure contours, etc. In more sophis-
ticated CFD applications in which there is a sliding or rotating mesh, the 
interface between the two blocks is called upon to smoothly transfer infor-
mation from one block to another.

FIGURE 15–25
The symmetry boundary condition is 
imposed on a face so that the flow 
across that face is a mirror image of 
the calculated flow. We sketch 
imaginary domains (dashed lines) 
above and below the computational 
domain (the light blue shaded region) 
in which the velocity vectors are 
mirror images of those in the 
computational domain. In this heat 
exchanger example, the left face of 
the domain is a velocity inlet, the right 
face is a pressure outlet or outflow 
outlet, the cylinders are walls, and 
both the top and bottom faces are 
symmetry planes.

FIGURE 15–26
The axis boundary condition is applied 
to the axis of symmetry (here the 
x-axis) in an axisymmetric flow, 
since there is rotational symmetry 
about that axis. (a) A slice defining 
the xy- or r�-plane is shown, and 
the velocity components can be 
either (u, v) or (ur, u�). (b) The 
computational domain (light blue 
shaded region) for this problem is 
reduced to a plane in two dimensions 
(x and y). In many CFD codes, x and y 
are used as axisymmetric coordinates, 
with y being understood as the 
distance from the x-axis. (a)
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圖 15-26　軸邊界層是用在軸對稱
流動的軸上 (在此是 x- 軸)，因為繞 
x- 軸旋轉對稱。(a) 圖中所示，是 
xy 或 ru 的剖面，速度分量可以為 
(u, v) 或 (ur, uu)。(b) 此問題的計算
區域 (紅色陰影區域) 化簡成二維的
平面。在許多 CFD 軟體裡，將 x、
y 用作軸對稱座標，其中 y 為離開
對稱軸的距離。

圖 15-27　風扇邊界條件設定在兩側
壓力突然改變的面，以模擬管內的

軸流風扇。當設定的壓力改變為零

時，風扇邊界條件降成為內部邊界

條件。
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 The fan boundary condition is specified on a plane across which a sudden 
pressure increase (or decrease) is to be assigned. This boundary condition is 
similar to an interior boundary condition except for the forced pressure rise. 
The CFD code does not solve the detailed, unsteady flow field through indi-
vidual fan blades, but simply models the plane as an infinitesimally thin fan 
that changes the pressure across the plane. The fan boundary condition is 
useful, for example, as a simple model of a fan inside a duct (Fig. 15–27), a 
ceiling fan in a room, or the propeller or jet engine that provides thrust to an 
airplane. If the pressure rise across the fan is specified as zero, this bound-
ary condition behaves the same as an interior boundary condition.

Practice Makes Perfect
The best way to learn computational fluid dynamics is through examples 
and practice. You are encouraged to experiment with various grids, bound-
ary conditions, numerical parameters, etc., in order to get a feel for CFD. 
Before tackling a complicated problem, it is best to solve simpler problems, 
especially ones for which analytical or empirical solutions are known (for 
comparison and verification). For this reason, dozens of practice problems 
are provided on the book’s website.
 In the following sections, we solve several example problems of general 
engineering interest to illustrate many of the capabilities and limitations 
of CFD. We start with laminar flows, and then provide some introductory 
turbulent flow examples. Finally we provide examples of flows with heat 
transfer, compressible flows, and liquid flows with free surfaces.

15–2 ■  LAMINAR CFD CALCULATIONS
Computational fluid dynamics does an excellent job at computing incom-
pressible, steady or unsteady, laminar flow, provided that the grid is well 
resolved and the boundary conditions are properly specified. We show several 
simple examples of laminar flow solutions, paying particular attention to 
grid resolution and appropriate application of boundary conditions. In all 
examples in this section, the flows are incompressible and two-dimensional 
(or axisymmetric).

Pipe Flow Entrance Region at Re � 500
Consider flow of room-temperature water inside a smooth round pipe of 
length L � 40.0 cm and diameter D � 1.00 cm. We assume that the water 
enters at a uniform speed equal to V � 0.05024 m/s. The kinematic viscos-
ity of the water is � � 1.005 � 10�6 m2/s, producing a Reynolds number of 
Re � VD/� � 500. We assume incompressible, steady, laminar flow. We are 
interested in the entrance region in which the flow gradually becomes fully 
developed. Because of the axisymmetry, we set up a computational domain 
that is a two-dimensional slice from the axis to the wall, rather than a three-
dimensional cylindrical volume (Fig. 15–28). We generate six structured 
grids for this computational domain: very coarse (40 intervals in the axial 
direction � 8 intervals in the radial direction), coarse (80 � 16), medium 
(160 � 32), fine (320 � 64), very fine (640 � 128), and ultrafine (1280 � 
256). (Note that the number of intervals is doubled in both directions for 

P

P + ΔP

FIGURE 15–27
The fan boundary condition imposes 
an abrupt change in pressure across 

the fan face to simulate an axial-flow 
fan in a duct. When the specified 

pressure rise is zero, the fan boundary 
condition degenerates to an interior 

boundary condition.

V

D

L

r

x

FIGURE 15–28
Because of axisymmetry about the 

x-axis, flow through a round pipe can 
be solved computationally with a two-

dimensional slice through the pipe 
from r � 0 to D/2. The computational 

domain is the light blue shaded region, 
and the drawing is not to scale. 

Boundary conditions are indicated.
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15-2　層流 CFD 計算

CFD 在計算不可壓縮層流時表現優異，穩態或非穩態皆如

此，只需要有足夠的網格解析度與適當的邊界條件。我們在這

裡提出幾個層流解的簡單例子，特別著重在網格解析度與邊界

條件。在所有的例題裡，流動都是不可壓縮且二維 (或軸對稱) 

的。

雷諾數 Re=500 之下的管流入口區域

考慮在平滑圓管內的室溫水流，管長 L = 40.0 cm，直徑 D =1.00 cm。我們假

設水以均勻速度 V =0.05024 m/s 進入。水的運動黏度為 v =1.005×10−6 m2/s，計

得雷諾數 Re =VD/v =500。我們假設這是不可壓縮穩定層流。我們所在意的是入

口處的區域，其中流動會逐漸變成完全展開。因為是軸對稱情形，我們設定計算

區域為由軸至壁面的縱剖面，而不是三維的圓柱體 (圖 15-28)。我們建立六種結

構化網格：極粗 (40 分格×徑向 8 分格)、粗 (80×16)、中等粗細 (160×32)、細 

(320×64)、極細 (640×128) 與超細 (1280× 256) (注意每當兩個方向的間隔增加一

倍，計算得網格數增加為四倍)。在所有的情形，沿軸向的節點都均勻分佈，但是

沿徑向的則朝壁面逐漸細密，因為我們預期壁面附近的速度梯度較大。前三種情形

的近距離視圖如圖 15-29 所示。

我們將六種情形以 ANSYS-FLUENT 的雙精度運算 (工程運算並非都需要雙精

圖 15-28　因為在 x- 方向軸對稱，管
內的流動可以用管的二維剖面，在 
r =0 到 D/2 的區域求解。計算區域
是圖中的陰影區域，圖形未按比例

顯示。
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 The fan boundary condition is specified on a plane across which a sudden 
pressure increase (or decrease) is to be assigned. This boundary condition is 
similar to an interior boundary condition except for the forced pressure rise. 
The CFD code does not solve the detailed, unsteady flow field through indi-
vidual fan blades, but simply models the plane as an infinitesimally thin fan 
that changes the pressure across the plane. The fan boundary condition is 
useful, for example, as a simple model of a fan inside a duct (Fig. 15–27), a 
ceiling fan in a room, or the propeller or jet engine that provides thrust to an 
airplane. If the pressure rise across the fan is specified as zero, this bound-
ary condition behaves the same as an interior boundary condition.

Practice Makes Perfect
The best way to learn computational fluid dynamics is through examples 
and practice. You are encouraged to experiment with various grids, bound-
ary conditions, numerical parameters, etc., in order to get a feel for CFD. 
Before tackling a complicated problem, it is best to solve simpler problems, 
especially ones for which analytical or empirical solutions are known (for 
comparison and verification). For this reason, dozens of practice problems 
are provided on the book’s website.
 In the following sections, we solve several example problems of general 
engineering interest to illustrate many of the capabilities and limitations 
of CFD. We start with laminar flows, and then provide some introductory 
turbulent flow examples. Finally we provide examples of flows with heat 
transfer, compressible flows, and liquid flows with free surfaces.

15–2 ■  LAMINAR CFD CALCULATIONS
Computational fluid dynamics does an excellent job at computing incom-
pressible, steady or unsteady, laminar flow, provided that the grid is well 
resolved and the boundary conditions are properly specified. We show several 
simple examples of laminar flow solutions, paying particular attention to 
grid resolution and appropriate application of boundary conditions. In all 
examples in this section, the flows are incompressible and two-dimensional 
(or axisymmetric).

Pipe Flow Entrance Region at Re � 500
Consider flow of room-temperature water inside a smooth round pipe of 
length L � 40.0 cm and diameter D � 1.00 cm. We assume that the water 
enters at a uniform speed equal to V � 0.05024 m/s. The kinematic viscos-
ity of the water is � � 1.005 � 10�6 m2/s, producing a Reynolds number of 
Re � VD/� � 500. We assume incompressible, steady, laminar flow. We are 
interested in the entrance region in which the flow gradually becomes fully 
developed. Because of the axisymmetry, we set up a computational domain 
that is a two-dimensional slice from the axis to the wall, rather than a three-
dimensional cylindrical volume (Fig. 15–28). We generate six structured 
grids for this computational domain: very coarse (40 intervals in the axial 
direction � 8 intervals in the radial direction), coarse (80 � 16), medium 
(160 � 32), fine (320 � 64), very fine (640 � 128), and ultrafine (1280 � 
256). (Note that the number of intervals is doubled in both directions for 
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be solved computationally with a two-

dimensional slice through the pipe 
from r � 0 to D/2. The computational 

domain is the light blue shaded region, 
and the drawing is not to scale. 

Boundary conditions are indicated.
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each successive grid; the number of computational cells increases by a factor 
of 4 for each grid.) In all cases the nodes are evenly distributed axially, but 
are concentrated near the wall radially, since we expect larger velocity gra-
dients near the pipe wall. Close-up views of the first three of these grids are 
shown in Fig. 15–29.
 We run the CFD program ANSYS-FLUENT in double precision for all 
six cases. (Double precision arithmetic is not always necessary for engineer-
ing calculations—we use it here to obtain the best possible precision in our 
comparisons.) Since the flow is laminar, incompressible, and axisymmet-
ric, only three transport equations are solved—continuity, x-momentum, and 
y-momentum. Note that coordinate y is used in the CFD code instead of r 
as the distance from the axis of rotation (Fig. 15–26). The CFD code is 
run until convergence (all the residuals level off). Recall that a residual is a 
measure of how much the solution to a given transport equation deviates 
from exact; the lower the residual, the better the convergence. For the very 
coarse grid case, this occurs in about 500 iterations, and the residuals level 
off to less than 10�12 (relative to their initial values). The decay of the resid-
uals is plotted in Fig. 15–30 for the very coarse case. Note that for more 
complicated flow problems with finer grids, you cannot always expect such 
low residuals; in some CFD solutions, the residuals level off at much higher 
values, like 10�3.
 We define P1 as the average pressure at an axial location one pipe diam-
eter downstream of the inlet. Similarly we define P20 at 20 pipe diameters. 
The average axial pressure drop from 1 to 20 diameters is thus �P � 
P1 � P20, and is equal to 4.404 Pa (to four significant digits of preci-
sion) for the very coarse grid case. Centerline pressure and axial velocity 
are plotted in Fig. 15–31a as functions of downstream distance. The solution 
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FIGURE 15–30
Decay of the residuals with iteration 
number for the very coarse grid 
laminar pipe flow solution (double 
precision arithmetic).
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FIGURE 15–29
Portions of the three coarsest 
structured grids generated for the 
laminar pipe flow example: (a) very 
coarse (40 � 8), (b) coarse (80 � 16), 
and (c) medium (160 � 32). The 
number of computational cells is 320, 
1280, and 5120, respectively. In each 
view, the pipe wall is at the top and 
the pipe axis is at the bottom, as in 
Fig. 15–28.
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圖 15-29　在層流管流例題裡，三
種較粗網格的部分視圖：(a) 極粗
(40×8)；(b) 粗 (80×16)；與 (c) 中
等 (160×32) 。計算的元素數目分
別為 320、1280 及 5120 個。在每個
視圖裡，管壁是頂邊，而對稱軸是

底邊，如圖 15-28 所示。
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度－此例是為得到最佳精確的計算)。因為流動是層流、不可壓

縮且對稱的，只需要解連續方程式及 x- 與 y- 方向的動量方程

式。在 CFD 軟體裡，徑向的距離是用 y 座標表示 (圖 15-26)。

程式運算至解答收斂為止。所謂收斂，就是殘值夠小。對於極

粗的網格，大約運算 500 次疊代，殘值就會低於 10−12 (相對於

它們的初值)。殘值隨運算次數而減少，如圖 15-30 所示。在較

複雜的問題裡，有時殘值會高得多，例如 10−3。

我們定義 P1 為在入口下游，直徑距離處的平均壓力。同樣

地，也定義 20 倍直徑距離的平均壓力 P20。二個位置間的壓力

降為 ΔP =P1 −P20，其值為 4.404 Pa (極粗網格的情形)。如圖 

15-31a 所示，中心線壓力及軸向速度為距離的函數。解答看起

來合乎物理意義。我們發現邊界層沿流動方向，向下游展開時，中心線的軸向速度

漸增，符合質量守恆，也發現在管入口處的壓力急降，其壁面的黏剪應力為最大。

在入口處尾端的壓力降幾乎是線性的，而流動幾乎完全展開，如所預期的。最後，

我們將圖 15-31b 的軸向速度與已知的解析解 (見第 8 章) 比較。以徑向只有 8 個分

格而言，這個結果與解析解算是很相近了。

圖 15-30　在極粗網格的求解過程 
(雙精度)，殘值隨疊代次數衰減。
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each successive grid; the number of computational cells increases by a factor 
of 4 for each grid.) In all cases the nodes are evenly distributed axially, but 
are concentrated near the wall radially, since we expect larger velocity gra-
dients near the pipe wall. Close-up views of the first three of these grids are 
shown in Fig. 15–29.
 We run the CFD program ANSYS-FLUENT in double precision for all 
six cases. (Double precision arithmetic is not always necessary for engineer-
ing calculations—we use it here to obtain the best possible precision in our 
comparisons.) Since the flow is laminar, incompressible, and axisymmet-
ric, only three transport equations are solved—continuity, x-momentum, and 
y-momentum. Note that coordinate y is used in the CFD code instead of r 
as the distance from the axis of rotation (Fig. 15–26). The CFD code is 
run until convergence (all the residuals level off). Recall that a residual is a 
measure of how much the solution to a given transport equation deviates 
from exact; the lower the residual, the better the convergence. For the very 
coarse grid case, this occurs in about 500 iterations, and the residuals level 
off to less than 10�12 (relative to their initial values). The decay of the resid-
uals is plotted in Fig. 15–30 for the very coarse case. Note that for more 
complicated flow problems with finer grids, you cannot always expect such 
low residuals; in some CFD solutions, the residuals level off at much higher 
values, like 10�3.
 We define P1 as the average pressure at an axial location one pipe diam-
eter downstream of the inlet. Similarly we define P20 at 20 pipe diameters. 
The average axial pressure drop from 1 to 20 diameters is thus �P � 
P1 � P20, and is equal to 4.404 Pa (to four significant digits of preci-
sion) for the very coarse grid case. Centerline pressure and axial velocity 
are plotted in Fig. 15–31a as functions of downstream distance. The solution 
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Decay of the residuals with iteration 
number for the very coarse grid 
laminar pipe flow solution (double 
precision arithmetic).
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FIGURE 15–29
Portions of the three coarsest 
structured grids generated for the 
laminar pipe flow example: (a) very 
coarse (40 � 8), (b) coarse (80 � 16), 
and (c) medium (160 � 32). The 
number of computational cells is 320, 
1280, and 5120, respectively. In each 
view, the pipe wall is at the top and 
the pipe axis is at the bottom, as in 
Fig. 15–28.
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appears to be physically reasonable. We see the increase of centerline 
axial velocity to conserve mass as the boundary layer on the pipe wall 
grows downstream. We see a sharp drop in pressure near the pipe entrance 
where viscous shear stresses on the pipe wall are highest. The pressure drop 
approaches linear toward the end of the entrance region where the flow 
is nearly fully developed, as expected. Finally, we compare in Fig. 15–31b 
the axial velocity profile at the end of the pipe to the known analytical 
solution for fully developed laminar pipe flow (see Chap. 8). The agreement 
is excellent, especially considering that there are only eight intervals in the 
radial direction.
 Is this CFD solution grid independent? To find out, we repeat the calcu-
lations using the coarse, medium, fine, very fine, and ultrafine grids. The 
convergence of the residuals is qualitatively similar to that of Fig. 15–30 for 
all cases, but CPU time increases significantly as grid resolution improves, 
and the levels of the final residuals are not as low as those of the coarse 
resolution case. The number of iterations required until convergence also 
increases with improved grid resolution. The pressure drop from x/D � 1 
to 20 is listed in Table 15–1 for all six cases. �P is also plotted as a func-
tion of number of cells in Fig. 15–32. We see that even the very coarse 
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FIGURE 15–31
CFD results for the very coarse 

grid laminar pipe flow simulation: 
(a) development of centerline pressure 

and centerline axial velocity with 
downstream distance, and (b) axial 

velocity profile at pipe outlet 
compared to analytical prediction.

TABLE 15–1

Pressure drop from x /D � 1 to 20 for the various 
grid resolution cases in the entrance flow region 
of axisymmetric pipe flow

Case Number of Cells �P, Pa

Very coarse 320 4.404
Coarse 1280 3.983
Medium 5120 3.998
Fine 20,480 4.016
Very fine 81,920 4.033
Ultrafine 327,680 4.035
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FIGURE 15–32
Calculated pressure drop from x /D � 1

to 20 in the entrance flow region 
of axisymmetric pipe flow as a 

function of number of cells.
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圖 15-31　在層流管流模擬裡，極粗
網格的 CFD 計算結果：(a) 中心線
的壓力及軸向速度隨下游距離的改

變；與 (b) 管出口處的軸向速度曲
線，與解析解的值比較。

解析解

網格條件 元素數量 ΔP，Pa

極粗 320 4,404
粗 1,280 3.983
中等 5,120 3.998
細 20,480 4.016
極細 81,920 4.033
超細 327,680 4.035

表 15-1　各種網格解析度的情況下，在軸對稱管流的入口
區域，距離為 x/D=1 到 20 的壓力降
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這個 CFD 解答是否網格獨立呢？我們以其它網格的情形，

重複求解來驗證。其收斂的殘值與圖 15-30 類似，但是計算所

需的時間明顯增加，因為元素的數目較多。收斂所需的運算次

數，也隨網格變細而增加。從 x/D =1 到 x/D =20，ΔP 與網格

的關係如表 15-1 所列。壓力與網格數的關係如圖 15-32。我們

發現即使是極粗的網格，在軸對稱管流的入口區域，距離由  

x/D =1 到 20，計算出的壓力降與元素數量的函數關係。也可

以相當準確計算 ΔP。從極粗到超細的網格，其壓力降的差別不

超過 10%。因此，對於某些工程問題，極粗的網格就已經足夠

了。從極細到超細網格，其 ΔP 的差別只有 0.07%－表示在工

程分析裡，網格不必用到超細的程度。

在這六種情形之間，最顯著的差異出現在管的入口處，其

壓力梯度與速度梯度最大。事實上，在入口處有一奇異點，

壁面的軸向速度從 V 忽然變化為零，因為壁面的條件為無滑動邊界條件。在圖  

15-33 顯示入口附近的正常化軸向速度 u/V 的等高線。我們發現在網格變細時，雖

然流場的共通性質 (如壓力降) 只改變一點，但是其細部 (例如速度等高線) 卻有明

圖 15-32　在軸對稱管流的入口區
域，距離由 x/D=1 到 20，計算出的
壓力降與元素數量的函數關係。
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appears to be physically reasonable. We see the increase of centerline 
axial velocity to conserve mass as the boundary layer on the pipe wall 
grows downstream. We see a sharp drop in pressure near the pipe entrance 
where viscous shear stresses on the pipe wall are highest. The pressure drop 
approaches linear toward the end of the entrance region where the flow 
is nearly fully developed, as expected. Finally, we compare in Fig. 15–31b 
the axial velocity profile at the end of the pipe to the known analytical 
solution for fully developed laminar pipe flow (see Chap. 8). The agreement 
is excellent, especially considering that there are only eight intervals in the 
radial direction.
 Is this CFD solution grid independent? To find out, we repeat the calcu-
lations using the coarse, medium, fine, very fine, and ultrafine grids. The 
convergence of the residuals is qualitatively similar to that of Fig. 15–30 for 
all cases, but CPU time increases significantly as grid resolution improves, 
and the levels of the final residuals are not as low as those of the coarse 
resolution case. The number of iterations required until convergence also 
increases with improved grid resolution. The pressure drop from x/D � 1 
to 20 is listed in Table 15–1 for all six cases. �P is also plotted as a func-
tion of number of cells in Fig. 15–32. We see that even the very coarse 
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TABLE 15–1

Pressure drop from x /D � 1 to 20 for the various 
grid resolution cases in the entrance flow region 
of axisymmetric pipe flow

Case Number of Cells �P, Pa

Very coarse 320 4.404
Coarse 1280 3.983
Medium 5120 3.998
Fine 20,480 4.016
Very fine 81,920 4.033
Ultrafine 327,680 4.035
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to 20 in the entrance flow region 
of axisymmetric pipe flow as a 

function of number of cells.
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grid does a reasonable job at predicting �P. The difference in pressure drop 
from the very coarse grid to the ultrafine grid is less than 10 percent. Thus, 
the very coarse grid may be adequate for some engineering calculations. If 
greater precision is needed, however, we must use a finer grid. We see grid 
independence to three significant digits by the very fine case. The change in 
�P from the very fine grid to the ultrafine grid is less than 0.07 percent—a 
grid as finely resolved as the ultrafine grid is unnecessary in any practical 
engineering analysis.
 The most significant differences between the six cases occur very close 
to the pipe entrance, where pressure gradients and velocity gradients are 
largest. In fact, there is a singularity at the inlet, where the axial velocity 
changes suddenly from V to zero at the wall because of the no-slip con-
dition. We plot in Fig. 15–33 contour plots of normalized axial velocity, 
u/V near the pipe entrance. We see that although global properties of the 
flow field (like overall pressure drop) vary by only a few percent as the grid 
is refined, details of the flow field (like the velocity contours shown here) 
change considerably with grid resolution. You can see that as the grid is 
continually refined, the axial velocity contour shapes become smoother and 
more well defined. The greatest differences in the contour shapes occur near 
the pipe wall.
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FIGURE 15–33
Normalized axial velocity contours 
(u/V) for the laminar pipe flow 
example. Shown is a close-up view 
of the entrance region of the pipe for 
each of the first four grids: (a) very 
coarse (40 � 8), (b) coarse (80 � 16), 
(c) medium (160 � 32), and (d ) fine 
(320 � 64).
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圖 15-33　層流管流例題的正常化
軸向速度等高線 (u/V)。圖中所示
是前四種網格區域的放大視圖：

(a) 極粗 (40×8)；(b) 粗 (80×16)；
(c) 中等 (160×32)；與 (d) 細網格
(320×64)。
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顯變化。你會發現當網格持續變細時，軸向速度等高線變得更平滑。

雷諾數 Re=150 之下經過圓柱的流動

為了示範正確的問題設定才能得到可靠的 CFD 解答，我們

可以用經過直徑 D =2.0 cm 圓柱的二維流動解說 (圖 15-34)。

圖 15-35 為計算區域的圖形。因為對稱的關係，只解流場的上

半部；在圖形底邊設對稱邊界。這樣可以使計算區域減半。在

圓柱表面則設定無滑動壁面邊界條件。計算區域最左邊外緣設

定速度入口的邊界條件，其速度分量為 u =V 且 v =0。最右邊外緣設定壓力出口

邊界條件。(這裡設錶壓力為零，因為流場速度只是壓力差的函數。) 我們用三種

結構化網格作為比較：粗 (徑向 30 分格×圓柱表面 60 分格=1800 個元素)、中等 

(60×120 =7200 個元素) 與細網格 (120×240 =28,800 個元素)，如圖 15-36。這裡

只顯示一部分的計算區域；全部計算區域是圓柱直徑的 15 倍。

我們使用溫度為 25°C 的空氣自由流，在標準大氣壓下，以速度 V=0.1096 m/s 

由左至右經過圓柱。流動的雷諾數為 Re =rVD/m =150。實驗顯示，邊界層為層流

且流動分離出現在頂端前方 10° 左右，與停滯點相差 a ≅82°。尾流維持層流。實

驗顯示阻力係數 CD 分佈在 1.1 與 1.4 之間。這差異可能是自由流的品質與三維效

應 (斜的旋渦瀉流等) 造成的。

對圖 15-36 所示為三種網格進行 CFD 求解，都假設為層流。其收斂都沒有問

題，但是其結果未必符合物理直覺或實驗數據。圖 15-37 顯示它們的流線。因為題

目是對稱的，所以雖然只計算上半面，我們仍然繪出全部的圖形。

在粗網格的情形 (圖 15-37a)，邊界層在 a =120° 分離，CD 為 1.00。解析度

不足以計算出精確的分離位置，拖曳力係數也比正確值小。在層流區有兩個旋轉

方向相反的分離氣泡，向下游延伸數個直徑的距離。在中等粗細的網格情形 (圖  

15-37b)，流場明顯不同。邊界層在較上游處分離，a =110°，與實驗結果較接近。

但是 CD 值減少到約 0.982－更遠離實驗值。尾流的分離氣泡比粗網格長很多。

提高網格數與解析度是否會使解答改善呢？圖 15-37c 所示是細網格的流線。從性

圖 15-35　用來模擬經過圓柱 (未按
比例) 的二維流動的計算域 (陰影區
域)。假設流動對 x- 軸對稱。每一邊
所應用的邊界條件列在括弧裡。我

們也定義 a，從前方停滯點算起的角
度。

圖 15-34　速度 V 的自由流經過直徑 
D 的二維圓柱。
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Flow around a Circular Cylinder at Re � 150
To illustrate that reliable CFD results require correct problem formulation, 
consider the seemingly simple problem of steady, incompressible, two-
dimensional flow of air over a circular cylinder of diameter D � 2.0 cm 
(Fig. 15–34). The two-dimensional computational domain used for this 
simulation is sketched in Fig. 15–35. Only the upper half of the flow field 
is solved, due to symmetry along the bottom edge of the computational 
domain; a symmetry boundary condition is specified along this edge to ensure 
that no flow crosses the plane of symmetry. With this boundary condition 
imposed, the required computational domain size is reduced by a factor of 2. 
A stationary, no-slip wall boundary condition is applied at the cylinder sur-
face. The left half of the far field outer edge of the domain has a velocity 
inlet boundary condition, on which is specified the velocity components u � V 
and v � 0. A pressure outlet boundary condition is specified along the 
right half of the outer edge of the domain. (The gage pressure there is set 
to zero, but since the velocity field in an incompressible CFD code depends 
only on pressure differences, not absolute value of pressure, the value of 
pressure specified for the pressure outlet boundary condition is irrelevant.)
 Three two-dimensional structured grids are generated for comparison: coarse 
(30 radial intervals � 60 intervals along the cylinder surface � 1800 cells), 
medium (60 � 120 � 7200 cells), and fine (120 � 240 � 28,800 cells), as 
seen in Fig. 15–36. Note that only a small portion of the computational domain 
is shown here; the full domain extends 15 cylinder diameters outward from the 
origin, and the cells get progressively larger further away from the cylinder.
 We apply a free-stream flow of air at a temperature of 25�C, at standard 
atmospheric pressure, and at velocity V � 0.1096 m/s from left to right 
around this circular cylinder. The Reynolds number of the flow, based on 
cylinder diameter (D � 2.0 cm), is thus Re � �VD/� � 150. Experiments 
at this Reynolds number reveal that the boundary layer is laminar and sepa-
rates almost 10� before the top of the cylinder, at � � 82� from the front 
stagnation point. The wake also remains laminar. Experimentally measured 
values of drag coefficient at this Reynolds number show much discrepancy 
in the literature; the range is from CD � 1.1 to 1.4, and the differences are 
most likely due to the quality of the free-stream and three-dimensional 
effects (oblique vortex shedding, etc.). (Recall that CD � 2FD /�V 2A, where A 
is the frontal area of the cylinder, and A � D times the span of the cylinder, 
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 CFD solutions are obtained for each of the three grids shown in Fig. 15–36, 
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Flow around a Circular Cylinder at Re � 150
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 15–36
Structured two-dimensional grids 
around the upper half of a circular 
cylinder: (a) coarse (30 � 60), 
(b) medium (60 � 120), and (c) fine 
(120 � 240). The bottom edge is a 
line of symmetry. Only a portion of 
each computational domain is 
shown—the domain extends well 
beyond the portion shown here.
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圖 15-36　在圓柱上半部周圍的二維
結構化網格：(a) 粗 (30×60)；(b) 中
等 (60×120)；與 (c) 細 (120×240)。
只顯示部分視圖－全區域遠大於

這裡所顯示的。
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質上看，其結果類似中等網格的情形，a=109° 及 CD = 0.977，

而分離氣泡變得更長。更細的網格會持續得到更長的分離氣泡

及更小的阻力。

圖 15-38 是中等粗細網格情況下得到的切線速度分量 (uu) 

的一個等高線圖。我們畫出 uu 在零值附近一個很小的範圍，以

便清楚看到沿圓柱表面的流動在那個位置改變方向，這是對圓

柱上的分離點定位的聰明作法。注意此法只適用於圓柱。對分

離點定位的較一般性的作法是找出壁面上剪應力 tw 為零的點，

此法適用於任意形狀的物體。從圖 15-38 中，我們看出分離點

在離前停滯點角度為 a=110° 的地方，比起實驗值所獲得的 82° 

在更遠的下游處。事實上，所有的 CFD 結果都預測邊界層分離

發生在圓柱的後半部，而不是前半部。

這些 CFD 的解答並不符合實際－這麼長的分離氣泡在實

驗中並不穩定。分離點位置太過於在下游，阻力與實驗值相比

太小。持續將網格變細並沒有造成更好的結果，反而更差。為

何 CFD 模擬與實驗相差這麼多？答案如下：

1. 我們強制設定 CFD 解答為穩定。事實上在這個雷諾數下，

經過圓柱的流動不是穩定的。實驗顯示在圓柱背後形成週

期性的卡門渦街瀉流 (Kármán vortex street) (Tritton, 1977 及

本書圖 4-25)。

2. 圖 15-37 的三種情形都只解上半面，並設定 x- 軸為對稱

軸。實際上，經過圓柱的流動是極不對稱的。渦流從圓柱

上下端交替瀉出，形成卡門渦街瀉流。

要改正這些缺失，必須用全網格，捨棄對稱邊界，用非穩

態的方式模擬，計算區域如圖 15-39 所示。上下的邊緣設定為

週期邊界，這樣尾流區的非對稱震盪才不會被壓抑。遠端邊界

離圓柱夠遠 (直徑的 75 倍至 200 倍)，使其對計算的結果無顯著

影響。

靠近圓柱及尾流區的網格都設定較細。我們用類似圖 15-14 的混合網格模擬。

氣體為空氣，圓柱直徑為 1 m，空氣自由流的速度為 0.00219 m/s，得雷諾數是 150 

(圖 15-40)。

當時間逐漸增加時，流場內的微小不均勻逐漸擴大，流動變得不穩定，且對 x- 

軸不對稱，這時很自然地形成卡門渦街瀉流。經過充足的 CPU 運算時間，流動趨

圖 15-37　在雷諾數 Re=150 之下，
經過圓柱的穩定流動，其 CFD 所得
到的流線：(a) 粗網格 (30×60)；(b) 
中等網格 (60×120)；與 (c) 細網格
(120×240)。在這裡計算上半面流
場－下半面以鏡射顯示。
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the results do not necessarily agree with physical intuition or with experimen-
tal data. Streamlines are shown in Fig. 15–37 for the three grid resolutions. In 
all cases, the image is mirrored about the symmetry line so that even though 
only the top half of the flow field is solved, the full flow field is displayed.
 For the coarse resolution case (Fig. 15–37a), the boundary layer separates 
at � � 120�, well past the top of the cylinder, and CD is 1.00. The boundary 
layer is not well enough resolved to yield the proper boundary layer separation 
point, and the drag is somewhat smaller than it should be. Two large counter-
rotating separation bubbles are seen in the wake; they stretch several cylin-
der diameters downstream. For the medium resolution case (Fig. 15–37b), 
the flow field is significantly different. The boundary layer separates a little 
further upstream at � � 110�, which is more in line with the experimental 
results, but CD has decreased to about 0.982—further away from the experi-
mental value. The separation bubbles in the cylinder’s wake have grown much 
longer than those of the coarse grid case. Does refining the grid even further 
improve the numerical results? Figure 15–37c shows streamlines for the fine 
resolution case. The results look qualitatively similar to those of the medium 
resolution case, with � � 109�, but the drag coefficient is even smaller (CD � 
0.977), and the separation bubbles are even longer. A fourth calculation (not 
shown) at even finer grid resolution shows the same trend—the separation 
bubbles stretch downstream and the drag coefficient decreases somewhat.
 Shown in Fig. 15–38 is a contour plot of tangential velocity component 
(u�) for the medium resolution case. We plot values of u� over a very small 
range around zero, so that we can clearly see where along the cylinder the 
flow changes direction. This is thus a clever way to locate the separation 
point along a cylinder wall. Note that this works only for a circular cylinder 
because of its unique geometry. A more general way to determine the separa-
tion point is to identify the point along the wall where the wall shear stress �w 
is zero; this technique works for bodies of any shape. From Fig. 15–38, we 
see that the boundary layer separates at an angle of � � 110� from the front 
stagnation point, much further downstream than the experimentally obtained 
value of 82�. In fact, all our CFD results predict boundary layer separation 
on the rear side rather than the front side of the cylinder.
 These CFD results are unphysical—such elongated separation bubbles 
could not remain stable in a real flow situation, the separation point is too far 
downstream, and the drag coefficient is too low compared to experimental 
data. Furthermore, repeated grid refinement does not lead to better results as 
we would hope; on the contrary, the results get worse with grid refinement. 
Why do these CFD simulations yield such poor agreement with experiment? 
The answer is twofold:

 1. We have forced the CFD solution to be steady, when in fact flow over 
a circular cylinder at this Reynolds number is not steady. Experiments 
show that a periodic Kármán vortex street forms behind the cylinder 
(Tritton, 1977; see also Fig. 4–25 of this text).

 2. All three cases in Fig. 15–37 are solved for the upper half-plane only, 
and symmetry is enforced about the x-axis. In reality, flow over a circular 
cylinder is highly nonsymmetric; vortices are shed alternately from the 
top and the bottom of the cylinder, forming the Kármán vortex street.

 To correct both of these problems, we need to run an unsteady CFD simu-
lation with a full grid (top and bottom)—without imposing the symmetry 

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 15–37
Streamlines produced by steady-state 

CFD calculations of flow over a circular 
cylinder at Re � 150: (a) coarse grid 

(30 � 60), (b) medium grid (60 � 120), 
and (c) fine grid (120 � 240). Note 
that only the top half of the flow is 

calculated—the bottom half is displayed 
as a mirror image of the top.
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FIGURE 15–38
Contour plot of tangential velocity 

component u� for flow over a circular 
cylinder at Re � 150 and for the medium 
grid resolution case (60 � 120). Values 

in the range �10�4 � u� � 10�4 m/s are 
plotted, so as to reveal the precise location 
of boundary layer separation, i.e., where 
u� changes sign just outside the cylinder 
wall, as sketched. For this case, the flow 

separates at � � 110�.
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圖  15-38　在雷諾數  Re =150 之
下，經過圓柱的流動，其切線速

度分量 uu 的等高線。解析度是中
等網格  ( 6 0×1 2 0 )。這裡只繪出 
−10−4 <uu <10−4 m/s 的值，圖中
並標示邊界層分離的精確位置，也

就是在圓柱壁面上，uu 改變符號
的地方。在這個情況裡，分離點的 
a=110°。
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向週期性的渦流瀉離型態，與真實的流動很相近。圖 15-41 所

示是某一瞬間由模擬得到的煙線與風洞實驗的照片。從 CFD 模

擬可以看出卡門渦流向下游逐漸衰減。這衰減有部分是真實的 

(黏性)，也有部分是人為的 (數值上的模擬)。無論如何，實驗

驗證了卡門渦流的衰減。在煙線實驗裡， 衰減不是很明顯 (圖 

15-41b)；這是因為煙線的時間積分性質造成的，如第 4 章所

述。圖 15-42 是圓柱的放大視圖，這次實驗用的是水洞。在本

書的網頁上有彩色的動態模擬，你可以看出渦流洩離的動態過

程。

我們在表 15-2 裡比較 CFD 與實驗的結果。阻力係數的時間

平均值為 1.14。這個值符合先前所說的實驗值範圍，1.1 與 1.4 

之間。這個模擬是二維的，無法考慮三維的不均勻效應。這也

許是係數落在實驗值區間的較低位置的原因。卡門渦流的史特

豪 (Strouhal) 數定義為

史特豪數： 
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and experimental results—this time from experiments in a water channel. An 
animated version of Fig. 15–42 is provided on the book’s website so that you 
can watch the dynamic process of vortex shedding.
 We compare the CFD results to experimental results in Table 15–2. The 
calculated time-averaged drag coefficient on the cylinder is 1.14. As men-
tioned previously, experimental values of CD at this Reynolds number vary 
from about 1.1 to 1.4, so the agreement is within the experimental scatter. 
Note that the present simulation is two-dimensional, inhibiting any kind 
of oblique vortex shedding or other three-dimensional nonuniformities. 
This may be why our calculated drag coefficient is on the lower end of the 
reported experimental range. The Strouhal number of the Kármán vortex 
street is defined as

Strouhal number: St 5
fshedding D

V
 (15–4)

where fshedding is the shedding frequency of the vortex street. From our CFD 
simulation, we calculate St � 0.16. The experimentally obtained value of 
Strouhal number at this Reynolds number is about 0.18 (Williamson, 1989), 
so again the agreement is reasonable, although the CFD results are a bit 
low compared to experiment. Perhaps a finer grid would help somewhat, 
but the major reason for the discrepancy is more likely due to unavoidable 
three-dimensional effects in the experiments, which are not present in these 
two-dimensional simulations. Overall this CFD simulation is a success, as it 
captures all the major physical phenomena in the flow field.
 This exercise with “simple” laminar flow over a circular cylinder has dem-
onstrated some of the capabilities of CFD, but has also revealed several aspects 
of CFD about which one must be cautious. Poor grid resolution can lead to 
incorrect solutions, particularly with respect to boundary layer separation, but 
continued refinement of the grid does not necessarily lead to more physically 
correct results, particularly if the boundary conditions are not set appropriately 
(Fig. 15–43). For example, forced numerical flow symmetry is not always 
wise, even for cases in which the physical geometry is entirely symmetric.

Symmetric geometry does not guarantee symmetric flow.

In addition, forced steady flow may yield incorrect results when the flow is 
inherently unstable and/or oscillatory. Likewise, forced two-dimensionality 
may yield incorrect results when the flow is inherently three-dimensional.
 How then can we ensure that a laminar CFD calculation is correct? Only 
by systematic study of the effects of computational domain size, grid resolu-
tion, boundary conditions, flow regime (steady or unsteady, 2-D or 3-D, etc.), 
along with experimental validation. As with most other areas of engineering, 
experience is of paramount importance.

15–3 ■  TURBULENT CFD CALCULATIONS
CFD simulations of turbulent flow are much more difficult than those of 
laminar flow, even for cases in which the flow field is steady in the mean 
(statisticians refer to this condition as stationary). The reason is that the 
finer features of the turbulent flow field are always unsteady and three-
dimensional—random, swirling, vortical structures called turbulent eddies 

FIGURE 15–43
Poor grid resolution can lead to 
incorrect CFD results, but a finer grid 
does not guarantee a more physically 
correct solution. If the boundary 
conditions are not specified properly, 
the results may be unphysical, 
regardless of how fine the grid.

TABLE 15–2

Comparison of CFD results and 
experimental results for unsteady 
laminar flow over a circular cylinder 
at Re � 150*

 CD St

Experiment 1.1 to 1.4 0.18
CFD 1.14 0.16

* The main cause of the disagreement is most 
likely due to three-dimensional effects rather 
than grid resolution or numerical issues.
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 (15-4)

其中 fshedding 是洩離 (shedding) 的頻率。根據 CFD 模擬，

我們得到 St =0.16。雖然 CFD 所得的值略低於實驗值 0.18 

(Williamson,1989)，但是也很接近。也許最大的原因是實驗中不可避免的三維效

應，這無法在二維的模擬中顯出來。整體而言，這個模擬還是成功的，因為它符合

所有實際流場的主要現象。

這個“簡單”的練習，說明 CFD 的一些能力，也顯示出使用 CFD 時該注意的

圖 15-39　用來模擬經過圓柱的二維
不穩定層流的計算域 (陰影區域)。
括弧內是所使用的邊界條件。
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condition. We run the simulation as an unsteady two-dimensional laminar 
flow, using the computational domain sketched in Fig. 15–39. The top and 
bottom (far field) edges are specified as a periodic boundary condition pair 
so that nonsymmetric oscillations in the wake are not suppressed (flow can 
cross these boundaries as necessary). The far field boundaries are also very 
far away (75 to 200 cylinder diameters), so that their effect on the calcula-
tions is insignificant.
 The mesh is very fine near the cylinder to resolve the boundary layer. The 
grid is also fine in the wake region to resolve the shed vortices as they travel 
downstream. For this particular simulation, we use a hybrid grid somewhat 
like that shown in Fig. 15–14. The fluid is air, the cylinder diameter is 1.0 m, 
and the free-stream air speed is set to 0.00219 m/s. These values produce a 
Reynolds number of 150 based on cylinder diameter. Note that the Reynolds 
number is the important parameter in this problem—the choices of D, V, and 
type of fluid are not critical, so long as they produce the desired Reynolds 
number (Fig. 15–40).
 As we march in time, small nonuniformities in the flow field amplify, 
and the flow becomes unsteady and antisymmetric with respect to the 
x-axis. A Kármán vortex street forms naturally. After sufficient CPU time, 
the simulated flow settles into a periodic vortex shedding pattern, much like 
the real flow. A contour plot of vorticity at one instant in time is shown in 
Fig. 15–41, along with a photograph showing streaklines of the same flow 
obtained experimentally in a wind tunnel. It is clear from the CFD simulation 
that the Kármán vortices decay downstream, since the magnitude of vortic-
ity in the vortices decreases with downstream distance. This decay is partly 
physical (viscous), and partly artificial (numerical dissipation). Nevertheless, 
physical experiments verify the decay of the Kármán vortices. The decay is 
not so obvious in the streakline photograph (Fig. 15–41b); this is due to the 
time-integrating property of streaklines, as was pointed out in Chap. 4. A 
close-up view of vortices shedding from the cylinder at a particular instant in 
time is shown in Fig. 15–42, again with a comparison between CFD results 

75D
200D

V

D

y

x

FIGURE 15–39
Computational domain (light blue 
shaded region) used to simulate 
unsteady, two-dimensional, laminar 
flow over a circular cylinder (not to 
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are in parentheses.
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condition. We run the simulation as an unsteady two-dimensional laminar 
flow, using the computational domain sketched in Fig. 15–39. The top and 
bottom (far field) edges are specified as a periodic boundary condition pair 
so that nonsymmetric oscillations in the wake are not suppressed (flow can 
cross these boundaries as necessary). The far field boundaries are also very 
far away (75 to 200 cylinder diameters), so that their effect on the calcula-
tions is insignificant.
 The mesh is very fine near the cylinder to resolve the boundary layer. The 
grid is also fine in the wake region to resolve the shed vortices as they travel 
downstream. For this particular simulation, we use a hybrid grid somewhat 
like that shown in Fig. 15–14. The fluid is air, the cylinder diameter is 1.0 m, 
and the free-stream air speed is set to 0.00219 m/s. These values produce a 
Reynolds number of 150 based on cylinder diameter. Note that the Reynolds 
number is the important parameter in this problem—the choices of D, V, and 
type of fluid are not critical, so long as they produce the desired Reynolds 
number (Fig. 15–40).
 As we march in time, small nonuniformities in the flow field amplify, 
and the flow becomes unsteady and antisymmetric with respect to the 
x-axis. A Kármán vortex street forms naturally. After sufficient CPU time, 
the simulated flow settles into a periodic vortex shedding pattern, much like 
the real flow. A contour plot of vorticity at one instant in time is shown in 
Fig. 15–41, along with a photograph showing streaklines of the same flow 
obtained experimentally in a wind tunnel. It is clear from the CFD simulation 
that the Kármán vortices decay downstream, since the magnitude of vortic-
ity in the vortices decreases with downstream distance. This decay is partly 
physical (viscous), and partly artificial (numerical dissipation). Nevertheless, 
physical experiments verify the decay of the Kármán vortices. The decay is 
not so obvious in the streakline photograph (Fig. 15–41b); this is due to the 
time-integrating property of streaklines, as was pointed out in Chap. 4. A 
close-up view of vortices shedding from the cylinder at a particular instant in 
time is shown in Fig. 15–42, again with a comparison between CFD results 
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圖 15-40　在流經圓柱周圍的不可壓
縮 CFD 模擬裡，自由流、圓柱直徑
或流體類型都不是關鍵的，只要雷

諾數是所要的就可以。

雷諾數定義為

針對以自由流速度 V 流過直徑 D 

的圓柱。流體密度為 r，動力黏

度為 m (運動黏度 n)。

CD St

實驗 1.1 至 1.4 0.18
CFD 1.14 0.16

*  不相等的主要原因，最可能是由於三
維的效應，而不是網格解析度或數值
方面的問題。

表 15-2　在 Re =150* 之下，
經過圓柱的不穩定流動，其 
CFD 結果與實驗結果的比較
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FIGURE 15–41
Laminar flow in the wake of a circular 

cylinder at Re � 150: (a) an 
instantaneous snapshot of vorticity 

contours produced by CFD, and 
(b) time-integrated streaklines 

produced by a smoke wire located at 
x/D � 5. The vorticity contours show 

that Kármán vortices decay rapidly 
in the wake, whereas the streaklines 

retain a “memory” of their history 
from upstream, making it appear that 

the vortices continue for a great 
distance downstream.

Photo from Cimbala et al., 1988.

FIGURE 15–42
Close-up view of vortices shedding 

from a circular cylinder: 
(a) instantaneous vorticity contour 

plot produced by CFD at Re � 150, 
and (b) dye streaklines produced by 

dye introduced at the cylinder surface 
at Re � 140. An animated version of 

this CFD picture is available on the 
book’s website.

Photo (b) reprinted by permission 
of Sadatoshi Taneda.
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FIGURE 15–42
Close-up view of vortices shedding 

from a circular cylinder: 
(a) instantaneous vorticity contour 

plot produced by CFD at Re � 150, 
and (b) dye streaklines produced by 

dye introduced at the cylinder surface 
at Re � 140. An animated version of 

this CFD picture is available on the 
book’s website.

Photo (b) reprinted by permission 
of Sadatoshi Taneda.
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圖 15-41　在 Re≅150 之下，圓柱
尾流區的層流：(a) CFD 所建立的
瞬間渦度等高線；與 (b) 在 x/D=5 
以煙線產生的時間累積煙線。溫

度等高線顯示，層流區的卡門渦

流衰減很快，而煙線是從上游往

下累積的，使渦流看起來好像持

續到下游很遠的地方。
Photo from Cimbala et al., 1988.

圖 15-42　圓柱後方渦流洩離的放
大視圖：(a) 在 Re=150 之下，以 
CFD 建立的瞬間渦度的等高線；
(b) 與在 Re =140 之下，染料在
圓柱表面產生的染料煙線。這個 
CFD 圖形的動畫，可在本書的網
頁上找到。
Photo (b) reprinted by permission
of Sadatoshi Taneda.
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一些事項。不良的網格解析度可能導致錯誤的解答，特別是邊

界層分離的位置。但是網格持續變細也不一定會得到更合乎實

況的解答，假如邊界條件設置不當的話 (圖 15-43)。例如，即

使幾何條件是對稱的，也不一定適用對稱的邊界條件。

幾何對稱並不保證會得到對稱的流動。

此外，當流動原本是不穩定或震盪時，強制設定穩定流動可能

得到錯誤的結果。同樣地，若流動原本是三維的情況，設定二

維的流動也可能造成錯誤。

我們如何確保層流的 CFD 計算是正確的呢？只有靠系統

化的研究計算區域大小、網格解析度、邊界條件、流動屬性

(穩定或非穩定、二維或三維等)，並以實驗驗證。跟其它工程

領域一樣，經驗是極其重要的。

15-3　紊流的 CFD 計算

紊流的 CFD 模擬遠比層流困難，即使在流場的平均值為

穩定 (stationary) 時也一樣。因為紊流流場的細部是不穩定且

三維的－在各方向都會出現螺旋狀的渦流結構，稱為紊流旋

渦 (turbulent eddies) (圖 15-44)。有些 CFD 用所謂的直接數值模

擬 (direct numerical simulation, DNS)，試圖解出其中各種尺寸的

不穩定運動。但是最大與最小的旋渦之間，其大小與時間的尺

度，可能有數個數量級的差異 (L
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surface where the pressure is Patm, moving downward until we reach point 1 
at the bottom, and setting the result equal to P1. It gives

Patm1r1gh11r2gh21r3gh35P1

In the special case of all fluids having the same density, this relation reduces 
to Patm � �g(h1 � h2 � h3) � P1.
 Manometers are particularly well-suited to measure pressure drops across 
a horizontal flow section between two specified points due to the presence 
of a device such as a valve or heat exchanger or any resistance to flow. This 
is done by connecting the two legs of the manometer to these two points, as 
shown in Fig. 3–22. The working fluid can be either a gas or a liquid whose 
density is �1. The density of the manometer fluid is �2, and the differential 
fluid height is h. The two fluids must be immiscible, and �2 must be greater 
than �1.
 A relation for the pressure difference P1 � P2 can be obtained by starting 
at point 1 with P1, moving along the tube by adding or subtracting the �gh 
terms until we reach point 2, and setting the result equal to P2:

 P11r1g(a1h)2r2gh2r1ga5P2 (3–14)

Note that we jumped from point A horizontally to point B and ignored the 
part underneath since the pressure at both points is the same. Simplifying,

 P12P25(r22r1)gh (3–15)

Note that the distance a must be included in the analysis even though it has 
no effect on the result. Also, when the fluid flowing in the pipe is a gas, 
then �1 �� �2 and the relation in Eq. 3–15 simplifies to P1 � P2 � �2gh.

EXAMPLE 3–6     Measuring Pressure with a Multifluid Manometer

The water in a tank is pressurized by air, and the pressure is measured by a 
multifluid manometer as shown in Fig. 3–23. The tank is located on a moun-
tain at an altitude of 1400 m where the atmospheric pressure is 85.6 kPa. 
Determine the air pressure in the tank if h1 � 0.1 m, h2 � 0.2 m, and 
h3 � 0.35 m. Take the densities of water, oil, and mercury to be 1000 kg/m3, 
850 kg/m3, and 13,600 kg/m3, respectively.

SOLUTION  The pressure in a pressurized water tank is measured by a multi-
fluid manometer. The air pressure in the tank is to be determined.
Assumption  The air pressure in the tank is uniform (i.e., its variation with 
elevation is negligible due to its low density), and thus we can determine the 
pressure at the air–water interface.
Properties  The densities of water, oil, and mercury are given to be 
1000 kg/m3, 850 kg/m3, and 13,600 kg/m3, respectively.
Analysis  Starting with the pressure at point 1 at the air–water interface, 
moving along the tube by adding or subtracting the �gh terms until we reach 
point 2, and setting the result equal to Patm since the tube is open to the 
atmosphere gives

P11rwatergh11roilgh22rmercurygh35P25Patm

a

h �1

AB

12

�2

FIGURE 3–22
Measuring the pressure drop across 
a flow section or a flow device by a 
differential manometer.

h1

h2
h3

Oil

1

2

FIGURE 3–23
Schematic for Example 3–3; drawing 
not to scale.
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h，圖 15-44)。其差異且隨

雷諾數增大 (Tennekes 與 Lumley, 1972)，使得 DNS 隨雷諾數的

增加而更困難。DNS 需要極細且完全是三維的網格、大型電腦

與大量的 CPU 時間。用現今的電腦還無法處理工程上實際的高

雷諾數流動。即使電腦以現在的速度持續進步，這情形也無法

在數十年內改善。

因此，我們需要以簡化的假設，模擬複雜且高雷諾數

的紊流流場。比 DNS 低一階的是大型旋渦解法 (large eddy 

simulation, LES)。用這種方法，只求解大型的旋渦，而將小型

旋渦以模型模擬 (圖 15-45)。基本假設是小型旋渦為等向性的；

也就是與座標方向無關，而且機率上相似可預期。LES 需要的

電腦資源遠小於 DNS 的，因為不用求解流場中極小的旋渦。縱

然如此，在實際應用上所需的電腦資源還是很大。DNS 與 LES 

圖 15-43　不好的網格可能造成錯誤
的 CFD 結果，但是更細的網格，並
不保證會得到更合實際的解答。如

果邊界條件設定不當，不論網格有

多細，結果可能不正確。
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and experimental results—this time from experiments in a water channel. An 
animated version of Fig. 15–42 is provided on the book’s website so that you 
can watch the dynamic process of vortex shedding.
 We compare the CFD results to experimental results in Table 15–2. The 
calculated time-averaged drag coefficient on the cylinder is 1.14. As men-
tioned previously, experimental values of CD at this Reynolds number vary 
from about 1.1 to 1.4, so the agreement is within the experimental scatter. 
Note that the present simulation is two-dimensional, inhibiting any kind 
of oblique vortex shedding or other three-dimensional nonuniformities. 
This may be why our calculated drag coefficient is on the lower end of the 
reported experimental range. The Strouhal number of the Kármán vortex 
street is defined as

Strouhal number: St 5
fshedding D

V
 (15–4)

where fshedding is the shedding frequency of the vortex street. From our CFD 
simulation, we calculate St � 0.16. The experimentally obtained value of 
Strouhal number at this Reynolds number is about 0.18 (Williamson, 1989), 
so again the agreement is reasonable, although the CFD results are a bit 
low compared to experiment. Perhaps a finer grid would help somewhat, 
but the major reason for the discrepancy is more likely due to unavoidable 
three-dimensional effects in the experiments, which are not present in these 
two-dimensional simulations. Overall this CFD simulation is a success, as it 
captures all the major physical phenomena in the flow field.
 This exercise with “simple” laminar flow over a circular cylinder has dem-
onstrated some of the capabilities of CFD, but has also revealed several aspects 
of CFD about which one must be cautious. Poor grid resolution can lead to 
incorrect solutions, particularly with respect to boundary layer separation, but 
continued refinement of the grid does not necessarily lead to more physically 
correct results, particularly if the boundary conditions are not set appropriately 
(Fig. 15–43). For example, forced numerical flow symmetry is not always 
wise, even for cases in which the physical geometry is entirely symmetric.

Symmetric geometry does not guarantee symmetric flow.

In addition, forced steady flow may yield incorrect results when the flow is 
inherently unstable and/or oscillatory. Likewise, forced two-dimensionality 
may yield incorrect results when the flow is inherently three-dimensional.
 How then can we ensure that a laminar CFD calculation is correct? Only 
by systematic study of the effects of computational domain size, grid resolu-
tion, boundary conditions, flow regime (steady or unsteady, 2-D or 3-D, etc.), 
along with experimental validation. As with most other areas of engineering, 
experience is of paramount importance.

15–3 ■  TURBULENT CFD CALCULATIONS
CFD simulations of turbulent flow are much more difficult than those of 
laminar flow, even for cases in which the flow field is steady in the mean 
(statisticians refer to this condition as stationary). The reason is that the 
finer features of the turbulent flow field are always unsteady and three-
dimensional—random, swirling, vortical structures called turbulent eddies 

FIGURE 15–43
Poor grid resolution can lead to 
incorrect CFD results, but a finer grid 
does not guarantee a more physically 
correct solution. If the boundary 
conditions are not specified properly, 
the results may be unphysical, 
regardless of how fine the grid.

TABLE 15–2

Comparison of CFD results and 
experimental results for unsteady 
laminar flow over a circular cylinder 
at Re � 150*

 CD St

Experiment 1.1 to 1.4 0.18
CFD 1.14 0.16

* The main cause of the disagreement is most 
likely due to three-dimensional effects rather 
than grid resolution or numerical issues.
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注意！

更細的網格

不一定產生

更符合物理現象

的解答

圖 15-44　所有的紊流，即使其時間
平均是穩定的，也包含各種尺寸不

穩定的三維紊流旋渦。圖中所示是

平均速度曲線及一些旋渦；最小的

旋渦其尺寸 (尺寸為 h) 比最大的 (尺
寸為 L) 小很多個數量級。直接數值
模擬 (DNS) 是一種 CFD 方法，模擬
流動中所有的紊流旋渦。
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of all orientations arise in a turbulent flow (Fig. 15–44). Some CFD calcula-
tions use a technique called direct numerical simulation (DNS), in which 
an attempt is made to resolve the unsteady motion of all the scales of the 
turbulent flow. However, the size difference and the time scale difference 
between the largest and smallest eddies can be several orders of magnitude 
(L �� � in Fig. 15–44). Furthermore, these differences increase with the 
Reynolds number (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972), making DNS calculations 
of turbulent flows even more difficult as the Reynolds number increases. 
DNS solutions require extremely fine, fully three-dimensional grids, large 
computers, and an enormous amount of CPU time. With today’s computers, 
DNS results are not yet feasible for practical high Reynolds number turbu-
lent flows of engineering interest such as flow over a full-scale airplane. 
This situation is not expected to change for several more decades, even if 
the fantastic rate of computer improvement continues at today’s pace.
 Thus, we find it necessary to make some simplifying assumptions in order 
to simulate complex, high Reynolds number, turbulent flow fields. The next 
level below DNS is large eddy simulation (LES). With this technique, large 
unsteady features of the turbulent eddies are resolved, while small-scale dis-
sipative turbulent eddies are modeled (Fig. 15–45). The basic assumption 
is that the smaller turbulent eddies are isotropic; i.e., it is assumed that the 
small eddies are independent of coordinate system orientation and always 
behave in a statistically similar and predictable way, regardless of the tur-
bulent flow field. LES requires significantly less computer resources than 
does DNS, because we eliminate the need to resolve the smallest eddies in 
the flow field. In spite of this, the computer requirements for practical engi-
neering analysis and design are nevertheless still formidable using today’s 
technology. Further discussion about DNS and LES is beyond the scope of 
the present text, but these are areas of much current research.
 The next lower level of sophistication is to model all the unsteady tur-
bulent eddies with some kind of turbulence model. No attempt is made to 
resolve the unsteady features of any of the turbulent eddies, not even the 
largest ones (Fig. 15–46). Instead, mathematical models are employed to 
take into account the enhanced mixing and diffusion caused by turbulent 
eddies. For simplicity, we consider only steady (that is, stationary), incom-
pressible flow. When using a turbulence model, the steady Navier–Stokes 
equation (Eq. 15–2) is replaced by what is called the Reynolds-averaged 
Navier–Stokes (RANS) equation, shown here for steady (stationary), 
incompressible, turbulent flow,

Steady RANS equation: (V
S

·=
S

)V
S
5 2

1
r
=
S

P9 1 n=2 V
S
1 =

S 
· (tij, turbulent) (15–5)

Compared to Eq. 15–2, there is an additional term on the right side of Eq. 15–5 
that accounts for the turbulent fluctuations. �ij, turbulent is a tensor known as 
the specific Reynolds stress tensor, so named because it acts in a similar 
fashion as the viscous stress tensor �ij (Chap. 9). In Cartesian coordinates, 
�ij, turbulent is

 tij, turbulent 52£
u92 u9v9 u9w9

u9v9 v92 v9w9
u9w9 v9w9 w92

≥ (15–6)

L

FIGURE 15–44
All turbulent flows, even those that are 

steady in the mean (stationary), 
contain unsteady, three-dimensional 

turbulent eddies of various sizes. 
Shown is the average velocity profile 
and some of the eddies; the smallest 

turbulent eddies (size �) are orders of 
magnitude smaller than the largest 

turbulent eddies (size L). Direct 
numerical simulation (DNS) is a CFD 

technique that simulates all relevant 
turbulent eddies in the flow.

FIGURE 15–45
Large eddy simulation (LES) is a 
simplification of direct numerical 

simulation in which only the large 
turbulent eddies are resolved—the 

small eddies are modeled, significantly 
reducing computer requirements. 

Shown is the average velocity profile 
and the resolved eddies.
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圖 15-45　大型旋渦模擬 (LES) 是
直接數值模擬的簡化，其中只求解

大的旋渦－小的旋渦則用模型計

算，大為減少電腦所需的時間。圖

中所示是平均速度曲線與求解的旋

渦。
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of all orientations arise in a turbulent flow (Fig. 15–44). Some CFD calcula-
tions use a technique called direct numerical simulation (DNS), in which 
an attempt is made to resolve the unsteady motion of all the scales of the 
turbulent flow. However, the size difference and the time scale difference 
between the largest and smallest eddies can be several orders of magnitude 
(L �� � in Fig. 15–44). Furthermore, these differences increase with the 
Reynolds number (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972), making DNS calculations 
of turbulent flows even more difficult as the Reynolds number increases. 
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bulent eddies with some kind of turbulence model. No attempt is made to 
resolve the unsteady features of any of the turbulent eddies, not even the 
largest ones (Fig. 15–46). Instead, mathematical models are employed to 
take into account the enhanced mixing and diffusion caused by turbulent 
eddies. For simplicity, we consider only steady (that is, stationary), incom-
pressible flow. When using a turbulence model, the steady Navier–Stokes 
equation (Eq. 15–2) is replaced by what is called the Reynolds-averaged 
Navier–Stokes (RANS) equation, shown here for steady (stationary), 
incompressible, turbulent flow,
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contain unsteady, three-dimensional 

turbulent eddies of various sizes. 
Shown is the average velocity profile 
and some of the eddies; the smallest 

turbulent eddies (size �) are orders of 
magnitude smaller than the largest 

turbulent eddies (size L). Direct 
numerical simulation (DNS) is a CFD 

technique that simulates all relevant 
turbulent eddies in the flow.

FIGURE 15–45
Large eddy simulation (LES) is a 
simplification of direct numerical 

simulation in which only the large 
turbulent eddies are resolved—the 
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reducing computer requirements. 

Shown is the average velocity profile 
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的深入討論不屬本書範圍，但卻是目前大量研究的領域。

在細節上，進一步的簡化是將所有的不穩定旋渦，用一紊

流模型模擬 (turbulence model)。這個方法可以求解任何旋渦的

不穩定現象 (圖 15-46)。數學模型只用來求解旋渦所造成的大

量混合與擴散。為求簡單，我們只考慮穩定且不可壓縮的流

動。當使用紊流模型時，用雷諾平均納維–斯托克斯 (Reynolds 

Averaged Navier-Stokes, RANS) 方程式取代納維–斯托克斯方程

式 (圖 15-2)，

穩定的 RANS 方程式： 
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of all orientations arise in a turbulent flow (Fig. 15–44). Some CFD calcula-
tions use a technique called direct numerical simulation (DNS), in which 
an attempt is made to resolve the unsteady motion of all the scales of the 
turbulent flow. However, the size difference and the time scale difference 
between the largest and smallest eddies can be several orders of magnitude 
(L �� � in Fig. 15–44). Furthermore, these differences increase with the 
Reynolds number (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972), making DNS calculations 
of turbulent flows even more difficult as the Reynolds number increases. 
DNS solutions require extremely fine, fully three-dimensional grids, large 
computers, and an enormous amount of CPU time. With today’s computers, 
DNS results are not yet feasible for practical high Reynolds number turbu-
lent flows of engineering interest such as flow over a full-scale airplane. 
This situation is not expected to change for several more decades, even if 
the fantastic rate of computer improvement continues at today’s pace.
 Thus, we find it necessary to make some simplifying assumptions in order 
to simulate complex, high Reynolds number, turbulent flow fields. The next 
level below DNS is large eddy simulation (LES). With this technique, large 
unsteady features of the turbulent eddies are resolved, while small-scale dis-
sipative turbulent eddies are modeled (Fig. 15–45). The basic assumption 
is that the smaller turbulent eddies are isotropic; i.e., it is assumed that the 
small eddies are independent of coordinate system orientation and always 
behave in a statistically similar and predictable way, regardless of the tur-
bulent flow field. LES requires significantly less computer resources than 
does DNS, because we eliminate the need to resolve the smallest eddies in 
the flow field. In spite of this, the computer requirements for practical engi-
neering analysis and design are nevertheless still formidable using today’s 
technology. Further discussion about DNS and LES is beyond the scope of 
the present text, but these are areas of much current research.
 The next lower level of sophistication is to model all the unsteady tur-
bulent eddies with some kind of turbulence model. No attempt is made to 
resolve the unsteady features of any of the turbulent eddies, not even the 
largest ones (Fig. 15–46). Instead, mathematical models are employed to 
take into account the enhanced mixing and diffusion caused by turbulent 
eddies. For simplicity, we consider only steady (that is, stationary), incom-
pressible flow. When using a turbulence model, the steady Navier–Stokes 
equation (Eq. 15–2) is replaced by what is called the Reynolds-averaged 
Navier–Stokes (RANS) equation, shown here for steady (stationary), 
incompressible, turbulent flow,

Steady RANS equation: (V
S

·=
S

)V
S
5 2

1
r
=
S

P9 1 n=2 V
S
1 =

S 
· (tij, turbulent) (15–5)

Compared to Eq. 15–2, there is an additional term on the right side of Eq. 15–5 
that accounts for the turbulent fluctuations. �ij, turbulent is a tensor known as 
the specific Reynolds stress tensor, so named because it acts in a similar 
fashion as the viscous stress tensor �ij (Chap. 9). In Cartesian coordinates, 
�ij, turbulent is
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All turbulent flows, even those that are 

steady in the mean (stationary), 
contain unsteady, three-dimensional 

turbulent eddies of various sizes. 
Shown is the average velocity profile 
and some of the eddies; the smallest 

turbulent eddies (size �) are orders of 
magnitude smaller than the largest 

turbulent eddies (size L). Direct 
numerical simulation (DNS) is a CFD 

technique that simulates all relevant 
turbulent eddies in the flow.

FIGURE 15–45
Large eddy simulation (LES) is a 
simplification of direct numerical 

simulation in which only the large 
turbulent eddies are resolved—the 

small eddies are modeled, significantly 
reducing computer requirements. 

Shown is the average velocity profile 
and the resolved eddies.
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與式 (15-2) 相較，在式 (15-5) 右邊多一項與紊流有關的項。tij, turbulent 被稱為比雷

諾應力張量 (specific Reynolds stress tensor)，因為它的作用類似黏性剪應力 tij (第 9 

章)。在卡氏座標裡，tij, turbulent 是
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of all orientations arise in a turbulent flow (Fig. 15–44). Some CFD calcula-
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an attempt is made to resolve the unsteady motion of all the scales of the 
turbulent flow. However, the size difference and the time scale difference 
between the largest and smallest eddies can be several orders of magnitude 
(L �� � in Fig. 15–44). Furthermore, these differences increase with the 
Reynolds number (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972), making DNS calculations 
of turbulent flows even more difficult as the Reynolds number increases. 
DNS solutions require extremely fine, fully three-dimensional grids, large 
computers, and an enormous amount of CPU time. With today’s computers, 
DNS results are not yet feasible for practical high Reynolds number turbu-
lent flows of engineering interest such as flow over a full-scale airplane. 
This situation is not expected to change for several more decades, even if 
the fantastic rate of computer improvement continues at today’s pace.
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unsteady features of the turbulent eddies are resolved, while small-scale dis-
sipative turbulent eddies are modeled (Fig. 15–45). The basic assumption 
is that the smaller turbulent eddies are isotropic; i.e., it is assumed that the 
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bulent flow field. LES requires significantly less computer resources than 
does DNS, because we eliminate the need to resolve the smallest eddies in 
the flow field. In spite of this, the computer requirements for practical engi-
neering analysis and design are nevertheless still formidable using today’s 
technology. Further discussion about DNS and LES is beyond the scope of 
the present text, but these are areas of much current research.
 The next lower level of sophistication is to model all the unsteady tur-
bulent eddies with some kind of turbulence model. No attempt is made to 
resolve the unsteady features of any of the turbulent eddies, not even the 
largest ones (Fig. 15–46). Instead, mathematical models are employed to 
take into account the enhanced mixing and diffusion caused by turbulent 
eddies. For simplicity, we consider only steady (that is, stationary), incom-
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equation (Eq. 15–2) is replaced by what is called the Reynolds-averaged 
Navier–Stokes (RANS) equation, shown here for steady (stationary), 
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其符號上的一橫表示兩速度分量乘積的時間平均值，而一撇表示震盪速度分量。因

為雷諾應力是對稱的，所以增加六個未知數。這些新未知數有各種模型定義。其詳

細的討論，可以參考 Wilcox (2006) 或 Chen 與 Jaw (1998) 的書。

現今使用的紊流模型有許多種，包含代數型、一個方程

式、兩個方程式及雷諾應力模型。最流行的三種是 k-ε 模型、

k-v 模型及 q-v 模型。這些所謂的兩個方程式紊流模型，增加

兩個傳輸方程式，與質量及線動量方程式一起求解。在入口與

出口也必須設定兩個額外的邊界條件。例如，在 k-ε 模型，你

可以設定 k [紊流動能 (turbulent kinetic energy)] 與 ε [紊流損耗率 

(turbulent dissipation rate)]。但是其適當值有時是未定的。更有

用的做法，是設定紊流強度 (turbulent intensity) (紊流旋渦特徵速

度與自由流或其它特徵速度的比值) I 與紊流長度尺度 (turbulent 

length scale) (紊流旋渦的特徵長度尺度) ℓ。如果不知道紊流的詳

細資料，簡單的法則是在入口處設定 I 為 10% 及 ℓ 為流場某特

徵長度的一半 (圖 15-47)。

我們要強調，紊流模型依賴經驗常數始可獲得數學解的近似解。模型需要用直

圖 15-46　在 CFD 計算裡使用紊流
模型時，所有的紊流旋渦都用模型

表達，只計算平均雷諾流動性質。

圖中所示為速度曲線。其中並沒有

旋渦解答。
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where the overbar indicates the time average of the product of two fluctu-
ating velocity components and primes denote fluctuating velocity compo-
nents. Since the Reynolds stress is symmetric, six (rather than nine) addi-
tional unknowns are introduced into the problem. These new unknowns are 
modeled in various ways by turbulence models. A detailed description of 
turbulence models is beyond the scope of this text; you are referred to 
Wilcox (2006) or Chen and Jaw (1998) for further discussion.
 There are many turbulence models in use today, including algebraic, one-
equation, two-equation, and Reynolds stress models. Three of the most pop-
ular turbulence models are the k-� model, the k-� model, and the q-� model. 
These so-called two-equation turbulence models add two more transport 
equations, which must be solved simultaneously with the equations of mass 
and linear momentum (and also energy if this equation is being used). Along 
with the two additional transport equations that must be solved when using 
a two-equation turbulence model, two additional boundary conditions must 
be specified for the turbulence properties at inlets and at outlets. (Note that 
the properties specified at outlets are not used unless reverse flow is encoun-
tered at the outlet.) For example, in the k-� model you may specify both k 
(turbulent kinetic energy) and � (turbulent dissipation rate). However, 
appropriate values of these variables are not always known. A more useful 
option is to specify turbulence intensity I (ratio of characteristic turbulent 
eddy velocity to free-stream velocity or some other characteristic or aver-
age velocity) and turbulent length scale � (characteristic length scale of 
the energy-containing turbulent eddies). If detailed turbulence data are not 
available, a good rule of thumb at inlets is to set I to 10 percent and to set � 
to one-half of some characteristic length scale in the flow field (Fig. 15–47).
 We emphasize that turbulence models are approximations that rely heavily 
on empirical constants for mathematical closure of the equations. The 
models are calibrated with the aid of direct numerical simulation and exper-
imental data obtained from simple flow fields like flat plate boundary lay-
ers, shear layers, and isotropic decaying turbulence downstream of screens. 
Unfortunately, no turbulence model is universal, meaning that although 
the model works well for flows similar to those used for calibration, it is 
not guaranteed to yield a physically correct solution when applied to gen-
eral turbulent flow fields, especially those involving flow separation and 
reattachment and/or large-scale unsteadiness.

Turbulent flow CFD solutions are only as good as the appropriateness and 
validity of the turbulence model used in the calculations.

We emphasize also that this statement remains true regardless of how fine 
we make the computational grid. When applying CFD to laminar flows, we 
can usually improve the physical accuracy of the simulation by refining 
the grid (provided that the boundary conditions are properly specified, of 
course). This is not always the case for turbulent flow CFD analyses using 
turbulence models, even when the boundary conditions are correct. While 
a refined grid produces better numerical accuracy, the physical accuracy 
of the solution is always limited by the physical accuracy of the turbulence 
model itself.
 With these cautions in mind, we now present some practical examples of 
CFD calculations of turbulent flow fields. In all the turbulent flow examples 

FIGURE 15–46
When a turbulence model is used in 
a CFD calculation, all the turbulent 
eddies are modeled, and only 
Reynolds-averaged flow properties 
are calculated. Shown is the average 
velocity profile. There are no resolved 
turbulent eddies.

• V
• I
• ℓ

DD

FIGURE 15–47
A useful rule of thumb for turbulence 
properties at a pressure inlet or 
velocity inlet boundary condition is to 
specify a turbulence intensity of 
10 percent and a turbulent length scale 
of one-half of some characteristic 
length scale in the problem (� � D/2).
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圖 15-47　對於壓力入口或速度入
口的紊流性質，一個公認有用的法

則，就是設定紊流強度為 10% 且紊
流長度尺度為問題中某特徵長度的

一半 (ℓ=D/2)。
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where the overbar indicates the time average of the product of two fluctu-
ating velocity components and primes denote fluctuating velocity compo-
nents. Since the Reynolds stress is symmetric, six (rather than nine) addi-
tional unknowns are introduced into the problem. These new unknowns are 
modeled in various ways by turbulence models. A detailed description of 
turbulence models is beyond the scope of this text; you are referred to 
Wilcox (2006) or Chen and Jaw (1998) for further discussion.
 There are many turbulence models in use today, including algebraic, one-
equation, two-equation, and Reynolds stress models. Three of the most pop-
ular turbulence models are the k-� model, the k-� model, and the q-� model. 
These so-called two-equation turbulence models add two more transport 
equations, which must be solved simultaneously with the equations of mass 
and linear momentum (and also energy if this equation is being used). Along 
with the two additional transport equations that must be solved when using 
a two-equation turbulence model, two additional boundary conditions must 
be specified for the turbulence properties at inlets and at outlets. (Note that 
the properties specified at outlets are not used unless reverse flow is encoun-
tered at the outlet.) For example, in the k-� model you may specify both k 
(turbulent kinetic energy) and � (turbulent dissipation rate). However, 
appropriate values of these variables are not always known. A more useful 
option is to specify turbulence intensity I (ratio of characteristic turbulent 
eddy velocity to free-stream velocity or some other characteristic or aver-
age velocity) and turbulent length scale � (characteristic length scale of 
the energy-containing turbulent eddies). If detailed turbulence data are not 
available, a good rule of thumb at inlets is to set I to 10 percent and to set � 
to one-half of some characteristic length scale in the flow field (Fig. 15–47).
 We emphasize that turbulence models are approximations that rely heavily 
on empirical constants for mathematical closure of the equations. The 
models are calibrated with the aid of direct numerical simulation and exper-
imental data obtained from simple flow fields like flat plate boundary lay-
ers, shear layers, and isotropic decaying turbulence downstream of screens. 
Unfortunately, no turbulence model is universal, meaning that although 
the model works well for flows similar to those used for calibration, it is 
not guaranteed to yield a physically correct solution when applied to gen-
eral turbulent flow fields, especially those involving flow separation and 
reattachment and/or large-scale unsteadiness.

Turbulent flow CFD solutions are only as good as the appropriateness and 
validity of the turbulence model used in the calculations.

We emphasize also that this statement remains true regardless of how fine 
we make the computational grid. When applying CFD to laminar flows, we 
can usually improve the physical accuracy of the simulation by refining 
the grid (provided that the boundary conditions are properly specified, of 
course). This is not always the case for turbulent flow CFD analyses using 
turbulence models, even when the boundary conditions are correct. While 
a refined grid produces better numerical accuracy, the physical accuracy 
of the solution is always limited by the physical accuracy of the turbulence 
model itself.
 With these cautions in mind, we now present some practical examples of 
CFD calculations of turbulent flow fields. In all the turbulent flow examples 

FIGURE 15–46
When a turbulence model is used in 
a CFD calculation, all the turbulent 
eddies are modeled, and only 
Reynolds-averaged flow properties 
are calculated. Shown is the average 
velocity profile. There are no resolved 
turbulent eddies.
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FIGURE 15–47
A useful rule of thumb for turbulence 
properties at a pressure inlet or 
velocity inlet boundary condition is to 
specify a turbulence intensity of 
10 percent and a turbulent length scale 
of one-half of some characteristic 
length scale in the problem (� � D/2).
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接數值模擬值與實驗資料來校正，例如平板邊界層、剪力層、紊流經過孔洞後之衰

減等。然而，紊流模型並非在所有情形下都可通用的，這表示雖然模型在用來校正

的流場裡表現良好，但是不保證在一般紊流流場裡會得到符合實際的正確解，特別

是那些包含流動分離與 (或) 大尺度不穩定性的情形。

紊流的 CFD 解答只能達到其紊流模型本身所適用及驗證的程度。

我們還要強調，這種情形不因網格而改變。在用 CFD 計算層流流場時，可以將網

格變細以增進模擬的精度。在紊流模型的 CFD 分析裡，卻不是這樣的。雖然較細

的網格會提高精度，但解答的實際正確與否卻受限於紊流模型本身。

對以上問題，現在我們要提出幾個實際以 CFD 計算紊流流

場的例子。在本章所有的例子裡，都使用 k-ε 模型與壁面函數。

這是許多商用 CFD 軟體，如 ANSYS-FLUENT 所內定的紊流模

型。在所有的情形裡，我們都假設穩態的流動，不模擬具非穩

態特徵的流場，例如流過一個鈍體尾流的漩流。在此假設紊流

模型已處理紊流場中渦流固有的非穩態特性。應注意非穩態流

場亦可由紊流模型求解，如以時間推進方案 (非穩態 RANS 計算

法)，但其非穩態時標需要遠大於個別渦流之時標。例如計算飛

艇在陣風中的受力與力矩 (圖 15-48)。在入口邊界可加上時間變

化的風速，如此非穩態紊流流場可用紊流模型求解。大流場特徵如流動分離、受力

與力矩等會是非穩態。但比例上小的紊流邊界層，可用似穩態方法模擬。

雷諾數 Re=10,000 之下經過圓柱的流動

作為第一個紊流的 CFD 解，我們計算流過一個圓柱的流場，其雷諾數為

Re =10,000。為了方便說明，使用與二維層流相同的計算區域，如圖 15-35 所示。

就如層流計算，因為有對稱關係，只須求解上半面流場。也比照之前用三種網 

格－粗、中等與細 (圖 15-36)。但是我們要指出紊流的網格設計 (尤其有壁面函

數的紊流模型) 一般不同於層流，特別在靠近壁面之處。

溫度為 25˚C 的自由流空氣，以速度 V=7.304 m/s 由左至右經過圓柱。圓柱直

徑 D=2.0 cm，計算得的雷諾數約為 10,000。在這個雷諾數下的實驗結果顯示，其

邊界層為層流，分離點在圓柱頂端的上游 (a ≅82˚)，但是其尾流是紊流；這種層

流與紊流混合的情形，對 CFD 而言特別困難。實驗量測到的阻力係數為 CD ≅1.15 

(Tritton, 1977)。在這裡用三種網格分別求 CFD 解，設定流動為穩態 (時間平均值為

穩定) 紊流。我們使用具有壁面函數的 k-ε 模型。入口紊流強度設定為 10%，特徵

長度為 0.01 m (圓柱直徑的一半)。三種網格的收斂情況都很好。圖 15-49 所示為流

圖 15-48　雖然大部分紊流模型的
CFD 計算是穩態  (時間平均為穩
定)，但用紊流模型還是可以計算
非穩態紊流流場。我們可以設定非

穩態邊界條件，並且將時間逐步推

進，以求不穩定的概略特徵。
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discussed in this chapter, we employ the k-� turbulence model with wall 
functions. This model is the default turbulence model in many commercial 
CFD codes such as ANSYS-FLUENT. In all cases we assume stationary 
flow; no attempt is made to model unsteady features of the flow, such as 
vortex shedding in the wake of a bluff body. It is assumed that the tur-
bulence model accounts for all the inherent unsteadiness due to turbu-
lent eddies in the flow field. Note that unsteady (nonstationary) turbulent 
flows are also solvable with turbulence models, through the use of time-
marching schemes (unsteady RANS calculations), but only when the time 
scale of the unsteadiness is much longer than that of individual turbulent 
eddies. For example, suppose you are calculating the forces and moments 
on a blimp during a gust of wind (Fig. 15–48). At the inlet boundary, you 
would impose the time-varying wind velocity and turbulence levels, and an 
unsteady turbulent flow solution could then be calculated using turbulence 
models. The large-scale, overall features of the flow (flow separation, forces 
and moments on the body, etc.) would be unsteady, but the fine-scale fea-
tures of the turbulent boundary layer, for example, would be modeled by the 
quasi-steady turbulence model.

Flow around a Circular Cylinder at Re � 10,000
As our first example of a turbulent flow CFD solution, we calculate flow 
over a circular cylinder at Re � 10,000. For illustration, we use the same 
two-dimensional computational domain that was used for the laminar cylin-
der flow calculations, as sketched in Fig. 15–35. As with the laminar flow 
calculation, only the upper half of the flow field is solved here, due to sym-
metry along the bottom edge of the computational domain. We use the same 
three grids used for the laminar flow case as well—coarse, medium, and 
fine resolution (Fig. 15–36). We point out, however, that grids designed for 
turbulent flow calculations (especially those employing turbulence models 
with wall functions) are generally not the same as those designed for lami-
nar flow of the same geometry, particularly near walls.
 We apply a free-stream flow of air at 25�C and at velocity V � 7.304 m/s 
from left to right around this circular cylinder. The Reynolds number of the 
flow, based on cylinder diameter (D � 2.0 cm), is approximately 10,000. 
Experiments at this Reynolds number reveal that the boundary layer is lam-
inar and separates several degrees upstream of the top of the cylinder (at 
� � 82�). The wake, however, is turbulent; such a mixture of laminar and 
turbulent flow is particularly difficult for CFD codes. The measured drag 
coefficient at this Reynolds number is CD � 1.15 (Tritton, 1977). CFD solu-
tions are obtained for each of the three grids, assuming stationary (steady 
in the mean) turbulent flow. We employ the k-� turbulence model with wall 
functions. The inlet turbulence level is set to 10 percent with a length scale 
of 0.01 m (half of the cylinder diameter). All three cases converge nicely. 
Streamlines are plotted in Fig. 15–49 for the three grid resolution cases. In 
each plot, the image is mirrored about the symmetry line so that even though 
only the top half of the flow field is solved, the full flow field is visualized.
 For the coarse resolution case (Fig. 15–49a), the boundary layer separates 
well past the top of the cylinder, at � g� 140�. Furthermore, the drag coef-
ficient CD is only 0.647, almost a factor of 2 smaller than it should be. Let’s 

FL

FD
V(t)

FIGURE 15–48
While most CFD calculations with 

turbulence models are stationary 
(steady in the mean), it is also possible 

to calculate unsteady turbulent flow 
fields using turbulence models. In 

the case of flow over a body, we may 
impose unsteady boundary conditions 

and march in time to predict gross 
features of the unsteady flow field.
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線。三個圖都是以鏡射方式顯示全部圖形，而實際只解上半面

流場。

對於粗網格的計算結果 (圖 15-49a)，邊界層在圓柱頂端偏

後側分離 (a ≅140°)。此外，其阻力係數為 0.647，約只達到應

得數值的一半。較細網格計算結果與實驗值較為接近，對於中

等網格的情形，流場明顯不同 (圖 15-49b)。其邊界層分離點在

圓柱頂端附近，a =104°，CD 值則增加到 0.742－較接近但

仍遠小於實驗值。在尾流區的循環渦旋長度已經增加到為粗網

格的兩倍。圖 15-49c 顯示細網格情形的流線，其結果跟中等網

格的近似，其阻力係數只稍微增加 (CD =0.753)，此例的邊界

層分離在角度 a=102°。

更細網格的運算 (這裡沒有顯示) 並不會造成顯著的改變。

換句話說，上述的細網格解析度已經夠了，但計算結果與實驗

值不符。為什麼會有這種情形？在我們的計算裡有幾個問題：

我們模擬的是穩定流，但是實際的流動是不穩定的；我們設定

流動對稱於 x- 軸，但是實際的流動是不對稱的 (卡門渦流)；我

們用的是紊流模型，而不是解所有的小旋渦。另一個重要的計

算誤差源自我們的 CFD 計算，全部流場都使用紊流模擬以求

合理模擬尾流區域的紊流，但是圓柱表面的邊界層只是層流而

已。預測的分離點的位置在圓柱頂點下游處，這比較像紊流邊

界層的分離，這在更高的雷諾數之下才發生。

基本上，CFD 在處理介於層流與紊流之間的過渡流動，或層流與紊流並存的

計算區域會遭遇困難。事實上，大部分商用軟體只提供使用者層流或紊流的選項，

而沒有過渡的中間地帶。我們用紊流模型來模擬層流邊界層，會使模擬結果與實驗

值不符。但是如果將全計算區域設定為層流，所得的結果會更糟 (更不符合實際)。

有什麼方法可以在層流與紊流混合的情形得到更好的結果呢？某些軟體允許

在不同區域設定紊流或層流。但即使如此，從層流到紊流的變化常是很突然而不

實際的。其次，需先知道何處是過渡區域，但這樣就違反 CFD 作為預測流場的目

的了。較先進的壁面處理模型正在研發中，或許有一天能處理過渡區域之計算。此

外，有些新的紊流模型正在研發中，可運用在低雷諾數的紊流分析。

總而言之，使用標準紊流模型與穩態雷諾平均納維 –斯托克斯  (Reynolds 

Averaged Navier-Stokes, RANS) 方程式，無法準確模擬流經圓柱的層流與紊流並存

的情形。結果顯示只有以非穩態的 RANS、LES 或 DNS 模型求解，但該等電腦模

型需求極大的運算速度，才能有精確的結果。

圖 15-49　在 Re =10,000 之下流經
圓柱的靜定紊流，其 CFD 計算產
生的流線：(a) 粗網格 (30×60)；(b) 
中等網格 (60×120)；與 (c) 細網格 
(120×240)。在這裡只計算流場的
上半面，下半面是上半面的鏡射圖

形。
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see if a finer mesh improves the agreement with experimental data. For the 
medium resolution case (Fig. 15–49b), the flow field is significantly different. 
The boundary layer separates nearer to the top of the cylinder, at � � 104�, 
and CD has increased to about 0.742—closer, but still significantly less than 
the experimental value. We also notice that the recirculating eddies in the 
cylinder’s wake have grown in length by nearly a factor of 2 compared to 
those of the coarse grid case. Figure 15–49c shows streamlines for the fine 
resolution case. The results look very similar to those of the medium resolu-
tion case, and the drag coefficient has increased only slightly (CD � 0.753). 
The boundary layer separation point for this case is at � � 102�.
 Further grid refinement (not shown) does not change the results signifi-
cantly from those of the fine grid case. In other words, the fine grid appears 
to be sufficiently resolved, yet the results do not agree with experiment. 
Why? There are several problems with our calculations: we are modeling a 
steady flow, even though the actual physical flow is unsteady; we are enforc-
ing symmetry about the x-axis, even though the physical flow is unsymmetric 
(a Kármán vortex street can be observed in experiments at this Reynolds 
number); and we are using a turbulence model instead of resolving all the 
small eddies of the turbulent flow. Another significant source of error in 
our calculations is that the CFD code is run with turbulence turned on in 
order to reasonably model the wake region, which is turbulent; however, 
the boundary layer on the cylinder surface is actually still laminar. The pre-
dicted location of the separation point downstream of the top of the cylinder 
is more in line with turbulent boundary layer separation, which does not 
occur until much higher values of Reynolds number (after the “drag crisis” 
at Re greater than 2 � 105).
 The bottom line is that CFD codes have a hard time in the transitional regime 
between laminar and turbulent flow, and when there is a mixture of laminar 
and turbulent flow in the same computational domain. In fact, most commer-
cial CFD codes give the user a choice between laminar and turbulent—there 
is no “middle ground.” In the present calculations, we model the boundary 
layer as turbulent, even though the physical boundary layer is laminar; it is 
not surprising, then, that the results of our calculations do not agree well 
with experiment. If we would have instead specified laminar flow over the 
entire computational domain, the CFD results would have been even worse 
(less physical).
 Is there any way around this problem of poor physical accuracy for the 
case of mixed laminar and turbulent flow? Perhaps. In some CFD codes you 
can specify the flow to be laminar or turbulent in different regions of the 
flow. But even then, the transitional process from laminar to turbulent flow 
is somewhat abrupt, again not physically correct. Furthermore, you would 
need to know where the transition takes place in advance—this defeats 
the purpose of a stand-alone CFD calculation for fluid flow prediction. 
Advanced wall treatment models are being generated that may some day 
do a better job in the transitional region. In addition, some new turbulence 
models are being developed that are better tuned to low Reynolds number 
turbulence. Transition is an area of active research in CFD.
 In summary, we cannot accurately model the mixed laminar/turbulent 
flow problem of flow over a circular cylinder at Re � 10,000 using standard 
turbulence models and the steady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) 

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 15–49
Streamlines produced by CFD 
calculations of stationary turbulent 
flow over a circular cylinder at 
Re � 10,000: (a) coarse grid (30 � 60), 
(b) medium grid (60 � 120), and 
(c) fine grid (120 � 240). Note 
that only the top half of the flow 
is calculated—the bottom half is 
displayed as a mirror image of the top.
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雷諾數 Re=107 之下經過圓柱的流動

在最後一個圓柱的例子，以 CFD 計算雷諾數 Re =107 的流

場。圓柱直徑為1.0 m，流體是水。自由流的速度是 10.05 m/s。

在這些條件下，阻力係數的實驗值約為 0.7 (Tritton, 1977)。分離

點上的邊界層為紊流，角度約為 120°，故無層流／紊流混合的

問題－除了在圓柱的鼻部附近外邊界層都是紊流。如上個例

子中的細網格，在圓柱壁面附近適當修改；如同先前的情形，使用具有壁面函數

的 k-ε 模型。入口紊流強度 10% 與紊流長度尺度 0.5 m。不幸地，所計算出的阻力

係數為 0.262－不及實驗值的一半。圖 15-50 所示為流線圖，邊界層在偏下游處

分離，a =129°。這個結果有幾種可能的原因，本次設定流場為穩定且對稱的，但

是其實兩者都不成立。(即使在極高雷諾數也有旋渦洩流的現象。) 此外，紊流模型

及其靠近壁面的處理方式 (壁面函數) 可能與實際不符。這種情形仍然需要用全部

流場的網格及 RANS、LES 或 DNS 等需要大量運算能力的求解才能得到準確的結

果。

軸流風扇的定子設計

下一個紊流 CFD 的例子是關於軸流風扇定子設計。風扇的

整體直徑為 D =1.0 m，設計的風速為軸流度 V =50 m/s。定子

的葉片範圍從軸的 r = rhub =0.25 m 到尖端的 r = rtip =0.50 m。

定子位置在轉動葉片的上游 (圖 15-51)。初步設計是具有 20 cm 

弦長及後緣角度 bst =63°。實際流場轉角的大小視葉片的數目

而定。我們預期葉片的數目越少，其平均的轉角度也越小。目

標是求出轉子的葉片尖端平均轉角度為 45° 以上時，所需的最

少葉片數目。另一個要求為定子葉片上不至於有明顯的流動分

離。

初步的近似將任意 r- 值的定子葉片模擬為二維葉片串的結構 (參考第 14 章)。

每片葉片之間隔 (blade spacing) 為 s，如圖 15-52。我們用 CFD 預估允許的最大 s 

值，以此求出所需葉片的最少數目。

因為葉片串流道的 y- 方向是週期性的，我們只需模擬其中一條經過葉片的流

道，建立結構化網格並設定兩對上下週期性邊界條件，如圖 15-53 所示。我們選擇 

s=10、20、30、40、50 及 60 cm，分別為各個 s 產生結構性網格。s=20 cm 的網

格如圖 15-54；其它網格也類似，但是隨 s 增加，網格在 y- 方向的數目也會增加。

在壓力表面與吸入表面附近的網格較細密，以求得到較佳的解答。我們假設入口速

度為 V =50 m/s，出口的錶壓力為零。壓力表面及吸入表面為無滑動壁面。因為我

圖 15-50　在 Re=107 之下，經過圓
柱的靜定紊流，其 CFD 計算所產生
的流線。不幸地，在這情形的阻力

係數仍然不準確。
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equation. It appears that accurate results can be obtained only through use 
of time-accurate (unsteady RANS), LES, or DNS solutions that are orders 
of magnitude more computationally demanding.

Flow around a Circular Cylinder at Re � 107

As a final cylinder example, we use CFD to calculate flow over a circular 
cylinder at Re � 107—well beyond the drag crisis. The cylinder for this 
case is of 1.0 m diameter, and the fluid is water. The free-stream velocity is 
10.05 m/s. At this value of Reynolds number the experimentally measured 
value of drag coefficient is around 0.7 (Tritton, 1977). The boundary layer 
is turbulent at the separation point, which occurs at around 120�. Thus we 
do not have the mixed laminar/turbulent boundary layer problem as in the 
lower Reynolds number example—the boundary layer is turbulent every-
where except near the nose of the cylinder, and we should expect better 
results from the CFD predictions. We use a two-dimensional half-grid simi-
lar to that of the fine resolution case of the previous examples, but the mesh 
near the cylinder wall is adapted appropriately for this high Reynolds num-
ber. As previously, we use the k-� turbulence model with wall functions. 
The inlet turbulence level is set to 10 percent with a length scale of 0.5 m. 
Unfortunately, the drag coefficient is calculated to be 0.262—less than half 
of the experimental value at this Reynolds number. Streamlines are shown 
in Fig. 15–50. The boundary layer separates a bit too far downstream, at 
� � 129�. There are several possible reasons for the discrepancy. We are 
forcing the simulated flow to be steady and symmetric, whereas the actual 
flow is neither, due to vortex shedding. (Vortices are shed even at high 
Reynolds numbers.) In addition, the turbulence model and its near wall 
treatment (wall functions) may not be capturing the proper physics of the 
flow field. Again we must conclude that accurate results for flow over a cir-
cular cylinder can be obtained only through use of a full grid rather than a 
half grid, and with time-accurate (unsteady RANS), LES, or DNS solutions 
that are orders of magnitude more computationally demanding.

Design of the Stator for a Vane-Axial Flow Fan
The next turbulent flow CFD example involves design of the stator for a 
vane-axial flow fan that is to be used to drive a wind tunnel. The overall fan 
diameter is D � 1.0 m, and the design point of the fan is at an axial-flow 
speed of V � 50 m/s. The stator vanes span from radius r � rhub � 0.25 m 
at the hub to r � rtip � 0.50 m at the tip. The stator vanes are upstream of 
the rotor blades in this design (Fig. 15–51). A preliminary stator vane shape 
is chosen that has a trailing edge angle of �st � 63� and a chord length of 
20 cm. At any value of radius r, the actual amount of turning depends on 
the number of stator vanes—we expect that the fewer the number of vanes, 
the smaller the average angle at which the flow is turned by the stator vanes 
because of the greater spacing between vanes. It is our goal to determine the 
minimum number of stator vanes required so that the flow impinging on the 
leading edges of the rotor blades (located one chord length downstream of 
the stator vane trailing edges) is turned at an average angle of at least 45�. 
We also require there to be no significant flow separation from the stator 
vane surface.

FIGURE 15–50
Streamlines produced by CFD 

calculations of stationary turbulent 
flow over a circular cylinder at 

Re � 107. Unfortunately, the predicted 
drag coefficient is still not accurate for 

this case.

V
r

D

�

�st

�r

FIGURE 15–51
Schematic diagram of the vane-axial 

flow fan being designed. The stator 
precedes the rotor, and the flow 
through the stator vanes is to be 

modeled with CFD.
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圖 15-51　設計葉片軸流風扇的示意
圖，定子在轉子前面，要以 CFD 模
擬經過定子葉片的流動。
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equation. It appears that accurate results can be obtained only through use 
of time-accurate (unsteady RANS), LES, or DNS solutions that are orders 
of magnitude more computationally demanding.

Flow around a Circular Cylinder at Re � 107

As a final cylinder example, we use CFD to calculate flow over a circular 
cylinder at Re � 107—well beyond the drag crisis. The cylinder for this 
case is of 1.0 m diameter, and the fluid is water. The free-stream velocity is 
10.05 m/s. At this value of Reynolds number the experimentally measured 
value of drag coefficient is around 0.7 (Tritton, 1977). The boundary layer 
is turbulent at the separation point, which occurs at around 120�. Thus we 
do not have the mixed laminar/turbulent boundary layer problem as in the 
lower Reynolds number example—the boundary layer is turbulent every-
where except near the nose of the cylinder, and we should expect better 
results from the CFD predictions. We use a two-dimensional half-grid simi-
lar to that of the fine resolution case of the previous examples, but the mesh 
near the cylinder wall is adapted appropriately for this high Reynolds num-
ber. As previously, we use the k-� turbulence model with wall functions. 
The inlet turbulence level is set to 10 percent with a length scale of 0.5 m. 
Unfortunately, the drag coefficient is calculated to be 0.262—less than half 
of the experimental value at this Reynolds number. Streamlines are shown 
in Fig. 15–50. The boundary layer separates a bit too far downstream, at 
� � 129�. There are several possible reasons for the discrepancy. We are 
forcing the simulated flow to be steady and symmetric, whereas the actual 
flow is neither, due to vortex shedding. (Vortices are shed even at high 
Reynolds numbers.) In addition, the turbulence model and its near wall 
treatment (wall functions) may not be capturing the proper physics of the 
flow field. Again we must conclude that accurate results for flow over a cir-
cular cylinder can be obtained only through use of a full grid rather than a 
half grid, and with time-accurate (unsteady RANS), LES, or DNS solutions 
that are orders of magnitude more computationally demanding.

Design of the Stator for a Vane-Axial Flow Fan
The next turbulent flow CFD example involves design of the stator for a 
vane-axial flow fan that is to be used to drive a wind tunnel. The overall fan 
diameter is D � 1.0 m, and the design point of the fan is at an axial-flow 
speed of V � 50 m/s. The stator vanes span from radius r � rhub � 0.25 m 
at the hub to r � rtip � 0.50 m at the tip. The stator vanes are upstream of 
the rotor blades in this design (Fig. 15–51). A preliminary stator vane shape 
is chosen that has a trailing edge angle of �st � 63� and a chord length of 
20 cm. At any value of radius r, the actual amount of turning depends on 
the number of stator vanes—we expect that the fewer the number of vanes, 
the smaller the average angle at which the flow is turned by the stator vanes 
because of the greater spacing between vanes. It is our goal to determine the 
minimum number of stator vanes required so that the flow impinging on the 
leading edges of the rotor blades (located one chord length downstream of 
the stator vane trailing edges) is turned at an average angle of at least 45�. 
We also require there to be no significant flow separation from the stator 
vane surface.

FIGURE 15–50
Streamlines produced by CFD 

calculations of stationary turbulent 
flow over a circular cylinder at 

Re � 107. Unfortunately, the predicted 
drag coefficient is still not accurate for 

this case.
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precedes the rotor, and the flow 
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們以紊流模型模擬 (具有壁面函數的 k-ε)，還需要設定入口的紊

流性質。在此設定紊流強度 10% 與紊流長度尺度 1.0 cm。

當我們讓 CFD 運算夠久，使六種情形都儘可能收斂。圖 

15-55 所示為 s =10、20、30、40、50、60 cm 各自的流線圖。

雖然我們只求解一個流道，但是可以用複製方式繪成數條流

道，以顯示流場為週期性的串列。前三種情形的流線乍看之下

很相似，但是細看會發現在定子尾緣下游的流線的平均角度隨 

s 值增大而減少。(我們定義流動角度 b 為與水平的夾角，如圖 

15-55a。) 而且在壁面與最接近吸入表面的流線之間隙隨 s 增

大而增加，表示該區域的流速減緩。事實上，間隔增加時表面

上的邊界層必須抵抗逐漸增加的不利壓力梯度 (正壓力梯度)。

當 s 夠大時，吸入表面的邊界層無法抵抗而從壁面分離。對於 

圖 15-53　在兩片定子葉片之間的流
道所定義的計算域 (淺色陰影區)。
流場上方的壁面是壓力表面，下方

的壁面是吸入表面。圖中定義兩對

週期邊界：分別在上游與下游。
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 As a first approximation, we model the stator vanes at any desired value 
of r as a two-dimensional cascade of vanes (see Chap. 14). Each vane is 
separated by blade spacing s at this radius, as defined in Fig. 15–52. We 
use CFD to predict the maximum allowable value of s, from which we esti-
mate the minimum number of stator vanes that meet the given requirements 
of the design.
 Since the flow through the two-dimensional cascade of stator vanes is infi-
nitely periodic in the y-direction, we need to model only one flow passage 
through the vanes, specifying two pairs of periodic boundary conditions on 
the top and bottom edges of the computational domain (Fig. 15–53). We run 
six cases, each with a different value of blade spacing. We choose s � 10, 
20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 cm, and generate a structured grid for each of these 
values of blade spacing. The grid for the case with s � 20 cm is shown in 
Fig. 15–54; the other grids are similar, but more intervals are specified in 
the y-direction as s increases. Notice how we have made the grid spacing 
fine near the pressure and suction surfaces so that the boundary layer on 
these surfaces can be better resolved. We specify V � 50 m/s at the velocity 
inlet, zero gage pressure at the pressure outlet, and a smooth wall boundary 
condition with no slip at both the pressure and suction surfaces. Since we 
are modeling the flow with a turbulence model (k-� with wall functions), 
we must also specify turbulence properties at the velocity inlet. For these 
simulations we specify a turbulence intensity of 10 percent and a turbulence 
length scale of 0.01 m (1.0 cm).
 We run the CFD calculations long enough to converge as far as possible 
for all six cases, and we plot streamlines in Fig. 15–55 for six blade spac-
ings: s � 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 cm. Although we solve for flow through 
only one flow passage, we plot several duplicate flow passages, stacked 
one on top of the other, in order to visualize the flow field as a periodic 
cascade. The streamlines for the first three cases look very similar at first 
glance, but closer inspection reveals that the average angle of flow down-
stream of the trailing edge of the stator vane decreases with s. (We define 

(b)(a)
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r

D

s at r = rtip

rhub

rtip

x

s

s

c

s

FIGURE 15–52
Definition of blade spacing s: 
(a) frontal view of the stator, and 
(b) the stator modeled as a two-
dimensional cascade in edge view. 
Twelve radial stator vanes are shown 
in the frontal view, but the actual 
number of vanes is to be determined. 
Three stator vanes are shown in the 
cascade, but the actual cascade 
consists of an infinite number of 
vanes, each displaced by blade 
spacing s, which increases with 
radius r. The two-dimensional 
cascade is an approximation of the 
three-dimensional flow at one value 
of radius r and blade spacing s. 
Chord length c is defined as the 
horizontal length of the stator vane.

y

x

V
s

FIGURE 15–53
Computational domain (light blue 
shaded region) defined by one flow 
passage through two stator vanes. The 
top wall of the passage is the pressure 
surface, and the bottom wall is the 
suction surface. Two translationally 
periodic pairs are defined: periodic 1 
upstream and periodic 2 downstream.
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flow angle � relative to horizontal as sketched in Fig. 15–55a.) Also, the 
gap (white space) between the wall and the closest streamline to the suction 
surface increases in size as s increases, indicating that the flow speed in that 
region decreases. In fact, it turns out that the boundary layer on the suction 
surface of the stator vane must resist an ever-increasingly adverse pressure 
gradient (decelerating flow speed and positive pressure gradient) as blade 
spacing is increased. At large enough s, the boundary layer on the suction 
surface cannot withstand the severely adverse pressure gradient and sepa-
rates off the wall. For s � 40, 50, and 60 cm (Fig. 15–55d through f ), flow 
separation off the suction surface is clearly seen in these streamline plots. 
Furthermore, the severity of the flow separation increases with s. This is not 
unexpected if we imagine the limit as s S �. In that case, the stator vane is 
isolated from its neighbors, and we surely expect massive flow separation 
since the vane has such a high degree of camber.
 We list average outlet flow angle �avg, average outlet flow speed Vavg, and 
predicted drag force on a stator vane per unit depth FD /b in Table 15–3 as 
functions of blade spacing s. (Depth b is into the page of Fig. 15–55 and is 
assumed to be 1 m in two-dimensional calculations such as these.) While 
�avg and Vavg decrease continuously with s, FD /b first rises to a maximum 
for the s � 20 cm case, and then decreases from there on.
 You may recall from the previously stated design criteria for this exam-
ple that the average outlet flow angle must be greater than 45�, and there 
must be no significant flow separation. From our CFD results, it appears that 
both of these criteria break down somewhere between s � 30 and 40 cm. 
We obtain a better picture of flow separation by plotting vorticity contours 
(Fig. 15–56). In these color contour plots, blue represents large negative 
vorticity (clockwise rotation), red represents large positive vorticity (coun-
terclockwise rotation), and green is zero vorticity. When the boundary layer 
remains attached, we expect the vorticity to be concentrated within thin 

FIGURE 15–54
Structured grid for the two-

dimensional stator vane cascade at 
blade spacing s � 20 cm. The outflow 

region in the wake of the vanes is 
intentionally longer than that at the 

inlet to avoid backflow at the pressure 
outlet in case of flow separation on the 
suction surface of the stator vane. The 
outlet is one chord length downstream 

of the stator vane trailing edges; the 
outlet is also the location of the leading 
edges of the rotor blades (not shown).

TABLE 15–3

Variation of average outlet flow 
angle �avg, average outlet flow 
speed Vavg, and predicted drag 
force per unit depth FD /b as 
functions of blade spacing s*

 �avg,  Vavg, FD /b,
s, cm degrees m/s N/m

10
20
30
40
50
60

 60.8
56.1
49.7
43.2
37.2
32.3

 103
89.6
77.4
68.6
62.7
59.1

 554
722
694
612
538
489

   
   
   
   
   

* All calculated values are reported to three 
significant digits. The CFD calculations are 
performed using the k-� turbulence model 
with wall functions.
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圖 15-54　在間隔距離 s =20 cm 之
下，二維葉片串定子葉片的結構化

網格。葉片尾流的流出區域刻意

比入口長，以防吸入表面有流動分

離。出口是定子葉片尾緣的下游一

倍弦長之處；也是轉子葉片的前緣 
(在此未顯示)。

圖 15-52　葉片間隔 s 的定義：(a) 定
子的前視圖；與 (b) 二維葉片串模
型的側視圖。在前一圖裡所示的是

十二個放射狀的定子葉片，但是實

際的數目尚有待求出。這裡所示的

是三片葉片，但是實際上有無限多

片，各葉片的間隔距離 s，其值隨半
徑 r 增加。二維葉片串模型是三維
流動的近似解法。弦長 c 定義為定
子葉片的水平長度。
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 As a first approximation, we model the stator vanes at any desired value 
of r as a two-dimensional cascade of vanes (see Chap. 14). Each vane is 
separated by blade spacing s at this radius, as defined in Fig. 15–52. We 
use CFD to predict the maximum allowable value of s, from which we esti-
mate the minimum number of stator vanes that meet the given requirements 
of the design.
 Since the flow through the two-dimensional cascade of stator vanes is infi-
nitely periodic in the y-direction, we need to model only one flow passage 
through the vanes, specifying two pairs of periodic boundary conditions on 
the top and bottom edges of the computational domain (Fig. 15–53). We run 
six cases, each with a different value of blade spacing. We choose s � 10, 
20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 cm, and generate a structured grid for each of these 
values of blade spacing. The grid for the case with s � 20 cm is shown in 
Fig. 15–54; the other grids are similar, but more intervals are specified in 
the y-direction as s increases. Notice how we have made the grid spacing 
fine near the pressure and suction surfaces so that the boundary layer on 
these surfaces can be better resolved. We specify V � 50 m/s at the velocity 
inlet, zero gage pressure at the pressure outlet, and a smooth wall boundary 
condition with no slip at both the pressure and suction surfaces. Since we 
are modeling the flow with a turbulence model (k-� with wall functions), 
we must also specify turbulence properties at the velocity inlet. For these 
simulations we specify a turbulence intensity of 10 percent and a turbulence 
length scale of 0.01 m (1.0 cm).
 We run the CFD calculations long enough to converge as far as possible 
for all six cases, and we plot streamlines in Fig. 15–55 for six blade spac-
ings: s � 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 cm. Although we solve for flow through 
only one flow passage, we plot several duplicate flow passages, stacked 
one on top of the other, in order to visualize the flow field as a periodic 
cascade. The streamlines for the first three cases look very similar at first 
glance, but closer inspection reveals that the average angle of flow down-
stream of the trailing edge of the stator vane decreases with s. (We define 

(b)(a)

y

r

D

s at r = rtip

rhub

rtip

x

s

s

c

s

FIGURE 15–52
Definition of blade spacing s: 
(a) frontal view of the stator, and 
(b) the stator modeled as a two-
dimensional cascade in edge view. 
Twelve radial stator vanes are shown 
in the frontal view, but the actual 
number of vanes is to be determined. 
Three stator vanes are shown in the 
cascade, but the actual cascade 
consists of an infinite number of 
vanes, each displaced by blade 
spacing s, which increases with 
radius r. The two-dimensional 
cascade is an approximation of the 
three-dimensional flow at one value 
of radius r and blade spacing s. 
Chord length c is defined as the 
horizontal length of the stator vane.

y

x

V
s

FIGURE 15–53
Computational domain (light blue 
shaded region) defined by one flow 
passage through two stator vanes. The 
top wall of the passage is the pressure 
surface, and the bottom wall is the 
suction surface. Two translationally 
periodic pairs are defined: periodic 1 
upstream and periodic 2 downstream.
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s 在r= rtip
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s =40、50 與 60 cm (圖 15-55d 至 

f )，流動分離現象很明顯。而且其

嚴重程度也隨 s 增加。這是預料

中的事。事實上，如果 s 趨向無限

大，葉片與其周遭都隔離，我們

預期葉片因為有很大的弧度而有

大量的流動分離。

在表 15-3 裡列出對應於各種 s 

的出口平均流動角度 bavg、出口平

均速度 Vavg，以及每單位深度的阻

力 FD/b。(深度 b 為進入圖 15-53，並假設為 1 m 。) bavg 及 Vavg 隨 s 增加而減少，

FD/b 則先增加後減少。

你也許還記得，設計的出口流動角度必須大於 45°，同時又不能有明顯的流動

s，cm
bavg，

degrees
Vavg，

m/s
FD/b，
N/m

10

20

30

40

50

60

60.8

56.1

49.7

43.2

37.2

32.3

103

  89.6

  77.4

  68.6

  62.7

  59.1

554

722

694

612

538

489

*  所有的計算值都標示到三位有效數字，CFD 計算是用具有壁面函數的 k-ε 模
型。

表 15-3　平均出口流動角度 bavg、平均出口流速 Vavg 與所計
算的每單位深度的阻力 FD/b 與葉片間隔 s* 的關係
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 15–56
Vorticity contour plots produced 
by CFD calculations of stationary 
turbulent flow through a stator 
vane flow passage: blade spacing 
(a) s � 30 cm and (b) s � 40 cm. 
The flow field is largely irrotational 
(zero vorticity) except in the thin 
boundary layer along the walls and in 
the wake region. However, when the 
boundary layer separates, as in case 
(b), the vorticity spreads throughout 
the separated flow region.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

�

FIGURE 15–55
Streamlines produced by CFD 
calculations of stationary turbulent 
flow through a stator vane flow 
passage: (a) blade spacing s � 10, 
(b) 20, (c) 30, (d ) 40, (e) 50, and 
( f ) 60 cm. The CFD calculations are 
performed using the k-� turbulence 
model with wall functions. Flow 
angle � is defined in image (a) as 
the average angle of flow, relative to 
horizontal, just downstream of the 
trailing edge of the stator vane.
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圖 15-55　經過定子葉片流道的穩態
紊流，其 CFD 計算所產生的流線：
(a) 葉片間隔 s=10；(b) 20；(c) 30；
(d) 40；(e) 50；及 (f) 60 cm。CFD 計
算是以具有壁面函數的 k-ε 紊流模型
施行的。流動角度 b 定義在圖 (a)，
為流動相對於水平線的平均角度。
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分離。從 CFD 的結果看，似乎在 s= 30 與 40 cm 之間以上兩者

都不符合。用圖 15-56 渦度等高線更能看出分離的現象。在圖

中顏色代表負渦度 (順時針方向)，深灰色代表正渦度，中間的

淺灰色地帶表示渦度為零。如果邊界維持在壁面上，我們預期

渦度集中在葉片表面的邊界層內。圖 15-56a 為 s =30 cm 的情

形。但是，如果邊界層分離，渦度會突然從吸入表面散開，就

如圖 15-56b，s =40 cm 的情形。這些結果證實較明顯的分離在 

s=30 與 40 cm 開始出現。

最後，我們在圖 15-57 比較三種情形：s =20、40 與 60 

cm。我們建立等間隔的平行線，與水平方向成 45°。在每條平

行線上繪出速度的向量。圖 15-57a 所示為 s =20 cm 時，邊界

層附著於定子葉片的吸入表面與壓力表面。在 s = 40 cm 的情形 

(圖 15-57b)，吸入表面上出現流動分離及回流。在 s =60 cm 時 

(圖 15-57c)，分離泡與回流大幅增多。其中有一塊區域的流速很

小。在所有情形裡，壓力面的邊界層都維持在壁面上。

當間隔 s =30 cm 時葉片的片數 (N) 為何？這可從葉片端點 

s 為最大處 (r= rtip =D/2=50 cm) 簡易計算出。圓周 C 為

可用圓周長： C=2prtip =pD (15-7)

這個圓周長可以放置葉片間距 s=30 cm 的葉片數為

最大的葉片數： 
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boundary layers along the stator vane surfaces, as is the case in Fig. 15–56a 
for s � 30 cm. When the boundary layer separates, however, the vorticity 
suddenly spreads out away from the suction surface, as seen in Fig. 15–56b 
for s � 40 cm. These results verify that significant flow separation occurs 
somewhere between s � 30 and 40 cm. As a side note, notice how the vor-
ticity is concentrated not only in the boundary layer, but also in the wake for 
both cases shown in Fig. 15–56.
 Finally, we compare velocity vector plots in Fig. 15–57 for three cases: 
s � 20, 40, and 60 cm. We generate several equally spaced parallel lines 
in the computational domain; each line is tilted at 45� from the horizontal. 
Velocity vectors are then plotted along each of these parallel lines. When 
s � 20 cm (Fig. 15–57a), the boundary layer remains attached on both the 
suction and pressure surfaces of the stator vane all the way to its trailing 
edge. When s � 40 cm (Fig. 15–57b), flow separation and reverse flow along 
the suction surface appears. When s � 60 cm (Fig. 15–57c), the separa-
tion bubble and the reverse flow region have grown – this is a “dead” flow 
region, in which the air speeds are very small. In all cases, the flow on the 
pressure surface (lower left side) of the stator vane remains attached.
 How many vanes (N) does a blade spacing of s � 30 cm represent? We 
can easily calculate N by noting that at the vane tip (r � rtip � D/2 � 50 cm), 
where s is largest, the total available circumference (C) is

Available circumference: C 5 2prtip 5 pD (15–7)

The number of vanes that can be placed within this circumference with a 
blade spacing of s � 30 cm is thus

Maximum number of vanes: N 5
C
s
5
pD

s
5
p(100 cm)

30 cm
5 10.5 (15–8)

Obviously we can have only an integer value of N, so we conclude from our 
preliminary analysis that we should have at least 10 or 11 stator vanes.
 How good is our approximation of the stator as a two-dimensional cas-
cade of vanes? To answer this question, we perform a full three-dimensional 
CFD analysis of the stator. Again, we take advantage of the periodicity by 
modeling only one flow passage—a three-dimensional passage between two 
radial stator vanes (Fig. 15–58). We choose N � 10 stator vanes by specify-
ing an angle of periodicity of 360/10 � 36�. From Eq. 15–8, this represents 
s � 31.4 at the vane tips and s � 15.7 at the hub, for an average value of 
savg � 23.6. We generate a hexagonal structured grid in a computational 
domain bounded by a velocity inlet, an outflow outlet, a section of cylindri-
cal wall at the hub and another at the tip, the pressure surface of the vane, 
the suction surface of the vane, and two pairs of periodic boundary condi-
tions. In this three-dimensional case, the periodic boundaries are rotationally 
periodic instead of translationally periodic. Note that we use an out-
flow boundary condition rather than a pressure outlet boundary condition, 
because we expect the swirling motion to produce a radial pressure distribu-
tion on the outlet face. The grid is finer near the walls than elsewhere (as 
usual), to better resolve the boundary layer. The incoming velocity, turbu-
lence level, turbulence model, etc., are all the same as those used for the 

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 15–57
Velocity vectors produced by CFD 
calculations of stationary turbulent 

flow through a stator vane flow 
passage: blade spacing s � (a) 20 cm, 

(b) 40 cm, and (c) 60 cm.
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 (15-8)

顯然只能採取整數 N，所以最少應有 10 片或 11 片。

將定子的流場以近似的二維葉片串模擬是否可行？要回答這個問題，首先以完

整三維模型進行模擬。如此仍然可以利用其週期特性只算兩片徑向葉片間的流道 
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 15–56
Vorticity contour plots produced 
by CFD calculations of stationary 
turbulent flow through a stator 
vane flow passage: blade spacing 
(a) s � 30 cm and (b) s � 40 cm. 
The flow field is largely irrotational 
(zero vorticity) except in the thin 
boundary layer along the walls and in 
the wake region. However, when the 
boundary layer separates, as in case 
(b), the vorticity spreads throughout 
the separated flow region.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

�

FIGURE 15–55
Streamlines produced by CFD 
calculations of stationary turbulent 
flow through a stator vane flow 
passage: (a) blade spacing s � 10, 
(b) 20, (c) 30, (d ) 40, (e) 50, and 
( f ) 60 cm. The CFD calculations are 
performed using the k-� turbulence 
model with wall functions. Flow 
angle � is defined in image (a) as 
the average angle of flow, relative to 
horizontal, just downstream of the 
trailing edge of the stator vane.
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圖 15-56　經過定子葉片流道的穩態
紊流，其 CFD 計算所產生的渦度等
高線圖形：葉片間隔 (a) s=30 cm 及 
(b) s =40 cm。除了在壁面的邊界層
與尾流區之外，流場幾乎是非旋轉

的。但是， 當邊界層分離，如圖所
示，渦度會散佈到流動分離區域。

圖 15-57　經過定子葉片流道的靜
定紊流，其 CFD 計算產生的速度向
量：葉片間隔 (a) s =20 cm；(b) 40 
cm 與 (c) 60 cm。
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boundary layers along the stator vane surfaces, as is the case in Fig. 15–56a 
for s � 30 cm. When the boundary layer separates, however, the vorticity 
suddenly spreads out away from the suction surface, as seen in Fig. 15–56b 
for s � 40 cm. These results verify that significant flow separation occurs 
somewhere between s � 30 and 40 cm. As a side note, notice how the vor-
ticity is concentrated not only in the boundary layer, but also in the wake for 
both cases shown in Fig. 15–56.
 Finally, we compare velocity vector plots in Fig. 15–57 for three cases: 
s � 20, 40, and 60 cm. We generate several equally spaced parallel lines 
in the computational domain; each line is tilted at 45� from the horizontal. 
Velocity vectors are then plotted along each of these parallel lines. When 
s � 20 cm (Fig. 15–57a), the boundary layer remains attached on both the 
suction and pressure surfaces of the stator vane all the way to its trailing 
edge. When s � 40 cm (Fig. 15–57b), flow separation and reverse flow along 
the suction surface appears. When s � 60 cm (Fig. 15–57c), the separa-
tion bubble and the reverse flow region have grown – this is a “dead” flow 
region, in which the air speeds are very small. In all cases, the flow on the 
pressure surface (lower left side) of the stator vane remains attached.
 How many vanes (N) does a blade spacing of s � 30 cm represent? We 
can easily calculate N by noting that at the vane tip (r � rtip � D/2 � 50 cm), 
where s is largest, the total available circumference (C) is

Available circumference: C 5 2prtip 5 pD (15–7)

The number of vanes that can be placed within this circumference with a 
blade spacing of s � 30 cm is thus

Maximum number of vanes: N 5
C
s
5
pD

s
5
p(100 cm)

30 cm
5 10.5 (15–8)

Obviously we can have only an integer value of N, so we conclude from our 
preliminary analysis that we should have at least 10 or 11 stator vanes.
 How good is our approximation of the stator as a two-dimensional cas-
cade of vanes? To answer this question, we perform a full three-dimensional 
CFD analysis of the stator. Again, we take advantage of the periodicity by 
modeling only one flow passage—a three-dimensional passage between two 
radial stator vanes (Fig. 15–58). We choose N � 10 stator vanes by specify-
ing an angle of periodicity of 360/10 � 36�. From Eq. 15–8, this represents 
s � 31.4 at the vane tips and s � 15.7 at the hub, for an average value of 
savg � 23.6. We generate a hexagonal structured grid in a computational 
domain bounded by a velocity inlet, an outflow outlet, a section of cylindri-
cal wall at the hub and another at the tip, the pressure surface of the vane, 
the suction surface of the vane, and two pairs of periodic boundary condi-
tions. In this three-dimensional case, the periodic boundaries are rotationally 
periodic instead of translationally periodic. Note that we use an out-
flow boundary condition rather than a pressure outlet boundary condition, 
because we expect the swirling motion to produce a radial pressure distribu-
tion on the outlet face. The grid is finer near the walls than elsewhere (as 
usual), to better resolve the boundary layer. The incoming velocity, turbu-
lence level, turbulence model, etc., are all the same as those used for the 

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 15–57
Velocity vectors produced by CFD 
calculations of stationary turbulent 

flow through a stator vane flow 
passage: blade spacing s � (a) 20 cm, 

(b) 40 cm, and (c) 60 cm.
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(圖 15-58)。當選擇 N=10，每片之間的相隔週期角度為 360/10 = 36°。從式 (15-8) 

可得在尖端的 s =31.4 cm 與在輪轂的 s =15.7 cm 。取平均值得到 savg =23.6 cm。

我們建立六面體結構化網格，周圍設定速度入口，流出出口，輪轂與尖端各有圓柱

壁面。在壓力面與吸入面設壁面，並設兩對週期邊界。週期邊界是旋轉而非平移

的。壁面附近設置較細的網格，以求在邊界層有更好的解析度。流入的速度、紊流

的強度等條件都與之前的設定相同。計算元素總數量為 800,000  個。

圖 15-59 所示為葉片表面及內部圓柱的壓力等高線。這個視角與先前圖 15-60 

的相同，但是我們將計算區域繞 x- 軸旋轉複製九次，得到全風扇的圖形。你可以

看出壓力面的壓力比吸入面來得高。也可以發現沿輪轂表面，上游到下游的壓力

降。入口到出口計算得到的平均壓力變化為 3.29 kPa。

圖 15-59　經過定子葉片流道的靜定
紊流，其三維 CFD 計算產生的壓力
等高線圖。壓力以單位 N/m2 顯示在
葉片表面及內側的圓柱壁面。圖中

也顯示入口與出口的邊線。雖然只

用 CFD 計算其中一條流道，但我們
將圖形繞 x- 軸複製九次，顯示全定
子的流場。在這個圖形裡，亮色的

是高壓區 (如葉片的壓力面)，暗色
的是低壓區 (如吸入面)。
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two-dimensional approximation. The total number of computational cells is 
almost 800,000.
 Pressure contours on the stator vane surfaces and on the inner cylindri-
cal wall are plotted in Fig. 15–59. This view is from the same angle as that 
of Fig. 15–60, but we have zoomed out and duplicated the computational 
domain nine times circumferentially about the axis of rotation (the x-axis) 
for a total of 10 flow passages to aid in visualization of the flow field. You 
can see that the pressure is higher (red) on the pressure surface than on the 
suction surface (blue). You can also see an overall drop in pressure along 
the hub surface from upstream to downstream of the stator. The change in 
average pressure from the inlet to the outlet is calculated to be 3.29 kPa.
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FIGURE 15–58
Three-dimensional computational 
domain defined by one flow passage 
through two stator vanes for N � 10 
(angle between vanes � 36�). The 
computational domain volume is 
defined between the pressure and 
suction surfaces of the stator vanes, 
between the inner and outer cylinder 
walls, and from the inlet to the outlet. 
Two pairs of rotationally periodic 
boundary conditions are defined as 
shown.
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FIGURE 15–59
Pressure contour plot produced by 
three-dimensional CFD calculations 
of stationary turbulent flow through a 
stator vane flow passage. Pressure is 
shown in N/m2 on the vane surfaces 
and the inner cylinder wall (the hub). 
Outlines of the inlet and outlet are also 
shown for clarity. Although only one 
flow passage is modeled in the CFD 
calculations, we duplicate the image 
circumferentially around the x-axis 
nine times to visualize the entire stator 
flow field. In this image, high pressures 
(as on the pressure surfaces of the 
vanes) are red, while low pressures 
(as on the suction surfaces of the vanes, 
especially near the hub) are blue.
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圖 15-58　在 N =10 之下，兩定子
葉片之間的流道，所定義的三維計

算區域 (葉片之間的角度為 36°)。
計算區域的範圍，介於壓力面與吸

入面，以及內側與外側圓柱之間。

另外，還設定兩對旋轉週期邊界條

件。

壓力面

吸入面

外圓
柱壁

速度
入口

旋轉週期性 1

旋轉週期性 2

流出
出口

內圓
柱壁
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two-dimensional approximation. The total number of computational cells is 
almost 800,000.
 Pressure contours on the stator vane surfaces and on the inner cylindri-
cal wall are plotted in Fig. 15–59. This view is from the same angle as that 
of Fig. 15–60, but we have zoomed out and duplicated the computational 
domain nine times circumferentially about the axis of rotation (the x-axis) 
for a total of 10 flow passages to aid in visualization of the flow field. You 
can see that the pressure is higher (red) on the pressure surface than on the 
suction surface (blue). You can also see an overall drop in pressure along 
the hub surface from upstream to downstream of the stator. The change in 
average pressure from the inlet to the outlet is calculated to be 3.29 kPa.
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FIGURE 15–58
Three-dimensional computational 
domain defined by one flow passage 
through two stator vanes for N � 10 
(angle between vanes � 36�). The 
computational domain volume is 
defined between the pressure and 
suction surfaces of the stator vanes, 
between the inner and outer cylinder 
walls, and from the inlet to the outlet. 
Two pairs of rotationally periodic 
boundary conditions are defined as 
shown.
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FIGURE 15–59
Pressure contour plot produced by 
three-dimensional CFD calculations 
of stationary turbulent flow through a 
stator vane flow passage. Pressure is 
shown in N/m2 on the vane surfaces 
and the inner cylinder wall (the hub). 
Outlines of the inlet and outlet are also 
shown for clarity. Although only one 
flow passage is modeled in the CFD 
calculations, we duplicate the image 
circumferentially around the x-axis 
nine times to visualize the entire stator 
flow field. In this image, high pressures 
(as on the pressure surfaces of the 
vanes) are red, while low pressures 
(as on the suction surfaces of the vanes, 
especially near the hub) are blue.
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要比較二維與三維的計算結果，我們可以用 

s = savg =23.6 cm，再運算一次二維流場。二維與

三維之比較列在表 15-4。從三維的計算可得每片

葉片所受的淨軸向力為 FD =183 N。將這個值轉

換成每單位深度的受力與二維的值相比。因為定

子的葉片寬 0.25 m，FD/b= (183 N)/(0.25 m)=732 

N/m。從表 15-4 可知相對的二維值為 724 N/m，

所以兩者很相近 ( ≅1% 的差異)。三維模型在出

口的平均速度為 Vavg =84.7 m/s，幾乎與二維的結果 84.8 m/s 相同 (二維近似解的差

異小於 1%)。最後，從三維模型得到的平均出口流動角度 bavg 為 53.3°，其輕易的

達到設計規範要求的 45°，而二維模型得到的為 53.9°，其差異也在 1% 左右。

圖 15-60 所示為在出口處切線速度分量的等高線。我們看到其分佈不是均勻

的，而是從輪轂向尖端減少，這是因為葉片間隔 s 向外增大。我們也發現流出的壓

力沿徑向向外增加，這符合我們的預期，因為我們知道維持切線流動需要徑向的壓

力梯度。壓力向外增加會造成向心加速度，使流動繞 x- 軸旋轉。

另一個比較是在葉片之間的流道裡切面上的渦度等高線。圖 15-61 是兩個切

面：一個靠近輪轂；一個靠近尖端。在兩個切面裡，渦度都只侷限在邊界層與尾

流區。靠近輪轂處沒有分離現象，但是尖端處有。空氣在輪轂處的 b 角比尖端的

圖 15-60　經過定子葉片流道的靜
定紊流，其三維 CFD 計算所產生的
切線速度灰階等高線圖。切線速度

分量以單位 m/s 顯示在計算區域的
出口 (在葉片表面上速度為零)。為
求清晰，圖中也顯示入口的邊緣。

雖然只模擬一條流道，我們將圖形

繞 x- 軸複製九次，顯示全定子的流
場。在這個灰階圖形裡，切線速度

的範圍從 0 (黑色) 到 90 m/s (白色)。
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 To compare our three-dimensional results directly with the two-dimensional 
approximation, we run one additional two-dimensional case at the average 
blade spacing, s � savg � 23.6 cm. A comparison between the two- and three-
dimensional cases is shown in Table 15–4. From the three-dimensional calcu-
lation, the net axial force on one stator vane is FD � 183 N. We compare this 
to the two-dimensional value by converting to force per unit depth (force 
per unit span of the stator vane). Since the stator vane spans 0.25 m, FD /b �
(183 N)/(0.25 m) � 732 N/m. The corresponding two-dimensional value 
from Table 15–4 is FD /b � 724 N/m, so the agreement is very good (� 1 
percent difference). The average speed at the outlet of the three-dimensional 
domain is Vavg � 84.7 m/s, almost identical to the two-dimensional value of 
84.8 m/s in Table 15–4. The two-dimensional approximation differs by less 
than 1 percent. Finally, the average outlet flow angle �avg obtained from our 
full three-dimensional calculation is 53.3�, which easily meets the design cri-
terion of 45�. We compare this to the two-dimensional approximation of 53.9� 
in Table 15–4; the agreement is again around 1 percent.
 Contours of tangential velocity component at the outlet of the computational 
domain are plotted in Fig. 15–60. We see that the tangential velocity distribution 
is not uniform; it decreases as we move radially outward from hub to tip as we 
should expect, since blade spacing s increases from hub to tip. We also find (not 
shown here) that the outflow pressure increases radially from hub to tip. This 
also agrees with our intuition, since we know that a radial pressure gradient is 
required to sustain a tangential flow—the pressure rise with increasing radius 
provides the centripetal acceleration necessary to turn the flow about the x-axis.
 Another comparison can be made between the three-dimensional and two-
dimensional calculations by plotting vorticity contours in a slice through the 

TABLE 15–4

CFD results for flow through a 
stator vane flow passage: the two-
dimensional cascade approximation 
at the average blade spacing, 
(s � savg � 23.6 cm) is compared 
to the full three-dimensional 
calculation*

 2-D,
 s � 23.6 cm Full 3-D

�avg
Vavg, m/s 
FD /b, N/m 

 53.9�
84.8 

724 

 53.3�
84.7

732

* Values are shown to three significant digits.

V

xz

y

9.00e � 01

0.00e � 00

6.00e � 00

1.20e � 01

1.80e � 01

2.40e � 01

3.00e � 01

3.60e � 01

4.20e � 01

4.80e � 01

5.40e � 01

6.00e � 01

6.60e � 01

7.20e � 01

7.80e � 01

8.40e � 01

FIGURE 15–60
Tangential velocity contour plot 

produced by three-dimensional CFD 
calculations of stationary turbulent 

flow through a stator vane flow 
passage. The tangential velocity 

component is shown in m/s at the 
outlet of the computational domain 

(and also on the vane surfaces, where 
the velocity is zero). An outline of 

the inlet to the computational domain 
is also shown for clarity. Although 

only one flow passage is modeled, we 
duplicate the image circumferentially 

around the x-axis nine times to 
visualize the entire stator flow field. 
In this image, the tangential velocity 
ranges from 0 (blue) to 90 m/s (red).
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2-D
s =23.6 cm 3-D

bavg

Vavg, m/s
FD/b, N/m

  53.9°

  84.8

724

  53.3°

  84.7

732

*  數值都以三位有效數字表示。

表 15-4　經過定子葉片流道的 CFD 計算結
果：平均間隔 (s= savg =23.6 cm) 的二維葉片串
近似解，與三維計算結果的比較
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大。這也與在二維模型的近似值相符，因為葉片在輪轂處的間隔 s (15.7 cm) 小於尖

端處的間隔 s (31.4 cm)。

結論是將三維定子的流場以二維分析近似，結果整體上與二維的葉片串模型

分析結果相近，各值相差都在 1% 左右。這就是為何二維葉片串模型常被用在流體

機械分析。再從細節上較高的三維分析結果，使我們確信 10 片葉片就能符合風扇

的設計條件。但是運算結果顯示在靠近尖端處有輕微分離。更好的作法是使葉片

稍微扭曲 (降低尖端的攻角) 以避免分離。另外，也可以將葉片數目增加到 11 或 12 

片。

至此所有的計算都基於固定座標，但現在的 CFD 軟體可以使用旋轉座標，因

此也可以用來模擬轉子的葉片。

15-4　包含熱傳遞的 CFD

能量微分方程式與流體運動方程式的耦合，就可以用 CFD 計算有熱量傳遞

圖 15-61　經過定子葉片流道的靜定
紊流，其三維 CFD 計算產生渦度等
高線圖形：(a) 靠近葉片根部的剖視
圖及 (b) 靠近尖端的剖視圖。因為這
些面都幾乎垂直於 z- 軸，所以圖中
顯示的是 z 渦度的等高線。在這些灰
階圖形裡，深灰色表示負的 z 渦度 
(逆時針方向) (例如尾流的上半部與
流動分離區)，亮色表示正的 z 渦度 
(順時針方向) (例如尾流的下半部)。
靠近輪轂之處，沒有流動分離的跡

象，但在尖端處，葉片吸入面的後

緣有一些分離現象。圖中箭頭也顯

示週期邊界的情形。從底面週期邊

界離開的流動，以相同的速度從頂

面的週期邊界進入。在輪轂附近的

流出角度 b 比葉片尖端的大，因為
其葉片間隔 s 較小，而且尖端有輕
微的流動分離。
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FIGURE 15–61
Vorticity contour plots produced by 
three-dimensional stationary turbulent 
CFD calculations of flow through a 
stator vane flow passage: (a) a slice 
near the hub or root of the vanes and 
(b) a slice near the tip of the vanes. 
Contours of z-vorticity are plotted, 
since the faces are nearly perpendicular 
to the z-axis. In these images, blue 
regions (as in the upper half of the 
wake and in the flow separation zone) 
represent negative (clockwise) 
z-vorticity, while red regions 
(as in the lower half of the wake) 
represent positive (counterclockwise) 
z-vorticity. Near the hub, there is no 
sign of flow separation, but near the 
tip, there is some indication of flow 
separation near the trailing edge of 
the suction side of the vane. Also 
shown are arrows indicating how the 
periodic boundary condition works. 
Flow leaving the bottom of the 
periodic boundary enters at the same 
speed and direction into the top of the 
periodic boundary. Outflow angle � is 
larger near the hub than near the tip 
of the stator vanes, because blade 
spacing s is smaller at the hub than at 
the tip, and also because of the mild 
flow separation near the tip.

computational domain within the flow passage between vanes. Two such slices 
are created—a slice close to the hub and a slice close to the tip, and vorticity 
contours are plotted in Fig. 15–61. In both slices, the vorticity is confined to 
the thin boundary layer and wake. There is no flow separation near the hub, 
but we see that near the tip, the flow has just begun to separate on the suction 
surface near the trailing edge of the stator vane. Notice that the air leaves the 
trailing edge of the vane at a steeper angle at the hub than at the tip. This also 
agrees with our two-dimensional approximation (and our intuition), since blade 
spacing s at the hub (15.7 cm) is smaller than s at the tip (31.4 cm).
 In conclusion, the approximation of this three-dimensional stator as a 
two-dimensional cascade of stator vanes turns out to be quite good overall, 
particularly for preliminary analysis. The discrepancy between the two- and 
three-dimensional calculations for gross flow features, such as force on the 
vane, outlet flow angle, etc., is around 1 percent or less for all reported quan-
tities. It is therefore no wonder that the two-dimensional cascade approach is 
such a popular approximation in turbomachinery design. The more detailed 
three-dimensional analysis gives us confidence that a stator with 10 vanes is 
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的流場與物質 (例如溫度分佈或從固體表面傳到流體熱量的速

率)。能量方程式是一個純量式，故只需一道額外的傳輸方程式 

(通常是溫度或焓)，計算成本 (CPU 時間及 RAM 的需求) 並不

會明顯增加。大部分的商用 CFD 軟體都具有計算熱傳的能力，

許多實際的問題也包含熱傳與流動。如先前所說，這時必須設

定有關於熱傳的額外邊界條件。在固體壁面邊界，可以設定溫

度 Twall (K) 或壁面熱通量  
⋅qwall (W/m2)，其定義為從壁面到流體

單位面積的熱傳速率 (兩者不能同時設定，如圖 15-62)。當模擬

一個區域為固體時，其內有因電能或化學或核子反應所產生的

熱時，是可以不設定其單位體積的熱量產生率  
⋅g (W/m3)，而可

以用壁面熱通量取代。CFD 也可以計算固體內的溫度分佈，以

及設定其它邊界條件 (例如輻射熱傳)。

在本節裡，我們不詳細討論理論公式，只藉由一些基本例

子解說 CFD 計算實際工程熱流問題的能力。

流過交叉流熱交換器的溫升

考慮空氣流經過如圖 15-63 所示的一系列的熱管子。在

熱交換器種類，這種是稱為交叉流熱交換器 (cross-flow heat 

exchanger)。如果氣流以水平方向進入 (a =0) ，就可以將計算

區域取一半，並可以設定頂邊及底邊為對稱邊界 (圖 15-25)。以

這個例子而言，可以使氣流以某種角度進入計算區域 (a≠0)。

因此我們設定如圖 15-63 的平移週期邊界於頂邊及底邊。將入

口空氣溫度設定為 300 K 及每根管的溫度為 500 K，選擇管徑及

空氣速度使雷諾數約為 1×105。管的表面假設為平滑的 (無粗糙

度)。熱交換管交排列如圖 15-63，水平及垂直相距都是管徑的

三倍。假設流場是二維的靜定紊流，無重力效應，並設定入口

的紊流強度為 10%。模擬時分別以 a=0° 及 a=10° 運算作為比

較。我們的目標是要了解 a 值是否會影響熱量的傳遞。你認為

哪一種情形會得到較大的熱傳？

我們建立一個二維多區塊的結構性網格，靠近管壁的解析

度極細，如圖 15-64 所示。圖 15-65 所示為 a =0° 計算結果的

溫度等高線，圖 15-66 所示為 a =10° 的溫度等高線。在 a =0° 

的情形，空氣溫度平均上升 5.51 K，而 a =10° 則得到的值為 

5.65 K。所以偏離軸向的效果較好，但卻只改善 2.5%。如果將 

圖 15-62　在壁面邊界，我們可以設
定 (a) 壁面的溫度或 (b) 壁面的熱通
量，但不能兩者都設，這樣在數學

上會有矛盾。
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sufficient to meet the imposed design criteria for this axial-flow fan. How-
ever, our three-dimensional calculations have revealed a small separated 
region near the tip of the stator vane. It may be wise to apply some twist to 
the stator vanes (reduce the pitch angle or angle of attack toward the tip) in 
order to avoid this separation. (Twist is discussed in more detail in Chap. 14.) 
Alternatively, we can increase the number of stator vanes to 11 or 12 to 
hopefully eliminate flow separation at the vane tips.
 As a final comment on this example flow field, all the calculations were 
performed in a fixed coordinate system. Modern CFD codes contain options 
for modeling zones in the flow field with rotating coordinate systems so that 
similar analyses can be performed on rotor blades as well as on stator vanes.

15–4 ■  CFD WITH HEAT TRANSFER
By coupling the differential form of the energy equation with the equa-
tions of fluid motion, we can use a computational fluid dynamics code to 
calculate properties associated with heat transfer (e.g., temperature distri-
butions or rate of heat transfer from a solid surface to a fluid). Since the 
energy equation is a scalar equation, only one extra transport equation (typi-
cally for either temperature or enthalpy) is required, and the computational 
expense (CPU time and RAM requirements) is not increased significantly. 
Heat transfer capability is built into most commercially available CFD 
codes, since many practical problems in engineering involve both fluid flow 
and heat transfer. As mentioned previously, additional boundary conditions 
related to heat transfer need to be specified. At solid wall boundaries, we 

.
may specify either wall temperature T 2

wall (K) or the wall heat flux qwall (W/m ), 
defined as the rate of heat transfer per unit area from the wall to the fluid 
(but not both at the same time, as illustrated in Fig. 15–62). When we model 
a zone in a computational domain as a solid body that involves the gen-
eration of thermal energy via electric heating (as in electronic components) 
or chemical or nuclear reactions (as in nuclear fuel rods), we may instead 

.
specify the heat generation rate per unit volume g (W/m3) within the solid 
since the ratio of the total heat generation rate to the exposed surface area 

.
must equal the average wall heat flux. In that case, neither Twall nor qwall is 
specified; both converge to values that match the specified heat generation 
rate. In addition, the temperature distribution inside the solid object itself can 
then be calculated. Other boundary conditions (such as those associated with 
radiation heat transfer) may also be applied in CFD codes.
 In this section we do not go into details about the equations of motion or 
the numerical techniques used to solve them. Rather, we show some basic 
examples that illustrate the capability of CFD to calculate practical flows of 
engineering interest that involve heat transfer.

Temperature Rise through 
a Cross-Flow Heat Exchanger
Consider flow of cool air through a series of hot tubes as sketched in 
Fig. 15–63. In heat exchanger terminology, this geometrical configuration 
is called a cross-flow heat exchanger. If the airflow were to enter horizon-
tally (� � 0) at all times, we could cut the computational domain in half 

.
qwall

Twall

(a)

.
qwall

Twall

(b)

FIGURE 15–62
At a wall boundary, we may specify 

either (a) the wall temperature or 
(b) the wall heat flux, but not both, 

as this would be mathematically 
overspecified.

3D

D

3D

FIGURE 15–63
The computational domain (light blue 

shaded region) used to model turbulent 
flow through a cross-flow heat 

exchanger. Flow enters from the left 
at angle � from the horizontal.
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sufficient to meet the imposed design criteria for this axial-flow fan. How-
ever, our three-dimensional calculations have revealed a small separated 
region near the tip of the stator vane. It may be wise to apply some twist to 
the stator vanes (reduce the pitch angle or angle of attack toward the tip) in 
order to avoid this separation. (Twist is discussed in more detail in Chap. 14.) 
Alternatively, we can increase the number of stator vanes to 11 or 12 to 
hopefully eliminate flow separation at the vane tips.
 As a final comment on this example flow field, all the calculations were 
performed in a fixed coordinate system. Modern CFD codes contain options 
for modeling zones in the flow field with rotating coordinate systems so that 
similar analyses can be performed on rotor blades as well as on stator vanes.

15–4 ■  CFD WITH HEAT TRANSFER
By coupling the differential form of the energy equation with the equa-
tions of fluid motion, we can use a computational fluid dynamics code to 
calculate properties associated with heat transfer (e.g., temperature distri-
butions or rate of heat transfer from a solid surface to a fluid). Since the 
energy equation is a scalar equation, only one extra transport equation (typi-
cally for either temperature or enthalpy) is required, and the computational 
expense (CPU time and RAM requirements) is not increased significantly. 
Heat transfer capability is built into most commercially available CFD 
codes, since many practical problems in engineering involve both fluid flow 
and heat transfer. As mentioned previously, additional boundary conditions 
related to heat transfer need to be specified. At solid wall boundaries, we 

.
may specify either wall temperature T 2

wall (K) or the wall heat flux qwall (W/m ), 
defined as the rate of heat transfer per unit area from the wall to the fluid 
(but not both at the same time, as illustrated in Fig. 15–62). When we model 
a zone in a computational domain as a solid body that involves the gen-
eration of thermal energy via electric heating (as in electronic components) 
or chemical or nuclear reactions (as in nuclear fuel rods), we may instead 

.
specify the heat generation rate per unit volume g (W/m3) within the solid 
since the ratio of the total heat generation rate to the exposed surface area 

.
must equal the average wall heat flux. In that case, neither Twall nor qwall is 
specified; both converge to values that match the specified heat generation 
rate. In addition, the temperature distribution inside the solid object itself can 
then be calculated. Other boundary conditions (such as those associated with 
radiation heat transfer) may also be applied in CFD codes.
 In this section we do not go into details about the equations of motion or 
the numerical techniques used to solve them. Rather, we show some basic 
examples that illustrate the capability of CFD to calculate practical flows of 
engineering interest that involve heat transfer.

Temperature Rise through 
a Cross-Flow Heat Exchanger
Consider flow of cool air through a series of hot tubes as sketched in 
Fig. 15–63. In heat exchanger terminology, this geometrical configuration 
is called a cross-flow heat exchanger. If the airflow were to enter horizon-
tally (� � 0) at all times, we could cut the computational domain in half 

.
qwall

Twall

(a)

.
qwall

Twall

(b)

FIGURE 15–62
At a wall boundary, we may specify 

either (a) the wall temperature or 
(b) the wall heat flux, but not both, 

as this would be mathematically 
overspecified.

3D

D

3D

FIGURE 15–63
The computational domain (light blue 

shaded region) used to model turbulent 
flow through a cross-flow heat 

exchanger. Flow enters from the left 
at angle � from the horizontal.
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圖 15-63　用來模擬經過熱交換器流
動的計算區域。流動與水平成 a 角
度，由左邊進入。

平移式週期性

平移式週期性

計算區域
流出進入

圖 15-64　一根熱交換器管子周圍的
結構化網格放大視圖。壁面附近的

網格較細，使壁面的邊界層解析度

提高。
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FIGURE 15–64
Close-up view of the structured grid 
near one of the cross-flow heat 
exchanger tubes. The grid is fine 
near the tube walls so that the wall 
boundary layer can be better resolved.

FIGURE 15–65
Temperature contour plots produced 
by CFD calculations of stationary 
turbulent flow through a cross-flow 
heat exchanger at � � 0� with smooth 
tubes. Contours range from 300 K 
(blue) to 315 K (red) or higher (white). 
The average air temperature at the 
outlet increases by 5.51 K compared 
to the inlet air temperature. Note that 
although the calculations are 
performed in the computational 
domain of Fig. 15–63, the image is 
duplicated here three times for 
purposes of illustration.

and apply symmetry boundary conditions on the top and bottom edges of 
the domain (see Fig. 15–25). In the case under consideration, however, we 
allow the airflow to enter the computational domain at some angle (� � 0). 
Thus, we impose translationally periodic boundary conditions on the top 
and bottom edges of the domain as sketched in Fig. 15–63. We set the inlet 
air temperature to 300 K and the surface temperature of each tube to 500 K. 
The diameter of the tubes and the speed of the air are chosen such that the 
Reynolds number is approximately 1 � 105 based on tube diameter. The 
tube surfaces are assumed to be hydrodynamically smooth (zero roughness) 
in this first set of calculations. The hot tubes are staggered as sketched in 
Fig. 15–63 and are spaced three diameters apart both horizontally and verti-
cally. We assume two-dimensional stationary turbulent flow without gravity 
effects and set the turbulence intensity of the inlet air to 10 percent. We run 
two cases for comparison: � � 0 and 10�. Our goal is to see whether the 
heat transfer to the air is enhanced or inhibited by a nonzero value of �. 
Which case do you think will provide greater heat transfer?
 We generate a two-dimensional, multiblock, structured grid with very fine 
resolution near the tube walls as shown in Fig. 15–64, and we run the CFD 
code to convergence for both cases. Temperature contours are shown for the 
� � 0� case in Fig. 15–65, and for the � � 10� case in Fig. 15–66. The 
average rise of air temperature leaving the outlet of the control volume for 
the case with � � 0� is 5.51 K, while that for � � 10� is 5.65 K. Thus we 
conclude that the off-axis inlet flow leads to more effective heating of the air, 
although the improvement is only about 2.5 percent. We compute a third case 
(not shown) in which � � 0� but the turbulence intensity of the incoming air 
is increased to 25 percent. This leads to improved mixing, and the average air 
temperature rise from inlet to outlet increases by about 6.5 percent to 5.87 K.
 Finally, we study the effect of rough tube surfaces. We model the tube 
walls as rough surfaces with a characteristic roughness height of 0.01 m 
(1 percent of cylinder diameter). Note that we had to coarsen the grid some-
what near each tube so that the distance from the center of the closest com-
putational cell to the wall is greater than the roughness height; otherwise the 
roughness model in the CFD code is unphysical. The flow inlet angle is set to 
� � 0� for this case, and flow conditions are identical to those of Fig. 15–65. 
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FIGURE 15–64
Close-up view of the structured grid 
near one of the cross-flow heat 
exchanger tubes. The grid is fine 
near the tube walls so that the wall 
boundary layer can be better resolved.

FIGURE 15–65
Temperature contour plots produced 
by CFD calculations of stationary 
turbulent flow through a cross-flow 
heat exchanger at � � 0� with smooth 
tubes. Contours range from 300 K 
(blue) to 315 K (red) or higher (white). 
The average air temperature at the 
outlet increases by 5.51 K compared 
to the inlet air temperature. Note that 
although the calculations are 
performed in the computational 
domain of Fig. 15–63, the image is 
duplicated here three times for 
purposes of illustration.

and apply symmetry boundary conditions on the top and bottom edges of 
the domain (see Fig. 15–25). In the case under consideration, however, we 
allow the airflow to enter the computational domain at some angle (� � 0). 
Thus, we impose translationally periodic boundary conditions on the top 
and bottom edges of the domain as sketched in Fig. 15–63. We set the inlet 
air temperature to 300 K and the surface temperature of each tube to 500 K. 
The diameter of the tubes and the speed of the air are chosen such that the 
Reynolds number is approximately 1 � 105 based on tube diameter. The 
tube surfaces are assumed to be hydrodynamically smooth (zero roughness) 
in this first set of calculations. The hot tubes are staggered as sketched in 
Fig. 15–63 and are spaced three diameters apart both horizontally and verti-
cally. We assume two-dimensional stationary turbulent flow without gravity 
effects and set the turbulence intensity of the inlet air to 10 percent. We run 
two cases for comparison: � � 0 and 10�. Our goal is to see whether the 
heat transfer to the air is enhanced or inhibited by a nonzero value of �. 
Which case do you think will provide greater heat transfer?
 We generate a two-dimensional, multiblock, structured grid with very fine 
resolution near the tube walls as shown in Fig. 15–64, and we run the CFD 
code to convergence for both cases. Temperature contours are shown for the 
� � 0� case in Fig. 15–65, and for the � � 10� case in Fig. 15–66. The 
average rise of air temperature leaving the outlet of the control volume for 
the case with � � 0� is 5.51 K, while that for � � 10� is 5.65 K. Thus we 
conclude that the off-axis inlet flow leads to more effective heating of the air, 
although the improvement is only about 2.5 percent. We compute a third case 
(not shown) in which � � 0� but the turbulence intensity of the incoming air 
is increased to 25 percent. This leads to improved mixing, and the average air 
temperature rise from inlet to outlet increases by about 6.5 percent to 5.87 K.
 Finally, we study the effect of rough tube surfaces. We model the tube 
walls as rough surfaces with a characteristic roughness height of 0.01 m 
(1 percent of cylinder diameter). Note that we had to coarsen the grid some-
what near each tube so that the distance from the center of the closest com-
putational cell to the wall is greater than the roughness height; otherwise the 
roughness model in the CFD code is unphysical. The flow inlet angle is set to 
� � 0� for this case, and flow conditions are identical to those of Fig. 15–65. 
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圖 15-65　以 a=0° 流過平滑管熱交
換器的靜定紊流，其 CFD 計算所產
生的溫度等高線。灰階等高線的範

圍從 300 K (最暗的) 到 315 K 或以上 
(最亮的)。出口處的空氣平均溫度升
高了 5.51 K。雖然計算是在圖 15-63 
裡的計算區域進行，但是其圖形被

複製 3 倍，便於了解。

圖 15-66　以 a =10° 流過平滑管熱
交換器的靜定紊流，其 CFD 計算所
產生的溫度等高線。灰階等高線的

範圍從 300 K (最暗的) 到 315 K 或
以上 (最亮的)。其出口的空氣平均
溫度，比入口處升高了 5.65 K 。所
以，偏離軸向的流動 (a =10°)，使 
ΔT 增加2.5%。
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Temperature contours are plotted in Fig. 15–67. Pure white regions in the con-
tour plot represent locations where the air temperature is greater than 315 K. 
The average air temperature rise from inlet to outlet is 14.48 K, a 163 percent 
increase over the smooth wall case at � � 0�. Thus we see that wall rough-
ness is a critical parameter in turbulent flows. This example provides some 
insight as to why the tubes in heat exchangers are often purposely roughened.

Cooling of an Array of Integrated Circuit Chips
In electronics equipment, instrumentation, and computers, electronic com-
ponents, such as integrated circuits (ICs or “chips”), resistors, transistors, 
diodes, and capacitors, are soldered onto printed circuit boards (PCBs). 
The PCBs are often stacked in rows as sketched in Fig. 15–68. Because 
many of these electronic components must dissipate heat, cooling air is 
often blown through the air gap between each pair of PCBs to keep the 
components from getting too hot. Consider the design of a PCB for an outer 
space application. Several identical PCBs are to be stacked as in Fig. 15–68. 
Each PCB is 10 cm high and 30 cm long, and the spacing between boards is 

FIGURE 15–66
Temperature contour plots produced 

by CFD calculations of stationary 
turbulent flow through a cross-flow 

heat exchanger at � � 10� with smooth 
tubes. Contours range from 300 K 

(blue) to 315 K (red) or higher (white). 
The average air temperature at the 

outlet increases by 5.65 K compared 
to the inlet air temperature. Thus, 

off-axis inlet flow (� � 10�) yields a 
�T that is 2.5 percent higher than that 

for the on-axis inlet flow (� � 0�).

FIGURE 15–67
Temperature contour plots produced 

by CFD calculations of stationary 
turbulent flow through a cross-flow 

heat exchanger at � � 0� with rough 
tubes (average wall roughness equal to 
1 percent of tube diameter; wall functions 

utilized in the CFD calculations). 
Contours range from 300 K (blue) to 

315 K (red) or higher (white). The 
average air temperature at the outlet 

increases by 14.48 K compared to the 
inlet air temperature. Thus, even this 

small amount of surface roughness 
yields a �T that is 163 percent higher 

than that for the case with smooth tubes.
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圖 15-67　以 a =0° 流過粗糙管 (壁
面平均粗糙度為管徑的 1%) 熱交換
器的靜定紊流，其 CFD 計算所產生
的溫度等高線。灰階等高線的範圍

從 300 K (最暗的) 到 315 K 或以上 
(最亮的)。其出口的空氣平均溫度，
比入口處升高了 14.48 K。所以，即
使表面微小的粗糙度，也會使 ΔT 增
加 163%。
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Temperature contours are plotted in Fig. 15–67. Pure white regions in the con-
tour plot represent locations where the air temperature is greater than 315 K. 
The average air temperature rise from inlet to outlet is 14.48 K, a 163 percent 
increase over the smooth wall case at � � 0�. Thus we see that wall rough-
ness is a critical parameter in turbulent flows. This example provides some 
insight as to why the tubes in heat exchangers are often purposely roughened.

Cooling of an Array of Integrated Circuit Chips
In electronics equipment, instrumentation, and computers, electronic com-
ponents, such as integrated circuits (ICs or “chips”), resistors, transistors, 
diodes, and capacitors, are soldered onto printed circuit boards (PCBs). 
The PCBs are often stacked in rows as sketched in Fig. 15–68. Because 
many of these electronic components must dissipate heat, cooling air is 
often blown through the air gap between each pair of PCBs to keep the 
components from getting too hot. Consider the design of a PCB for an outer 
space application. Several identical PCBs are to be stacked as in Fig. 15–68. 
Each PCB is 10 cm high and 30 cm long, and the spacing between boards is 
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heat exchanger at � � 10� with smooth 
tubes. Contours range from 300 K 

(blue) to 315 K (red) or higher (white). 
The average air temperature at the 

outlet increases by 5.65 K compared 
to the inlet air temperature. Thus, 

off-axis inlet flow (� � 10�) yields a 
�T that is 2.5 percent higher than that 

for the on-axis inlet flow (� � 0�).

FIGURE 15–67
Temperature contour plots produced 

by CFD calculations of stationary 
turbulent flow through a cross-flow 

heat exchanger at � � 0� with rough 
tubes (average wall roughness equal to 
1 percent of tube diameter; wall functions 

utilized in the CFD calculations). 
Contours range from 300 K (blue) to 

315 K (red) or higher (white). The 
average air temperature at the outlet 

increases by 14.48 K compared to the 
inlet air temperature. Thus, even this 

small amount of surface roughness 
yields a �T that is 163 percent higher 

than that for the case with smooth tubes.
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a=0° 的紊流強度改為 25%，溫度差會提高至 5.87 K。

最後研究表面粗糙度的效應。我們模擬管壁上的粗糙高度為 0.01 m (圓柱直徑

的 1%)。為求符合實際，我們還將鄰近管壁的網格變粗，使壁面上的網格大於粗糙

高度。流入角度為 a =0°，其餘條件與圖 15-65 的相同。圖15-67 所示為溫度等高

線。純白色區域表示溫度高於 315 K。從入口到出口的平均氣溫上升 14.48 K，相

較於平滑壁面提高了 163%。因此從這個計算例子中，我們了解壁面的粗糙度是影
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響紊流的極重要參數。

積體電路 (IC) 晶片陣列的冷卻

電子設備、儀器與電腦的組件，如積體電路 (integrated circuits, IC) 之類的元

件、電阻、電晶體、二極體，以及電容都焊接在印刷電路板 (printed circuit boards, 

PCB) 上。PCB 通常都成列堆積，如圖 15-68 。很多電子元件

都必須散熱，須用冷卻空氣吹過各 PCB 之間的空隙，以免元

件過熱。如圖 15-68 所示，有幾片相同的 PCB 堆在一起。每片 

PCB 為 10 cm×30 cm，其間隙為 2 cm。溫度為 30°C 的冷卻空

氣以速度 2.60 m/s 進入 PCB 之間。電機工程師必須將八顆相同

的 IC 晶片裝在 PCB 的 10 cm×15 cm 範圍內。每個 IC 的散熱

功率是 6.24 W：其中 5.40 W 從頂面，0.84 W 從底面。(假設熱

量不會從底面傳到 PCB 上。) 板上其它元件的散熱量與 IC 相比

是可忽略。為確保 IC 晶片有足夠的效能，表面平均溫度不得超

過 150°C，任何點的溫度不得高於 180°C。晶片的尺寸是 2.5 cm 

圖 15-68　四片印刷電路板 (PCB) 成
列設置，空氣流經 PCB 之間以提供
冷卻。
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2.0 cm. Cooling air enters the gap between the PCBs at a speed of 2.60 m/s 
and a temperature of 30�C. The electrical engineers must fit eight identical 
ICs on a 10 cm � 15 cm portion of each board. Each of the ICs dissipates 
6.24 W of heat: 5.40 W from its top surface and 0.84 W from its sides. 
(There is assumed to be no heat transfer from the bottom of the chip to the 
PCB.) The rest of the components on the board have negligible heat trans-
fer compared to that from the eight ICs. To ensure adequate performance, 
the average temperature on the chip surface should not exceed 150�C, and 
the maximum temperature anywhere on the surface of the chip should not 
exceed 180�C. Each chip is 2.5 cm wide, 4.5 cm long, and 0.50 cm thick. 
The electrical engineers come up with two possible configurations of the 
eight chips on the PCB as sketched in Fig. 15–69: in the long configuration, 
the chips are aligned with their long dimension parallel to the flow, and 
in the short configuration, the chips are aligned with their short dimension 
parallel to the flow. The chips are staggered in both cases to enhance cool-
ing. We are to determine which arrangement leads to the lower maximum 
surface temperature on the chips, and whether the electrical engineers will 
meet the surface temperature requirements.
 For each configuration, we define a three-dimensional computational 
domain consisting of a single flow passage through the air gap between two 
PCBs (Fig. 15–70). We generate a structured hexagonal grid with 267,520 
cells for each configuration. The Reynolds number based on the 2.0 cm gap 
between boards is about 3600. If this were a simple two-dimensional chan-
nel flow, this Reynolds number would be barely high enough to establish 
turbulent flow. However, since the surfaces leading up to the velocity inlet 
are very rough, the flow is most likely turbulent. We note that low Reyn-
olds number turbulent flows are challenging for most turbulence models, 
since the models are calibrated at high Reynolds numbers. Nevertheless, we 
assume stationary turbulent flow and employ the k-� turbulence model with 
wall functions. While the absolute accuracy of these calculations may be 
suspect because of the low Reynolds number, comparisons between the long 
and short configurations should be reasonable. We ignore buoyancy effects 
in the calculations since this is a space application. The inlet is specified as 

PCB

IC

FIGURE 15–68
Four printed circuit boards (PCBs) 
stacked in rows, with air blown in 
between each PCB to provide cooling.

FIGURE 15–69
Two possible configurations of 
the eight ICs on the PCB: long 
configuration and short configuration. 
Without peeking ahead, which 
configuration do you think will offer 
the best cooling to the chips?
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圖 15-69　八個 IC 在 PCB 的兩種可
能的造型：長方向的及短方向的。

你認為哪一種的晶片散熱較好呢？
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and a temperature of 30�C. The electrical engineers must fit eight identical 
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6.24 W of heat: 5.40 W from its top surface and 0.84 W from its sides. 
(There is assumed to be no heat transfer from the bottom of the chip to the 
PCB.) The rest of the components on the board have negligible heat trans-
fer compared to that from the eight ICs. To ensure adequate performance, 
the average temperature on the chip surface should not exceed 150�C, and 
the maximum temperature anywhere on the surface of the chip should not 
exceed 180�C. Each chip is 2.5 cm wide, 4.5 cm long, and 0.50 cm thick. 
The electrical engineers come up with two possible configurations of the 
eight chips on the PCB as sketched in Fig. 15–69: in the long configuration, 
the chips are aligned with their long dimension parallel to the flow, and 
in the short configuration, the chips are aligned with their short dimension 
parallel to the flow. The chips are staggered in both cases to enhance cool-
ing. We are to determine which arrangement leads to the lower maximum 
surface temperature on the chips, and whether the electrical engineers will 
meet the surface temperature requirements.
 For each configuration, we define a three-dimensional computational 
domain consisting of a single flow passage through the air gap between two 
PCBs (Fig. 15–70). We generate a structured hexagonal grid with 267,520 
cells for each configuration. The Reynolds number based on the 2.0 cm gap 
between boards is about 3600. If this were a simple two-dimensional chan-
nel flow, this Reynolds number would be barely high enough to establish 
turbulent flow. However, since the surfaces leading up to the velocity inlet 
are very rough, the flow is most likely turbulent. We note that low Reyn-
olds number turbulent flows are challenging for most turbulence models, 
since the models are calibrated at high Reynolds numbers. Nevertheless, we 
assume stationary turbulent flow and employ the k-� turbulence model with 
wall functions. While the absolute accuracy of these calculations may be 
suspect because of the low Reynolds number, comparisons between the long 
and short configurations should be reasonable. We ignore buoyancy effects 
in the calculations since this is a space application. The inlet is specified as 
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Four printed circuit boards (PCBs) 
stacked in rows, with air blown in 
between each PCB to provide cooling.

FIGURE 15–69
Two possible configurations of 
the eight ICs on the PCB: long 
configuration and short configuration. 
Without peeking ahead, which 
configuration do you think will offer 
the best cooling to the chips?
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長方向排列 短方向排列

圖 15-70　晶片冷卻例題的計算區
域。模擬的是兩片 PCB 之間的空氣
流動。圖中有兩種網格：一種是長

方向的；另一種是短方向的。圖中

標示晶片 1 到 8，以供參考。這些晶
片的表面將熱傳到空氣中，其它壁

面則是絕熱面。
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FIGURE 15–70
Computational domains for the chip 

cooling example. Air flowing through 
the gap between two PCBs is modeled. 
Two separate grids are generated, one 

for the long configuration and one 
for the short configuration. Chips 1 
through 8 are labeled for reference. 
The surfaces of these chips transfer 

heat to the air; all other walls are 
adiabatic.

a velocity inlet (air) with V � 2.60 m/s and T� � 30�C; we set the inlet 
turbulence intensity to 20 percent and the turbulent length scale to 1.0 mm. 
The outlet is a pressure outlet at zero gage pressure. The PCB is modeled 
as a smooth adiabatic wall (zero heat transfer from the wall to the air). The 
top and sides of the computational domain are also approximated as smooth 
adiabatic walls.
 Based on the given chip dimensions, the surface area of the top of a chip 
is 4.5 cm � 2.5 cm � 11.25 cm2. The total surface area of the four sides of 
the chip is 7.0 cm2. From the given heat transfer rates, we calculate the rate 
of heat transfer per unit area from the top surface of each chip,

q# top 5
5.4 W

11.25 cm2 5 0.48 W/cm2

So, we model the top surface of each chip as a smooth wall with a surface 
heat flux of 4800 W/m2 from the wall to the air. Similarly, the rate of heat 
transfer per unit area from the sides of each chip is

q# sides 5
0.84 W

7.0 cm2 5 0.12 W/cm2

Since the sides of the chip have electrical leads, we model each side sur-
face of each chip as a rough wall with an equivalent roughness height of 
0.50 mm and a surface heat flux of 1200 W/m2 from the wall to the air.
 The CFD code ANSYS-FLUENT is run for each case to convergence. 
Results are summarized in Table 15–5, and temperature contours are plot-
ted in Figs. 15–71 and 15–72. The average temperature on the top surfaces 
of the chips is about the same for either configuration (144.4�C for the long 
case and 144.7�C for the short case) and is below the recommended limit of 
150�C. There is more of a difference in average temperature on the side sur-
faces of the chips, however (84.2�C for the long case and 91.4�C for the short 
case), although these values are well below the limit. Of greatest concern are 
the maximum temperatures. For the long configuration, Tmax � 187.5�C and 
occurs on the top surface of chip 7 (the middle chip of the last row). For the 
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寬，4.5 cm 長，0.5 cm 厚。可能的設計造型有兩種，如圖 15-69 所示：晶片長方向

與流動方向平行，或短方向與流動方向平行。排列方式如圖所示以增強冷卻效果。

到底要計算哪一種流向排列會得到較低的表面最高溫度，且是否符合溫度要求？

對於每種排列，我們都定義三維計算區域，其幾何形式為兩片 PCB 之間的單

一流道，如圖 15-70 所示。我們建立具有 267,520 個元素的結構性六面體網格。在

間隙為 2 cm 的情形下，雷諾數約為 3600，以二維流道這雷諾數值是勉強足於產生

紊流。然而，自入口以來表面粗糙度就很大，所以可將流場視為高度紊流的狀態。

一般低雷諾數的紊流對多數紊流模型而言是具有挑戰性的。在此還是假設靜定紊流

流場，並用具有壁面函數的 k-ε 模型解題。雖然這個計算的絕對精度可能有問題，

但是兩種排列之間的差異是合理的。因其為一個流道內的流場，在此也忽略熱浮力

效應。入口設定為 V=2.60 m/s 及 T∞=30°C，另設定入口的紊流強度為 20%  及紊

流的尺度為 1.0 mm。出口設為壓力出口且其錶壓力為零。PCB 被設定為平滑的絕

熱壁面 (無熱量從壁面傳到空氣中)。頂面與底面也設定為絕熱平滑面。

根據已知的晶片尺寸，頂面的表面積為 4.5 cm×2.5 cm=11.25 cm2。四周的總

面積為 7.0 cm2。從已知的熱傳速率，計算得每單位表面積的熱通量為
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FIGURE 15–70
Computational domains for the chip 

cooling example. Air flowing through 
the gap between two PCBs is modeled. 
Two separate grids are generated, one 

for the long configuration and one 
for the short configuration. Chips 1 
through 8 are labeled for reference. 
The surfaces of these chips transfer 

heat to the air; all other walls are 
adiabatic.

a velocity inlet (air) with V � 2.60 m/s and T� � 30�C; we set the inlet 
turbulence intensity to 20 percent and the turbulent length scale to 1.0 mm. 
The outlet is a pressure outlet at zero gage pressure. The PCB is modeled 
as a smooth adiabatic wall (zero heat transfer from the wall to the air). The 
top and sides of the computational domain are also approximated as smooth 
adiabatic walls.
 Based on the given chip dimensions, the surface area of the top of a chip 
is 4.5 cm � 2.5 cm � 11.25 cm2. The total surface area of the four sides of 
the chip is 7.0 cm2. From the given heat transfer rates, we calculate the rate 
of heat transfer per unit area from the top surface of each chip,

q# top 5
5.4 W

11.25 cm2 5 0.48 W/cm2

So, we model the top surface of each chip as a smooth wall with a surface 
heat flux of 4800 W/m2 from the wall to the air. Similarly, the rate of heat 
transfer per unit area from the sides of each chip is

q# sides 5
0.84 W

7.0 cm2 5 0.12 W/cm2

Since the sides of the chip have electrical leads, we model each side sur-
face of each chip as a rough wall with an equivalent roughness height of 
0.50 mm and a surface heat flux of 1200 W/m2 from the wall to the air.
 The CFD code ANSYS-FLUENT is run for each case to convergence. 
Results are summarized in Table 15–5, and temperature contours are plot-
ted in Figs. 15–71 and 15–72. The average temperature on the top surfaces 
of the chips is about the same for either configuration (144.4�C for the long 
case and 144.7�C for the short case) and is below the recommended limit of 
150�C. There is more of a difference in average temperature on the side sur-
faces of the chips, however (84.2�C for the long case and 91.4�C for the short 
case), although these values are well below the limit. Of greatest concern are 
the maximum temperatures. For the long configuration, Tmax � 187.5�C and 
occurs on the top surface of chip 7 (the middle chip of the last row). For the 
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因此將晶片頂面模擬為平滑表面，其表面熱通量設定為 4800 W/m2。類似地，晶片

側面每單位面積的熱通量為
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as a smooth adiabatic wall (zero heat transfer from the wall to the air). The 
top and sides of the computational domain are also approximated as smooth 
adiabatic walls.
 Based on the given chip dimensions, the surface area of the top of a chip 
is 4.5 cm � 2.5 cm � 11.25 cm2. The total surface area of the four sides of 
the chip is 7.0 cm2. From the given heat transfer rates, we calculate the rate 
of heat transfer per unit area from the top surface of each chip,

q# top 5
5.4 W
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So, we model the top surface of each chip as a smooth wall with a surface 
heat flux of 4800 W/m2 from the wall to the air. Similarly, the rate of heat 
transfer per unit area from the sides of each chip is

q# sides 5
0.84 W

7.0 cm2 5 0.12 W/cm2

Since the sides of the chip have electrical leads, we model each side sur-
face of each chip as a rough wall with an equivalent roughness height of 
0.50 mm and a surface heat flux of 1200 W/m2 from the wall to the air.
 The CFD code ANSYS-FLUENT is run for each case to convergence. 
Results are summarized in Table 15–5, and temperature contours are plot-
ted in Figs. 15–71 and 15–72. The average temperature on the top surfaces 
of the chips is about the same for either configuration (144.4�C for the long 
case and 144.7�C for the short case) and is below the recommended limit of 
150�C. There is more of a difference in average temperature on the side sur-
faces of the chips, however (84.2�C for the long case and 91.4�C for the short 
case), although these values are well below the limit. Of greatest concern are 
the maximum temperatures. For the long configuration, Tmax � 187.5�C and 
occurs on the top surface of chip 7 (the middle chip of the last row). For the 
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因為晶片的側面有接腳，視其為粗糙高度為 0.50 mm 的粗糙表面，並且側面的熱

通量為 1200 W/m2。

每種排列用 ANSYS-FLUENT CFD 軟體運算到收斂。其結果列在表 15-5，溫

度等高線則如圖 15-71 與圖 15-72 所示。晶片頂面的平均溫度兩個排列大約相等 

長 短

Tmax，晶片頂面

Tavg，晶片頂面

Tmax，晶片側面

Tavg，晶片側面

入口到出口的平均 ΔT

入口到出口的平均 ΔP

187.5°C

144.5°C

154.0°C

  84.2°C

    7.83°C

 −5.14 Pa

182.1°C

144.7°C

170.6°C

  91.4°C

    7.83°C

 −5.58 Pa

表 15-5　在晶片冷卻例題裡，長短方向排列的 CFD 結果比較
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(長方向排列為 144.4°C，短方向排列為 144.7°C)，且都低於設計上限 150°C。側面

的溫度差異較大 (長方向排列 84.2°C 與短方向排列 91.4°C)，但是也都低於上限。

在此最大的考量為最高溫度。對於長方向排列，Tmax =187.5°C，位於第 7 片晶

片。對於短方向排列，Tmax =182.1°C，位於第 7 片與第 8 片晶片。兩者都超過溫

度上限 180°C，雖然超過的值不多。短方向的冷卻性能較佳，但會有較大的壓降，

圖 15-71　在晶片冷卻例題裡，長方
向造型的 CFD 結果：從晶片上方向
下看的灰階溫度等高線。圖中溫度

最高的位置，在晶片 7 的尾端。在
晶片 1、2 及 3 前端的亮色區域，表
示其表面高溫。

圖 15-72　在晶片冷卻例題裡，短方
向造型的 CFD 結果：從晶片上方向
下看的灰階溫度等高線。圖中溫度

最高的位置，在晶片 7 與 8 的尾端
靠 PCB 中心部分。在晶片 1 及 2 前
端的亮色區域，表示其表面高溫。
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short configuration, Tmax � 182.1�C and occurs close to midboard on the top 
surfaces of chips 7 and 8 (the two chips in the last row). For both configura-
tions these values exceed the recommended limit of 180�C, although not by 
much. The short configuration does a better job at cooling the top surfaces 
of the chips, but at the expense of a slightly larger pressure drop and poorer 
cooling along the side surfaces of the chips.
 Notice from Table 15–5 that the average change in air temperature from 
inlet to outlet is identical for both configurations (7.83�C). This should not 
be surprising, because the total rate of heat transferred from the chips to 
the air is the same regardless of chip configuration. In fact, in a CFD anal-
ysis it is wise to check values like this—if average �T were not the same 
between the two configurations, we would suspect some kind of error in our 
calculations.

TABLE 15–5

Comparison of CFD results for the chip cooling example, long 
and short configurations

 Long Short

Tmax, top surfaces of chips 
Tavg, top surfaces of chips 
Tmax, side surfaces of chips
Tavg, side surfaces of chips 
Average �T, inlet to outlet 
Average �P, inlet to outlet 

187.5�C
144.5�C
154.0�C

84.2�C
7.83�C

�5.14 Pa 

 182.1�C
144.7�C
170.6�C

91.4�C
7.83�C

�5.58 Pa
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FIGURE 15–71
CFD results for the chip cooling 
example, long configuration: 
temperature contours as viewed from 
directly above the chip surfaces, 
with T values in K on the legend. 
The location of maximum surface 
temperature is indicated, it occurs near 
the end of chip 7. Red regions near 
the leading edges of chips 1, 2, and 3 
are also seen, indicating high surface 
temperatures at those locations.
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FIGURE 15–72
CFD results for the chip cooling 

example, short configuration: 
temperature contours as viewed from 
directly above the chip surfaces, with 

T values in K on the legend. The 
same temperature scale is used here 

as in Fig. 15–71. The locations of 
maximum surface temperature are 

indicated; they occur near the end of 
chips 7 and 8 near the center of the 
PCB. Red regions near the leading 

edges of chips 1 and 2 are also seen, 
indicating high surface temperatures 

at those locations.

 We point out many other interesting features of these flow fields. For 
either configuration, the average surface temperature on the downstream 
chips is greater than that on the upstream chips. This makes sense physi-
cally, since the first chips receive the coolest air, while those downstream 
are cooled by air that has already been warmed up somewhat. We notice 
that the front chips (1, 2, and 3 in the long configuration and 1 and 2 in 
the short configuration) have regions of high temperature just downstream 
of their leading edges. A close-up view of the temperature distribution on 
one of these chips is shown in Fig. 15–73a. Why is the temperature so 
high there? It turns out that the flow separates off the sharp corner at the 
front of the chip and forms a recirculating eddy called a separation bubble 
on the top of the chip (Fig. 15–73b). The air speed is slow in that region, 
especially along the reattachment line where the flow reattaches to the 
surface. The slow air speed leads to a local “hot spot” in that region of the 
chip surface since convective cooling is minimal there. Finally, we notice 
in Fig. 15–73a that downstream of the separation bubble, T increases down 
the chip surface. There are two reasons for this: (1) the air warms up as 
it travels down the chip, and (2) the boundary layer on the chip surface 
grows downstream. The larger the boundary layer thickness, the lower the 
air speed near the surface, and thus the lower the amount of convective 
cooling at the surface.
 In summary, our CFD calculations have predicted that the short configura-
tion leads to a lower value of maximum temperature on the chip surfaces 
and appears at first glance to be the preferred configuration for heat trans-
fer. However, the short configuration demands a higher pressure drop at the 
same volume flow rate (Table 15–5). For a given cooling fan, this additional 
pressure drop would shift the operating point of the fan to a lower volume 
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側面的熱傳也較差。

從表 15-5 可知，兩種排列方式入口與出口空氣的溫度上升

值皆為 7.83°C。這是原本預期的，原因是從晶片傳到空氣的熱

傳量為定值。這一點可以作為檢驗解答的參考。

我們還要指出這些流場的一些重要現象。在這兩種排列的

情形下，下游晶片平均表面溫度都高於上游。這在物理上是合

理的，因為第一個晶片遇到的是冷空氣，而其下游的晶片所遇

到的是已經稍微加溫的空氣。我們也注意到最前列晶片的最高

溫出現在其前端轉角，其放大如圖 15-73a。在晶片前端轉角的

後方形成分離與渦流 (圖15-73b)，流速放緩會造成表面的區域

熱點，使溫度升高。

總而言之，從 CFD 運算結果發現，短方向的設計得到較低

的表面最高溫，乍看之下似乎效果較好。但是在相同體積流率

下會有較大的壓力降 (表15-5)。對一個給定的風扇而言，較高

的壓力降則會使操作點移至較低的空氣流量，也因此會降低冷

卻效果。這種轉移是否使長方向較有利仍未知，還需要對風機

及其它相關的分析，作進一步的探討。無論如何，兩種排列都

無足夠的冷卻量，無法維持表面在最高溫度上限 180°C 以下。要解決問題，我們

建議變更設計，使晶片分佈在整個 PCB 之上而非限制在 10 cm×15 cm 的區域內，

晶片間的空間加大會有更充足的散熱效果。另一種作法是使用更高功率的風扇，增

加空氣流入的速度。

15-5　可壓縮流之 CFD 計算

本章所討論的例題，到目前為止係針對不可壓縮流 (r =常數) 。當流場為可壓

縮流時，密度不再為常數，而變為方程式之中的額外變數。我們在此討論的流體僅

限於理想氣體，當引用理想氣體定律時，會引入另一個未知的參數，即溫度 T。因

此能量方程式，必須與可壓縮式的質量與動量方程式同時求解 (圖 15-74)。此外，

流體性質 (如黏度與熱傳導係數) 已不需要視為常數，這些流體性質為溫度的函

數，這些性質在圖 15-74 的方程式中置於微分運算內。雖然這個方程組看起來很複

雜，許多商用 CFD 軟體可以處理可壓縮流的問題，其中還包括震波分析。

當利用 CFD 求解可壓縮流的問題時，其邊界條件和不可壓縮流的邊界條件有

些不同。例如在壓力入口處的邊界條件，需要指定停滯壓與靜壓值，還要指定停滯

溫。可壓縮流場還有一個特別的邊界條件可用 [在 ANSYS-FLUENT 中稱為遠端壓

圖 15-73　(a) 在長方向排列的晶片 2 
表面，灰階的溫度等高線俯視圖。

高溫區域特別標示出來。溫度等高

線的範圍與圖 15-71 的相同；(b) 流
線的更靠近視圖，標出該區域的分

離氣泡。圖中也顯示重貼的概略位

置。
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flow rate (Chap. 14), decreasing the cooling effect. It is not known whether 
this shift would be enough to favor the long configuration—more informa-
tion about the fan and more analysis would be required. The bottom line 
in either case is that there is not sufficient cooling to keep the chip surface 
temperature below 180�C everywhere on every chip. To rectify the situa-
tion, we recommend that the designers spread the eight hot chips over the 
entire PCB rather than in the limited 10 cm � 15 cm area of the board. 
The increased space between chips should result in sufficient cooling for the 
given flow rate. Another option is to install a more powerful fan that would 
increase the speed of the inlet air.

15–5 ■  COMPRESSIBLE FLOW CFD CALCULATIONS
All the examples discussed in this chapter so far have been for incompress-
ible flow (� � constant). When the flow is compressible, density is no longer 
a constant, but becomes an additional variable in the equation set. We limit 
our discussion here to ideal gases. When we apply the ideal-gas law, we 
introduce yet another unknown, namely, temperature T. Hence, the energy 
equation must be solved along with the compressible forms of the equa-
tions of conservation of mass and conservation of momentum (Fig. 15–74). 
In addition, fluid properties, such as viscosity and thermal conductivity, are 
no longer necessarily treated as constants, since they are functions of tem-
perature; thus, they appear inside the derivative operators in the differen-
tial equations of Fig. 15–74. While the equation set looks ominous, many 
commercially available CFD codes are able to handle compressible flow 
problems, including shock waves.
 When solving compressible flow problems with CFD, the boundary con-
ditions are somewhat different than those of incompressible flow. For exam-
ple, at a pressure inlet we need to specify both stagnation pressure and static 
pressure, along with stagnation temperature. A special boundary condition 
(called pressure far field in ANSYS-FLUENT) is also available for com-
pressible flows. With this boundary condition, we specify the Mach number, 
the static pressure, and the temperature; it can be applied to both inlets and 
outlets and is well-suited for supersonic external flows.
 The equations of Fig. 15–74 are for laminar flow, whereas many com-
pressible flow problems occur at high flow speeds in which the flow is 
turbulent. Therefore, the equations of Fig. 15–74 must be modified accord-
ingly (into the RANS equation set) to include a turbulence model, and more 
transport equations must be added, as discussed previously. The equations 
then get quite long and complicated and are not included here. Fortunately, 
in many situations, we can approximate the flow as inviscid, eliminating the 
viscous terms from the equations of Fig. 15–74 (the Navier–Stokes equation 
reduces to the Euler equation). As we shall see, the inviscid flow approxi-
mation turns out to be quite good for many practical high-speed flows, since 
the boundary layers along walls are very thin at high Reynolds numbers. In 
fact, compressible CFD calculations can predict flow features that are often 
quite difficult to obtain experimentally. For example, many experimental 
measurement techniques require optical access, which is limited in three-
dimensional flows, and even in some axisymmetric flows. CFD is not lim-
ited in this way.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 15–73
(a) Close-up top view of temperature 
contours on the surface of chip 2 of 
the long configuration. The region 
of high temperature is outlined. 
Temperature contour levels are the 
same as in Fig. 15–71. (b) An even 
closer view (an edge view) of 
streamlines outlining the separation 
bubble in that region. The approximate 
location of the reattachment line on 
the chip surface is also shown.
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力 (pressure far field)]，使用這個邊界條件，可以設定馬赫數、靜壓與溫度，可用於

入口與出口處，非常適用於超音速外部流場的問題。

圖 15-74 的方程式是針對層流的方程式，然而很多可壓縮流的問題發生於高流

速，流場為紊流狀態，所以圖 15-74 中的方程式必須修正 (轉換為 RANS 的方程式

組) 來包含紊流模型，而且如前所述地必須增加更多的傳輸方程式。因此這些方程

式會變得很長且複雜，並未在這裡呈現。然而在許多情況下，可幸運地可將流場近

似為非黏性流，以消除圖 15-74 方程式中的黏度項 (將納維–斯托克斯方程式化簡

為歐拉方程式)，則將如我們所看到的，對許多實際應用的高速流來說，由於沿著

壁面的邊界層在較高的雷諾數下變得非常薄，所以非黏性流近似法的預測相當好。

事實上，可壓縮流的 CFD 計算可預測通常非常不容易從實驗獲得的流場特性。例

如許多實驗的量測技巧需要光學設置，但這些方法對三維流場

來說是受限的，甚至受限於一些軸對稱的流場，但是 CFD 的計

算則不受限。

通過漸縮–漸擴噴嘴的可壓縮流

第一個實例考量空氣通過一個軸對稱漸縮 –漸擴噴嘴的可

壓縮流。其計算區域則如圖 15-75 所示。入口處之半徑為 0.10 

圖 15-75　對通過漸縮-漸擴噴嘴可
壓縮流之計算區域。由於流場為對

稱，故 CFD 都只需二維區域的一
半。
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FIGURE 15–74
The equations of motion for the case of steady, compressible, laminar flow of a Newtonian fluid in Cartesian coordinates. 

There are six equations and six unknowns: �, u, v, w, T, and P. Five of the equations are nonlinear partial differential 
equations, while the ideal-gas law is an algebraic equation. R is the specific ideal-gas constant, � is the second 

coefficient of viscosity, often set equal to �2�/3; cp is the specific heat at constant pressure; k is the thermal conductivity; 
� is the coefficient of thermal expansion, and � is the dissipation function, given by White (2005) as
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Compressible Flow through 
a Converging–Diverging Nozzle
For our first example, we consider compressible flow of air through an 
axisymmetric converging–diverging nozzle. The computational domain is 
shown in Fig. 15–75. The inlet radius is 0.10 m, the throat radius is 0.075 m, 
and the outlet radius is 0.12 m. The axial distance from the inlet to the 
throat is 0.30 m—the same as the axial distance from the throat to the out-
let. A structured grid with approximately 12,000 quadrilateral cells is used 
in the calculations. At the pressure inlet boundary, the stagnation pressure 
P0, inlet is set to 220 kPa (absolute), the static pressure Pinlet is set to 210 kPa, 
and the stagnation temperature T0, inlet is set to 300 K. For the first case, we 
set the static pressure Pb at the pressure outlet boundary to 50.0 kPa 
(Pb/P0, inlet � 0.227)—low enough that the flow is supersonic through the 
entire diverging section of the nozzle, without any normal shocks in the 
nozzle. This back pressure ratio corresponds to a value between cases E and 
F in Fig. 12–22, in which a complex shock pattern occurs downstream of the 
nozzle exit; these shock waves do not influence the flow in the nozzle itself, 
since the flow exiting the nozzle is supersonic. We do not attempt to model 
the flow downstream of the nozzle exit.

FIGURE 15–75
Computational domain for 

compressible flow through a 
converging–diverging nozzle. Since 
the flow is axisymmetric, only one 

two-dimensional slice is needed for 
the CFD solution.
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圖 15-74　卡氏座標中牛頓流體穩定、不可壓縮層流情況之運動方程式。共有 6 個方程式與 6 個未知數：r、u、v、w、
T、P。其中 5 個方程式為非線性微分方程式，而理想氣體定律為一個代數方程式。R 為特定理想氣體常數，l 為黏度的
二次係數，通常設為 −2m/3；cp 為定壓比熱，k 為熱傳導係數；b 為熱膨脹係數，且 Φ 為 White (1991) 所給以之逸散函
數
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a Converging–Diverging Nozzle
For our first example, we consider compressible flow of air through an 
axisymmetric converging–diverging nozzle. The computational domain is 
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set the static pressure Pb at the pressure outlet boundary to 50.0 kPa 
(Pb/P0, inlet � 0.227)—low enough that the flow is supersonic through the 
entire diverging section of the nozzle, without any normal shocks in the 
nozzle. This back pressure ratio corresponds to a value between cases E and 
F in Fig. 12–22, in which a complex shock pattern occurs downstream of the 
nozzle exit; these shock waves do not influence the flow in the nozzle itself, 
since the flow exiting the nozzle is supersonic. We do not attempt to model 
the flow downstream of the nozzle exit.
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the CFD solution.
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a Converging–Diverging Nozzle
For our first example, we consider compressible flow of air through an 
axisymmetric converging–diverging nozzle. The computational domain is 
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m，喉部之半徑為 0.075 m，出口處之半徑為 0.12 m，從入口到喉部的軸向距離為 

0.3 m－與喉部到出口的軸向距離相同。在計算之中，使用大約 12,000 個四邊

形的結構格點。壓力入口邊界上，設定停滯壓 P0, inlet 為 220 kPa (絕對壓力)，靜壓 

Pinlet 為 210 kPa，停滯溫 T0 , inlet 為 300 K。第一個例子設定壓力出口邊界之靜壓 Pb 

為 50.0 kPa (Pb/P0 , inlet =0.227)－此值已低到使通過整個噴嘴的漸擴段的流場為

超音速流，且噴嘴中不產生任何的垂直震波。此背壓比值對應於圖 12-22 中介於情

況 E 與情況 F 之間，這種狀況下噴嘴出口的下游處會發生複雜的震波型態，但這

些震波並不會影響噴嘴內的流體。離開噴嘴的流場為超音速流，在此不對噴嘴出口

下游的流場進行模擬。

執行 CFD 軟體，使穩定、非黏性可壓縮流場模型達到收斂的解答。在沿著

漸縮–漸擴噴嘴軸向的 25 個位置上 (每個間隔 0.025 m) 計算馬赫數 Ma 與壓力比  

P/P0, inlet 的平均值，圖形繪製於圖 15-76a 之中。其計算結果與一維等熵流場 

(第 12 章) 的預測幾乎完全相同。在喉部 (x =0.30 m) 處，平均馬赫數為 0.997， 

P / P 0 ,  i n l e t  的平均值為  0 . 5 3 0；一維等熵流動理論則預測喉部的  M a =1， 

P/P0, inlet =0.528。CFD 與理論之間微小的誤差原因是計算的流場並非一維的流

圖 15-76　對通過軸對稱漸縮–漸擴
噴嘴的穩定絕熱，非黏性可壓縮流

場：(a) 在 25 個軸向位置所計算的平
均馬赫數與壓力比 (圓圈)，與一維
可壓縮流理論所預測的結果 (實線) 
比較；(b) 灰階馬赫數等量圖，範圍 
Ma =0.3 (最深色) 到 2.7 (最淺色)。
雖然只計算上半部，為了清楚地說

明，顯示的是對 x- 軸鏡射的影像，
音速線 (M=1) 也清楚標示出來，由
於如 Schreier (1982) 所討論的徑向速
度分量的影響，使此軸對稱流場的

音速線為拋物線狀而非直線。
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 The CFD code is run to convergence in its steady, inviscid, compressible 
flow mode. The average values of the Mach number Ma and pressure ratio 
P/P0, inlet are calculated at 25 axial locations along the converging–diverg-
ing nozzle (every 0.025 m) and are plotted in Fig. 15–76a. The results 
match almost perfectly with the predictions of one-dimensional isentro-
pic flow (Chap. 12). At the throat (x � 0.30 m), the average Mach num-
ber is 0.997, and the average value of P/P0, inlet is 0.530. One-dimensional 
isentropic flow theory predicts Ma � 1 and P/P0, inlet � 0.528 at the throat. 
The small discrepancies between CFD and theory are due to the fact that 
the computed flow is not one-dimensional, since there is a radial velocity 
component and, therefore, a radial variation of the Mach number and static 
pressure. Careful examination of the Mach number contour lines of Fig. 
15–76b reveal that they are curved, not straight as would be predicted by 
one-dimensional isentropic theory. The sonic line (Ma � 1) is identified 
for clarity in the figure. Although Ma � 1 right at the wall of the throat, 
sonic conditions along the axis of the nozzle are not reached until some-
what downstream of the throat.
 Next, we run a series of cases in which back pressure Pb is varied, while 
keeping all other boundary conditions fixed. Results for three cases are 
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FIGURE 15–76
CFD results for steady, adiabatic, 
inviscid compressible flow through an 
axisymmetric converging–diverging 
nozzle: (a) calculated average Mach 
number and pressure ratio at 25 axial 
locations (circles), compared to 
predictions from isentropic, one-
dimensional compressible flow theory 
(solid lines); (b) Mach number 
contours, ranging from Ma � 0.3 
(blue) to 2.7 (red). Although only the 
top half is calculated, a mirror image 
about the x-axis is shown for clarity. 
The sonic line (Ma � 1) is also 
highlighted. It is parabolic rather than 
straight in this axisymmetric flow due 
to the radial component of velocity, 
as discussed in Schreier (1982).
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動，由於有徑向速度分量，所以造成馬赫數與靜壓在徑向上的差異。仔細檢查圖  

15-76b 馬赫數的等量線，顯示這線條是彎曲的，並非如一維等熵理論所預期的直

線。於圖中也可清楚地認出音速線 (Ma =1)，雖然 Ma =1 的線條就在喉部的壁面

上，但是沿著噴嘴軸向的音速條件要到喉部下游才能達到。

接著我們執行一系列以背壓 Pb 為變化參數，而其餘邊界條件維持固定的情

況。在圖 15-77 中顯示三個情況的結果：Pb = (a) 100；(b) 150；和 (c) 200 kPa，

即Pb/P0, inlet = (a) 0.455；(b) 0.682；和 (c) 0.909。對所有三個情況，正震波都發生

在噴嘴漸擴部分的位置，當背壓進一步地增加時，震波朝向上游喉部移動，而且

強度降低。由於流場在喉部為阻流，因此這三個情況的質量流率都相等 (之前圖  

15-76 所顯示的情況也一樣)。我們注意到正震波不是直線而是曲線，則如之前所討

論是受到速度的徑向分量影響的緣故。

對於 (b) Pb/P0, inlet =0.682，沿著漸縮–漸擴噴嘴軸向的 25 個位置上 (每個間隔

圖  15-77　對通過漸縮 –漸擴噴嘴
穩定、絕熱、非黏性可壓縮流場的 
CFD 結果。其中顯示 Pb/P0, inlet =  
(a) 0.455；(b) 0.682；與 (c) 0.909 時
之滯壓比值之灰階等量圖。由於震

波上游的滯壓為常數，而且穿越震

波時的滯壓突然降低，所以滯壓可

為噴嘴正震波位置與強度方便的指

標。在這些等量圖中，P0/P0, inlet 範
圍由 0.5 (最暗色) 到 1.05 (最淺色)。
從震波下游灰階的顏色可清楚看出

越往震波下游處，其強度越大 (滯壓
穿越震波的壓降越大)。我們也注意
到震波的形狀受到徑向速度分量的

影響，形成彎曲線而非直線。
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 15–77
CFD results for steady, adiabatic, 

inviscid, compressible flow through 
a converging-diverging nozzle: 

contours of stagnation pressure ratio 
P0 /P0, inlet are shown for Pb /P0, inlet � 

(a) 0.455; (b) 0.682; and (c) 0.909. 
Since stagnation pressure is constant 
upstream of the shock and decreases 

suddenly across the shock, it serves as 
a convenient indicator of the location 

and strength of the normal shock in 
the nozzle. In these contour plots, 

P0 /P0, inlet ranges from 0.5 (blue) to 
1.01 (red). It is clear from the colors

downstream of the shock that the 
farther downstream the shock, 
the stronger the shock (larger 

magnitude of stagnation pressure 
drop across the shock). We also note 

the shape of the shocks—curved 
rather than straight, because of the 

radial component of velocity.

shown in Fig. 15–77: Pb � (a) 100, (b) 150, and (c) 200 kPa, i.e., Pb/P0, inlet �
(a) 0.455, (b) 0.682, and (c) 0.909, respectively. For all three cases, a nor-
mal shock occurs in the diverging portion of the nozzle. Furthermore, as 
back pressure increases, the shock moves upstream toward the throat, and 
decreases in strength. Since the flow is choked at the throat, the mass flow 
rate is identical in all three cases (and also in the previous case shown in 
Fig. 15–76). We notice that the normal shock is not straight, but rather is 
curved due to the radial component of velocity, as previously mentioned.
 For case (b), in which Pb/P0, inlet � 0.682, the average values of the 
Mach number and pressure ratio P/P0, inlet are calculated at 25 axial loca-
tions along the converging–diverging nozzle (every 0.025 m), and are 
plotted in Fig. 15–78. For comparison with theory, the one-dimensional 
isentropic flow relations are used upstream and downstream of the shock, 
and the normal shock relations are used to calculate the pressure jump across 
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0.025 m) 計算馬赫數 Ma 與壓力比 P/P0, inlet 的平均值，並將圖形繪製於圖 15-78 之

中。為與理論比較，使用一維等熵流關係式場於震波的上游與下游處，使用正震波

關係式來計算穿越震波的壓力跳升 (第 12 章)。為了符合指定的背壓值，一維的分

析需要正震波位於 x=0.4436 m 處，來考量 P0 與 A* 兩者穿越震波之變化。CFD 計

算的結果與一維理論的結果再次地相當一致。壓力與馬赫數兩者於震波稍為下游處

之些微誤差是震波曲線形狀所造成的 (圖 15-77b)，如之前所述。此外，在 CFD 計

算中的震波並非無窮薄，如一維分析理論所預測，而是分佈於幾個計算格點之間，

後者的不準確性則可藉由對震波區域附近的網格細化來稍微降低 (未顯示)。

之前的  CFD 計算係針對穩定、非黏性之絕熱流場。當無震波發生時  (圖  

15-76)，由於流場既為絕熱與不可逆 (無不可逆損失) 其為等熵流動。但是當流場中

存在震波 (圖 15-77) 時，由於穿越震波時產生不可逆損失，雖然流場仍是絕熱的，

但是流場不再是等熵的。

執行最後一個 CFD 的例子，增加兩個額外的不可逆性，即摩擦與紊流，可修

改圖 15-77 的 (b)，利用具壁面函數的 k-ε 模型，以求解穩定絕熱的紊流流動，入

圖 15-78　針對 Pb/P0, inlet =0.682 之
情況，以沿著漸縮-漸擴噴嘴軸向
距離為函數之馬赫數與壓力比之圖

形。對穩定、非黏性之絕熱可壓縮

流在 25 個軸向位置的平均 CFD 計
算結果 (圓圈) 與一維可壓縮流理論
之預測結果 (實線) 比較。

圖 15-79　通過漸縮–漸擴噴嘴之穩
定、絕熱之可壓縮紊流之 CFD 計算
結果。對 Pb/P0, inlet =0.682 之情況顯
示滯壓比 P0/P0, inlet 之灰階等量圖。
其背壓與圖 15-77b 相同，其中發現
流動分離與邊界層中的不可逆性。
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the shock (Chap. 12). To match the specified back pressure, one-dimensional 
analysis requires that the normal shock be located at x � 0.4436 m, account-
ing for the change in both P0 and A* across the shock. The agreement between 
CFD calculations and one-dimensional theory is again excellent. The small 
discrepancy in both the pressure and the Mach number just downstream of 
the shock is attributed to the curved shape of the shock (Fig. 15–77b), as 
discussed previously. In addition, the shock in the CFD calculations is not 
infinitesimally thin, as predicted by one-dimensional theory, but is spread 
out over a few computational cells. The latter inaccuracy can be reduced 
somewhat by refining the grid in the area of the shock wave (not shown).
 The previous CFD calculations are for steady, inviscid, adiabatic flow. 
When there are no shock waves (Fig. 15–76), the flow is also isentropic, 
since it is both adiabatic and reversible (no irreversible losses). However, 
when a shock wave exists in the flow field (Fig. 15–77), the flow is no lon-
ger isentropic since there are irreversible losses across the shock, although it 
is still adiabatic.
 One final CFD case is run in which two additional irreversibilities are 
included, namely, friction and turbulence. We modify case (b) of Fig. 15–77 
by running a steady, adiabatic, turbulent case using the k-� turbulence model 
with wall functions. The turbulence intensity at the inlet is set to 10 percent 
with a turbulence length scale of 0.050 m. A contour plot of P/P0, inlet is 
shown in Fig. 15–79, using the same color contour scale as in Fig. 15–77. 
Comparison of Figs. 15–77b and 15–79 reveals that the shock wave for the 
turbulent case occurs further upstream and is therefore somewhat weaker. 
In addition, the stagnation pressure is small in a very thin region along 
the channel walls. This is due to frictional losses in the thin boundary 
layer. Turbulent and viscous irreversibilities in the boundary layer region 
are responsible for this decrease in stagnation pressure. Furthermore, 
the boundary layer separates just downstream of the shock, leading to more 
irreversibilities. A close-up view of velocity vectors in the vicinity of the 
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FIGURE 15–78
Mach number and pressure ratio as 
functions of axial distance along a 
converging–diverging nozzle for the 
case in which Pb /P0, inlet � 0.682. 
Averaged CFD results at 25 axial 
locations (circles) for steady, inviscid, 
adiabatic, compressible flow are 
compared to predictions from 
one-dimensional compressible 
flow theory (solid lines).
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FIGURE 15–79
CFD results for stationary, adiabatic, 
turbulent, compressible flow through 

a converging–diverging nozzle. 
Contours of stagnation pressure ratio 
P0 /P0,inlet are shown for the case with 

Pb /P0, inlet � 0.682, the same back 
pressure and color scale as that of 
Fig. 15–77b. Flow separation and 

irreversibilities in the boundary layer 
are identified.

FIGURE 15–80
Close-up view of velocity vectors and 

stagnation pressure contours in the 
vicinity of the separated flow region 

of Fig. 15–79. The sudden decrease in 
velocity magnitude across the shock 
is seen, as is the reverse flow region 

downstream of the shock.

y

x

FIGURE 15–81
Computational domain and boundary 
conditions for compressible flow over 

a wedge of half-angle �. Since the 
flow is symmetric about the x-axis, 

only the upper half is modeled in the 
CFD analysis.

separation point along the wall is shown in Fig. 15–80. We note that this case 
does not converge well and is inherently unsteady; the interaction between 
shock waves and boundary layers is a very difficult task for CFD. Because 
we use wall functions, flow details within the turbulent boundary layer are 
not resolved in this CFD calculation. Experiments reveal, however, that the 
shock wave interacts much more significantly with the boundary layer, pro-
ducing “�-feet,” as discussed in the Application Spotlight of Chap. 12.
 Finally, we compare the mass flow rate for this viscous, turbulent case to 
that of the inviscid case, and find that m

.
 has decreased by about 0.7 percent. 

Why? As discussed in Chap. 10, a boundary layer along a wall impacts 
the outer flow such that the wall appears to be thicker by an amount equal 
to the displacement thickness �*. The effective throat area is thus reduced 
somewhat by the presence of the boundary layer, leading to a reduction in 
mass flow rate through the converging–diverging nozzle. The effect is small 
in this example since the boundary layers are so thin relative to the dimen-
sions of the nozzle, and it turns out that the inviscid approximation is quite 
good (less than one percent error).

Oblique Shocks over a Wedge
For our final compressible flow example, we model steady, adiabatic, two-
dimensional, inviscid, compressible flow of air over a wedge of half-angle � 
(Fig. 15–81). Since the flow has top–bottom symmetry, we model only the 
upper half of the flow and use a symmetry boundary condition along the 
bottom edge. We run three cases: � � 10, 20, and 30�, at an inlet Mach 
number of 2.0. CFD results are shown in Fig. 15–82 for all three cases. In 
the CFD plots, a mirror image of the computational domain is projected 
across the line of symmetry for clarity.
 For the 10� case (Fig. 15–82a), a straight oblique shock originating at the 
apex of the wedge is observed, as also predicted by inviscid theory. The 
flow turns across the oblique shock by 10� so that it is parallel to the wedge 
wall. The shock angle � predicted by inviscid theory is 39.31�, and the pre-
dicted Mach number downstream of the shock is 1.64. Measurements with 
a protractor on Fig. 15–82a yield � � 40�, and the CFD calculation of the 
Mach number downstream of the shock is 1.64; the agreement with theory 
is thus excellent.
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口的紊流強度設為 10% 及紊流長度 0.050 m。P/P0, inlet 的等量圖

呈現在圖 15-79。比較圖 15-77b 與圖 15-79 顯示紊流的震波發

生在更上游的地方，因此震波較為弱。此外沿著流道壁面非常

細薄區域中的滯壓很小，這是由於在細薄的邊界層中的摩擦損

失。邊界層區域中的紊流與黏滯不可逆性是造成滯壓降低的主

要原因。還有邊界層在震波後產生分離，導致更多的不可逆性

產生。

沿著壁面的分離點的鄰近區域，將速度向量放大圖顯示於

圖 15-80，可注意到這例子的解答並未收斂好，故其本質上屬非

穩定；震波與邊界層之間的交互作用對 CFD 而言，是非常不容易的工作項目。因

為我們使用壁面函數，紊流邊界層內流場的細節，未於 CFD 計算中解答。但是實

驗的結果顯示震波與邊界層的交互影響更為顯著，產生如第 12 章應用焦點所討論

的“l 腳”。

最後，我們比較此黏性紊流情況與非黏性紊流情況的質量流率，並發現降低 

0.7%，為何？如同第 10 章所討論，沿著壁面的邊界層會影響外部的流場，以致壁

面顯得較厚，其厚度等於位移厚度 d*。因此有效的喉部面積，會因邊界層的出現

而縮小一些，導致通過漸縮–漸擴噴嘴的質量流率減少。在此實例中，由於邊界層

相對於噴嘴尺寸是非常薄，所以效應很小，結果使用非黏性近似法分析結果是相當

好的 (小於 1% 的誤差)。

在楔形物上的斜陡震

最後的可壓縮流實例，模擬流體通過半角 u 楔形物的穩

定、絕熱且二維非黏性的可壓縮流場 (圖 15-81)。由於流場上

下對稱，只對流場的上半部進行模擬分析，沿著底緣使用對稱

的邊界條件。我們計算三種情況：u =10、20 和 30°，入口處的

馬赫數為 2.0。圖 15-82 顯示 CFD 對三種情況的計算結果，在 

CFD 的圖形中，為了清楚呈現計算結果，將計算域相對於對稱線作鏡像投射。

對 10° 的情況 (圖 15-82a) 而言，觀察到在楔形物的頂點產生一個直線的斜震

波，亦如同非黏性理論所預測之結果。流場經過斜震波之後轉了 10°，使得流場平

行於楔形物的壁面。由非黏性理論所預測之震波角 b 為 39.31°，預測在震波下游的

馬赫數為 1.64。利用量角器對圖 15-82a 量測得出 b ≅40°，而 CFD 對震波下游馬

赫數的計算結果為 1.64，所以 CFD 的結果與理論值相當一致。

對 20° 的情況 (圖15-82b) 而言，CFD 的計算結果得出震波下游的馬赫數為 

1.21，而預測之震波角 b 約為 54°，由非黏性理論所預測之馬赫數為 1.21、震波角

圖 15-80　圖 15-79 流動分離鄰近區
域速度向量間放大視圖。可看出穿

越陡震時速度突然降低，而且看到

震波下游反向流動的區域。
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FIGURE 15–79
CFD results for stationary, adiabatic, 
turbulent, compressible flow through 

a converging–diverging nozzle. 
Contours of stagnation pressure ratio 
P0 /P0,inlet are shown for the case with 

Pb /P0, inlet � 0.682, the same back 
pressure and color scale as that of 
Fig. 15–77b. Flow separation and 

irreversibilities in the boundary layer 
are identified.

FIGURE 15–80
Close-up view of velocity vectors and 

stagnation pressure contours in the 
vicinity of the separated flow region 

of Fig. 15–79. The sudden decrease in 
velocity magnitude across the shock 
is seen, as is the reverse flow region 

downstream of the shock.

y

x

FIGURE 15–81
Computational domain and boundary 
conditions for compressible flow over 

a wedge of half-angle �. Since the 
flow is symmetric about the x-axis, 

only the upper half is modeled in the 
CFD analysis.

separation point along the wall is shown in Fig. 15–80. We note that this case 
does not converge well and is inherently unsteady; the interaction between 
shock waves and boundary layers is a very difficult task for CFD. Because 
we use wall functions, flow details within the turbulent boundary layer are 
not resolved in this CFD calculation. Experiments reveal, however, that the 
shock wave interacts much more significantly with the boundary layer, pro-
ducing “�-feet,” as discussed in the Application Spotlight of Chap. 12.
 Finally, we compare the mass flow rate for this viscous, turbulent case to 
that of the inviscid case, and find that m

.
 has decreased by about 0.7 percent. 

Why? As discussed in Chap. 10, a boundary layer along a wall impacts 
the outer flow such that the wall appears to be thicker by an amount equal 
to the displacement thickness �*. The effective throat area is thus reduced 
somewhat by the presence of the boundary layer, leading to a reduction in 
mass flow rate through the converging–diverging nozzle. The effect is small 
in this example since the boundary layers are so thin relative to the dimen-
sions of the nozzle, and it turns out that the inviscid approximation is quite 
good (less than one percent error).

Oblique Shocks over a Wedge
For our final compressible flow example, we model steady, adiabatic, two-
dimensional, inviscid, compressible flow of air over a wedge of half-angle � 
(Fig. 15–81). Since the flow has top–bottom symmetry, we model only the 
upper half of the flow and use a symmetry boundary condition along the 
bottom edge. We run three cases: � � 10, 20, and 30�, at an inlet Mach 
number of 2.0. CFD results are shown in Fig. 15–82 for all three cases. In 
the CFD plots, a mirror image of the computational domain is projected 
across the line of symmetry for clarity.
 For the 10� case (Fig. 15–82a), a straight oblique shock originating at the 
apex of the wedge is observed, as also predicted by inviscid theory. The 
flow turns across the oblique shock by 10� so that it is parallel to the wedge 
wall. The shock angle � predicted by inviscid theory is 39.31�, and the pre-
dicted Mach number downstream of the shock is 1.64. Measurements with 
a protractor on Fig. 15–82a yield � � 40�, and the CFD calculation of the 
Mach number downstream of the shock is 1.64; the agreement with theory 
is thus excellent.
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流場與 x- 軸對稱，所以 CFD 的分析
只對上半部的流場進行模擬分析。
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FIGURE 15–79
CFD results for stationary, adiabatic, 
turbulent, compressible flow through 

a converging–diverging nozzle. 
Contours of stagnation pressure ratio 
P0 /P0,inlet are shown for the case with 

Pb /P0, inlet � 0.682, the same back 
pressure and color scale as that of 
Fig. 15–77b. Flow separation and 

irreversibilities in the boundary layer 
are identified.

FIGURE 15–80
Close-up view of velocity vectors and 

stagnation pressure contours in the 
vicinity of the separated flow region 

of Fig. 15–79. The sudden decrease in 
velocity magnitude across the shock 
is seen, as is the reverse flow region 

downstream of the shock.
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FIGURE 15–81
Computational domain and boundary 
conditions for compressible flow over 

a wedge of half-angle �. Since the 
flow is symmetric about the x-axis, 

only the upper half is modeled in the 
CFD analysis.

separation point along the wall is shown in Fig. 15–80. We note that this case 
does not converge well and is inherently unsteady; the interaction between 
shock waves and boundary layers is a very difficult task for CFD. Because 
we use wall functions, flow details within the turbulent boundary layer are 
not resolved in this CFD calculation. Experiments reveal, however, that the 
shock wave interacts much more significantly with the boundary layer, pro-
ducing “�-feet,” as discussed in the Application Spotlight of Chap. 12.
 Finally, we compare the mass flow rate for this viscous, turbulent case to 
that of the inviscid case, and find that m

.
 has decreased by about 0.7 percent. 

Why? As discussed in Chap. 10, a boundary layer along a wall impacts 
the outer flow such that the wall appears to be thicker by an amount equal 
to the displacement thickness �*. The effective throat area is thus reduced 
somewhat by the presence of the boundary layer, leading to a reduction in 
mass flow rate through the converging–diverging nozzle. The effect is small 
in this example since the boundary layers are so thin relative to the dimen-
sions of the nozzle, and it turns out that the inviscid approximation is quite 
good (less than one percent error).

Oblique Shocks over a Wedge
For our final compressible flow example, we model steady, adiabatic, two-
dimensional, inviscid, compressible flow of air over a wedge of half-angle � 
(Fig. 15–81). Since the flow has top–bottom symmetry, we model only the 
upper half of the flow and use a symmetry boundary condition along the 
bottom edge. We run three cases: � � 10, 20, and 30�, at an inlet Mach 
number of 2.0. CFD results are shown in Fig. 15–82 for all three cases. In 
the CFD plots, a mirror image of the computational domain is projected 
across the line of symmetry for clarity.
 For the 10� case (Fig. 15–82a), a straight oblique shock originating at the 
apex of the wedge is observed, as also predicted by inviscid theory. The 
flow turns across the oblique shock by 10� so that it is parallel to the wedge 
wall. The shock angle � predicted by inviscid theory is 39.31�, and the pre-
dicted Mach number downstream of the shock is 1.64. Measurements with 
a protractor on Fig. 15–82a yield � � 40�, and the CFD calculation of the 
Mach number downstream of the shock is 1.64; the agreement with theory 
is thus excellent.
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為 53.4°，CFD 的結果與理論值再度地非常一致。由於對 20° 的情況，震波是比較

陡峭的 (較接近垂直波)，所以震波比 10° 情況強，20° 震波下游的馬赫數等量圖以

較深的顏色表示。

在空氣馬赫數為 2.0 時，在最大楔形半角度 23° 以下會形成直的斜震波 (第 12 

章)，當楔形半角度大於此值時，震波必會往楔形物的上游移動 (變成分開的)，形

成分離震波 (detached shock)，其形狀像個弓形波 (bow wave) (第 12 章)。在 u=30° 

的情況 (圖 15-82c)，CFD 的計算結果顯示確實是這樣的情況。楔形物前緣的正上

游分離震波的一部分為垂直波，因此震波下游部分的流場為次音速。當震波曲線向

後彎曲時，震波持續變弱，震波下游的馬赫數增加，如圖中的顏色所表示。

15-6　明渠流之 CFD 計算

到目前為止，我們所有的實例都是對單相流體 (空氣或水) 進行，但是許多可

用的商用 CFD 軟體則能夠處理氣體混合流場 (例如空氣中的一氧化碳)、相同流體

之兩相流 (例如水蒸汽與液態水)，甚至是兩種不同相態的不同流體 (例如液態水與

氣態空氣)。在此對後者較有興趣了解，即具有自由液面的水流，其上為氣態的空

氣，也就是明渠流。這裡提出幾個明渠流 CFD 解答的簡單實例。

在流道底部凸塊之上的流動

考量一個具有平坦底部的二維流道，沿著流道底部的某個位置上有一個平滑的

凸塊，其長度為 1.0 m，中心的高度為 0.10 m (圖 15-83)。入口速度分為兩個部分：

下面的部分是液態水，上面的部分是空氣。在 CFD 的計算中，空氣和水的入口速

度設為 Vinlet，計算域的入口水深設為 yinlet，其餘的計算區域需要計算水面的位置，

此流場以非黏性之模型建立。

圖 15-82　針對 Ma1 =2.0 在楔形物之上的穩定、絕熱、非黏性可壓縮流之 CFD 計算結果 (灰階馬赫數等量圖)。楔形物
之半角 u= (a) 10°；(b) 20°；(c) 30°。在所有情況下，馬赫數之範圍從 Ma=0.2 (最深) 到 2.0 (最淺)。對兩個較小楔形半
角的情況而言，在楔形物的前緣形成微弱貼附的斜震波，但是對 30° 的情況，分離震波 (弓形波) 在楔形物之前形成。震
波強度隨 u 之增加而增加，如圖所示，當 u 增加時，震波下游的色影顏色越深。
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 For the 20� case (Fig. 15–82b), the CFD calculations yield a Mach 
number of 1.21 downstream of the shock. The shock angle measured from 
the CFD calculations is about 54�. Inviscid theory predicts a Mach number 
of 1.21 and a shock angle of 53.4�, so again the agreement between theory 
and CFD is excellent. Since the shock for the 20� case is at a steeper angle 
(closer to a normal shock), it is stronger than the shock for the 10� case, as 
indicated by the redder coloring in the Mach contours downstream of the 
shock for the 20� case.
 At Mach number 2.0 in air, inviscid theory predicts that a straight oblique 
shock can form up to a maximum wedge half-angle of about 23� (Chap. 12). 
At wedge half-angles greater than this, the shock must move upstream of 
the wedge (become detached), forming a detached shock, which takes the 
shape of a bow wave (Chap. 12). The CFD results at � � 30� (Fig. 15–82c) 
show that this is indeed the case. The portion of the detached shock just 
upstream of the leading edge is a normal shock, and thus the flow down-
stream of that portion of the shock is subsonic. As the shock curves back-
ward, it becomes progressively weaker, and the Mach number downstream 
of the shock increases, as indicated by the coloring.

15–6 ■  OPEN-CHANNEL FLOW CFD CALCULATIONS
So far, all our examples have been for one single-phase fluid (air or water). 
However, many commercially available CFD codes can handle flow of a 
mixture of gases (e.g., carbon monoxide in air), flow with two phases of the 
same fluid (e.g., steam and liquid water), and even flow of two fluids of dif-
ferent phase (e.g., liquid water and gaseous air). The latter case is of interest 
in this section, namely, the flow of water with a free surface, above which is 
gaseous air, i.e., open-channel flow. We present here some simple examples 
of CFD solutions of open-channel flows.

 =10°

(a)

Ma2Ma1

(b)

 = 20°

Ma2Ma1

(c)

 = 30°
Ma1 Ma2

FIGURE 15–82
CFD results (Mach number contours) for steady, adiabatic, inviscid, compressible flow at Ma1 � 2.0 over a wedge 
of half-angle � � (a) 10�, (b) 20�, and (c) 30�. The Mach number contours range from Ma � 0.2 (blue) to 2.0 (red) 
in all cases. For the two smaller wedge half-angles, an attached weak oblique shock forms at the leading edge of the 
wedge, but for the 30� case, a detached shock (bow wave) forms ahead of the wedge. Shock strength increases with �, 
as indicated by the color change downstream of the shock as � increases.
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在此同時考量次臨界流動與超臨界流動入口 (第 13 章)，圖 

15-84 顯示三種情況的 CFD 計算結果以供比較。對第一個情況 

(圖 15-84a)，yinlet 設為 0.30 m，且 Vinlet 設為 0.50 m/s，對應的福

勞數為

福勞數： 
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Vinlet

y
V inlet

inlet

FIGURE 15–83
Computational domain for steady, 
incompressible, two-dimensional 

flow of water over a bump along the 
bottom of a channel, with boundary 
conditions identified. Two fluids are 

modeled in the flow field—liquid 
water and air above the free surface 
of the water. Liquid depth yinlet and 

inlet speed Vinlet are specified.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 15–84
CFD results for incompressible, two-

dimensional flow of water over a 
bump along the channel bottom. 

Phase contours are plotted, where 
blue indicates liquid water and 

white indicates gaseous air: 
(a) subcritical-to-subcritical, 

(b) supercritical-to-supercritical, 
and (c) subcritical-to-supercritical.

Flow over a Bump on the Bottom of a Channel
Consider a two-dimensional channel with a flat, horizontal bottom. At a certain 
location along the bottom of the channel, there is a smooth bump, 1.0 m 
long and 0.10 m high at its center (Fig. 15–83). The velocity inlet is split 
into two parts—the lower part for liquid water and the upper part for air. 
In the CFD calculations, the inlet velocity of both the air and the water is 
specified as Vinlet. The water depth at the inlet of the computational domain 
is specified as yinlet, but the location of the water surface in the rest of the 
domain is calculated. The flow is modeled as inviscid.
 We consider cases with both subcritical and supercritical inlets (Chap. 13). 
Results from the CFD calculations are shown in Fig. 15–84 for three cases 
for comparison. For the first case (Fig. 15–84a), yinlet is specified as 0.30 m, 
and  Vinlet is specified as 0.50 m/s. The corresponding Froude number is cal-
culated to be

Froude number: Fr 5
V inlet

"gy inlet

5
0.50 m/s

"(9.81 m/s2)(0.30 m)
5 0.291

Since Fr � 1, the flow at the inlet is subcritical, and the liquid surface dips 
slightly above the bump (Fig. 15–84a). The flow remains subcritical down-
stream of the bump, and the liquid surface height slowly rises back to its 
prebump level. The flow is thus subcritical everywhere.
 For the second case (Fig. 15–84b), yinlet is specified as 0.50 m, and Vinlet is 
specified as 4.0 m/s. The corresponding Froude number is calculated to be 
1.81. Since Fr � 1, the flow at the inlet is supercritical, and the liquid sur-
face rises above the bump (Fig. 15–84b). Far downstream, the liquid depth 
returns to 0.50 m, and the average velocity returns to 4.0 m/s, yielding Fr � 
1.81—the same as at the inlet. Thus, this flow is supercritical everywhere.
 Finally, we show results for a third case (Fig. 15–84c) in which the flow 
entering the channel is subcritical (yinlet � 0.50 m, Vinlet � 1.0 m/s, and 
Fr � 0.452). In this case, the water surface dips downward over the bump, 
as expected for subcritical flow. However, on the downstream side of the 
bump, youtlet � 0.25 m, Voutlet � 2.0 m/s, and Fr � 1.28. Thus, this flow 
starts subcritical, but changes to supercritical downstream of the bump. 
If the domain had extended further downstream, we would likely see a 
hydraulic jump that would bring the Froude number back below unity 
(subcritical).
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由於 Fr <1，所以入口的流場為次臨界流動，在凸塊之上的液面

稍微下沉 (圖 15-84a)，凸塊下游的流場則維持在次臨界流動，

並且液面高度緩慢地升起，回復至凸塊之前的液面高度，所以

此流場在任何區域都是次臨界流動。

對第二個情況 (圖15-84b)，yinlet 設為 0.50 m，且 Vinlet 設為 

4.0 m/s，對應的福勞數為 1.81。由於 Fr >1，所以入口的流場

為超臨界流動，在凸塊之上的液面上升 (圖 15-84b)。在下游遠

端處，液面深度返回 0.50 m，且平均速度回復至 4.0 m/s，使得 

Fr=1.81－與入口值相同，因此流場在任何地方都是超臨界流動。

最後顯示第三個情況的結果 (圖 15-84c)。在此情況中，流入的流場為次臨界流

動 (yinlet =0.50 m、Vinlet =1.0 m/s，且 Fr =0.452)，結果在凸塊之上的水面，如同對

次臨界流動所預期的下降， 但是在凸塊的下游，youtlet =0.25 m、Voutlet =2.0 m/s 且 

Fr =1.28。所以這個流動是從次臨界流開始，但是在凸塊下游改變為超臨界流。如

果計算域延伸至更下游處，我們可能會看見水躍的情況，這會將使福勞數回復至低

於 1 的值 (次臨界流)。

經過閘門流動 (水躍)

對於最後的實例，考量具有平坦水平底部的二維流道，但是這次有一個水閘門 

(圖 15-85)。計算域的入口水深設為 yinlet，且入口流速設為 Vinlet。閘門底部與流道

底部的距離為 a，此流場以非黏性之模型建立。

以 yinlet =12.0 m 與 Vinlet =0.833 m/s 的條件執行 CFD，得出入口的福勞數 

圖 15-84　沿著流道底部的凸塊之
上的不可壓縮之二維水流的 CFD 計
算結果。其中繪出相態等量圖，深

色表示液態水而白色表示氣態的空

氣：(a) 次臨界流至次臨界流；(b) 超
臨界至超臨界流；(c) 次臨界流至超
臨界流。
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FIGURE 15–84
CFD results for incompressible, two-

dimensional flow of water over a 
bump along the channel bottom. 

Phase contours are plotted, where 
blue indicates liquid water and 

white indicates gaseous air: 
(a) subcritical-to-subcritical, 

(b) supercritical-to-supercritical, 
and (c) subcritical-to-supercritical.

Flow over a Bump on the Bottom of a Channel
Consider a two-dimensional channel with a flat, horizontal bottom. At a certain 
location along the bottom of the channel, there is a smooth bump, 1.0 m 
long and 0.10 m high at its center (Fig. 15–83). The velocity inlet is split 
into two parts—the lower part for liquid water and the upper part for air. 
In the CFD calculations, the inlet velocity of both the air and the water is 
specified as Vinlet. The water depth at the inlet of the computational domain 
is specified as yinlet, but the location of the water surface in the rest of the 
domain is calculated. The flow is modeled as inviscid.
 We consider cases with both subcritical and supercritical inlets (Chap. 13). 
Results from the CFD calculations are shown in Fig. 15–84 for three cases 
for comparison. For the first case (Fig. 15–84a), yinlet is specified as 0.30 m, 
and  Vinlet is specified as 0.50 m/s. The corresponding Froude number is cal-
culated to be

Froude number: Fr 5
V inlet

"gy inlet

5
0.50 m/s

"(9.81 m/s2)(0.30 m)
5 0.291

Since Fr � 1, the flow at the inlet is subcritical, and the liquid surface dips 
slightly above the bump (Fig. 15–84a). The flow remains subcritical down-
stream of the bump, and the liquid surface height slowly rises back to its 
prebump level. The flow is thus subcritical everywhere.
 For the second case (Fig. 15–84b), yinlet is specified as 0.50 m, and Vinlet is 
specified as 4.0 m/s. The corresponding Froude number is calculated to be 
1.81. Since Fr � 1, the flow at the inlet is supercritical, and the liquid sur-
face rises above the bump (Fig. 15–84b). Far downstream, the liquid depth 
returns to 0.50 m, and the average velocity returns to 4.0 m/s, yielding Fr � 
1.81—the same as at the inlet. Thus, this flow is supercritical everywhere.
 Finally, we show results for a third case (Fig. 15–84c) in which the flow 
entering the channel is subcritical (yinlet � 0.50 m, Vinlet � 1.0 m/s, and 
Fr � 0.452). In this case, the water surface dips downward over the bump, 
as expected for subcritical flow. However, on the downstream side of the 
bump, youtlet � 0.25 m, Voutlet � 2.0 m/s, and Fr � 1.28. Thus, this flow 
starts subcritical, but changes to supercritical downstream of the bump. 
If the domain had extended further downstream, we would likely see a 
hydraulic jump that would bring the Froude number back below unity 
(subcritical).
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圖 15-83　針對具確定邊界條件，沿
著流道底部的凸塊之上的穩定，不

可壓縮之二維水流的計算域。在流

場中對兩種流體建立模型。一液態

水與自由水面之上的空氣。已知液

體深度為 yinlet 與入口速度 Vinlet。
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In the CFD calculations, the inlet velocity of both the air and the water is 
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domain is calculated. The flow is modeled as inviscid.
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Since Fr � 1, the flow at the inlet is subcritical, and the liquid surface dips 
slightly above the bump (Fig. 15–84a). The flow remains subcritical down-
stream of the bump, and the liquid surface height slowly rises back to its 
prebump level. The flow is thus subcritical everywhere.
 For the second case (Fig. 15–84b), yinlet is specified as 0.50 m, and Vinlet is 
specified as 4.0 m/s. The corresponding Froude number is calculated to be 
1.81. Since Fr � 1, the flow at the inlet is supercritical, and the liquid sur-
face rises above the bump (Fig. 15–84b). Far downstream, the liquid depth 
returns to 0.50 m, and the average velocity returns to 4.0 m/s, yielding Fr � 
1.81—the same as at the inlet. Thus, this flow is supercritical everywhere.
 Finally, we show results for a third case (Fig. 15–84c) in which the flow 
entering the channel is subcritical (yinlet � 0.50 m, Vinlet � 1.0 m/s, and 
Fr � 0.452). In this case, the water surface dips downward over the bump, 
as expected for subcritical flow. However, on the downstream side of the 
bump, youtlet � 0.25 m, Voutlet � 2.0 m/s, and Fr � 1.28. Thus, this flow 
starts subcritical, but changes to supercritical downstream of the bump. 
If the domain had extended further downstream, we would likely see a 
hydraulic jump that would bring the Froude number back below unity 
(subcritical).
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Frinlet =0.0768 (次臨界流)。閘門底部與流道底部的距離為 a =0.125 m。CFD 的計

算結果顯示於圖 15-86 中。水通過閘門下方之後，其平均速度增加至 12.8 m/s，且

其深度減少為 y =0.78 m 。因此，在閘門下游與水躍上游之間的 Fr =4.63 (超臨界

流)。再往下游方向我們看到水閘門，其平均水深增為 y =3.54 m ，而且水流的平

均速度降低至 2.82 m/s，水閘門下游的福勞數 Fr =0.478 (次臨界流)。我們注意到

水閘門下游處的水深比水閘門上游的水深低很多，表示相當大的能量經過水躍散

逸，而且相對應的流動比能量降低 (第 13 章)。這種明渠流經過水躍的比能量損失

與可壓縮流經過震波的停滯壓損失的相似性再次得到證明。

圖 15-85　針對具有確定邊界條件通
過閘門之穩定，不可壓縮的二維水

流的計算區域。在流場中對兩種流

體建立模型－液態水與自由水面

之上的空氣。已知液體水深 yinlet 與
入口速度 Vinlet。
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FIGURE 15–85
Computational domain for steady, 
incompressible, two-dimensional flow 
of water through a sluice gate, with 
boundary conditions identified. Two 
fluids are modeled in the flow field—
liquid water, and air above the free 
surface of the water. Liquid depth yinlet 
and inlet speed Vinlet are specified.

FIGURE 15–86
CFD results for incompressible, two-
dimensional flow of water through a 
sluice gate in an open channel. Phase 
contours are plotted, where blue 
indicates liquid water and white 
indicates gaseous air: (a) overall view 
of the sluice gate and hydraulic jump, 
and (b) close-up view of the hydraulic 
jump. The flow is highly unsteady, and 
these are instantaneous snapshots at an 
arbitrary time.

Flow through a Sluice Gate (Hydraulic Jump)
As a final example, we consider a two-dimensional channel with a flat, 
horizontal bottom, but this time with a sluice gate (Fig. 15–85). The water 
depth at the inlet of the computational domain is specified as yinlet, and the 
inlet flow velocity is specified as Vinlet. The bottom of the sluice gate is at 
distance a from the channel bottom. The flow is modeled as inviscid.
 We run the CFD code with yinlet � 12.0 m and Vinlet � 0.833 m/s, yield-
ing an inlet Froude number of Frinlet � 0.0768 (subcritical). The bottom of 
the sluice gate is at a � 0.125 m from the channel bottom. Results from the 
CFD calculations are shown in Fig. 15–86. After the water passes under 
the sluice gate, its average velocity increases to 12.8 m/s, and its depth 
decreases to y � 0.78 m. Thus, Fr � 4.63 (supercritical) downstream of the 
sluice gate and upstream of the hydraulic jump. Some distance downstream, 
we see a hydraulic jump in which the average water depth increases to 
y � 3.54 m, and the average water velocity decreases to 2.82 m/s. The Froude 
number downstream of the hydraulic jump is thus Fr � 0.478 (subcritical). 
We notice that the downstream water depth is significantly lower than that 
upstream of the sluice gate, indicating relatively large dissipation through 
the hydraulic jump and a corresponding decrease in the specific energy of 
the flow (Chap. 13). The analogy between specific energy loss through a 
hydraulic jump in open-channel flow and stagnation pressure loss through a 
shock wave in compressible flow is reinforced.
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圖 15-86　在明渠流中通過閘門的二
維不可壓縮水流之 CFD 計算結果。
其中繪出相態等量圖，深色表示液

態水，而白色表示氣態的空氣：(a) 
閘內與水躍的整體視圖；(b) 水躍的
放大視圖。此流場為高度不穩定流

動，而且這些在某個任意時間的瞬

間照片。
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FIGURE 15–86
CFD results for incompressible, two-
dimensional flow of water through a 
sluice gate in an open channel. Phase 
contours are plotted, where blue 
indicates liquid water and white 
indicates gaseous air: (a) overall view 
of the sluice gate and hydraulic jump, 
and (b) close-up view of the hydraulic 
jump. The flow is highly unsteady, and 
these are instantaneous snapshots at an 
arbitrary time.

Flow through a Sluice Gate (Hydraulic Jump)
As a final example, we consider a two-dimensional channel with a flat, 
horizontal bottom, but this time with a sluice gate (Fig. 15–85). The water 
depth at the inlet of the computational domain is specified as yinlet, and the 
inlet flow velocity is specified as Vinlet. The bottom of the sluice gate is at 
distance a from the channel bottom. The flow is modeled as inviscid.
 We run the CFD code with yinlet � 12.0 m and Vinlet � 0.833 m/s, yield-
ing an inlet Froude number of Frinlet � 0.0768 (subcritical). The bottom of 
the sluice gate is at a � 0.125 m from the channel bottom. Results from the 
CFD calculations are shown in Fig. 15–86. After the water passes under 
the sluice gate, its average velocity increases to 12.8 m/s, and its depth 
decreases to y � 0.78 m. Thus, Fr � 4.63 (supercritical) downstream of the 
sluice gate and upstream of the hydraulic jump. Some distance downstream, 
we see a hydraulic jump in which the average water depth increases to 
y � 3.54 m, and the average water velocity decreases to 2.82 m/s. The Froude 
number downstream of the hydraulic jump is thus Fr � 0.478 (subcritical). 
We notice that the downstream water depth is significantly lower than that 
upstream of the sluice gate, indicating relatively large dissipation through 
the hydraulic jump and a corresponding decrease in the specific energy of 
the flow (Chap. 13). The analogy between specific energy loss through a 
hydraulic jump in open-channel flow and stagnation pressure loss through a 
shock wave in compressible flow is reinforced.
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客座作者： James G. Brasseur 與 AnupamPal，賓州州立大學

胃的機械功能 (稱為胃的“能動性”) 是適當營養、可靠藥物傳遞以及許多像是胃脹氣的胃功

能失調的重點。圖 15-87 顯示胃的核磁共振影像 (MRI)，胃的

功能如同一個混合器、磨碎機、儲藏室與精密的泵，控制釋放

胃內液體與固體的物質，進入吸收養份的小腸。營養物的釋放

係藉由胃部尾端的閥門 (幽門) 之開關，與胃和十二指腸之間壓

差的時間變化來控制，胃壓則由胃壁肌肉張力與通過腔室的蠕

動收縮波來控制 (圖 15-87)。腔室蠕動收縮波亦可打碎食物顆

粒並在胃內混合食物與藥品。但是目前不可能在人體的胃部量

測流體混合的運動，例如核磁共振影像只顯像出在胃內特殊磁

性流體的輪廓。為了研究這些看不見的流體運動與其效應，我

們已發展胃部計算流體模型。

上述計算模型所構成的數學基礎係推導自流體力學定律，

此模型是將胃的幾何形狀隨時間變化的核磁共振影像量測技

術，擴展至胃內流體運動的一種方式。鑑於電腦模型不能完整

描述胃的生理機能的複雜性，但是它們的優點在於允許系統控

制參數變化，使無法以實驗量測到的敏感性質，卻能夠以數值

方式研究。我們的虛擬胃應用了“晶格波茲曼”演算數值方

法，這方法非常適合在複雜的幾何形狀之中的流體流動，且從 

MRI  數據得出其邊界條件。在圖 15-88 中，我們預測在胃裡的 

1 cm 大小的長效藥丸之運動、分解與混合。在此數值實驗當

中，藥丸的密度高於周圍黏度極高的食物。我們預測腔室蠕動

波會在胃部內產生渦旋與逆脈動之“噴流”，這接著產生大剪

應力，使藥丸表面磨損，然後釋放藥性，接著藥丸與釋放藥丸

的流體運動混合。我們發現胃液的運動與混合，係依據胃的幾

何形狀與幽門隨時間變化的細節而改變。
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圖 15-88　電腦模擬在胃部流體腔室
蠕動收縮波 (圖 15-87) 產生的運動 
(速度向量)，以及藥丸 (顏色圓圈) 移
動的軌跡 (顏色路徑)。
Developed by Anupam Pal and James 
Brasseur. Used by permission.
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FIGURE 15–88
Computer simulation of fluid motions 
within the stomach (velocity vectors) 

from peristaltic antral contraction 
waves (Fig. 15–87), and the release 

of a drug (red trail) from an extended 
release tablet (red circle).

Developed by Anupam Pal and James Brasseur. 
Used by permission.

Guest Authors: James G. Brasseur and Anupam Pal, 
The Pennsylvania State University

The mechanical function of the stomach (called gastric “motility”) is central to 
proper nutrition, reliable drug delivery, and many gastric dysfunctions such 
as gastroparesis. Figure 15–87 shows a magnetic resonance image (MRI) 
of the stomach. The stomach is a mixer, a grinder, a storage chamber, and 
a sophisticated pump that controls the release of liquid and solid gastric con-
tent into the small intestines where nutrient uptake occurs. Nutrient release 
is controlled by the opening and closing of a valve at the end of the stomach 
(the pylorus) and the time variations in pressure difference between the stom-
ach and duodenum. Gastric pressure is controlled by muscle tension over the 
stomach wall and peristaltic contraction waves that pass through the antrum 
(Fig. 15–87). These antral peristaltic contraction waves also break down food 
particles and mix material within the stomach, both food and drugs. It is cur-
rently impossible, however, to measure the mixing fluid motions in the human 
stomach. The MRI, for example, gives only an outline of special magnetized 
fluid within the stomach. In order to study these invisible fluid motions and 
their effects, we have developed a computer model of the stomach using com-
putational fluid dynamics.
 The mathematics underlying our computational model is derived from 
the laws of fluid mechanics. The model is a way of extending MRI mea-
surements of time-evolving stomach geometry to the fluid motions within. 
Whereas computer models cannot describe the full complexity of gastric 
physiology, they have the great advantage of allowing controlled systematic 
variation of parameters, so sensitivities that cannot be measured experimen-
tally can be studied computationally. Our virtual stomach applies a numeri-
cal method called the “lattice Boltzmann” algorithm that is well suited to 
fluid flows in complex geometries, and the boundary conditions are obtained 
from MRI data. In Fig. 15–88 we predict the motions, breakdown, and 
mixing of 1-cm-size extended-release drug tablets in the stomach. In this 
numerical experiment the drug tablet is denser than the surrounding highly 
viscous meal. We predict that the antral peristaltic waves generate recirculat-
ing eddies and retropulsive “jets” within the stomach, which in turn generate 
high shear stresses that wear away the tablet surface and release the drug. 
The drug then mixes by the same fluid motions that release the drug. We 
find that gastric fluid motions and mixing depend on the details of the time 
variations in stomach geometry and pylorus.
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APPLICATION SPOTLIGHT ■ A Virtual Stomach

FIGURE 15–87
Magnetic resonance image of the 

human stomach in vivo at one instant 
in time showing peristaltic (i.e., 

propagating) contraction waves (CW) 
in the end region of the stomach (the 

antrum). The pylorus is a sphincter, or 
valve, that allows nutrients into the 

duodenum (small intestines).
Developed by Anupam Pal and James Brasseur. 

Used by permission.
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圖 15-87　某瞬間下對在消化中人
體胃的核磁共振影像， 其中顯示胃
部 (胃竇) 尾端區域的蠕動 (即傳播) 
收縮波 (CW)。幽門是括約肌，或是
閥門，使得養分進入十二指腸 (小
腸)。
Developed by Anupam Pal and James 
Brasseur. Used by permission.
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Developed by Anupam Pal and James Brasseur. 
Used by permission.

Guest Authors: James G. Brasseur and Anupam Pal, 
The Pennsylvania State University

The mechanical function of the stomach (called gastric “motility”) is central to 
proper nutrition, reliable drug delivery, and many gastric dysfunctions such 
as gastroparesis. Figure 15–87 shows a magnetic resonance image (MRI) 
of the stomach. The stomach is a mixer, a grinder, a storage chamber, and 
a sophisticated pump that controls the release of liquid and solid gastric con-
tent into the small intestines where nutrient uptake occurs. Nutrient release 
is controlled by the opening and closing of a valve at the end of the stomach 
(the pylorus) and the time variations in pressure difference between the stom-
ach and duodenum. Gastric pressure is controlled by muscle tension over the 
stomach wall and peristaltic contraction waves that pass through the antrum 
(Fig. 15–87). These antral peristaltic contraction waves also break down food 
particles and mix material within the stomach, both food and drugs. It is cur-
rently impossible, however, to measure the mixing fluid motions in the human 
stomach. The MRI, for example, gives only an outline of special magnetized 
fluid within the stomach. In order to study these invisible fluid motions and 
their effects, we have developed a computer model of the stomach using com-
putational fluid dynamics.
 The mathematics underlying our computational model is derived from 
the laws of fluid mechanics. The model is a way of extending MRI mea-
surements of time-evolving stomach geometry to the fluid motions within. 
Whereas computer models cannot describe the full complexity of gastric 
physiology, they have the great advantage of allowing controlled systematic 
variation of parameters, so sensitivities that cannot be measured experimen-
tally can be studied computationally. Our virtual stomach applies a numeri-
cal method called the “lattice Boltzmann” algorithm that is well suited to 
fluid flows in complex geometries, and the boundary conditions are obtained 
from MRI data. In Fig. 15–88 we predict the motions, breakdown, and 
mixing of 1-cm-size extended-release drug tablets in the stomach. In this 
numerical experiment the drug tablet is denser than the surrounding highly 
viscous meal. We predict that the antral peristaltic waves generate recirculat-
ing eddies and retropulsive “jets” within the stomach, which in turn generate 
high shear stresses that wear away the tablet surface and release the drug. 
The drug then mixes by the same fluid motions that release the drug. We 
find that gastric fluid motions and mixing depend on the details of the time 
variations in stomach geometry and pylorus.
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APPLICATION SPOTLIGHT ■ A Virtual Stomach

FIGURE 15–87
Magnetic resonance image of the 

human stomach in vivo at one instant 
in time showing peristaltic (i.e., 

propagating) contraction waves (CW) 
in the end region of the stomach (the 

antrum). The pylorus is a sphincter, or 
valve, that allows nutrients into the 

duodenum (small intestines).
Developed by Anupam Pal and James Brasseur. 

Used by permission.
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雖然 CFD 軟體不如電腦試算表普遍，也不像數學求解器一樣容易使用，但是它仍持續地進

步，而且越來越普及。從前只有專業科學家寫出自有的程式並使用超級電腦，現在具有多項特性

與易懂的市售 CFD 軟體，可在合理的成本下取得，並使用個人電腦操作，以及對所有工程領域皆

可使用。但是如本章所示，不佳的格點、未適當選取層流或紊流、不恰當的邊界條件或其它錯誤

會造成 CFD 的解答與實際不符，所以 CFD 的使用者必須對流體力學理論有良好的基礎，以避免

從 CFD 模擬得到錯誤的答案。此外，只要可能的話，應與實驗數據作適當比較，以確認 CFD 的預

測。謹慎記住這些，則 CFD 有很廣的潛力，包含流體流動方面。

我們展示了層流與紊流 CFD 解答的實例。對不可壓縮層流，CFD 可以提供非常好的解答，

甚至對具有分離的非穩定流。事實上，層流 CFD 的解答是“確實的”，但受限於格點解析度與

邊界條件的範圍。然而，許多實際工程所關注的流場為紊流，不是層流。直接數值模擬 (direct 

numerical simulation, DNS) 在模擬複雜的紊流流場方面具有潛力，而且求解運動方程式 (三維的連

續與納維–斯托克斯方程式) 的演算法也已完全建立。但是，高雷諾數的複雜紊流的細微尺寸的解

析度，則需要使用比現在最快的電腦還快上幾十倍的電腦來計算。在電腦進步到 DNS 對實際工程

問題有用的時候，需要再幾十年的時間。在這期間，我們所能做最好的事是使用紊流模型，這是

半經驗的傳輸方程式，這些方程式模擬 (而非解答) 紊流場渦流所增加的混合度與擴散。當使用紊

流模型執行 CFD 軟體時，必須注意要有足夠細微的網格，以及適當地應用所有的邊界條件。但是

不論網格多細或是邊界條件如何成立，紊流 CFD 的計算結果只能像所使用的紊流模型一樣好。儘

管如此，沒有一個紊流模型是萬用的 (可應用於所有的紊流流場)，對許多模擬實際的流場仍可獲得

合理的結果。

在本章中亦示範 CFD 對具有熱傳的流場、可壓縮流與明渠流，可得到有用的結果。但是在所

有實例中，CFD 的使用者必須小心選擇適當的計算區域、應用適合的邊界條件、產生良好的格點

與使用適當的模型與近似方法。當電腦越來越快、功能越來越強時，CFD 在複雜的工程系統的設

計與分析中將扮演重要的角色。在本簡介章節內，我們只是對 CFD 作淺易的描述而已。為了在 

CFD 領域之中成為箇中高手，你必須修習高等的課程，像數值方法、流體力學、紊流與熱傳學。

我們希望這章的內容能夠啟發你進一步在這個有趣的領域研習。
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習題

有“C”題目是觀念題。

基本原理、網格與邊界條件

15-1C CFD 軟體用來求解二維 (x, y) 且不具自由

表面的不可壓縮層流。流體為牛頓流體。

已設定適當的邊界條件，列出題目裡的

變數 (未知數)，並列出電腦要求解的方程

式。

15-2C 寫出以下各詞的概略定義與敘述：(a) 計

算區域；(b) 網格；(c) 傳輸方程式；(d) 

耦合方程式。

15-3C 什麼是格點與分格的差異，它們與元素有

何關係？在圖 P15-3C 裡，每邊有多少個

格點與多少段分格？

圖 P15-3C　
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PROBLEMS*

Fundamentals, Grid Generation, and Boundary 
Conditions

15–1C  A CFD code is used to solve a two-dimensional (x 
and y), incompressible, laminar flow without free surfaces. 
The fluid is Newtonian. Appropriate boundary conditions are 
used. List the variables (unknowns) in the problem, and list 
the corresponding equations to be solved by the computer.

15–2C  Write a brief (a few sentences) definition and 
description of each of the following, and provide example(s) 
if helpful: (a) computational domain, (b) mesh, (c) transport 
equation, (d) coupled equations.

15–3C  What is the difference between a node and an interval 
and how are they related to cells? In Fig. P15–3C, how many 
nodes and how many intervals are on each edge?

of the cylinder only. Explain why the downstream edge of 
the computational domain should be further from the cylinder 
than the upstream edge.

FIGURE P15–3C

BC to be specified
on this edge

FIGURE P15–10C

15–4C  For the two-dimensional computational domain of 
Fig. P15–3C, with the given node distribution, sketch a sim-
ple structured grid using four-sided cells and sketch a simple 
unstructured grid using three-sided cells. How many cells are 
in each? Discuss.

15–5C  For the two-dimensional computational domain 
of Fig. P15–3C, with the given node distribution, sketch a 
simple structured grid using four-sided cells and sketch a 
simple unstructured polyhedral grid using at least one of 
each: 3-sided, 4-sided, and 5-sided cells. Try to avoid large 
skewness. Compare the cell count for each case and discuss 
your results.

15–6C  Summarize the eight steps involved in a typical 
CFD analysis of a steady, laminar flow field.

15–7C  Suppose you are using CFD to simulate flow 
through a duct in which there is a circular cylinder as 
in Fig. P15–7C. The duct is long, but to save computer 
resources you choose a computational domain in the vicinity 

FIGURE P15–7C

15–8C  Write a brief (a few sentences) discussion about the 
significance of each of the following in regards to an iterative 
CFD solution: (a) initial conditions, (b) residual, (c) iteration, 
(d) postprocessing.

15–9C  Briefly discuss how each of the following is used by 
CFD codes to speed up the iteration process: (a) multigrid-
ding and (b) artificial time.

15–10C  Of the boundary conditions discussed in this chap-
ter, list all the boundary conditions that may be applied to 
the right edge of the two-dimensional computational domain 
sketched in Fig. P15–10C. Why can’t the other boundary 
conditions be applied to this edge?

15–11C  What is the standard method to test for adequate 
grid resolution when using CFD?

15–12C  What is the difference between a pressure inlet and 
a velocity inlet boundary condition? Explain why you cannot 
specify both pressure and velocity at a velocity inlet bound-
ary condition or at a pressure inlet boundary condition.

15–13C  An incompressible CFD code is used to simulate 
the flow of air through a two-dimensional rectangular chan-
nel (Fig. P15–13C). The computational domain consists of 
four blocks, as indicated. Flow enters block 4 from the upper 
right and exits block 1 to the left as shown. Inlet velocity V 
is known and outlet pressure Pout is also known. Label the 
boundary conditions that should be applied to every edge of 
every block of this computational domain.

* Problems designated by a “C” are concept questions, and students 
are encouraged to answer them all. Additional CFD problems are 
posted on the text website.
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15-4C 對於圖 P15-3C 裡的二維計算區域，根據

現有的格點，用四邊形元素繪出結構性網

格及用三邊形元素繪出非結構性網格。各

有幾個網格？

15-5C 對於圖 P15-3C 裡的二維計算區域，根據

現有的格點，用四邊形元素繪出結構性網

格，並繪出非結構性多邊網格：三邊、四

與五邊，試避免大幅的扭曲度，比較各個

網格數。

15-6C 對穩定層流流場，總結一般 CFD 分析所

含的八個步驟。

15-7C 假設你正在使用 CFD 模擬流體流過一個

管道，其內部有一個圓柱，如圖 P15-7C 

所示。管子很長，但是為了節省電腦資

源，你選擇一個只含圓柱附近的計算區

域。解釋為何計算域下游的邊要比上游的

長。

圖 P15-7C　
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PROBLEMS*

Fundamentals, Grid Generation, and Boundary 
Conditions

15–1C  A CFD code is used to solve a two-dimensional (x 
and y), incompressible, laminar flow without free surfaces. 
The fluid is Newtonian. Appropriate boundary conditions are 
used. List the variables (unknowns) in the problem, and list 
the corresponding equations to be solved by the computer.

15–2C  Write a brief (a few sentences) definition and 
description of each of the following, and provide example(s) 
if helpful: (a) computational domain, (b) mesh, (c) transport 
equation, (d) coupled equations.

15–3C  What is the difference between a node and an interval 
and how are they related to cells? In Fig. P15–3C, how many 
nodes and how many intervals are on each edge?

of the cylinder only. Explain why the downstream edge of 
the computational domain should be further from the cylinder 
than the upstream edge.

FIGURE P15–3C

BC to be specified
on this edge

FIGURE P15–10C

15–4C  For the two-dimensional computational domain of 
Fig. P15–3C, with the given node distribution, sketch a sim-
ple structured grid using four-sided cells and sketch a simple 
unstructured grid using three-sided cells. How many cells are 
in each? Discuss.

15–5C  For the two-dimensional computational domain 
of Fig. P15–3C, with the given node distribution, sketch a 
simple structured grid using four-sided cells and sketch a 
simple unstructured polyhedral grid using at least one of 
each: 3-sided, 4-sided, and 5-sided cells. Try to avoid large 
skewness. Compare the cell count for each case and discuss 
your results.

15–6C  Summarize the eight steps involved in a typical 
CFD analysis of a steady, laminar flow field.

15–7C  Suppose you are using CFD to simulate flow 
through a duct in which there is a circular cylinder as 
in Fig. P15–7C. The duct is long, but to save computer 
resources you choose a computational domain in the vicinity 

FIGURE P15–7C

15–8C  Write a brief (a few sentences) discussion about the 
significance of each of the following in regards to an iterative 
CFD solution: (a) initial conditions, (b) residual, (c) iteration, 
(d) postprocessing.

15–9C  Briefly discuss how each of the following is used by 
CFD codes to speed up the iteration process: (a) multigrid-
ding and (b) artificial time.

15–10C  Of the boundary conditions discussed in this chap-
ter, list all the boundary conditions that may be applied to 
the right edge of the two-dimensional computational domain 
sketched in Fig. P15–10C. Why can’t the other boundary 
conditions be applied to this edge?

15–11C  What is the standard method to test for adequate 
grid resolution when using CFD?

15–12C  What is the difference between a pressure inlet and 
a velocity inlet boundary condition? Explain why you cannot 
specify both pressure and velocity at a velocity inlet bound-
ary condition or at a pressure inlet boundary condition.

15–13C  An incompressible CFD code is used to simulate 
the flow of air through a two-dimensional rectangular chan-
nel (Fig. P15–13C). The computational domain consists of 
four blocks, as indicated. Flow enters block 4 from the upper 
right and exits block 1 to the left as shown. Inlet velocity V 
is known and outlet pressure Pout is also known. Label the 
boundary conditions that should be applied to every edge of 
every block of this computational domain.

* Problems designated by a “C” are concept questions, and students 
are encouraged to answer them all. Additional CFD problems are 
posted on the text website.
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計算區域

流進 流出

15-8C 關於 CFD 解題方法，概略 (以幾句話) 討

論以下各項的重要意義：(a) 初始條件；

(b) 殘值；(c) 疊代，及 (d) 後處理。

15-9C 概略討論 CFD 軟體如何用以下觀念加快

疊代的過程：(a) 多重網格，與 (b) 虛擬

時間。

15-10C 在本章所討論的邊界條件裡，列出所有可

以用在圖 P15-10C 裡，二維計算域右邊

的邊界條件。為何其它的邊界條件不能使

用？
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圖 P15-10C　
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15–1C  A CFD code is used to solve a two-dimensional (x 
and y), incompressible, laminar flow without free surfaces. 
The fluid is Newtonian. Appropriate boundary conditions are 
used. List the variables (unknowns) in the problem, and list 
the corresponding equations to be solved by the computer.

15–2C  Write a brief (a few sentences) definition and 
description of each of the following, and provide example(s) 
if helpful: (a) computational domain, (b) mesh, (c) transport 
equation, (d) coupled equations.

15–3C  What is the difference between a node and an interval 
and how are they related to cells? In Fig. P15–3C, how many 
nodes and how many intervals are on each edge?

of the cylinder only. Explain why the downstream edge of 
the computational domain should be further from the cylinder 
than the upstream edge.

FIGURE P15–3C

BC to be specified
on this edge

FIGURE P15–10C

15–4C  For the two-dimensional computational domain of 
Fig. P15–3C, with the given node distribution, sketch a sim-
ple structured grid using four-sided cells and sketch a simple 
unstructured grid using three-sided cells. How many cells are 
in each? Discuss.

15–5C  For the two-dimensional computational domain 
of Fig. P15–3C, with the given node distribution, sketch a 
simple structured grid using four-sided cells and sketch a 
simple unstructured polyhedral grid using at least one of 
each: 3-sided, 4-sided, and 5-sided cells. Try to avoid large 
skewness. Compare the cell count for each case and discuss 
your results.

15–6C  Summarize the eight steps involved in a typical 
CFD analysis of a steady, laminar flow field.

15–7C  Suppose you are using CFD to simulate flow 
through a duct in which there is a circular cylinder as 
in Fig. P15–7C. The duct is long, but to save computer 
resources you choose a computational domain in the vicinity 

FIGURE P15–7C

15–8C  Write a brief (a few sentences) discussion about the 
significance of each of the following in regards to an iterative 
CFD solution: (a) initial conditions, (b) residual, (c) iteration, 
(d) postprocessing.

15–9C  Briefly discuss how each of the following is used by 
CFD codes to speed up the iteration process: (a) multigrid-
ding and (b) artificial time.

15–10C  Of the boundary conditions discussed in this chap-
ter, list all the boundary conditions that may be applied to 
the right edge of the two-dimensional computational domain 
sketched in Fig. P15–10C. Why can’t the other boundary 
conditions be applied to this edge?

15–11C  What is the standard method to test for adequate 
grid resolution when using CFD?

15–12C  What is the difference between a pressure inlet and 
a velocity inlet boundary condition? Explain why you cannot 
specify both pressure and velocity at a velocity inlet bound-
ary condition or at a pressure inlet boundary condition.

15–13C  An incompressible CFD code is used to simulate 
the flow of air through a two-dimensional rectangular chan-
nel (Fig. P15–13C). The computational domain consists of 
four blocks, as indicated. Flow enters block 4 from the upper 
right and exits block 1 to the left as shown. Inlet velocity V 
is known and outlet pressure Pout is also known. Label the 
boundary conditions that should be applied to every edge of 
every block of this computational domain.

* Problems designated by a “C” are concept questions, and students 
are encouraged to answer them all. Additional CFD problems are 
posted on the text website.
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這個邊要設定的
邊界條件

15-11C 在使用 CFD 時，測試網格解析度是否足

夠的標準方法是什麼？

15-12C 壓力入口與速度入口邊界條件，有何差

別？解釋為何兩者不能同時設定？

15-13C 用一不可壓縮 CFD 軟體模擬二維矩形流

道內的空氣流動 (圖 P15-13C)。計算域包

含如圖所示的四個區塊。流動由右上方

進入，由區塊 1 的左邊出去。入口速度 V 

與出口壓力 Pout 為已知。在每個區塊的每

一邊，標示出應有的邊界條件。

圖 P15-13C　
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15–14C  Consider Prob. 15–13C again, except let the 
boundary condition on the common edge between blocks 1 
and 2 be a fan with a specified pressure rise from right to 
left across the fan. Suppose an incompressible CFD code is 
run for both cases (with and without the fan). All else being 
equal, will the pressure at the inlet increase or decrease? 
Why? What will happen to the velocity at the outlet? Explain.

15–15C  List six boundary conditions that are used with 
CFD to solve incompressible fluid flow problems. For each 
one, provide a brief description and give an example of how 
that boundary condition is used.

15–16  A CFD code is used to simulate flow over a two-
dimensional airfoil at an angle of attack. A portion of the 
computational domain near the airfoil is outlined in Fig. P15–16 
(the computational domain extends well beyond the region 
outlined by the dashed line). Sketch a coarse structured grid 
using four-sided cells and sketch a coarse unstructured grid 
using three-sided cells in the region shown. Be sure to cluster 
the cells where appropriate. Discuss the advantages and 
disadvantages of each grid type.

also known. Generate the blocking for a structured grid using 
four-sided blocks, and sketch a coarse grid using four-sided 
cells, being sure to cluster cells near walls. Also be careful to 
avoid highly skewed cells. Label the boundary conditions that 
should be applied to every edge of every block of your com-
putational domain. (Hint: Six to seven blocks are sufficient.)

FIGURE P15–16

15–17  For the airfoil of Prob. 15–16, sketch a coarse hybrid 
grid and explain the advantages of such a grid.

15–18  An incompressible CFD code is used to simulate the 
flow of water through a two-dimensional rectangular channel 
in which there is a circular cylinder (Fig. P15–18). A time-
averaged turbulent flow solution is generated using a turbu-
lence model. Top–bottom symmetry about the cylinder is 
assumed. Flow enters from the left and exits to the right as 
shown. Inlet velocity V is known, and outlet pressure Pout is 

V

Pout

FIGURE P15–18

V

Pout

FIGURE P15–19

15–19  An incompressible CFD code is used to simulate 
the flow of gasoline through a two-dimensional rectangular 
channel in which there is a large circular settling chamber 
(Fig. P15–19). Flow enters from the left and exits to the right 
as shown. A time-averaged turbulent flow solution is gen-
erated using a turbulence model. Top–bottom symmetry is 
assumed. Inlet velocity V is known, and outlet pressure Pout is 
also known. Generate the blocking for a structured grid using 
four-sided blocks, and sketch a coarse grid using four-sided 
cells, being sure to cluster cells near walls. Also be careful 
to avoid highly skewed cells. Label the boundary conditions 
that should be applied to every edge of every block of your 
computational domain.

V
Pout

FIGURE P15–13C

15–20  Redraw the structured multiblock grid of Fig. 15–12b 
for the case in which your CFD code can handle only elemen-
tary blocks. Renumber all the blocks and indicate how many 
i- and j-intervals are contained in each block. How many ele-
mentary blocks do you end up with? Add up all the cells, and 
verify that the total number of cells does not change.

15–21  Suppose your CFD code can handle nonelementary 
blocks. Combine as many blocks of Fig. 15–12b as you can. 
The only restriction is that in any one block, the number of 
i-intervals and the number of j-intervals must be constants. 
Show that you can create a structured grid with only three 
nonelementary blocks. Renumber all the blocks and indicate 
how many i- and j-intervals are contained in each block. Add 
up all the cells and verify that the total number of cells does 
not change.
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區塊 1

區塊 2

區塊 3

區塊 4
流入

流出

15-14C 考慮習題 15-13C，令區塊 1 與 2 的共用

邊為風扇，由右往左經過風扇的壓力增

加。假設兩題都以 CFD 軟體求解 (有或無

風扇)。解釋在入口處的壓力會增加或減

少？出口處的速度會怎麼樣？

15-15C 列出六個在用 CFD 解不可壓縮流問題時

所使用的邊界條件。簡單敘述並提出每個

邊界條件的例題。

15-16 CFD 軟體用於模擬經過一個有攻角的二

維翼形體的流場，部分鄰近翼型體的計算

域示於圖 15-16 (計算域遠大於圖中虛線

所示的範圍)。用四邊形元素草繪一個所

示區域的粗的結構性網格，另用三角形元

素草繪製一個粗的非結構性網格。討論每

種網格形式的優缺點。

圖 P15-16　
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15–14C  Consider Prob. 15–13C again, except let the 
boundary condition on the common edge between blocks 1 
and 2 be a fan with a specified pressure rise from right to 
left across the fan. Suppose an incompressible CFD code is 
run for both cases (with and without the fan). All else being 
equal, will the pressure at the inlet increase or decrease? 
Why? What will happen to the velocity at the outlet? Explain.

15–15C  List six boundary conditions that are used with 
CFD to solve incompressible fluid flow problems. For each 
one, provide a brief description and give an example of how 
that boundary condition is used.

15–16  A CFD code is used to simulate flow over a two-
dimensional airfoil at an angle of attack. A portion of the 
computational domain near the airfoil is outlined in Fig. P15–16 
(the computational domain extends well beyond the region 
outlined by the dashed line). Sketch a coarse structured grid 
using four-sided cells and sketch a coarse unstructured grid 
using three-sided cells in the region shown. Be sure to cluster 
the cells where appropriate. Discuss the advantages and 
disadvantages of each grid type.

also known. Generate the blocking for a structured grid using 
four-sided blocks, and sketch a coarse grid using four-sided 
cells, being sure to cluster cells near walls. Also be careful to 
avoid highly skewed cells. Label the boundary conditions that 
should be applied to every edge of every block of your com-
putational domain. (Hint: Six to seven blocks are sufficient.)

FIGURE P15–16

15–17  For the airfoil of Prob. 15–16, sketch a coarse hybrid 
grid and explain the advantages of such a grid.

15–18  An incompressible CFD code is used to simulate the 
flow of water through a two-dimensional rectangular channel 
in which there is a circular cylinder (Fig. P15–18). A time-
averaged turbulent flow solution is generated using a turbu-
lence model. Top–bottom symmetry about the cylinder is 
assumed. Flow enters from the left and exits to the right as 
shown. Inlet velocity V is known, and outlet pressure Pout is 

V

Pout

FIGURE P15–18

V

Pout

FIGURE P15–19

15–19  An incompressible CFD code is used to simulate 
the flow of gasoline through a two-dimensional rectangular 
channel in which there is a large circular settling chamber 
(Fig. P15–19). Flow enters from the left and exits to the right 
as shown. A time-averaged turbulent flow solution is gen-
erated using a turbulence model. Top–bottom symmetry is 
assumed. Inlet velocity V is known, and outlet pressure Pout is 
also known. Generate the blocking for a structured grid using 
four-sided blocks, and sketch a coarse grid using four-sided 
cells, being sure to cluster cells near walls. Also be careful 
to avoid highly skewed cells. Label the boundary conditions 
that should be applied to every edge of every block of your 
computational domain.

V
Pout

FIGURE P15–13C

15–20  Redraw the structured multiblock grid of Fig. 15–12b 
for the case in which your CFD code can handle only elemen-
tary blocks. Renumber all the blocks and indicate how many 
i- and j-intervals are contained in each block. How many ele-
mentary blocks do you end up with? Add up all the cells, and 
verify that the total number of cells does not change.

15–21  Suppose your CFD code can handle nonelementary 
blocks. Combine as many blocks of Fig. 15–12b as you can. 
The only restriction is that in any one block, the number of 
i-intervals and the number of j-intervals must be constants. 
Show that you can create a structured grid with only three 
nonelementary blocks. Renumber all the blocks and indicate 
how many i- and j-intervals are contained in each block. Add 
up all the cells and verify that the total number of cells does 
not change.
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15-17 對於習題 15-16 的機翼，草繪一個粗的混

合網格，並解釋其優點。

15-18 用一不可壓縮  CFD 軟體，模擬內有一

個圓柱的矩形流道二維的水流 (圖 P15-

18)。使用紊流模型解時間平均紊流。假

設圓柱上下的流動為對稱。水由左進入，

由右流出。已知入口速度 V 與出口壓力 

Pout。用四邊形區塊建立結構性網格，並

用四邊形元素草繪一個粗的網格。確定壁

面附近的元素密集，並且小心避免過度扭

曲的元素。標出每個區塊每邊所應使用

的邊界條件。(提示：六到七個區塊就夠

了。)

圖 P15-18　
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15–14C  Consider Prob. 15–13C again, except let the 
boundary condition on the common edge between blocks 1 
and 2 be a fan with a specified pressure rise from right to 
left across the fan. Suppose an incompressible CFD code is 
run for both cases (with and without the fan). All else being 
equal, will the pressure at the inlet increase or decrease? 
Why? What will happen to the velocity at the outlet? Explain.

15–15C  List six boundary conditions that are used with 
CFD to solve incompressible fluid flow problems. For each 
one, provide a brief description and give an example of how 
that boundary condition is used.

15–16  A CFD code is used to simulate flow over a two-
dimensional airfoil at an angle of attack. A portion of the 
computational domain near the airfoil is outlined in Fig. P15–16 
(the computational domain extends well beyond the region 
outlined by the dashed line). Sketch a coarse structured grid 
using four-sided cells and sketch a coarse unstructured grid 
using three-sided cells in the region shown. Be sure to cluster 
the cells where appropriate. Discuss the advantages and 
disadvantages of each grid type.

also known. Generate the blocking for a structured grid using 
four-sided blocks, and sketch a coarse grid using four-sided 
cells, being sure to cluster cells near walls. Also be careful to 
avoid highly skewed cells. Label the boundary conditions that 
should be applied to every edge of every block of your com-
putational domain. (Hint: Six to seven blocks are sufficient.)

FIGURE P15–16

15–17  For the airfoil of Prob. 15–16, sketch a coarse hybrid 
grid and explain the advantages of such a grid.

15–18  An incompressible CFD code is used to simulate the 
flow of water through a two-dimensional rectangular channel 
in which there is a circular cylinder (Fig. P15–18). A time-
averaged turbulent flow solution is generated using a turbu-
lence model. Top–bottom symmetry about the cylinder is 
assumed. Flow enters from the left and exits to the right as 
shown. Inlet velocity V is known, and outlet pressure Pout is 

V

Pout

FIGURE P15–18

V

Pout

FIGURE P15–19

15–19  An incompressible CFD code is used to simulate 
the flow of gasoline through a two-dimensional rectangular 
channel in which there is a large circular settling chamber 
(Fig. P15–19). Flow enters from the left and exits to the right 
as shown. A time-averaged turbulent flow solution is gen-
erated using a turbulence model. Top–bottom symmetry is 
assumed. Inlet velocity V is known, and outlet pressure Pout is 
also known. Generate the blocking for a structured grid using 
four-sided blocks, and sketch a coarse grid using four-sided 
cells, being sure to cluster cells near walls. Also be careful 
to avoid highly skewed cells. Label the boundary conditions 
that should be applied to every edge of every block of your 
computational domain.

V
Pout

FIGURE P15–13C

15–20  Redraw the structured multiblock grid of Fig. 15–12b 
for the case in which your CFD code can handle only elemen-
tary blocks. Renumber all the blocks and indicate how many 
i- and j-intervals are contained in each block. How many ele-
mentary blocks do you end up with? Add up all the cells, and 
verify that the total number of cells does not change.

15–21  Suppose your CFD code can handle nonelementary 
blocks. Combine as many blocks of Fig. 15–12b as you can. 
The only restriction is that in any one block, the number of 
i-intervals and the number of j-intervals must be constants. 
Show that you can create a structured grid with only three 
nonelementary blocks. Renumber all the blocks and indicate 
how many i- and j-intervals are contained in each block. Add 
up all the cells and verify that the total number of cells does 
not change.
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15-19 一不可壓縮  CFD 軟體，被用來模擬二

維矩形流道內的汽油流動。流道內有

如圖 P15-19 所示的沉澱腔體 (settling 

chamber)。汽油從左側流入，從右側流

出。使用紊流模型求解時間平均紊流流

動。假設頂邊與底邊為對稱條件。入口速

度 V 與出口壓力 Pout 為已知。建立結構

性網格用的四邊型區塊，並用四邊形元素

草繪一個粗的網格。確定壁面附近的網格

密集，小心避免網格過度扭曲。標出每個

區塊的邊界上應有的邊界條件。
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圖 P15-19　
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15–14C  Consider Prob. 15–13C again, except let the 
boundary condition on the common edge between blocks 1 
and 2 be a fan with a specified pressure rise from right to 
left across the fan. Suppose an incompressible CFD code is 
run for both cases (with and without the fan). All else being 
equal, will the pressure at the inlet increase or decrease? 
Why? What will happen to the velocity at the outlet? Explain.

15–15C  List six boundary conditions that are used with 
CFD to solve incompressible fluid flow problems. For each 
one, provide a brief description and give an example of how 
that boundary condition is used.

15–16  A CFD code is used to simulate flow over a two-
dimensional airfoil at an angle of attack. A portion of the 
computational domain near the airfoil is outlined in Fig. P15–16 
(the computational domain extends well beyond the region 
outlined by the dashed line). Sketch a coarse structured grid 
using four-sided cells and sketch a coarse unstructured grid 
using three-sided cells in the region shown. Be sure to cluster 
the cells where appropriate. Discuss the advantages and 
disadvantages of each grid type.

also known. Generate the blocking for a structured grid using 
four-sided blocks, and sketch a coarse grid using four-sided 
cells, being sure to cluster cells near walls. Also be careful to 
avoid highly skewed cells. Label the boundary conditions that 
should be applied to every edge of every block of your com-
putational domain. (Hint: Six to seven blocks are sufficient.)

FIGURE P15–16

15–17  For the airfoil of Prob. 15–16, sketch a coarse hybrid 
grid and explain the advantages of such a grid.

15–18  An incompressible CFD code is used to simulate the 
flow of water through a two-dimensional rectangular channel 
in which there is a circular cylinder (Fig. P15–18). A time-
averaged turbulent flow solution is generated using a turbu-
lence model. Top–bottom symmetry about the cylinder is 
assumed. Flow enters from the left and exits to the right as 
shown. Inlet velocity V is known, and outlet pressure Pout is 

V

Pout

FIGURE P15–18

V

Pout

FIGURE P15–19

15–19  An incompressible CFD code is used to simulate 
the flow of gasoline through a two-dimensional rectangular 
channel in which there is a large circular settling chamber 
(Fig. P15–19). Flow enters from the left and exits to the right 
as shown. A time-averaged turbulent flow solution is gen-
erated using a turbulence model. Top–bottom symmetry is 
assumed. Inlet velocity V is known, and outlet pressure Pout is 
also known. Generate the blocking for a structured grid using 
four-sided blocks, and sketch a coarse grid using four-sided 
cells, being sure to cluster cells near walls. Also be careful 
to avoid highly skewed cells. Label the boundary conditions 
that should be applied to every edge of every block of your 
computational domain.

V
Pout

FIGURE P15–13C

15–20  Redraw the structured multiblock grid of Fig. 15–12b 
for the case in which your CFD code can handle only elemen-
tary blocks. Renumber all the blocks and indicate how many 
i- and j-intervals are contained in each block. How many ele-
mentary blocks do you end up with? Add up all the cells, and 
verify that the total number of cells does not change.

15–21  Suppose your CFD code can handle nonelementary 
blocks. Combine as many blocks of Fig. 15–12b as you can. 
The only restriction is that in any one block, the number of 
i-intervals and the number of j-intervals must be constants. 
Show that you can create a structured grid with only three 
nonelementary blocks. Renumber all the blocks and indicate 
how many i- and j-intervals are contained in each block. Add 
up all the cells and verify that the total number of cells does 
not change.
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15-20 重繪圖 15-12b 的結構性多重區塊網格，

使原只能處理基本區塊的 CFD 軟體可以

用。重新標示區塊並列出各區塊內所含的 

i 與 j 分格數目。計算區塊總數與元素總

數，並檢驗元素的總數是否改變。

15-21 假設你的 CFD 軟體能處理非基本區塊。

將圖 15-12b 的區塊儘量合併。條件是每

個區塊內的 i 與 j 分格數目維持固定。證

明你可以只用三個基本區塊建立結構性網

格。重新標示區塊並列出各區塊內所含的 

i 與 j 分格數目。計算元素總數並檢驗元

素的總數是否改變。

15-22 一新型散熱器的設計目標，是要使下游每

階段的流體儘量混合。Anita 設計一款造

型，其中一階段的斷面如圖 P15-22。其

幾何造型往上下週期性延伸。她使用幾十

個高攻角的矩形管，以確定流場在尾流區

充分混合。此設計的性能要以紊流模型、

二維時間平均的 CFD 模擬作為測試。繪

出可用來模擬流動的最簡單計算區域。在

圖形裡標出所有的邊界條件。

15-23 對於習題 15-22 的計算區域，繪出具有四

邊形基本區塊與四邊形元素的結構性多重

區塊網格。

15-24 Anita 將習題 15-22 與習題 15-23 所建立

的計算域與網格，用  CFD 軟體運算求

解。但是 Anita 發現在出口處 (右側邊緣) 

有回流，所以 CFD 運算無法收斂。解釋

為何有回流，Anita 該如何修正這項錯

誤？

15-25 延續習題 15-22 的熱交換器設計。假設 

Anita 的設計是根據單階段的 CFD 分析得

到的。現在她需要模擬兩階段的熱交換

器。第二列矩形管是與第一列交錯且傾斜

方向相反，以增進混合 (圖 P15-25)。其

幾何上下週期性延伸至非示於圖中之區

域，繪出可用來模擬流動的計算區域。在

圖形裡標出所有的邊界條件。

圖 P15-25　
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15–22  A new heat exchanger is being designed with the 
goal of mixing the fluid downstream of each stage as thor-
oughly as possible. Anita comes up with a design whose 
cross section for one stage is sketched in Fig. P15–22. The 
geometry extends periodically up and down beyond the region 
shown here. She uses several dozen rectangular tubes inclined 
at a high angle of attack to ensure that the flow separates and 
mixes in the wakes. The performance of this geometry is to 
be tested using two-dimensional time-averaged CFD simula-
tions with a turbulence model, and the results will be com-
pared to those of competing geometries. Sketch the simplest 
possible computational domain that can be used to simulate 
this flow. Label and indicate all boundary conditions on your 
diagram. Discuss. 15–26  Sketch a structured multiblock grid with four-

sided elementary blocks for the computational domain of 
Prob. 15–25. Each block is to have four-sided structured cells, 
but you do not have to sketch the grid, just the block topology. 
Try to make all the blocks as rectangular as possible to avoid 
highly skewed cells in the corners. Assume that the CFD code 
requires that the node distribution on periodic pairs of edges 
be identical (the two edges of a periodic pair are “linked” in 
the grid generation process). Also assume that the CFD code 
does not allow a block’s edges to be split for application of 
boundary conditions.

General CFD Problems*

15–27  Consider the two-dimensional wye of Fig. P15–27. 
Dimensions are in meters, and the drawing is not to scale. 
Incompressible flow enters from the left, and splits into two 
parts. Generate three coarse grids, with identical node distribu-
tions on all edges of the computational domain: (a) structured 
multiblock grid, (b) unstructured triangular grid, and (c) unstruc-
tured quadrilateral grid. Compare the number of cells in each 
case and comment about the quality of the grid in each case.

FIGURE P15–22

15–23  Sketch a coarse structured multiblock grid with four-
sided elementary blocks and four-sided cells for the computa-
tional domain of Prob. 15–22.

15–24  Anita runs a CFD code using the computational 
domain and grid developed in Probs. 15–22 and 15–23. 
Unfortunately, the CFD code has a difficult time converging 
and Anita realizes that there is reverse flow at the outlet (far 
right edge of the computational domain). Explain why there 
is reverse flow, and discuss what Anita should do to correct 
the problem.

15–25  As a follow-up to the heat exchanger design of 
Prob. 15–22, suppose Anita’s design is chosen based on the 
results of a preliminary single-stage CFD analysis. Now she is 
asked to simulate two stages of the heat exchanger. The second 
row of rectangular tubes is staggered and inclined oppositely 
to that of the first row to promote mixing (Fig. P15–25). 
The geometry extends periodically up and down beyond the 
region shown here. Sketch a computational domain that can 
be used to simulate this flow. Label and indicate all boundary 
conditions on your diagram. Discuss.

FIGURE P15–25

* These problems require CFD software, although not any particular 
brand. Students must do the following problems “from scratch,” 
including generation of an appropriate mesh.

15–28  Choose one of the grids generated in Prob. 15–27, 
and run a CFD solution for laminar flow of air with a uniform 
inlet velocity of 0.02 m/s. Set the outlet pressure at both out-
lets to the same value, and calculate the pressure drop through 

(2, 1)(0, 1)

(0, 0) (5, 0)

(5, 0.5)

(4.5, 3.5)

(2.5, 0.5)

(5, 3)

FIGURE P15–27
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15-26 對於習題 15-25 的計算域，繪出具有四邊

形基本區塊的結構性多重區塊網格。每個

區塊都有四邊形的結構性網格。你不必繪

出網格，只需繪出區塊的形狀。設法使區

塊儘量維持矩形，以免角落的網格過度扭

曲。假設 CFD 軟體要求週期邊界的格點

分佈相同。且假設 CFD 軟體不接受區塊

的邊分成不同的邊界條件。

圖 P15-22　
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15–22  A new heat exchanger is being designed with the 
goal of mixing the fluid downstream of each stage as thor-
oughly as possible. Anita comes up with a design whose 
cross section for one stage is sketched in Fig. P15–22. The 
geometry extends periodically up and down beyond the region 
shown here. She uses several dozen rectangular tubes inclined 
at a high angle of attack to ensure that the flow separates and 
mixes in the wakes. The performance of this geometry is to 
be tested using two-dimensional time-averaged CFD simula-
tions with a turbulence model, and the results will be com-
pared to those of competing geometries. Sketch the simplest 
possible computational domain that can be used to simulate 
this flow. Label and indicate all boundary conditions on your 
diagram. Discuss. 15–26  Sketch a structured multiblock grid with four-

sided elementary blocks for the computational domain of 
Prob. 15–25. Each block is to have four-sided structured cells, 
but you do not have to sketch the grid, just the block topology. 
Try to make all the blocks as rectangular as possible to avoid 
highly skewed cells in the corners. Assume that the CFD code 
requires that the node distribution on periodic pairs of edges 
be identical (the two edges of a periodic pair are “linked” in 
the grid generation process). Also assume that the CFD code 
does not allow a block’s edges to be split for application of 
boundary conditions.

General CFD Problems*

15–27  Consider the two-dimensional wye of Fig. P15–27. 
Dimensions are in meters, and the drawing is not to scale. 
Incompressible flow enters from the left, and splits into two 
parts. Generate three coarse grids, with identical node distribu-
tions on all edges of the computational domain: (a) structured 
multiblock grid, (b) unstructured triangular grid, and (c) unstruc-
tured quadrilateral grid. Compare the number of cells in each 
case and comment about the quality of the grid in each case.

FIGURE P15–22

15–23  Sketch a coarse structured multiblock grid with four-
sided elementary blocks and four-sided cells for the computa-
tional domain of Prob. 15–22.

15–24  Anita runs a CFD code using the computational 
domain and grid developed in Probs. 15–22 and 15–23. 
Unfortunately, the CFD code has a difficult time converging 
and Anita realizes that there is reverse flow at the outlet (far 
right edge of the computational domain). Explain why there 
is reverse flow, and discuss what Anita should do to correct 
the problem.

15–25  As a follow-up to the heat exchanger design of 
Prob. 15–22, suppose Anita’s design is chosen based on the 
results of a preliminary single-stage CFD analysis. Now she is 
asked to simulate two stages of the heat exchanger. The second 
row of rectangular tubes is staggered and inclined oppositely 
to that of the first row to promote mixing (Fig. P15–25). 
The geometry extends periodically up and down beyond the 
region shown here. Sketch a computational domain that can 
be used to simulate this flow. Label and indicate all boundary 
conditions on your diagram. Discuss.

FIGURE P15–25

* These problems require CFD software, although not any particular 
brand. Students must do the following problems “from scratch,” 
including generation of an appropriate mesh.

15–28  Choose one of the grids generated in Prob. 15–27, 
and run a CFD solution for laminar flow of air with a uniform 
inlet velocity of 0.02 m/s. Set the outlet pressure at both out-
lets to the same value, and calculate the pressure drop through 

(2, 1)(0, 1)

(0, 0) (5, 0)

(5, 0.5)

(4.5, 3.5)

(2.5, 0.5)

(5, 3)

FIGURE P15–27
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一般的 CFD 問題*

15-27 考慮題 15-27 的二維分岔管。單位是 m，

圖 P15-27 沒有照比例表示。不可壓縮流

由左側進入，且分岔成兩部分。使計算區

域每邊的格點都相同，以此建立三種粗網

格：(a) 結構性多重區塊網格；(b) 非結構

性三角形網格，與 (c) 非結構性四邊形網

格。比較每種情形的網格數目，並討論其

網格品質。

圖 P15-27　
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15–22  A new heat exchanger is being designed with the 
goal of mixing the fluid downstream of each stage as thor-
oughly as possible. Anita comes up with a design whose 
cross section for one stage is sketched in Fig. P15–22. The 
geometry extends periodically up and down beyond the region 
shown here. She uses several dozen rectangular tubes inclined 
at a high angle of attack to ensure that the flow separates and 
mixes in the wakes. The performance of this geometry is to 
be tested using two-dimensional time-averaged CFD simula-
tions with a turbulence model, and the results will be com-
pared to those of competing geometries. Sketch the simplest 
possible computational domain that can be used to simulate 
this flow. Label and indicate all boundary conditions on your 
diagram. Discuss. 15–26  Sketch a structured multiblock grid with four-

sided elementary blocks for the computational domain of 
Prob. 15–25. Each block is to have four-sided structured cells, 
but you do not have to sketch the grid, just the block topology. 
Try to make all the blocks as rectangular as possible to avoid 
highly skewed cells in the corners. Assume that the CFD code 
requires that the node distribution on periodic pairs of edges 
be identical (the two edges of a periodic pair are “linked” in 
the grid generation process). Also assume that the CFD code 
does not allow a block’s edges to be split for application of 
boundary conditions.

General CFD Problems*

15–27  Consider the two-dimensional wye of Fig. P15–27. 
Dimensions are in meters, and the drawing is not to scale. 
Incompressible flow enters from the left, and splits into two 
parts. Generate three coarse grids, with identical node distribu-
tions on all edges of the computational domain: (a) structured 
multiblock grid, (b) unstructured triangular grid, and (c) unstruc-
tured quadrilateral grid. Compare the number of cells in each 
case and comment about the quality of the grid in each case.

FIGURE P15–22

15–23  Sketch a coarse structured multiblock grid with four-
sided elementary blocks and four-sided cells for the computa-
tional domain of Prob. 15–22.

15–24  Anita runs a CFD code using the computational 
domain and grid developed in Probs. 15–22 and 15–23. 
Unfortunately, the CFD code has a difficult time converging 
and Anita realizes that there is reverse flow at the outlet (far 
right edge of the computational domain). Explain why there 
is reverse flow, and discuss what Anita should do to correct 
the problem.

15–25  As a follow-up to the heat exchanger design of 
Prob. 15–22, suppose Anita’s design is chosen based on the 
results of a preliminary single-stage CFD analysis. Now she is 
asked to simulate two stages of the heat exchanger. The second 
row of rectangular tubes is staggered and inclined oppositely 
to that of the first row to promote mixing (Fig. P15–25). 
The geometry extends periodically up and down beyond the 
region shown here. Sketch a computational domain that can 
be used to simulate this flow. Label and indicate all boundary 
conditions on your diagram. Discuss.

FIGURE P15–25

* These problems require CFD software, although not any particular 
brand. Students must do the following problems “from scratch,” 
including generation of an appropriate mesh.

15–28  Choose one of the grids generated in Prob. 15–27, 
and run a CFD solution for laminar flow of air with a uniform 
inlet velocity of 0.02 m/s. Set the outlet pressure at both out-
lets to the same value, and calculate the pressure drop through 

(2, 1)(0, 1)

(0, 0) (5, 0)

(5, 0.5)

(4.5, 3.5)

(2.5, 0.5)

(5, 3)

FIGURE P15–27
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15-28 選出習題 15-27 的網格之一，並設定均

勻的入口速度為 0.02 m/s 的層流空氣流

動，以 CFD 求解。設定兩個出口的壓力

相等，計算此流道的壓力降。計算各分岔

的出口所占的流量百分比，並建立流線圖

形。

15-29 重做習題 15-28，但是入口速度改成 10.0 

m/s 的紊流；此外，設定入口的紊流強度

為10% 與紊流尺度為 0.5 m。使用具有壁

面函數的 k-ε 紊流模型，設定兩個出口的
壓力相等，計算此流道的壓力降。計算各

分岔的出口所佔的流動百分比，並建立流

線圖形。將此圖形與習題 15-28 的比較。

15-30 建立一計算區域，探討平板上的層流在 

Re =10,000 下，邊界層的發展。先建立

一粗網格，然後逐漸將網格變細，直到解

答幾乎不受網格影響。

15-31 重做習題 15-30，但是改為紊流邊界層的 

Re=106。討論其結果。

15-32 建立一計算區域來研究室內的通風  (圖 

P15-32)。建立一矩形房間，其天花板有

一速度入口，以模擬空氣供應，並且有一

壓力出口，以模擬空氣回風。你可以用二

維的近似的設定以求簡化 (垂直於圖形的

長度無限大)。使用結構性矩形網格，繪

出流線與速度向量圖形並討論。

圖 P15-32　
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15–36  Repeat Prob. 15–35, except create a three-dimensional 
room, with an air supply and an air return in the ceiling. 
Compare the two-dimensional results of Prob. 15–35 with 
the more realistic three-dimensional results of this problem. 
Discuss.

15–37  Generate a computational domain to study compress-
ible flow of air through a converging nozzle with atmospheric 
pressure at the nozzle exit (Fig. P15–37). The nozzle walls 
may be approximated as inviscid (zero shear stress). Run 
several cases with various values of inlet pressure. How much 
inlet pressure is required to choke the flow? What happens if 
the inlet pressure is higher than this value? Discuss.

the wye. Also calculate the percentage of the inlet flow that 
goes out of each branch. Generate a plot of streamlines.

15–29  Repeat Prob. 15–28, except for turbulent flow of air 
with a uniform inlet velocity of 10.0 m/s. In addition, set the 
turbulence intensity at the inlet to 10 percent with a turbulent 
length scale of 0.5 m. Use the k-� turbulence model with wall 
functions. Set the outlet pressure at both outlets to the same 
value, and calculate the pressure drop through the wye. Also 
calculate the percentage of the inlet flow that goes out of 
each branch. Generate a plot of streamlines. Compare results 
with those of laminar flow (Prob. 15–28).

15–30  Generate a computational domain to study the lami-
nar boundary layer growing on a flat plate at Re � 10,000. 
Generate a very coarse mesh, and then continually refine the 
mesh until the solution becomes grid independent. Discuss.

15–31  Repeat Prob. 15–30, except for a turbulent boundary 
layer at Re � 106. Discuss.

15–32  Generate a computational domain to study ventila-
tion in a room (Fig. P15–32). Specifically, generate a rectan-
gular room with a velocity inlet in the ceiling to model the 
supply air, and a pressure outlet in the ceiling to model the 
return air. You may make a two-dimensional approximation 
for simplicity (the room is infinitely long in the direction nor-
mal to the page in Fig. P15–32). Use a structured rectangular 
grid. Plot streamlines and velocity vectors. Discuss.

FIGURE P15–32

15–38  Repeat Prob. 15–37, except remove the inviscid flow 
approximation. Instead, let the flow be turbulent, with smooth, 
no-slip walls. Compare your results to those of Prob. 15–37. 
What is the major effect of friction in this problem? Discuss.

15–39  Generate a computational domain to study incom-
pressible, laminar flow over a two-dimensional streamlined 
body (Fig. P15–39). Generate various body shapes, and cal-
culate the drag coefficient for each shape. What is the small-
est value of CD that you can achieve? (Note: For fun, this 
problem can be turned into a contest between students. Who 
can generate the lowest-drag body shape?)

15–40  Repeat Prob. 15–39, except for an axisymmetric, 
rather than a two-dimensional, body. Compare to the two-
dimensional case. For the same sectional slice shape, which 
has the lower drag coefficient? Discuss.

15–33  Repeat Prob. 15–32, except use an unstructured trian-
gular grid, keeping everything else the same. Do you get the 
same results as those of Prob. 15–32? Compare and discuss.

15–34  Repeat Prob. 15–32, except move the supply and/or 
return vents to various locations in the ceiling. Compare and 
discuss.

15–35  Choose one of the room geometries of Probs. 15–32 
and 15–34, and add the energy equation to the calculations. 
In particular, model a room with air-conditioning, by specify-
ing the supply air as cool (T � 18�C), while the walls, floor, 
and ceiling are warm (T � 26�C). Adjust the supply air speed 
until the average temperature in the room is as close as pos-
sible to 22�C. How much ventilation (in terms of number of 
room air volume changes per hour) is required to cool this 
room to an average temperature of 22�C? Discuss.

FIGURE P15–37

FD

V

FIGURE P15–39
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供給的空氣 回風的空氣

15-33 重做習題 15-32，改用非結構性三角形網

格，比較並討論所得結果。

15-34 重做習題 15-32，將天花板上的送風與回

風口移動到天花板上不同點，比較並討論

結果。

15-35 選擇習題 15-32 及 15-34 的室內幾何設計

其中之一，加上能量方程式求解。模擬一

個有冷氣空調的房間，設定送風空氣溫

度 T=18°C，而壁面、地板及天花板的溫

度為 T=26°C。調整空氣進入的速度，直

到室內的平均溫度趨近 22°C。需要多少

送風量 (以室內空氣每小時的變氣次數計) 

才能將房間冷卻到 22°C？

15-36 重做習題 15-35，但是建立三維的房間，

在天花板設有供風與回風。將這個較符合

實際的三維計算結果與習題 15-35 比較。

15-37 建立一個計算區域，以探討圖 P15-37 漸

縮噴嘴內的可壓縮流。噴嘴出口壓力為大

氣壓力。噴嘴壁面可以用非黏性流近似解 

(無剪應力)。用各種入口壓力計算這個流

場。發生阻流所需的入口壓力為何？討論

如果入口壓力高於此值會怎麼樣？

* 這些題目需要用 CFD 軟體解題，但是不需用任何特定
軟體。與前幾個題目不同，學生必須從頭開始自行求
解，包括分割出最適當的網格。
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圖 P15-37　
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15–36  Repeat Prob. 15–35, except create a three-dimensional 
room, with an air supply and an air return in the ceiling. 
Compare the two-dimensional results of Prob. 15–35 with 
the more realistic three-dimensional results of this problem. 
Discuss.

15–37  Generate a computational domain to study compress-
ible flow of air through a converging nozzle with atmospheric 
pressure at the nozzle exit (Fig. P15–37). The nozzle walls 
may be approximated as inviscid (zero shear stress). Run 
several cases with various values of inlet pressure. How much 
inlet pressure is required to choke the flow? What happens if 
the inlet pressure is higher than this value? Discuss.

the wye. Also calculate the percentage of the inlet flow that 
goes out of each branch. Generate a plot of streamlines.

15–29  Repeat Prob. 15–28, except for turbulent flow of air 
with a uniform inlet velocity of 10.0 m/s. In addition, set the 
turbulence intensity at the inlet to 10 percent with a turbulent 
length scale of 0.5 m. Use the k-� turbulence model with wall 
functions. Set the outlet pressure at both outlets to the same 
value, and calculate the pressure drop through the wye. Also 
calculate the percentage of the inlet flow that goes out of 
each branch. Generate a plot of streamlines. Compare results 
with those of laminar flow (Prob. 15–28).

15–30  Generate a computational domain to study the lami-
nar boundary layer growing on a flat plate at Re � 10,000. 
Generate a very coarse mesh, and then continually refine the 
mesh until the solution becomes grid independent. Discuss.

15–31  Repeat Prob. 15–30, except for a turbulent boundary 
layer at Re � 106. Discuss.

15–32  Generate a computational domain to study ventila-
tion in a room (Fig. P15–32). Specifically, generate a rectan-
gular room with a velocity inlet in the ceiling to model the 
supply air, and a pressure outlet in the ceiling to model the 
return air. You may make a two-dimensional approximation 
for simplicity (the room is infinitely long in the direction nor-
mal to the page in Fig. P15–32). Use a structured rectangular 
grid. Plot streamlines and velocity vectors. Discuss.

FIGURE P15–32

15–38  Repeat Prob. 15–37, except remove the inviscid flow 
approximation. Instead, let the flow be turbulent, with smooth, 
no-slip walls. Compare your results to those of Prob. 15–37. 
What is the major effect of friction in this problem? Discuss.

15–39  Generate a computational domain to study incom-
pressible, laminar flow over a two-dimensional streamlined 
body (Fig. P15–39). Generate various body shapes, and cal-
culate the drag coefficient for each shape. What is the small-
est value of CD that you can achieve? (Note: For fun, this 
problem can be turned into a contest between students. Who 
can generate the lowest-drag body shape?)

15–40  Repeat Prob. 15–39, except for an axisymmetric, 
rather than a two-dimensional, body. Compare to the two-
dimensional case. For the same sectional slice shape, which 
has the lower drag coefficient? Discuss.

15–33  Repeat Prob. 15–32, except use an unstructured trian-
gular grid, keeping everything else the same. Do you get the 
same results as those of Prob. 15–32? Compare and discuss.

15–34  Repeat Prob. 15–32, except move the supply and/or 
return vents to various locations in the ceiling. Compare and 
discuss.

15–35  Choose one of the room geometries of Probs. 15–32 
and 15–34, and add the energy equation to the calculations. 
In particular, model a room with air-conditioning, by specify-
ing the supply air as cool (T � 18�C), while the walls, floor, 
and ceiling are warm (T � 26�C). Adjust the supply air speed 
until the average temperature in the room is as close as pos-
sible to 22�C. How much ventilation (in terms of number of 
room air volume changes per hour) is required to cool this 
room to an average temperature of 22�C? Discuss.

FIGURE P15–37

FD

V

FIGURE P15–39
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壓力入口 壓力出口

15-38 重做習題 15-37，但不用非黏性流的近似

解。令流動為紊流，有平滑而無滑動的壁

面。將結果與習題 15-37 相比較，討論摩

擦力的主要影響是什麼？

15-39 建立一計算域，以探討經過二維流線型物

體的不可壓縮層流 (圖 P15-39)。設計各

種物體形狀，並計算其阻力。你能達到的

最小阻力係數 CD 的值為何？

圖 P15-39　
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15–36  Repeat Prob. 15–35, except create a three-dimensional 
room, with an air supply and an air return in the ceiling. 
Compare the two-dimensional results of Prob. 15–35 with 
the more realistic three-dimensional results of this problem. 
Discuss.

15–37  Generate a computational domain to study compress-
ible flow of air through a converging nozzle with atmospheric 
pressure at the nozzle exit (Fig. P15–37). The nozzle walls 
may be approximated as inviscid (zero shear stress). Run 
several cases with various values of inlet pressure. How much 
inlet pressure is required to choke the flow? What happens if 
the inlet pressure is higher than this value? Discuss.

the wye. Also calculate the percentage of the inlet flow that 
goes out of each branch. Generate a plot of streamlines.

15–29  Repeat Prob. 15–28, except for turbulent flow of air 
with a uniform inlet velocity of 10.0 m/s. In addition, set the 
turbulence intensity at the inlet to 10 percent with a turbulent 
length scale of 0.5 m. Use the k-� turbulence model with wall 
functions. Set the outlet pressure at both outlets to the same 
value, and calculate the pressure drop through the wye. Also 
calculate the percentage of the inlet flow that goes out of 
each branch. Generate a plot of streamlines. Compare results 
with those of laminar flow (Prob. 15–28).

15–30  Generate a computational domain to study the lami-
nar boundary layer growing on a flat plate at Re � 10,000. 
Generate a very coarse mesh, and then continually refine the 
mesh until the solution becomes grid independent. Discuss.

15–31  Repeat Prob. 15–30, except for a turbulent boundary 
layer at Re � 106. Discuss.

15–32  Generate a computational domain to study ventila-
tion in a room (Fig. P15–32). Specifically, generate a rectan-
gular room with a velocity inlet in the ceiling to model the 
supply air, and a pressure outlet in the ceiling to model the 
return air. You may make a two-dimensional approximation 
for simplicity (the room is infinitely long in the direction nor-
mal to the page in Fig. P15–32). Use a structured rectangular 
grid. Plot streamlines and velocity vectors. Discuss.

FIGURE P15–32

15–38  Repeat Prob. 15–37, except remove the inviscid flow 
approximation. Instead, let the flow be turbulent, with smooth, 
no-slip walls. Compare your results to those of Prob. 15–37. 
What is the major effect of friction in this problem? Discuss.

15–39  Generate a computational domain to study incom-
pressible, laminar flow over a two-dimensional streamlined 
body (Fig. P15–39). Generate various body shapes, and cal-
culate the drag coefficient for each shape. What is the small-
est value of CD that you can achieve? (Note: For fun, this 
problem can be turned into a contest between students. Who 
can generate the lowest-drag body shape?)

15–40  Repeat Prob. 15–39, except for an axisymmetric, 
rather than a two-dimensional, body. Compare to the two-
dimensional case. For the same sectional slice shape, which 
has the lower drag coefficient? Discuss.

15–33  Repeat Prob. 15–32, except use an unstructured trian-
gular grid, keeping everything else the same. Do you get the 
same results as those of Prob. 15–32? Compare and discuss.

15–34  Repeat Prob. 15–32, except move the supply and/or 
return vents to various locations in the ceiling. Compare and 
discuss.

15–35  Choose one of the room geometries of Probs. 15–32 
and 15–34, and add the energy equation to the calculations. 
In particular, model a room with air-conditioning, by specify-
ing the supply air as cool (T � 18�C), while the walls, floor, 
and ceiling are warm (T � 26�C). Adjust the supply air speed 
until the average temperature in the room is as close as pos-
sible to 22�C. How much ventilation (in terms of number of 
room air volume changes per hour) is required to cool this 
room to an average temperature of 22�C? Discuss.

FIGURE P15–37

FD

V

FIGURE P15–39
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物體

15-40 重做習題 15-39，使用軸對稱而非二維物

體。與二維的情形相比較，討論何者的阻

力係數較低？

15-41 重做習題 15-40，但改用紊流。比較何者

的阻力係數較低？

15-42 建立一計算區域，以探討在二維超音速流

道裡的馬赫波 (圖 P15-42)。計算區域裡

需要包含一具有超音速入口 (Ma =2.0) 的

簡單矩形流道，以及底面一極小的隆起障

礙。用非黏性流近似解，建立如圖中空

氣的馬赫波。量測馬赫角並與理論值 (第 

12 章) 相比較。討論馬赫波撞擊對面壁上

時，會消失或反彈？如果反彈，其反彈角

度為何？

圖 P15-42　
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?

Ma

FIGURE P15–42

15–41  Repeat Prob. 15–40, except for turbulent, rather than 
laminar, flow. Compare to the laminar case. Which has the 
lower drag coefficient? Discuss.

15–42  Generate a computational domain to study Mach 
waves in a two-dimensional supersonic channel (Fig. P15–42). 
Specifically, the domain should consist of a simple rectangu-
lar channel with a supersonic inlet (Ma � 2.0), and with a 
very small bump on the lower wall. Using air with the invis-
cid flow approximation, generate a Mach wave, as sketched. 
Measure the Mach angle, and compare with theory (Chap. 12). 
Also discuss what happens when the Mach wave hits the oppo-
site wall. Does it disappear, or does it reflect, and if so, what 
is the reflection angle? Discuss.

(a) Discuss one way that Gerry could improve his computa-
tional domain and grid so that he would get the same results 
in approximately half the computer time.
(b) There may be a fundamental flaw in how Gerry has 
set up his computational domain. What is it? Discuss what 
should be different about Gerry’s setup.

15–43  Repeat Prob. 15–42, except for several values of the 
Mach number, ranging from 1.10 to 3.0. Plot the calculated 
Mach angle as a function of Mach number and compare to 
the theoretical Mach angle (Chap. 12). Discuss.

Review Problems

15–44C  For each statement, choose whether the statement 
is true or false, and discuss your answer briefly:
(a) The physical validity of a CFD solution always improves 
as the grid is refined.
(b) The x-component of the Navier–Stokes equation is an 
example of a transport equation.
(c) For the same number of nodes in a two-dimensional 
mesh, a structured grid typically has fewer cells than an 
unstructured triangular grid.
(d ) A time-averaged turbulent flow CFD solution is only as 
good as the turbulence model used in the calculations.

15–45C  In Prob. 15–19 we take advantage of top–bottom 
symmetry when constructing our computational domain and 
grid. Why can’t we also take advantage of the right–left sym-
metry in this exercise? Repeat the discussion for the case of 
potential flow.

15–46C  Gerry creates the computational domain sketched 
in Fig. P15–46C to simulate flow through a sudden contrac-
tion in a two-dimensional duct. He is interested in the time-
averaged pressure drop and the minor loss coefficient created 
by the sudden contraction. Gerry generates a grid and calcu-
lates the flow with a CFD code, assuming steady, turbulent, 
incompressible flow (with a turbulence model).

15–47C  Think about modern high-speed, large-memory 
computer systems. What feature of such computers lends itself 
nicely to the solution of CFD problems using a multiblock grid 
with approximately equal numbers of cells in each individual 
block? Discuss.

15–48C  What is the difference between multigridding and 
multiblocking? Discuss how each may be used to speed up a 
CFD calculation. Can these two be applied together?

15–49C  Suppose you have a fairly complex geometry and 
a CFD code that can handle unstructured grids with triangu-
lar cells. Your grid generation code can create an unstructured 
grid very quickly. Give some reasons why it might be wiser 
to take the time to create a multiblock structured grid instead. 
In other words, is it worth the effort? Discuss.

15–50  Generate a computational domain and grid, and 
calculate flow through the single-stage heat exchanger of 
Prob. 15–22, with the heating elements set at a 45� angle of 
attack with respect to horizontal. Set the inlet air temperature 
to 20�C, and the wall temperature of the heating elements to 
120�C. Calculate the average air temperature at the outlet.

15–51  Repeat the calculations of Prob. 15–50 for several 
angles of attack of the heating elements, from 0 (horizon-
tal) to 90� (vertical). Use identical inlet conditions and wall 
conditions for each case. Which angle of attack provides the 
most heat transfer to the air? Specifically, which angle of 
attack yields the highest average outlet temperature?

15–52  Generate a computational domain and grid, and calcu-
late flow through the two-stage heat exchanger of Prob. 15–25, 
with the heating elements of the first stage set at a 45� angle of 
attack with respect to horizontal, and those of the second stage 
set to an angle of attack of �45�. Set the inlet air temperature 
to 20�C, and the wall temperature of the heating elements to 
120�C. Calculate the average air temperature at the outlet.

15–53  Repeat the calculations of Prob. 15–52 for several 
angles of attack of the heating elements, from 0 (horizontal) 
to 90� (vertical). Use identical inlet conditions and wall 

FIGURE P15–46C
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隆起障礙

15-43 重做習題 15-42，但是馬赫數為介於 1.10 

與 3.0 之間的幾個值。繪出所計算的馬赫

角，及與馬赫數的函數關係，並與理論值 

(第 12 章) 相比較。

複習題

15-44C 對於以下各敘述，概略解釋其正確與否。

 (a)  CFD 解會隨其網格越來越細而越合乎

真實答案。

 (b)  納維–斯托克斯方程式的 x- 分量是傳

輸方程式的例子之一。

 (c)  在二維網格裡，如果格點數相同，結

構性網格的數目通常少於非結構性三

角形網格的數目。

 (d)  時間平均紊流 CFD 解答，其適用程度

只能跟它所用的紊流模型一樣。

15-45C 在習題 15-19 裡，我們在建立計算區域與

網格時，在頂面與底面運用對稱條件。為

何不能在左右側也這樣？以勢流的情形重

複討論。

15-46C 蓋瑞建立了如圖 P15-46C 的計算域，要

模擬二維管突然收縮的流動。他想知道該

突然收縮流動會造成的時間平均壓力降及

次要損失係數。他使用 CFD 軟體建立網

格並計算流場。假設流場為穩定、紊流且

不可壓縮。

 (a)  討論一種方法， 使蓋瑞可以改善計算

域與網格，以將近一半的時間得到相

同的答案。

 (b)  在蓋瑞的計算域裡可能有一個基本的

瑕疵。是什麼瑕疵？討論該如何修改

設定？
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圖 P15-46C　
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15–41  Repeat Prob. 15–40, except for turbulent, rather than 
laminar, flow. Compare to the laminar case. Which has the 
lower drag coefficient? Discuss.

15–42  Generate a computational domain to study Mach 
waves in a two-dimensional supersonic channel (Fig. P15–42). 
Specifically, the domain should consist of a simple rectangu-
lar channel with a supersonic inlet (Ma � 2.0), and with a 
very small bump on the lower wall. Using air with the invis-
cid flow approximation, generate a Mach wave, as sketched. 
Measure the Mach angle, and compare with theory (Chap. 12). 
Also discuss what happens when the Mach wave hits the oppo-
site wall. Does it disappear, or does it reflect, and if so, what 
is the reflection angle? Discuss.

(a) Discuss one way that Gerry could improve his computa-
tional domain and grid so that he would get the same results 
in approximately half the computer time.
(b) There may be a fundamental flaw in how Gerry has 
set up his computational domain. What is it? Discuss what 
should be different about Gerry’s setup.

15–43  Repeat Prob. 15–42, except for several values of the 
Mach number, ranging from 1.10 to 3.0. Plot the calculated 
Mach angle as a function of Mach number and compare to 
the theoretical Mach angle (Chap. 12). Discuss.

Review Problems

15–44C  For each statement, choose whether the statement 
is true or false, and discuss your answer briefly:
(a) The physical validity of a CFD solution always improves 
as the grid is refined.
(b) The x-component of the Navier–Stokes equation is an 
example of a transport equation.
(c) For the same number of nodes in a two-dimensional 
mesh, a structured grid typically has fewer cells than an 
unstructured triangular grid.
(d ) A time-averaged turbulent flow CFD solution is only as 
good as the turbulence model used in the calculations.

15–45C  In Prob. 15–19 we take advantage of top–bottom 
symmetry when constructing our computational domain and 
grid. Why can’t we also take advantage of the right–left sym-
metry in this exercise? Repeat the discussion for the case of 
potential flow.

15–46C  Gerry creates the computational domain sketched 
in Fig. P15–46C to simulate flow through a sudden contrac-
tion in a two-dimensional duct. He is interested in the time-
averaged pressure drop and the minor loss coefficient created 
by the sudden contraction. Gerry generates a grid and calcu-
lates the flow with a CFD code, assuming steady, turbulent, 
incompressible flow (with a turbulence model).

15–47C  Think about modern high-speed, large-memory 
computer systems. What feature of such computers lends itself 
nicely to the solution of CFD problems using a multiblock grid 
with approximately equal numbers of cells in each individual 
block? Discuss.

15–48C  What is the difference between multigridding and 
multiblocking? Discuss how each may be used to speed up a 
CFD calculation. Can these two be applied together?

15–49C  Suppose you have a fairly complex geometry and 
a CFD code that can handle unstructured grids with triangu-
lar cells. Your grid generation code can create an unstructured 
grid very quickly. Give some reasons why it might be wiser 
to take the time to create a multiblock structured grid instead. 
In other words, is it worth the effort? Discuss.

15–50  Generate a computational domain and grid, and 
calculate flow through the single-stage heat exchanger of 
Prob. 15–22, with the heating elements set at a 45� angle of 
attack with respect to horizontal. Set the inlet air temperature 
to 20�C, and the wall temperature of the heating elements to 
120�C. Calculate the average air temperature at the outlet.

15–51  Repeat the calculations of Prob. 15–50 for several 
angles of attack of the heating elements, from 0 (horizon-
tal) to 90� (vertical). Use identical inlet conditions and wall 
conditions for each case. Which angle of attack provides the 
most heat transfer to the air? Specifically, which angle of 
attack yields the highest average outlet temperature?

15–52  Generate a computational domain and grid, and calcu-
late flow through the two-stage heat exchanger of Prob. 15–25, 
with the heating elements of the first stage set at a 45� angle of 
attack with respect to horizontal, and those of the second stage 
set to an angle of attack of �45�. Set the inlet air temperature 
to 20�C, and the wall temperature of the heating elements to 
120�C. Calculate the average air temperature at the outlet.

15–53  Repeat the calculations of Prob. 15–52 for several 
angles of attack of the heating elements, from 0 (horizontal) 
to 90� (vertical). Use identical inlet conditions and wall 

FIGURE P15–46C
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流入 流出

15-47C 現代化的電腦系統速度快且記憶體大。在

使用 CFD 解題時，這些電腦的哪些特性

適合於多重區塊？每區塊有相同數量的網

格。

15-48C 多重網格與多重區塊有什麼不同？討論它

們各自如何增進 CFD 的計算速度，它們

可以同時使用嗎？

15-49C 假設你有一個幾何相當複雜的問題，與一

套可以快速建立非結構性三角形網格的 

CFD 軟體。提出一些理由，使你寧可花

時間建立多重區塊的網格。換句話說，值

得多花這些工夫嗎？

15-50 建立一計算域與網格，計算習題 15-22 的

一段熱交換器裡的流動。將加熱元件方向

設為使流入 (水平) 氣流之攻角為 45°。設

定入口的空氣溫度為 20°C，而加熱元件

的壁面溫度為 120°C。計算出口的平均空

氣溫度。

15-51 以不同氣流之攻角重做習題 15-50 的計

算，攻角取數個介於 0 (水平) 到 90° (垂

直) 之間的值。每一個攻角在計算時都設

定相同的入口與壁面條件。哪一個攻角能

傳遞最大熱量到空氣中？哪一個攻角得到

最高的出口平均空氣溫度？

15-52 建立習題 15-25 的計算域與網格，並計

算兩段熱交換器的流動。將第一段加熱

元件的角度設定為與水平成 45°，第二段

的設定為 −45°。設定入口的空氣溫度為 

20°C，而加熱元件的壁面溫度為 120°C。

計算出口的平均空氣溫度。

15-53 以不同加熱元件之攻角重做習題 15-52 的

計算，第一段元件的角度為介於 0 (水平) 

到 90° (垂直) 之間的值。每個計算都設定

同樣的入口與壁面條件。第二段元件的攻

角設為第一段之負值。哪一個角度傳遞最

大熱量到空氣中？哪一個角度得到最高的

出口平均空氣溫度？討論答案是否與習題 

15-51 相同？

15-54 建立一計算區域與網格，計算流體經過

一旋轉圓柱時的靜定紊流流場 (圖 P15-

54)。物體側面的受力方向為何－往上

或往下？繪出流線圖形，哪裡是上游的停

滯點？

圖 P15-54　
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conditions for each case. Note that the second stage of heat-
ing elements should always be set to an angle of attack that 
is the negative of that of the first stage. Which angle of attack 
provides the most heat transfer to the air? Specifically, which 
angle of attack yields the highest average outlet temperature? 
Is this the same angle as calculated for the single-stage heat 
exchanger of Prob. 15–51? Discuss.

15–54  Generate a computational domain and grid, and cal-
culate stationary turbulent flow over a spinning circular 
cylinder (Fig. P15–54). In which direction is the side force on 
the body—up or down? Explain. Plot streamlines in the flow. 
Where is the upstream stagnation point?

15–57  For the slot flow of Prob. 15–56, change to laminar 
flow instead of inviscid flow, and recompute the flow field. 
Compare your results to the inviscid flow case and to the 
potential flow case of Chap. 10. Plot contours of vorticity. 
Where is the irrotational flow approximation appropriate? 
Discuss.

15–58  Generate a computational domain and grid, and cal-
culate the flow of air into a two-dimensional vacuum cleaner 
inlet (Fig. P15–58), using the inviscid flow approximation in 
the CFD code. Compare your results with those predicted in 
Chap. 10 for potential flow. Discuss.

V

�

D

FIGURE P15–54

15–55  For the spinning cylinder of Fig. P15–54, generate a 
dimensionless parameter for rotational speed relative to free-
stream speed (combine variables �, D, and V into a nondi-
mensional Pi group). Repeat the calculations of Prob. 15–54 
for several values of angular velocity �. Use identical inlet 
conditions for each case. Plot lift and drag coefficients as 
functions of your dimensionless parameter. Discuss.

15–56  Consider the flow of air into a two-dimensional slot 
along the floor of a large room, where the floor is coincident 
with the x-axis (Fig. P15–56). Generate an appropriate compu-
tational domain and grid. Using the inviscid flow approxima-
tion in the CFD code, calculate vertical velocity component � 
as a function of distance away from the slot along the y-axis. 
Compare with the potential flow results of Chap. 10 for flow 
into a line sink. Discuss.

15–59  For the vacuum cleaner of Prob. 15–58, change to 
laminar flow instead of inviscid flow, and recompute the flow 
field. Compare your results to the inviscid flow case and to 
the potential flow case of Chap. 10. Discuss.
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15-55 對於圖 P15-54 的旋轉圓柱，建立一旋轉

速度相對於自由流速度的無因次參數 (結

合變數 v、D 與 V 成為無因次 II 組)。用

同樣的入口條件，以幾個 v 值重做習題 

15-54 的計算。繪出升力與阻力係數，及

其與這個無因次參數的函數關係並討論。

15-56 空氣自一個大房間地板上一個二維的孔縫

流入，x- 軸於地板上 (圖 P15-56)。建立

一適當的計算區域及網格，利用 CFD 軟

體的非黏性流近似，沿著 y- 軸計算垂直

速度 V，作為離孔縫距離的函數。將結果

與第 10  章流入線沉的勢流情形比較。

圖 P15-56　
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conditions for each case. Note that the second stage of heat-
ing elements should always be set to an angle of attack that 
is the negative of that of the first stage. Which angle of attack 
provides the most heat transfer to the air? Specifically, which 
angle of attack yields the highest average outlet temperature? 
Is this the same angle as calculated for the single-stage heat 
exchanger of Prob. 15–51? Discuss.

15–54  Generate a computational domain and grid, and cal-
culate stationary turbulent flow over a spinning circular 
cylinder (Fig. P15–54). In which direction is the side force on 
the body—up or down? Explain. Plot streamlines in the flow. 
Where is the upstream stagnation point?

15–57  For the slot flow of Prob. 15–56, change to laminar 
flow instead of inviscid flow, and recompute the flow field. 
Compare your results to the inviscid flow case and to the 
potential flow case of Chap. 10. Plot contours of vorticity. 
Where is the irrotational flow approximation appropriate? 
Discuss.

15–58  Generate a computational domain and grid, and cal-
culate the flow of air into a two-dimensional vacuum cleaner 
inlet (Fig. P15–58), using the inviscid flow approximation in 
the CFD code. Compare your results with those predicted in 
Chap. 10 for potential flow. Discuss.
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FIGURE P15–54

15–55  For the spinning cylinder of Fig. P15–54, generate a 
dimensionless parameter for rotational speed relative to free-
stream speed (combine variables �, D, and V into a nondi-
mensional Pi group). Repeat the calculations of Prob. 15–54 
for several values of angular velocity �. Use identical inlet 
conditions for each case. Plot lift and drag coefficients as 
functions of your dimensionless parameter. Discuss.

15–56  Consider the flow of air into a two-dimensional slot 
along the floor of a large room, where the floor is coincident 
with the x-axis (Fig. P15–56). Generate an appropriate compu-
tational domain and grid. Using the inviscid flow approxima-
tion in the CFD code, calculate vertical velocity component � 
as a function of distance away from the slot along the y-axis. 
Compare with the potential flow results of Chap. 10 for flow 
into a line sink. Discuss.

15–59  For the vacuum cleaner of Prob. 15–58, change to 
laminar flow instead of inviscid flow, and recompute the flow 
field. Compare your results to the inviscid flow case and to 
the potential flow case of Chap. 10. Discuss.
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房間

地板

15-57 在習題 15-56 裡，將非黏性流改成層流，
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重新計算流場。將其結果與非黏性流及第 

10 章的勢流情形比較。繪出旋渦的等高

線。討論哪裡是非旋轉流近似解適用的區

域。

15-58 建立計算區域與網格，用非黏性流的近

似，計算空氣流入一個二維真空吸塵器入

口的流場 (圖 P15-58)。將其結果與第 10 

章的勢流情形比較。

圖 P15-58　
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conditions for each case. Note that the second stage of heat-
ing elements should always be set to an angle of attack that 
is the negative of that of the first stage. Which angle of attack 
provides the most heat transfer to the air? Specifically, which 
angle of attack yields the highest average outlet temperature? 
Is this the same angle as calculated for the single-stage heat 
exchanger of Prob. 15–51? Discuss.

15–54  Generate a computational domain and grid, and cal-
culate stationary turbulent flow over a spinning circular 
cylinder (Fig. P15–54). In which direction is the side force on 
the body—up or down? Explain. Plot streamlines in the flow. 
Where is the upstream stagnation point?

15–57  For the slot flow of Prob. 15–56, change to laminar 
flow instead of inviscid flow, and recompute the flow field. 
Compare your results to the inviscid flow case and to the 
potential flow case of Chap. 10. Plot contours of vorticity. 
Where is the irrotational flow approximation appropriate? 
Discuss.

15–58  Generate a computational domain and grid, and cal-
culate the flow of air into a two-dimensional vacuum cleaner 
inlet (Fig. P15–58), using the inviscid flow approximation in 
the CFD code. Compare your results with those predicted in 
Chap. 10 for potential flow. Discuss.
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FIGURE P15–54

15–55  For the spinning cylinder of Fig. P15–54, generate a 
dimensionless parameter for rotational speed relative to free-
stream speed (combine variables �, D, and V into a nondi-
mensional Pi group). Repeat the calculations of Prob. 15–54 
for several values of angular velocity �. Use identical inlet 
conditions for each case. Plot lift and drag coefficients as 
functions of your dimensionless parameter. Discuss.

15–56  Consider the flow of air into a two-dimensional slot 
along the floor of a large room, where the floor is coincident 
with the x-axis (Fig. P15–56). Generate an appropriate compu-
tational domain and grid. Using the inviscid flow approxima-
tion in the CFD code, calculate vertical velocity component � 
as a function of distance away from the slot along the y-axis. 
Compare with the potential flow results of Chap. 10 for flow 
into a line sink. Discuss.

15–59  For the vacuum cleaner of Prob. 15–58, change to 
laminar flow instead of inviscid flow, and recompute the flow 
field. Compare your results to the inviscid flow case and to 
the potential flow case of Chap. 10. Discuss.
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真空吸嘴

最大速度，
勢流

停滯點

15-59 在習題 15-58 裡，將非黏性流改成層流，

重新計算流場。將其結果與非黏性流及第 

10 章的勢流情形比較。
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